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PREFACE
 

The Directorate General of Water Resources Development (DGWRD) of
 
the Ministry of Public Works, Government of Indonesia (GOI) contracted
 
PRC Engineering Consultants, Inc. (PRC/ECI) to provide consulting

engineering service for preparing an intelrated development plan for
 
the Tuntang/Jragung Rivers in the Jratunseluna Basin. 
In the contract
 
itwas stipulated that the plan should include recommendations on
 
water and soil conservation inthe Tuntang Subbasin which had not been
 
studied inthe past. The study for the preparation of the plan started
 
on May 16, 1979 and was originally scheduled to be completed on November
 
30, 1979.
 

As interim report on the study was submitted by PRC/ECI on August

15, 1979 which was reviewed by all the concerned agencies and later
 
discussed on September 24, 1979 ina meeting held by the DGWRD at

Jakarta. Inthat meeting, it was decided that the study on the Tuntang/

Jragung Rivers should be modified by including the entire Jratunseluna
 
Basin in certain aspects of the study. In that modified study the
 
interrelationships of the existing, proposed and the potential develop
ment works of the Tuntang/Jragung subbasins and those of the adjoining

subbasins within the Jratunseluna Basin should be examined. Also,

problems and needs of water and soil conservation in the entire Jratun
seluna Basin would be identified and a conceptual plan to start conserva
tion measures including design of a pilot demonstration farm would be
 
prepared. The original contract between GOI and PRC/ECI for the
 
engineering services was, therefore, amended to include the revised
 
scope of work for the modified study.
 

A report on water and so.tl conservation in the Tuntang Basin, as
 
contemplated originally, was prepared and presented separately ina

document titled "Jratunseluna Basin - Updated Development Plan.
 
Appendix F. Part I."
 

The above mentioned modified study to update the entire Jratun
seluna Basin was started in December 1979 and copleted inMay 1980.
 
The results of that study are presented inthis document titled
 
"Jratunseluna Basin - Updated Development Plan. Appendix F. Part II."! 

Semarang, May 1980 
 PRC Engineering Consultants,-Inc.
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TUNTANG AND RELATED RIVERS BASINS 

INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT PLAN
 

APPENix r -PART It
 

SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION
 

Fl. INTRODUCTION 

The Jratunseluna Basin is located on the ,north%ddoast'bf.'Java in
 
the Province of Central Java and lies east: and-southeast of the provincial 
capital city of Semarang. The basin's name is a-composite from the 
five main rivers draining the basin, the JRAgung,ITUNtang, SErang, •Lsi 
and JuaNA.' Two other small rivers within the basin,.the :Dolok and Peng
garon, drain directly into the Java Sea ;in the northeast corner.of the"
 

Basin.
 

The Jratunseluna Basin covers an area of about 7,700 square kilo
meters including parts or all of nine kabupatens (regencies) including 
Semarang, Jepara, 'Blora,Deiak, Purwodadi,,Pati, Kudus, Boyolali and. 
Sragen. The municipality of Semarang is also within the basin. The 

location map is presented in Figure t-4. 

The soil erosion problems of the upper watershed 'aequite evident 
to the trained observer, as is the high sediment load of.all the main river 

,systems. It isalso evident that the natural ecosystem of the upper
 
watershed has been disrupted by deforestration, uncontrolled agri
cultural development, extensive depletion of the soil resource, and
 
many other unwise practites. There has been a growing awareness of
 
the problems created by soil erosion, but to date there has been no
 
integrated approach towards defining the upper watershed problems of
 
the entire Jratunseluna Basin, or in developing a program to solve 
these problems., This report has the general objective of providing
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a conceptual plan for clearly defining the .upper. watershed problems 
and defining the necessary technical approach to halting the deteriora
tion of the upper watershed condition, and ultimately towards improving 

the productivity of the lands and in reducing the sediment loads of the 

streams. 

For ,purposes of studying Soil Erosion, and Soil and Water Conserva
tion the Basin is divided into the following subbasins:.
 

Upper Watershe& Areas Jo2 

Lusi Riveri to Serang Confluene, 

Serang ,River' to Lusi Confluence 
Slopesof *he Muria Volcano 1/ 

Tuntang River above Glapan 

Jragung River above Jragung Weir 

Dolok River above Barang Weir 

Penggaron River above Pucanggading .Weir 

937. O 

Q09 

133,0, 

41.5 

77.7 

22,70:..O027.3 

l. 2 

1796.0,10.3 

;-X.7 

: 

1#0 

Total Upper Watershed 4786.2, 62.1 

Lower. Watershbd and Plrmary IrrigatedLands i 21 8i'68!i ;37.9 

Total Jratunseluna Basin 7.,700.0", .-,100.0 

1/ 	 Estimated by using the area above the Jepara - Kudus , Pati-
Trungkil Highway. 

There are of course many riceland, or fiat Areai--in theabove 
upper wa1tershed subbasins that.produce little"or no sediment tb"'the 

river systems. The upper water'shed aeao 4,786.2 km2:62.i percent) 
is -simply a means -of defining the general areatamostsu'.qubj iat to. erosion. 
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The integrated upper watershed management, erosion control, or
 
resource development program for the Jratunseluna Basin contained in 
this report was developed with an awareness that watershed problems
 
are really "people problems"j that have physical and technical constraints 
to their solution. Consequently, the well-being of people is the 
central consideration of the watershed management and resource develop
ment program conceived for the Jratunseluna Basin. 

The watershed management approach used for evaluating and evolving
 
the'resource development program focuses on the total watershed, or
 
hydrologic unit, as the planning and management 6it. The program
 

emphasizes the improvement of economic and social dohditions, land,
 
treatment practices, and the improvement of agriculdib4al and forestry
 
production, rather than emphasizin thecapitai-intensIv' atutua 

methods of protecting downstream flood-plains. 

The original forested environment of the Basins'upper watershed
 
area has been disrupted by deforestration, uncontrolled upland agri-

Cultural development, and sheet, rll and guii eosion, These environ
mental changes are the result of a large population gr6kth and the re
sulting increased demand for agricultural production. This has resulted 
in extending upland cropping to areas where soil conditions or steep
 
slopes make the land very unsuitable for sustained agricultural produc
tion. 
Except for areas of lowland irrigated-rice and most of the uncut 
forest land, the entire basin isbeing subjected to heavy erosion and 
high runoff from mismanaged watershed areas, which is producing sediment 
yields estimated 2as high as 16,000 t/km for the Jragung River above 
the Jragung Damsite. This has created a s'ituation where in a few.years 
much of the upper watershed lands could pass the critical point where 
it Is no longer physically and economically-practical.to effect a re
habilitation to productive uses.
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F.ll. Purpose and Scope
 

The purpose o'f the Jratunseluna Basin study is to identify problems
 
of the upper watershed areas and to propose a conceptual plan for the 
optimum cooperation between governmental agencies for the utilization
 
of the 'land'and'humani esources'of the watershed. The basinwide plan
 
provides for an integrated land atd water resource management program
 
designed to provide the maximum long-term production of all watershed
 
lands through soil .conservation and community development activities. 

The conceptual :erosi"oncontr"ol plan f the Jzatunseluna Basin 
attempts to provide ior the maximum ultimate developmbnet of all resourc es. 
At the same time, itattempts to keep the piogram flexible enough to 
accomodate changing social and economic environments, or shifts in'the
 
availability of project funds. 
It is strbngly recommended that all 
program features be designed from the famer perspective to allow the 
farmers and the'local villages administrative'units"to coordinate and 
develop the project applications in their village. The goal is to 
f6cus attention on the farmer's problems and to codidinate the government 
programs that encourage the farmers 'and the comunity to solve their 

greatly'aid stability ofown problems. This rn n increasig' dbh6in 
the area and in solving the soil and water conservation probleAs of the
 
upper watershed areas.
 

F.l.l.a. Objectives of h Sitdy
 

The objectives-6f the expanded Tuntang River Basin Development
 
Plan 'Contract (Contract No. B.58/CES/79) include the follbwing statement:
 

,'Reviewof existing water and soil *conservation and erbsion control 
plans of the.sub-,basin within the Jratunhseluna Basin; prepare a 
conceptual plan for the entire Jratunseluna Basin; and prepare

detailed designs for an erosion control scheme for a pilot

demonstration area within the Jratunseluna Basin."
 



.These objectives are short term in nature and do not includes the
 
specific long term objectives for soil and water conservation or water
 
shed management, but it is implied that they should be developed.
 
These specific objectives are discussed in the Technical Approach
 
Chapter Section F.2.3. General Objectives.
 

P.1.1.1 ScopeofUWork
 

The 'scopeof work contained in"the., expanded TuntangiRiverBasihn
 
Development Plan Contract included this followiig items:
 

1. A study to determine the.problems and needs for water and soil,'

conservation and erosion control for the basin is to be performed.

This study will consider the studies and work on erosionand soil

conservation being done by other Consultants and government programs

in the Jratunseluna Basin. 
This study will result in the prepara
tion of a general scheme for the entire basin. 
The report will

include criteria to delineate the types of measures to be used for

different types of terrain and typical drawings of the various
 
types of erosion control measures which should be utilized. This

isbasically the scope of work for this report as Part II Concep
tual Plan for the Jratunseluna Basin.
 

2. The preparation-of a detailed design for a 100 ha pilot area. 
The
 
pilot area design was to include drawings of the area showing the
 
location and types of erosion control measures to be constructed

and the drawings are to be of sufficient detail to allow construc
tion of the erosion control measures. This work is completed as the plan
for the Pilot Watershed Demonstration Areas in the last section of
 
this report.
 

Although the terms of reference in Amendment No. 1 to the Tuntang 
River Basin Development Plan Contract did not :include :a requirement 
for"an'integrated watershed management plan for the basin, it quickly
 
became evident that, inorder Ato
improve-soil 'erosion conditions, it
 
would be necessary to use anintegrated approach to development
 
problems; This isrelated to'the necessity of the erosion control proj
 
work becoming the local peoples project rather than a government one,
 
and the need.to impr6ve'the farmers income to the point where he can
 
afford to adopt the needed conservation farming methods which have
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much higher input costs than for traditional agriculture. Hence, this 
report has a broader scope than.origjnaly proposed. 

F.1.2. Statement of the Problem
 

To an engineer desiring to build a reservoir downstream the problem
is the.high sediment rates in'thestream -i16,000 t/km,/year on the:,,

Jragupg-River, for example. This, means that he would have to provide
70 xI106 m3 of sediment storage,in the,Jragng Reservoir, which.is one
of the reasons t at the cost of the project became alox prohibitive 
[4]. To the social scientist the problem isthe lack of resources, bothphysical and human, that would permit the people inthe upland,village
 
a desirable standard of living.I.
-.
To the.soil cons'ervationist it-is the:
 
soil erosion problems of the JratUnseluna which are caused by one or
 
more of the following.:conditions:.
 

-
Removal of the original forest cover,
 
- Planting of crops on steep and long slopes witout meauires to 
take care of surface'runoff, 

- Erosion along roads and trails, 
Lack of proper'conservation or bench terraces, 

- Lack of waterways to dispose off lexcess-water,
 
- Lack of vegetative cover 
to reduce sbeet erosion causediby

raindrop splash and surface runoff, and
 

- Naturally erodible 
or 
 unstable soils in the.Watershed.
 

Each specialist could add to the.list until it,becomes unumanage
ably long. What is not generally recognized is that these are "people

problems!' that have economic, technical and physical limitat•ions on
their solutions. Moretimportant5,planners and goverment officials
 
seldom realize that the farmerj,or other watersheQ resident, is,
 
generally ,comoletelyirational inihis behaviour'tgiven the specific

circumstances of 
his or her situation. Therefore, toinitiate a
 
Spermanent change'in,,,upland ,aRricultural methods itjis necessary to
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change the farmer's economic position, his ability to take risk, his
 
perception of the problem, and to show how he might benefit from the
 
solution the technician is suggesting. Because the farmer probably*
 
cannot read, his education in conservation farming must be accomplished
 
by oral or demonstrative communication.
 

SThe Principdl cause of low labot productivity by upland farmersis, 
in fact,,; the low productivity of their past labor. Productidn and 
economic retdrns are simpl not large enough tstart he cumulative 

ocess of*rising production and prosperity. This'low'produdtivift'y 
and the high rates of erosion, result'from the lage population pressures 
that .prevent most upland farmers froi obtaininga'farming unit that :'.
 
yields more than subsistance levels of pro uction 
 Inmost cases the
 
farmer himself does not realize the effects of these limitations, but
 
his insecure and constrained existence laigely determine hi's'bhaviour. 
The truth is that upland farmers of the Jratunseluna Basin 'are *no 
members of modern economic society and haVe very limtaed chances of
 
ever accomplishing this feat. But if the' erosion of the Jratunseluna
 
Basin is permitted to increase at present' rates the upland area could
 

conceivably support less than one-half the present population by the
 
year 2000.
 

It is important to understand that conservation' practices are 
bound to agricultural producon inh imp rtant respects:. +First, 
they are physically bound because 'the gr6und cover and 'soil manaemnent
 
in agriculture and forestry effet both the degree of 'ei"sio*'ad' the 
maintenance of any installed conservation' works. Secondly,- they are 
economically bound because the primary; justiffication 4fo r consration 
of agricultural or forestry lands is that -these eaziether 
in the future, will Ibe more productive than they'would Have without 

ts:, 'owor, 

the installation of conservation measures. The real reason for soil
 
conservation activities,is tosave the land resoure for future genera
tions, It is also; important to u:nderstand' that the destruction rate' 
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of upland watershed areas in the jratunseluna Basin is accelerating, and
 
it is only a matter of time before vast areas of the basin will become
 

unproductive.
 

The major problem of the Jratunseluna Basin is that the present.
 
productivity and size of upland farms is such that neither the physical
 
nor economic conditions for a conventional soil conservation program
 
exist. Even if the best possible structural measures (terraces, drop
 

structures, waterways, etc.) were installed, the land, and the struc
tuxalmeasures, would continue to erode under the present agricultural
rural,
 

practices. Furthermore, the agricultural productivity of most of the 
upland areas is so low that it is questionable whether the net returns 
-to the farmer are sufficient to pay even the maintenance costs of the 
conservation works --
much less their initial cost. At thIs same time, it' 

is very important that the farmer contributes to the construction of* 

the terraces and other stiuctures so 
..

he 
* 

thinks of them as his iprove

ments not that of the government.
 

Population pressures create related problems on the forested land. 
The first iswhere forests are clear cut and the people permitted 

to raise crops on the land for two years.. Most forest land isnot 
suited to crop production and this practice causes large amounts of 
erosion and losses In fertility that greatly delays the reforestration 
activities.. In most cases it would be more economic to hire people 
to erosion-proof and reforest the area immediateiy. The second problem 
on forested lands is the almost continuous trespass harvesti.g,
 
clearing and farming of forested areas. After the topsoil is 1ost
 
by erosion, and it.will no longer produce crops, these areas are abandined,
 

At this stage these abandoned areas will general;,y only supportwee
 
species and.,a. low,.ype of jungle.
 

Using each hectare of land within its capability unfortunately
 
.....
dtailed inventory of the soils and other resources available,
 



and this information has not been developed for the Jratunseluna
 

Basin 

F.l.3. Core Concepts in Soil Conservation
 

The need for soil conservation has been understood, at least 
to
 

some extent, by most societies down through history.
 

But at a no time in history has the earth been asked 
to feed so
 

many people. The understanding that man is both the only thing in
 

na.ure that can destroy the environment and the only living thing that 

can do something to plan and improve his environment 
is very important
 

The balance of this section contains
 to the soil conservation concept. 


some core concepts for understanding the soil 
and water conservation
 

program for the Jratunseluna0Basin.
 

Soil is the bai6 of the food chain and thus life. 
Soil is the thin
 

I. 
outer layer of the earth upon which all life 

depends; as it furnishes
 

most 6f the food -for,plants, and supplies many raw materials 
for
 

industry. 

can
'treat the land determines how well and how long it 

- How we 
fiber and living space.

furnish man, with the necessary food, 

flooding, and sediment deposition are signs 
- Soil erosion,
:(symptoms) of land: abuse. 

practices can keep the land productivity
- Soil conservation 
but they mast be used in a complete

'by *savingvaluable topsoil, 
conservation farming ,system. 

"using the land according to its capabilities; 
- Good land use is 

steep land for grass and forest, level 
land for crops".
 

its best use must be found.
-
- Every hectare of land has a use 

All parts of the watershed lands are interrelated and damage to 

any,'part f,the system can destroy or damage other 
areas. 
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2. Plants, the "producers" In our environment, are also the "care-
Good plant cover is the primary defensetakers" of our environment. 


Almost no erosion occurs in a natural forest
against soil erosion. 

area.
 

-

- The fertility of the soil is directly related to plants both 

from adding nutrients and reducing soil erosion. 

Water quality is improved by plants as they protect the 
watersheds
 

-

against erosion and reduce sediment in streams.
 

The primary control of erosion is by increasing vegetative Cover,
 -
which can then be supplemented by other soil conservation 

measures
 

including structures.
 

3. The conservation (wise use) of water should ble the concern of 
everyone
 

Water can be
 since each of us is dependent on water for life. 


managed - used again and again.
 

inwater, but o.the
 - Erosion is the'source of most sedime. t 

extent precipitation infiltrates the soil it isnot 
available 

to create erosion by surface runoff. 

Watershed planning and . maniagement is necessary to assure the 

quantity, quality and timing of water'supplies..: 

e-foDrms4. Man has the responsibility to share'the earth with other' l 
and functions. 

Life 9n eaz~th is dependent on available natdral resources and 
-

functioning of natural systems.
 

Man isthe only living thing intelligent enough toplan 
the use
 

-

of his environment, but the individual person will 

not participate
 

ina plan he does not understand.
 

Man's actions can destroy resources, or he can use these 
resources
 

- system.
wisely, thus maintaining the earth's delicate natural 

F.l.4. Constraints or Limitations of 'thePlan
 

The conceptual-Plan for the Jratunseluna Basin provides only a
 

technical framework for undertaking the development of a watershed 
manage

ment program for reducing erosion damages in the upper watershed area.
 

Because of time and data constraints it isnot even possible 
to
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specifically identify the subwatershed where the project should be

initiated. Prom the limited data on sediment production, however, itwould appear that the project should be initiated in the Tuntang/Jragung 
Rivers vatershed area.
 

Time and data constraints also prevented the provision of any

specific project budget proposal for the Jratunseluna Basin. Con
sidering the probable limitations on availability of technically trained
 
people for an integrated development program this is probably not important. 
For 4t least the first two years of the project, the Pilot
 
Watershed Demonstration Area Project contained in the last section

of this report will probably require most of the funding and technical
 
assistance available. 
As such, it is a recommendation that work in

the Jratunseluna Basin be initiated on these or similar demonstration
 
farms.
 

As noted in the nekt section of this report it is-necessary To
develop a considerable amount of data on resource availabilit an 
problems before it is possible to develop a truly integrated program
for soil and water conservation in the basin. 
This also-requiresithe

development of a highly trained and qualified technical 
staff that can
 
provide leadership and training for the field staff. 
Because past

agricultural development programs focused on the production of iligated 
rice there are essentially no professionals staff who are qualified to

solve the problems of upland farmers. Therefore, it would be *aw~steof funds to attempt to implement a program for the entire basin i the 
near future. The staff must be trained, and the upland conservation
 
farming method :and structural measures must be proved on the demobstratiol 
watershed areaq before the watershed management program for the btsin
 
can be developed.
 

If funds were available, the process of developing and implementing

the watershed management program could be speeded up by hiring qualified

consultants to train the local staff and initiate the technical program
 
described in the next section of this report.
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F.2. TECHNICAL APPROACH
 

F. 2.1. Watershed Erosion Problems-

The destruction of the environment, through the misuse and overuse 
of the land resources has become the short-run price of survival for 
upland farmers in virtually all of. the less developed countries. The 
history of man is, of course, replete with those instances in which 
man's mismanagement of the available soil and water resources has caused 
the degeneration of once fertile land into wastelands or deserts. The. 
very high population densities of the Jratunseluna Basin hea definitely 
accelerated the destruction of forested areas, plantations, and. fertile 
cropland areas by erosion and/or sediment deposition. Unfortunately, 
man is often slow to learn from the evidence of-the world's manyv 
devasted lands, which are testaments to the catastrophies that are! 
certain to follow the mismanagement of upland watershed areas.
 
Fortunately, it is still possible to prevent this from happening 
 in. the-
Jratunseluna Basin. 

The consequences of uncontrolled forest exploitation in,the-

Jratunseluna Basir 'are of critical concern because some of the formerly 
forested areas are approaching the critical pointwhere ,they can only 
be returned to poor quality forest or abandoned to weed species. In 
addition to the effects previously, discussed, this-will result, ina 
direct shortage of lumber and, fuelwood. in, the Basin. With- the recent 
energy crisis and the attendant higher' prices- for, petroleum',products, 
the, exploitation of fuelwood resources is becoming a .serious .problem.' 
To some . degree, however, this has the iadvantage .,that-fuelwood ;,produced, : 
as a'part of an, agroforestry program- will 'have a ready. market.' 

,Whenever. upland agriculturei S:practiced,- or whenever: roads, and 
trails are cleared of vegetation, excessive removal of soil is likely 
to. occur .The steeper the Ilandz form, 'the higher 'the potential rate of 
erosion... Erosion not :only;results. in he. deterioration of the product
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Ivity of the land, but it inalso results the aggravation o ofse.diment-, 
ation and flood damages in downstream areas. No program will control
 
erosion on steeply sloping upland crop areas it .,can'on.ly reduce' the 
erosion to some acceptable level or maintain the land resource for use 
over a longer perio, of timp. 

In the Jratunseiuna Basin, the' problem, of -erosion from uplad 
crop areas are compounded by the high population density and.by the
 
fact that the cultivators are poor -farmers operating small -parcels 
witho t the physical, 'human (educational), or economid resources to 
solve the problems.' .The social dilemma is always there. . Thq. reslett-le
ment or transmig ation of people' from, the' land .is.a.difficult process, 
even: when thay*are illegally squatting,, bu'. the watershed land and 
water resources will continue to 'deteriorate unless. the process of 
cultivating even steeper lands can.-bei stopped. 
Because people.must'
 
eat,, the solution of a "waershed's irosidn problem. may well":.r;estwith 
transmigration and population control. Otherwise, the ,program..suggested, 
in this report can only reduce the rate of deterioration while feeding
the existing population better; it will not solve the people problem 
of the watersied.
 

All cultivated sloj6s require-protectioh against. erosionhy a:
 
high degree of vegetative cover or 
structuies, 'or: a'"combination. of.
 
these measurep. - The ste6jer the;-slope, the higher the potential -.
for
 
erosion and the more difficult it, is'o 
 'reduce erdsion rates,'toi some 
acceptable level. -Mechanicalmethods of, control must ibe fited.inito. 
the upland farming conservation 'program,. and. their success'.lies..in'the, 
management and maintenance by fathers -with some help' from, governmental 
technical services. It should be noted.that the.real reason for. most-., 
erosion control structural measures is to break the slope into shorter 
or flatter slopes on which surface runoff can more easily be.controlled. 

,'It.lis especiadly.unfortiMate that the .erosion problems and loss.of
 
soil.fqrtility are; seldom recognized intil.:.they have reached critical. 



stages or conditions that 're very difficult and expensive to reverse. 

At this stage, the erosion pi,6blems of the watershed have already reduced 

upland crop production, destroyed much of the natura.l 'forest cover, 

caused farmers to abandon eroded 'croplands, and produced accelerated 

runoff rates with the attehdant flooding and high' sediment loads in the 

streams. This effect, in turn, "increases downstream flooding and 

sediment deposition. 

Traditionally, the solution has'beenv.±O.Bild servois*.or levees 

to control river flows and thereby protect the more valuable downstream 

lands and developments. 'In some 'dases a'large erosion control project 

is initiated t o solve the erosion problems of the upper watershed area 

in a brief time--usually five years or less. Such -a project usually 

'*takes the- form of massive teiracng,-,waterway construeftion, and re-, 

forestration pzojects that,' theoreticdlly, 'will quickly 'solve the', 

erosion problems of' the country 'ot-.area., .However, when the initial-, 

technical' and finahclal sip'port' of -the proj et: 'is no longer available, 

the measures are' geherall n6t mainfiaield and soon fail, -thereby causing 

damages to be -much greatei 'than 'if io erosion dontrol project had been 

attempted.
 

What is n6t gtnerally' recognized is' that these watershed- problems 

are really people problems with economic, technical, and-physical 

limitations to their solution. More importantly, planners and government 

officials seldom tealize that "the behavior of.the"individual 'farmer, or 

other 'qatefshed" resdeiiii, is' generally completely rational ..within, the 

'limits of hi6 knowledge. -Therefore, to initiate: a permanent -change .it 

is necessary first "tc ciaige the farmer's econoiic'. posit.ion: and his* 

ability to take risk; ihen to develop his,'perception of the proble'o 

and of how he might benefit'"from- the solution; and finally toinstruct
 

him in the methods of conserivation farming -and to provid- him .with the
 

incentives necessary to the' desiredchanges.
4ake 

Smply stated; the major pr6blemzis lia .'the 'upland farmer' s present 
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farm productivity and size are generally so limited that neither the
 
physical nor economic conditions are available for a conventional
 

conservation program. Furthermore, population pressures are causing
 

additional areas of forest and plantation land to be cleared for agri

cultural production; because most of this land is unsuitable for upland
 
crop production, itwill erode and ultimately be abandoned or returned
 
to marginal forest uses.
 

F.2.2. The Watershed Management Approach to Erosion Control 

The watershed management approach to'evaluatihg and developing soil 
and water conservation programs focuses on the total watershed (or hydro
logic unit) as the planning and management unit. This total catchment 
area concept implies that any conservation treatment should be considered 
in its relationship to the entire drainage area, both in how the water
shed will affect the treatment.and,how the .treatmentwill affect the
 
watershed. The watershed management approach emphasizes land treatment
 
practices rather than the capital-intensive, structural methods because 

the primary control of soil and water is exerted by vegetation and all 
management efforts should aim at increasing vegetative control of erosion 
and runoff. This is accomplished by the adoption of conservation farming 
techniques, land use adjustments, and, where necessary, the provision of
 
structural measures.
 

Increases inrunoff and soil erosion generally result from man
caused imbalances between the vegetative cover and the existing soil

landform-climatic conditions. Consequently, the most effective treatment 
for accelerated erosion and runoff isthe restoration of the proper 
balance between vegetation and site conditions on as large an area of 
the watershed as possible. Vegetative control of runoff may be achieved 
either.directly, by improving the cover conditions, or indirectly by 
effectively managing crop residues or by mulching cultivated areas. 
Therefore, even where structural measures are used, they should be 
considered adjuncts; to vegetative . control,methods ofi conservation farming 
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and revegetation of disturbed and eroded areas. 

Many types of mechanical protection can be used to reduce erosion
 

of cu.tivated slopes: level basins (rice paddies), contour planting,
 

strip cropping, conservation terraces, bench terraces, and diversions
 

for example. Many variations of these methods can be used, depending
 

on the slope of the land, the crops to be grown, and all of the climatic
 

and soils factors that affect the erosion potential of the area. The
 

comnplete treatment of upland slopes will.also generally require the
 

development of waterways, drop structures, and channel and gully stabill

zat ion. 

The general success :of the bench ,terracing program of, the ,-Panawangan 

Pilot Watershed of the Citanduy Basin, has caused manypeoplein Indo
nesia to believe that bench terracing is the complete-answer to water

shed erosion control problems. If for no other reason than the vary 

high cost of bench terracing, this is not a true generalization. 

Insisting on bench terracing of all cultivated upland will simply mean 

that no conservation work will be applied to some lands. It cannot be 

emphasized too strongly that there are no simple answers to solving the 

problems of watersheds having large population densities in relation to 

the resources available. 

'In simple terms, integrated watershed management is ,the planning 
and application method that,:, takes into account all the watershed 

resources and problems and attempts to .maximize the economic and 
financial returns over the long ltermn'while maintaining the, watershed 

land and water resources for, use by the future generations.: 

The.,integrated approach to watershed management is also known as 

"comprehensive, "conservation management ," "multidisciplinay," 
"interdisciplinary," "basin-wide," or "multiple-use planning;" it does 
not matter which term is used specifically to describe the process. 
The.,,term ",multiple-use planning" seems to be coming into more common 
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use in relation to watershed management and will generally be used to
describe the process in the balance of this report. In simplistic
terms, Integrated watershed or multiple-use planning is the planning
.and application method that takes into account all the watershed 
resources and problems, and. attempts to maximize the economic and.
financial returns over the long term while maint'aining the watershed 
'land and water resources.
 

Notably, in a developing countzy'the ; integrated.'watershed manage
ment- approach is the key to:
 

1. Efficient use of limited funds and trained'manpower; 
2.-Maximizing use of iavailable,:resources (physical, human'and!economic);,3. Coordination oft ie'g -..
v t , g ... .. ... .. ,, , o.. r t the govrnment programs to reach specifi' objectives;

'.and 

4. Maximizing long-term production,from t watershd whle protctingthe land'and'water resoarces:
 

Historically,' only lip service .:has1been'paid-;to 'the .'integratedapproqch

in the actual watershed planning process.-


Although multiple-use planning is one of:th~ievolving features of
watershed management programs, it complicates technical, administrative
 
and political de.cisions. 
 Technical decisions are'intricate because'

for the first time, the individual:technical staff member. is beihgasked how a -practice in ,his field of expertise- will affect' the'watershed'i 
environment, landand water,resources,-econom"c return, 'and, the'well
being of people. Rather obviously, ,this requires a' higher, level. .oftraining for the staff and the administrative coordinators, of the program. :,It .also 'requires 'a tteameffrom :the staff simply because 
no one .person has all ''of;'the_,, knowl'edge required- for truti multipl4'iise
plannIngan,& management. 

Prom ,thel administrative; viewpoint; imultiPle-ue :pianning is very 
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difficult because it requires a blurring of the normal technical and
 

administrative linesof authority. Individual governmental agencies
 

cannot take independent action on the application of practices or the
 

development of budgets if the multiple-use planning and management
 

approach is to produce the desired results. Another administrative
 

problem is that watershed boundaries seldom if ever match the political
 

or administrative boundaries used .by government agencies for program
 

administration.
 

From the political viewpoint, the integrated ,oatershedmanagement
 

approach creates extreme difficulty because itrequires a long-term
 

dedication of'specific.funds and otbher,resources. Y,oliticaliy, it is
 

!,much easier to remain flexible in regard,,to ..
agency, fund allocations than
 

provide long-term commitments of,funds. iThere,isalso a.problem
e that
 

many of the results of the,watershed,management programs are not,
 

immediately apparent and-may-never-be visible to.the nontechnical in

dividual.. The belief ithat the implementation of ,awatershed management
 

project will result inmuddy streams becoming clear isnot even remotely
 

true.
 

F.2.3. General Objectives-


The general objectives of the proposed Integrated Watershed Management 

Project for the.Jratunseluna Basin.are to improve the quality of'.life 

for the watershed residents through aprgam that will imprve water

shed productivity and increase net returns to farmers,by implemqnting 
-' 
conservation farming techniques that will reduce6'soil'losses. Iowever,
 

individual farmers must have the- resources necessary to.,accept and adopt
 

the technical improvements because many erosion control measures and,
 
necessary land use changes will actually reduce the net crop area.
 

A secondary objedtive of the proposed Integrated Watershed Management 

Project is,.deveo'6po the institutiona capacity of the project staff 

to plan,,implement, and operate.watershed management projects. This 



will be.accomplished by training the watershed staff to work with farmers
 
and farm organizations-in promotiig acceptance of the needed conserva
tion farming methods and techniques'ds well as to provide farmers with
 
technical training in upland agronomy, soil conservation, watershed
 
management, and all'of the other technical disciplines required.
 
Among institutional-changes, the most-important is'to educate governmental
 
officials to realize the importance,of.'the farmer.s understahding the
 
problem and the benefits of the proposed changes. It is very.: important 
that the farmers think of the development as their project, not a govern
tent , proj ect. 

The Integrated Watershed :Management.Project must consider .three
 
factors: (:1.)
the.existing,level of lanld ,and water,resoureS-development;
 
(2) the existing social 'structure, and "infrastructIre; .and (3) the avail
able resouibes for*aceomflishin.:the 'mprovement .program.
 ',The,integrated
 
approach recognizes that Th almost all-cases 'the.
social ;factors,-will be 
more serious, constraints, than will he technicai :problems.. 

F.2.3.a. 2bectives of Watershed Management
 

Watershed protection, management, 4and,'f .velometProjectshave the, 
following specific conservation objectives:
 

1. 
To use each hectare of waterhedb -lan'd..within,its,capability'over:
 
the long term,and.to prevent further detqrioration,.
 

2. 	To apply cultural, vegetative, and supporting'-structural-measure.
 
practices on each hectare of.land.as necessary.to prevent soil

deterioration and to obtain better soil, waterya 
 vegetat on,

management.for maximum productibn,from the land over the long-term,
 

3. 	To stabilize runoff and conntrol sediment as a means of:"
 

Maximizing net economic benefits from reducing damages
by flooding and sediment deposition, 

Reducing reservoir or- leveje deposition.,and, other forms of sediment 
damage to stream bhanneis and rice fields. '"o..d.en 
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Improving the water quality of the streams in order to promote
 
health, recreation, and industrifal use and to reduce damage to
 
fisheries, minicipalities, and other related users, and
 

Achieving a water management balance among the water needs of
 
each watershed hectare such that upper watershed production
 
is maximized and the irrigation systems' dry season water
 
requirements are more fully met.
 

F.2.3.b. Objectives of an Integated Watershed Management Program
 

The development 'of significant and specific objectives can',only be 

accomplished by studying -the individual watershed and it' Sproblems 

because only then is it .possible to isolate and separate the various 

means of achieving'the general objectives. Develo'ment of specific 

objectives for a watershed management program.also requires the direct 

participation of the governmental units in charge of the watershed area 

being rehabilitated,or developed. 

Development of a watershe'd m'anagement program Involves three com

ponents: (1) development of program objectives,n accordance-with the
 

ultimate ends they.are.intended to serve; (2).the efficient employment
 

of available resources; and (3) a program to reach the given objectives,
 

The program objectives include:'
 

1. 	Development by both farmers' and government -of icials' of an under
* 	standing of the true nature and condition of the problems they face; 

'he.program s'houd attemptto demonstrate methods of-.solvingthese 
problems. 

2. 	Development of an integrated multidisciplinary plan for solving", with
 
their cooperation, the people problems'of the watershed. .
 

3. 	Optimum use of all previously installed: soil cons ervation works.
 

4. 	Adoption of conservation*: farming methods and.other improved agri

cutural Prictices throug a system of demons{ration farms.
 

5. 	;'Development.,of-an efficient system for enabling upland farmers to
 
obtain improved seedsj fertilizers, and other technical inputs as
 
need;e and at prices lthat permit profits from their use.
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6. Education of those concerned regarding livestock and fish produc
tion as important complementary activities to the conservation
 
program.
 

7. Increased water use efficiency in the total watershed by:
 

Increased use of rainfali inboth upland and irrigated areas.
 

Increaped irrigation system and application effibiency resulting

in optimum use of aVailable water supplies. 

8. Development of a program for erosion proofing of roads and trails.
 

9. ...Improvement and development of the institutions and organizations
 
needed to solve the problems of upland farmers by:
 

Development of a multidisciplinary training program for 
technical staff that is focused on upland agricultiure problems 
and their solutions, 

Development of a research program for upland agriculture and 
forestry that isfocused on solving specific ,watershed problems,. 

Strengthened link between research, extension, and farmers, 

Improved credit facilities,
 

Development of cooperative ,marketing systems and facilities,
 

Improved transportation system 

Development of a conservation education program to reach all 
watershed residents. 

10. Development of an evaluation and basio'data collection system for
 
use in improving the integrated watershed management program and 
provision of a source of planning data for project staff and 
governmental units. 

F.2.4. Program Development
 

The development: of a :successfil integrated,watershed management 
program generally requires a reoientation 'of.ethe-laed structure of 
education 'and as'sistaince-to. the l.,and 'user., The-land owner must be a part 
of the'decision'' mkin prcss because he willI be the .pernon to put the 



plan into full and successful operation; if he does not believe in it, 
he will simply ignore it. The farmer must be encouraged to understand his 
soil and water resources and their DroDer management. 

Five basic, common-sense stages are involved in the development and 
implementation of a sound soil conservation program for any watershed
 
area. 
This includes the following activities:
 

1. 	 Inventory the physical and human resources and problems: 
Farmers' and government officials' interest in and attitude 
towards soil and water conservation; 

Problems of upland farmers; 

Land use and land use. versus-land capability; 

Physiography;
 

Vegetation type,, conditi6i. and..use; 

Historical erosiori types,'rates, and sedimeint' damages; 

Potential erosionraes and damages without conservation program;
 

Climate;
 

Hydrology and water supply availability; and
 

Demographic and sorio-cultural conditions.
 

2. Analyze and evaluate the data and factors found inthe watershed

inventory and determine possible solutions:
 

Estimate total "conservation needs for each land type and land
 
capability unit;
 

Delineate critical erosion areas and problems
 

Evaluate the present resource use and productivity;
 

Evaluate the improvement potential;.
 

Evaluate the most probable improvement rate; and
 

Evaluate what will happen if conservation measures are not applied.
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3. 	Develop and initiate a conservation education program to reach
 
all age groups, both sexes, farmer leaders, influential citizens,
 
and government officials:
 

Multidiciplinary training in upland conservation farming methods
 
and conservation techniques for all project staff;
 
A training program for farmer leaders and local conservation
 

technicians;
 

Village meetings to discuss -onservation proposals;
 

Local watershed development committee training and motivation;
 

Educational programs in schoollsystem (local dialect and
 
written by an expert in conservation motivation); and
 

Demonstration farms and educational tours that will spread
 
knowledge of the best conservation farming techniques and
 
practices.
 

4. 	 Plan the program to fit the attitudes and desires of the farmers 
as well as the natural vegetation, land use capability, and land 
use patterns existing-in the hydrologic unit or mini-watershed. 

Attempt to solve some of the problems recognized by the local 
people as a first step in project implementation; 

Avoid treating symptoms without consideration of the underlying
 
causes of erosion.;
 

Concentrate on revegetation of disturbed areas, conservation
 
farming, crop-yield improvement, livestock and fish management,
 
agroforestry (fruit, fuelwood, or timber production in combination
 
with agricultural crops or pasture), and protection of critical
 
areas;
 

Where practical, rehabilitate and modernize existing terrace, 
waterway, and farming systems; be innovative at improving 
existing soil conservation systems or traditional practices; 

Use 	simple structures that can be built with local materials
 
and 	labor when possible; 

Evaluate the-cost effectiveness of the project and revise the
 
program if necessary;,-


Keep the operation schedule flexible and revise periodically
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in light of the experienced. treatment effectiveness; and 

Expose the smallest practical area for the shortest possible
 
time during construction of terraces and other structures.
 

5. Implement a thorough maintenance program before, during, and after
watershed land trteatment and structural measures are installed.
 
This may require a specific fund allocation after the project is 
officially completed.
 

F.2.5i Proposed Plan of Work for Proram Development
 

Development of an integrated watershed management program for any
 
major catchment area requires the collection and analysis of a large
 
amount ofbasic physical, economic,-and sociologic information to define
 
the problem and arrive at a feasible project plan for solving the problems.
 
Unfortunately, many of the Jratunseluna Basin watershed areas are eroding,
 
or deteriorating, so rapidly that it isurgent that corrective measures
 
be initiated as rapidly as possible. Therefore, the plan of work
 
should be phased to provide for the initiation of a pilot conservation
 
education and demonstration program in selected areas within six months
 
after project initiation. 
Feedback from this education and demonstration
 
work will also be very valuable in developing the detailed watershed
 
management program for the entire catchment area.
 

While it isnot possible to determine the number of demonstration
 
watersheds needed without extensive investigation, it is suggested that
 
two education centers and two associated demonstration watersheds, of
 
about fifty hectares each. be developed in'the Tuntang Subbasin early
 
in the program and that additional areas be developed as the need
 
becomes apparent.
 

Program development comprises three primary phases: (1)resource
 
inventory and problem identification; (2)proposal of possible solutions
 
for the problems; and (3)assessment, testing, and evaluation of the
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proposed solutions. All three phases should be conducted on the two
 

primary demonstration watersheds.
 

F.2.5.a. Resource Inventory and Problem Identification
 

(1) Resource Tnventory
 

Resources are those things people can use to satisfy their
 
needs--anything from soil, water, and vegetation-to a musical
 

composition; and because of changes in technology, our defini
tion of resources constantly changes. Therefore, no resource
 
inventory is ever complete and final. 
New and to-be-developed
 
resources exist as people have the skill and creativity tofind
 

uses for materials that today have little or no value.
 

In many watersheds, it is the lack of human resources
 
(education, conservation farming methods, etc.) that has created
 
the most problems; therefore, those resources require the most 
careful inventory. The demographic and socio-cultural inventory 
of a watershed's residents (the human resources) is of primary 

Importance because it is their labor, skills, and talents that
 
will ultimately determine the success or failure of any: water
shed management program. The intelligent use of all the available
 

resources over time is essential to a program's success in
 

increasing the well-being of people.
 

Natural resources (such as soil, water, airq, plant, and
 
animal life) are those materials available in the watershed for
 
improving its resident's quality of life. Therefore, a careful
 
inventory of the natural resources provides the planners with
 
an important measure of the basic resources available for
 
developmentand use and with an indication of the past and
 

present rate of depletion.
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Relations between resources are complex in farming and
 

particularly so in upland farming. The growth of plants and
 

animals is the joint product of seeds, the sun's radiation,
 

rainfall, plaut nutrients, and the farmer's labor and cultural
 

practices. This complexity and the consequent complexity of
 

problems emphasizes the need for a multidiciplinary team of
 

specialists to work together in developing an integrated water

shed management program.
 

(A) Problem Identification 

This systematic procedure for identifying problems.and
 

constraints begins with a preliminary investigation of the
 

proposed pilot areas and major watershed units, of existing
 

research relating to the watershed system and conservation
 

farming techniques, of existing agricultural practices, and.
 

of institutional and infrastructural arrangements, and procedures
 

that affect the watershed. This initial step establishes
 

a knowledge of the existing system.
 

Systematic problem identification is necessary to understand
 

the traditional farming systems (both upland and riceland)
 

of the watershed and to isolate the major constraints on
 

increased agricultural production. *The muitidisciplinary
 

technical staff must talk with the farmers and attempt to
 

perceive both what the farmers see as their problems, and what
 

"reql" problems constrain production and cause farmers to.
 

deplete their soil resources.
 

Any technological improvement must be acceptable to those 

who provide for, use, manage, and take the risk of the 

implemented changes. 'Therefore -this phase must carefully 

determinethe needs of the farmer, including the interrela
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tionships among-technologys institutions, and the prevailing 
economic, socialt and cultural structures. Using this proach, 

the farmer becomes the center of attention; his remarks ;and 
suggestiOns will be recorded for assessment; his needs will be 
identified and his cooperation solicited. 'Then, providing 
the educational program teaches him to understand the erosion 
problem of.his land and providing sufficient incentives are
 
supplied to enable him to take the riSk of making the desired
 
changes in his farming operation, the farmer will undertake
 

oonservation faming methods.
 

(iii) Resources and Problems"to be Stu'did, 

Specific items to-be st died 'ould include but' notbbe 

limited to: 

1. Identification' of the' "people problems- and:assets", namely! 

Population density,
 

Population growth rates,
 

Age and sex distributibn of the "populatin, 

Employment and underemployment, 

Education levels (particularly farmers, and'farm families),: 

Farmers'.. incomes and living standards, includiihgi" 
nutritk-Ins level,
 

Farmers' attitudes and.desires as related to conservation
 
farming methods, and
 

Cultural and institutional constraints to change; 

2. Land use in the watershed and historical changes in use; 

3. .-Present practices zfaringand,nputs jin,,the,.water bed, 
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4. 
Climate and water availability and use in the watershed;
 

5. 	Soils, land capability, and erosion rates;
 

6. 	Credit availability and use;
 

7. 	Pest and disease control;
 

8. 	Cropping areas and yields under present conditions;
 

9. Storage and marketing of crops;
 

10, 
 Economic and social conditions

11. 	 Infrastructural problems and difficulties in working;with
 
farmers;
 

12. 	Farmers' respectiveness to social,itechnological,:'a

institutional changes; 

13. 	Availability of animal and mechanical power;
 

14. 	 Irrigation development in the watershed and the potential,
for development in additional areas; 

15. 	 Forest resources and problems, namely.
 

Timber production and marketingv
 

Fuelwood and other forest products and marketing,
 

Uncontrolled logging,
 

Trespass problems and control'methods, 

Fire 	losses and control methods, and
 

Plantation development and other reforiestration,
 
efforts;
 

16. Eroded areas:requiring intensive revgeetation or reforestation. 

F.2.5.b. Proposal of PossibleSoutionsfortheProbems
 

Ater key problems, ave been :identiffied, a-search for, solutions is
 
initiated..,This,-"seach., wouild inclu e ,4bUt not be .lmited ,to,: 



1. Studying problems, constraints, procedures, training, 
and institutional,
 

technical, and econohic requirements associated with 
implementing,
 

managing, and maintaining the proposed watershed 
management improvements;
 

2. Defining technologies for conservation farming 
that could be employed
 

to correct many of the erosion and soil depletion 
problems;
 

3. Adapting the available technologies to on-farm 
conditions and to
 

farmers' attitudes and desires;
 

4.. Assessing governmental agencies' cooperation 
with, and support for,
 

the proposed improvement program;
 

5. Assessing the farmers' ability to take risks 
and developing an 

incentive program to enable the famnet 
to make the desired changes
 

to conservation farming methods;
 

6. Assessing the farmers' willingness to accept land 
use changes,
 

conservation structures; and conservation 
farming methods and
 

estimating the potential for farmers to 
maintain and use these
 

fe'atures without direct project incentives.
 

Criteria for selecting possible solutions 
must include an evaluation 

of the farmers' potential long-term acceptance 
of the 0onservation Farming 

Methods, the probability of demonstrated 
success's aiding diffusion of
 

the probable government cooperation
the watershed management approach, 

and the suitability of the approach
and support in implementing solutions, 

to the social, economic, technological, and physical 
environment of
 

Of critical importance to the ultimate success 
of an in

the farmer. 


tegrated watershed management project is the recognition by the govern

ment of Indonesia that there is no permanent solution to erosion
 

continuing program for improvement
problems and that there must be a 

as long as man has a need for the 
resources of the watershed.'
 

of roposed Soltions
 
F.2.5.c. Assessment, Testing,,and Evaluation 

(i) Assessment Progam 

that the innovations aie appropriate,
In order to ensure 

acceptable Canduseful 1fr ,.the, farmers,, formalassesent of 



solution isnecessary. "Plimary emphasis must be placed on working
 
with farmers to test the solutions under actual conditions that other
 
farmers will eficounter when they apply the same.or recommended
 

solutions. Evaluation isessential at all phases of the project;
 
however, it is especially important.after implementation of pilot
 
watershed management projects.
 

Solution assessment is important to provide insights into how
v
 
the innovations can be improved for wider.and more rapid diffusion
 
among farmers. Evaluation of the solutions isalso important to
 
determine their feasibility:.for all classes of farmers, particularly
 
small upland farmers and renters., and.to estimate their socio,
economic impacts.' Both.the: individual and collective adoption
 
behavior of farmers must be 4asessed.. Improved communication;. 
techniques are essential. to improved technology. 

An integration'of physical, agricultural, and institutional 
components appears 'to be'a necessary requirement to a project's
 
success. The construction of,physical improvements will provide
 
the "hardware" for improving soil and water conservation, but it 
does not necessarily improve food production.,.In fact, the con
struction of bench ,terraces, waterways,,and drop structures
 
actually teduces the area available for crop production. Therefore,
 
to be successful, the program must train the farmers in
conserva
tion farming "techniques,must provide incentives, and.must increase 
the availability of fertilizers.,. insectioides, new peed varieties, 
and other inputs. The long-term success of an integrated watershed
 
management project depends on the integration of all activities that
 
can result in the .adOption of conservation farming techniques and,
 
hence,: in the improvement,of the.farmers' crop production and
 

.andard.of: living.. It S especially important that a tborough 
pfa. ~enacepoga for :all: structural and land treatment measures 
be carried onboth during, the project period and throughout : 
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measures' lfe, at whichtime, it is important that they be 

replaced or rehabilitated. iIt iswell-documented that erosion 

control structures that fail"frequently cause more damage than would 

have occurred if they did not exist. Therefore, the formal 

assessment of the possible solutions should include a careful 

analysis of the probable long-term use and maintenance of proposed 

structural measures bef6re the funds are committed for construction. 

(ii) Testing Program 

After assessment of the solutions, the conservation education 

program and 'the two demonstration watershed areas (approximately 

fifty heactares each)-should be initiated to test the effectiveness 

of the solutions selected. Again, it is essential to identify.the
 

problems of farmers in each of the watershed demonstration areas,
 

or even subwatersheds of these areas ifdifferences occur. During
 

the testing phase, an atmosphere of functional cooperation should
 

be encouraged between the project staff and the farmers and govern
 

ment ageacies involved. The watershed farmers need to be trained
 

and their acceptance of the improved'program evaluated. The.re- '
 

sulting information should indicate the potential for success in
 

establishing an integrated watershed-management program in'the
 

subbasin and, later, at the regional or river basin level.
 

In the development of the demonstration watershed areasi ;,,the . 

farmer units or groups should be organized around hydologic units 

of land, which may vary in size according to the dictates of the 

land and water resource-management requirements." In general, these 

hydrologi units should be from kive6 to ten hectares in ' size. -, The, 

name; "Conservatibn'Action Units" is suggested ;as the name of these 

groups. In ,each watershed,? at least one of the more progressive 

Conservation.Actio Units-should'be selected as a. demonstration farm 

and .should- be worked with intensely. 



At the demonstration farm stage, it is particularly important
to recognize t*hat too often planning is done for rather than with 
people. As a 
result, the plans which are developed conform-to the
 
planners, perception of the needs; if the farmers' perception differs,
 
nothing happens and the plan.dies as soon as the project incentives
 
cease. 
 The plan must solve problems that the farmer and his family
 
understand, and it must use methods and goals that are within the re
sources available to the farm family.. Truly, if the farmer does 
not understand that he has a problem, he does not--it is the Govern
ment that has a problem. 

The first step in organizing and using demonstration watersheds 
is to identify, through personal contact with-officials and key"

farmers, the line of authority in each village. 
Local leders must 
understand the need for, and must believe in, the conservation 
program before it can be established. This is particularly important 
for the maintenance of project measures.' 

The initial physical development of demonstiation watersheds
 
will, of necessity, be somewhat slowed by the need to initiate the 
training and extension program to train the staff,'local'leaders, 
and farmers. The demonstration farm area farmers must then have 
sufficient training to develop an interest in the conserv-ation
 
farming program and to organize the necessary Conservation Action
 
Units or some other watersh.
 group to wbrk with theproject staff.
 
Of course,,the extension personnel should be present and commence
 
activities in the problem identification :phase, but the education
 

of farmers to the extent that they are truly'ready to..try adoptifng

conservation farming methods can.take considerable time.1 
:Projects

around the world have convincingly, shown that the basic constraint 
to innovations in agricultural development is the farmers t attitudes 

athat.many projects have failed because Jheo l people viewed 
them strictly as: a government project. 
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To accomplish the goals of the testing program and to ensure
 

that all components are integrated ina timely and proper manner,
 

the 	project staff should maintain a close coordination with other
 

staff members and their counterparts. To accomplish these goals,
 

the 	project staff should:
 

1. 	Develop and initiate a conservation education program designed 

and both .sexes'of farm families, intoreach all age g'rou s 
fluential citizens, and government officials by providing: 

Training programs for key farmers anA conservation 

technicians,
 

Village meetings to discuss 	conservatioh proposals,
 

Educational programs in the 	school system (inlocal dialect
 

and 	written by an expert in conservation motivation),
 

means of
Direct communication .withthe farmers as a 


developing strong lines of communication between indi

vidual farmers and the staff of the watershed management"
 

proj ect-, 

Demonstration farms and educational tours to spread knowledge 

of the best conservation farming techniques and practices; 

2. Conduct economic analyses to determine costs and returns for
 

alternative technologies and methods of conservation cropping
 

system improvements, of increased cropping intensities, and of
 

adding structural measures, such as bench terracing;
 

3.' 	Concentrate the program on revegetation of disturbed areas, 
con

servation farming, crop yield improvement, livestock and fish
 

management, agroforestry (fruit, fuelwood, or timber produc

tion in combination with agricultural crops, cut and carry
 

forage systems, or pasture);
 

4. 	Complete a soil survey of the demonstration areas to determine
 

soil characteristics, land capability classification, critical
 

erosion areas, and other factors that would limit land use and
 
production

5. Compile and analyze climatic data for the demonstration water

shed regions as a means of efiningdrought, floods, and 
clima' 
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6. 	Establish at least one agrometeorological station to collect
 
climatic data;
 

7. 	Dprclup for all upland areas conservation cropping systems that
 
will provide the maximum net returns to upland farmers for both
 
lands with and without conservation structural measures;
 

8. 	Develop crop residue and vegetative cover management systems
 
that provide a maximum feasible protection against erosion;
 

9. 	Establish a program of socio-economic research to assess, test,
 
and evaluate alternatives for improving conservation farming
 
techniques, cropping systems, erosion control measures, and the
 
general quality of life for the farmer; to do this, the project
 
staff should:
 

Coordinate activities with the agricultural research
 
organizations for development of upland crop varieties
 
and 	conservation farming systems,
 

Assist in developing, testing, and evaluating improvements
 
in farmer marketing associations, farm credit'systems,
 
and other institutional developments,
 

Place special emphasis on developing effective farmer
 
organizations for achieving the watershed management
 
objectives, and
 

Assist with the implementation of any specialsocio
economic watershed management or regional development,
 
research that may be of assistance;
 

10. 	 Plan for sequencing of technical components to minimize crop
 
disturbances and provide increased efficiency during construc
tion of terraces and other measures;
 

11. 	 Test and evaluate fertilizer rate experiments and plant,
 
disease, and pest control methods;
 

12. 	 Test all available upland crop varieties that seem to have'a
 
potential for increasingcrop production in the demonstatio
 
watersheds;
 

13. 	 Provide supervision and technical guidance to the'construction'
 
of all erosion control- structures and other 'physicall,components
 
to ensure correctness;
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.14. Establish a program t.omonitor, collect data for, and. provide 
analyses 'ofall major components of the demonstration water
sheds. To do this, the project staff should:
 

Co nduct a contining socio- economic survey to assess the
 
'ypes of .changes that occur with the implementaton of 
the integrated watershed management program in a village 
area, 

Develop complete hydrologic and sediment measuring systems

for small hydrologic- units (demonstration farms and conitrol 
areas) to measure project effectiveness incontrolling
 
eros ionx, 

Document performance of cropping 'systems ,- fertilizer trials, 
and crop variety trials, and 

Soniduct st .. E:.f structural measure cots, .experienced 
or estimated life and maintenance*, costs,.. effectiveness 
(including failures), and estimated physical and economic 
Senefits.
 

(iMi) Evaluation Program 

The evaluation program should document the resuits, obtained
 

from the demonstration watersheds as a means of applying the
 

findings to,*teentire*watershed o, catchment area. The. findings
 
should be used in developing' the Integrated Watershed Management
 
Plan for the n.ext.phase of.the program. 

The demonstration area testing and evaluation program will 
permit tbe determination' of the. most appropriate measures and 
techniques for implementing an integrated watershed management 
project. The results" of;this pilot area work'and researeh effort 
should be presented ina set of manuals, which should be prepared 
so that they can be used on a regional or nationwide bas.is to 
identify 'upland farmers'-crop. production and,.soil and water manage
ment problems and constraints on improved 'pr6dudtin;'the manuals 
should also provideinstruction in selecting and implementing 



solutions that are consistent with the farmer's social, economic,
 
and physical constraints.
 

P.2.6. Recommended Integrated Watershed Management Program
 

All living things depend on the natural world for their existence.
 
But only man, among living things, is able to shape the world of nature
 
'tohis own desire. Unfortunately, the growing population is-causing man
 
to use up natural resources faster than man, science, and nature together
 
can now create them. Therefore, man must learn to conserve his available
 
resources. Conservation in this sense is the effort to increase and
 
sustain the supply of resources we now need and will continue to need for
 
generations to come. 

The.wise or most economical use of resources requires not only the
skill of the trained scientist and .technician,but also the understanding 
ahd interest of the .ordinary citizen--because on him rests the ultimate
responsibility for action.' This is particularly true for the Jratunselna 
Basin where the clearing of formerly forested upland areas has created a 
critical potential for emosion because the farmers seldom have any know
ledge of upland conservation farming methods. They only have a desire
 
to feed their families to.the best of their, ability.
 

The .upland farmer suffers from a chain reaction 'of constraints.
 
The most Important is that he generally lacks the resources (physical,
 
human, and capital) necessary for him-to risk modifying his present pro
duction methods and adopt the needed conservation farming techniques that
 
would reduce soil erosion losses on his land. An Integrated Watershed 
Management Program has the goal of reducing some of the farmers' con
straints through .the provision of education, training, incentivesand 
to the extent that the farmer can adopt the desired conservation farming
techniques. The program also should attempt to influbnce the farmers
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to think of the project as "their project", not another "Government
 

project".
 

As previously noted, the development of a watershed management
 

program involves three components: (1) development of program objectives
 

in accordance with the ultimate ends they are trying to serve,
 

(2) accomplishment of an efficient use of available resources, and
 

(3) development of a program to reach the given objectives. The program
 

objectives, or the action levels the programs should be striving 
toward,
 

can only be stated by the Central Government of Indonesia, but the 
staff
 

and outside consultants may be able to assist in defining the best 
project
 

The efficient use of available resources is largely a
objectives. 


function of the efficiency of the governmental organization charged
 

In this case,
the watershed management program.
with implementing 


a consultant can review and analyze the effectiveness of the existing
 

governmental organizations responsible for soil conservation efforts
 

The development of the
and can make recommendations for changes. 

Integrated Watershed Management Program to reach the given objectives 

is the responsibility of the government agency in charge of the project 

with the technial.assistance and leadership of an outside consultant.
 

The specific development of an integrated Iwatershed management
 

project plan can be accomplished only after a carefful inventory of the
 

watershed's resources and problems; after the determination of feasible
 

solutions through a program of assessment, testing, and evaluation of
 

proposed solutions; and after the application of this knowledge by a group
 

Therefore, it should be recognized that
of multidisciplinary planners. 


an outline of some of the more important
the balance of this section is 


features of the needed project plan.
 

It should also be re ogniJzed'that 'thbe trining of the project staff,
 

tsting and evaluation of
establishment of dem6nstration farms,.and the 
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solutions are actually part of the project implementation phase. Accom

plishment of each of these steps is essential for efficient program im

plementation and to prevent the costly mistakes that have been made in
 

erosion control or watershed management projects elesewhere.
 

F.2.6.a. Conceptual Framework and Physical Oiteria
 
for Watershed Program Development
 

In order to improve the agricultural production of a country while 

reducing the soil losses through conservation farming techniques, it is
 

very important to identify the relevant assets among th'e limited natural
 

.resources and to find ways and means of putting thsse assets to the
 

highest, or best, possible use. This requires an understanding of the
 

simple fact that the basic constraint t6 innovations in agricultural 

production methods is the farer's attitude. Because this faru"r must 

manage the resources and developments in the end, it is vital that he
 

understand the reasons for change and how the changes will benefit him, 

his ohildren, or even later generations.of his family. 

ofSoil and water conservation programs all deal with the management 

physical resources and are designed to reach some stated ojectives, 

such as reducing soil losses to some specified level. In designing such
 

watershed management programs, several physical-based concepts, that 

have been discussed, are particularly relevant. Among the more important
 

of these are: (L)the watershed management approach; (2)vegetative
 

control of erosion; and (3)the use of land within its capability.
 

Conservation is practiced to maintain or improve the quality of the land 

and water resources for both short-term and long-term uses. Ideally, 

practices are applied which allow achievement of long-term national goals 

while maintaining or enhancing the short-term productivity of the.land 

for the present resource user. 

Inconceptualizing and organizing the needed integrated tatershed
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management project for the Jratunseluna Basin, the following objectives 
should be studied: 

1. Increasing short-term productivity;
 

2. Increasing long-term productivity;
 

3. Increasing technical knowledge;
 

4. Dissemination of knowledge to farmers and communities;
 

5. Balancing the watershed population with the aVailable resources.
 

6. Increasing employment opportunities; 

7. Basic data development for planning and operations; 

8. Reduced sedimentation and flooding; 

9. Integration of all natural resource development programspand 

10. Modlfication of institutional constraints. 

While this list is not exhaustive, it'does~establishra basis.for applying 
the experiences in the pilot demonstration watersheds to the larger 
problems of reducing the ufiwise use of natural- and hUmAn reso'ces in theC 
entire watershed area. 

Fk2;6.b. Economic ActiVities 

The economic activities durihg the project Implementation phase 
are p imarily related to farm management investigations. The economic 
evaluation of alternative production methods is very important in assist-

Ing the farmers in selecting the most desirable scheme for increasing
 
their'output and earnings. These economic analyses would include deter
mination of costs and returns for alternative technologies and methods
 
of conservation farming, increased cropping intensities, and the effects 
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of fertilizer and insecticide use. In the typical food deficit upland
 
watershed area the farmer has very limited interest inadopting improve
ments that have the risk of causing a reduction in crop production from 
his limited farmland. The local staff needs well documented farm manage
ment studies that show the increased costs and returns associated with
 
the adoption of total conservation farming practices, or even the adop
tion of a single improved upland crop variety.
 

F206.c. Technical Activities
 

Technical guidance on all physical components isrequired to assure
 
that;these components are technically correct, As each bench terracing 
and water control system iscompleted, and the conservation cropping
 
system applied, it should be evaluated (utilizing benchmark data) to
 

compare the results with the traditional system. Lessons learned will 
then be useful in revising guidelines or providing additional staff 
'training for future improvement project areas. 

A minimum cost essential improvement program should also be tested 
and evaluated. This will involve a minimum engineering and capital out
lay, and armaximum of farmer planning and installation so the government 
can decide on the least costly method of accomplishing the major con
servation objectives in large areas.
 

Education and incentive requirements should be investigated to ensure 
that properly designed bench terraces, waterways, and other structures 
are constructed and maintained to protect theupland farming areas from 
long-term erosion. 

Analysis of cropping patterns that efficiently use available water 
while maximizing net food crop production should be made. Water require
ments and productivity for new varieties of upland rice should also be
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evaluated. dlimatic"records need to be evaluated to prq:vide estimates 

of the probability for both.drought and floods as a.means of assisting the 

farmer in evaluating the risk of changes in cultural practices., At least 

one agro-meteorological station should be.installed,to collect the needed
 

climatic data. Planting dates and cultural practices.should be shifted
 

to increase cropping intensities and to match the available water supplies 

to the needs of the crops. Such improved conservation cropping.systems 

need to be tested and revised in the pilot areas, and the performance of 

the 	cropping systems documented and compared to traditional or unimproved 

systems inboth physical and economic terms.
 

In conjunction with"the cropping system trvals, fertilizer r~te ex

periments and plant disease and !pest:.control'methods should,be tested'. 

and 	evaluated.
 

F.2.6.d. Extension and Education Activties.,
 

If the educational aspect of the proposed project is to succeed,
 

itmust be organized so that the individual .farmer.,sithe:recipien t of
 

the 	education, and'.(where possible) .all of,the ieducation materals are
 

written inhis dialect and matched,to his level of ed~cational. attain

ment. To do 'this effettively requires ..that the project technical staff 

be trained inthe integrated watershed management approach and the con-'
 

sexvation farming methods needed for maximizing upland crop production.. 

To be successful the extension program must:, 

'1.' 	 Use demonstration farms to more effectively reach farmers; 

2. 	 Involve the people-in action programs; 

3. 	 Be based upon .conditioTs that actually exist, in 'the Watershed
 
or village;
 



4. Work through an understanding of the culture and encompass all
 
local political groups and farmer organizations;
 

5. Be aimed at the people's needs and desires, not at those of the
 
project staff;
 

6. Use local leaders as much as possible;
 

7. Help people to recognize thei problems and needs;
 

8. ,Use,any;possible method of'teaching ;-.
and,
 

9. Value people morel,thanthings.
 

rhe results,from'the pilot areas and .research:efforts,;should be.,
 
presented in a set of manuals. Theewmanuals need't bed
 
they'can be used on a regional or nation-wide basis to identify!the
 
farmers' conservation management problems and to select .andimplement 
solutions in a manner consistent with-their social, economicsand physical
 
constraints.
 

Training and extension activities do not cease at the farm level. 
In fact, they must premeate all levels of goVemnh.ent. - All government 
officials, teachers, and technical staff must be made aware of :their
 
role inan integrated watershed management program;--
;The training
 
programs should include the development of materials and methodologies
 
for project implementation and evaluation. Evaluction and refinement
 
of the program should be major activities during both the classroom and
 
on-the-job training periods. The evaluation should also be used to set
 
up methods of trainee selection, methods for improving training and the
 
content of material to be taught, and methods of improving technology 
adoption rates. Throughout the training exercise, the flexibility of
 
,training materials needs to be emphasized with the objective of develop
ing two-way communication with the farmers. 'When the program-begins
 
to'solve local people's problems, it can establish the foundation of a
 
training program' that -wi-ll provide the farmer'with an understanding of
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the seriousness of the erosion processes on his farm and the effect they
 

will ultimately have on the entire nation.
 

The creation of Conservation Action Units presumes the agreement 

of the farmers' watershed unit to voluntarily proceed with a soil and 

water conservation program that has the goal of realizing benefits over 

both short- and long-terms, not only through the program's technical and 

financial components, but also through organizational components. To 
ensure that the latter aspect is clearly understood and that farmers are 

not merely responding to preconditions for assistance, extension person

nel must meet with the land owners and operators to discuss the values, 

customs, and desires that are important to the individual, community, 

province., and nation. Continuous extension assistance on internal 

operations (such as voting, accounting,.obtaining financial assistance, 

etc.) must be offered simultaneously with the technical assistance. 

Workshops should be held to discuss matters of importance to the local 

groups. 

.The need for overseas training should be established in the preliminary 

project phase, and specified recommendations made to the agency in charge 

of the project. The foreign training program should be based'on the 

need for special knowledge and skills involved in watershed management 

.that are not available in the country's universities. The individual 

training programs should be carefully tailored to the person being 

trained and the position to which he will return. 

F.2.6.e. Institution and Infrastructure Development Activities 

A review of the needs and,problems for upper watershed management 

programs discloses-that the governmental organizations currently con
cerned,with programs for solving: the upstream land and water resource
 

degeneration problems are not meeting the programneeds. Organizations
 

created to deal with,downstream "irrigation and water management problems
 



neither understand the problems 
facing the upland farmer nor currently
 
provide him with any real assistance. Upland farmers' problems are not
 
the same as those of rice farmers and the methods for achieving the up
stream watershed management objectives must be developed to accomplish
 
different goals. It is also important to point out that for a project
 
to succeed farmers.must think that the development is their project and
 

not a government project.
 

.As previously noted, other institutional constraints to increased
 
production are the limited.availability of credit for Improved crop
 
varieties, fertilizers, and other technical inputs. In many cases there
 

are institutional problems related.to the availability of the needed
 
inputs themselves. Each watershed has different institutional constraints
 
and the specific problems must be .individually,identified and evaluated
 

as a means of reducing the specific constraints.
 

In problem watersheds the most common specific infrastructure 
improvement need is the provipion of additional nonagricultural employ
ment opportunities. Therefore, specific infrastmuctural iimprovement
 
activities should be concentrated on, the :promotion of labor intensive 
activities using local resources in their ,producti9n. 

The need for regional development activities through developing farm 
credit, improved marketing systems, developing new industries, and other 
similar activities is fully as important as ithose for soil erosion control. 
If population limitation activities are included in the institutional 
changes, it would be more important than the addition of all erosion 
control practices. The watershed problems .really are, after all, 
"people problems" with physical and technical limitations on their 
solution. 
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F.2.6.f. Monitoring Project Performance
 

Planning a project or a pilot watershed area is quite different from
 
ensuring its performance according to plan. 
A project cannot be effi
ciently monitored "on the whole" or by indirect evidence. 
It can be

monitored by adopting and using appropriate data collection and statis
tical techniques. 
The large number of farmers who have different produc
tion potentials needs monitoring, but if a project has several thousand

farms, relatively few of them can be used to monitor project performance.
The exact number of farms required to monitor project performance 
can be determined using statistical procedures, depending upon tsfo
 
important considerations: the degree of accuracy required and thq number

of farms that could be reasonably monitored within the 'constrainsof
budget and time. After the number of farms to be monitored 'is determined, 
a random numnber process can be used to designate the specific fam in
volved. 
Once designated,'the saiie farms-should remain monitor i'dicators.
 

The critical path method (CPM)-or similar approach Should bq used 
to provide a management control of the varied and interrelated tsks
embodied in the Watershed Management'Project. 
During the in'ita1":stages

of the Project the project administrators should 'eveiop :
a detai]ed. programevaluation and review technique diagramthat will include axi over6all.
 
project control system as well as divisional controls for discree program
activities. 
These systems will'assist in identifying project activities
 
that are lagging behind schedule and will enhance timely: execution of
 
the integrated program.
 

An outside consultant 'is very important in providing a multidis
ciplinary staff forcoordinating 'thewater-management project. 
This:

'consultant staff would need to 'seek, both':individually and collectively,

to maintain full,communicationsiwith the technical and administrative
 
staffs 'at'all levels and in all relevant disciplines.
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F.2.7. Project Implementation
 

In a sense, the Watershed Management Project starts with the initia
tion of the staff training program and development of the demonstration
 
watersheds. 
Inthis case, however, project implementation isviewed as
 
the process of putting all of the solutions obtained from the pilot
 
demonstration areas into action on a larger watershed area. 
The goal

of the project implementation would be to expand the watershed management
 
activities in the watershed as rapidly as funds and trained staff are
 
available to efficiently accomplish the project objectives.
 

It should be noted that all watersheds with severe erosion problems

have been deteriorating for a long time, and that likewise, itwill take 
a long time to reduce the soil losses to an acceptable rate. In this sense 
the integrated watershed management project proposed herein is only a 
transition between the present deteriorating conditions and the future,
 
hopefully stable or improving conditions.
 

It is very important that the implemented project be flexible so 
that needed changes can be made. 
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F.3. EXISTING SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION PLANS OR WORKS 

There has been a growing awareness that soil erosion in the Jratun
seluna Basin has been progressing at an alarming rate. For example, the
 
soil losses in the Jragung River increased 1.3 times between 1907 and
 
1938 or from an annual soil loss of 1.60 mm to 2.10 mm 11]. As a result
 

of 1976 sediment measurements of the Jragung River at the Borangan
 
Bridge ECI concluded that the sediment transport was 3 to 4 times as the
 
estimate made from the 1907 measurements [2].
 

Inrecognition of the erosion problems the Indonesian Government set
 
up a specific program.called "Program Penyelamatan Hutan, Tanah dan Air"
 
(Program on safeguarding Forest, Land and Water). This program deals with
 
reforestration (or greening movement, i.e. penghijauan) and the applica
tion of soil conservation practices. Budget for this program-comes
 

from REPELITA (Five year development plan) and they are channeled to'the
 

local governmental units undei' INPRES.
 

F.3.1. Greening Program 

For practical purposes the soil conservation"'for pr;ivate land in 
the Jratinseluna Basin has been conducted under the Greening Movement
 
Program (Proyek Perencanaan dan Pembinaan Rebolsasi dan Penghijauan).
 

This program isadministered by the Directorate of Reforestration and
 
Rehabilitation under the Directorate General of Forestry within the
 

Agriculture Department. It should'be noted, however, that the Greening
 

Program staff (P3RP-DAS) have only a planning, advisory and supervising
 
function. All rehabilitation work: is done by local government units.using
 

INPRES funds provided at the Kabupaten level. Soil conservation programs
 

are actually conducted with funds from INPRES, PEMDA, PERHUTANI,
 

Provincial .Governor Funding and village schemes.
 

All Greening Movement activities for th6dJratunseluna Basin are
 

hepdquartered at Salatiga.
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F.3.1.a. Reported Accomplisnents 

At a national scale:.the Reforestvation and Greening Program'during
Pelita II (1974/75 -1978/75) was reported to have accomplished tho
reforestration of 692,821 ha and the greening-of 1,759,391 ha foroa
total of 2.45 million,ha. '
This',work was acc'nplished at a total cost
 
of 89,747.r6 million 
Rupiah*, .or.Rp. 3 6,600 peiha (Table -. .e-,
gression analysis of this 4atao.inidlcatvb - that the baaic administrative
 
cost of the program is 
 about* 46;6 'illion RUpiaah. per year, and the.
 
cost per ha treated isabout Rp. 36,10 (R2 = 
0.96). 
 Plans for Pelita III
call, for. treating 3. 4 mllion,i -at a cost of- 60,4000.,million- Rpiah,

or!a.cost of about Zp.:17P600 pei' ha[ll.,
 

Data furnished by the Greening;and Refotestration Plannng -Office
in.Salati a .indcates: ta at-the statt of*-Pelfta IZ (1974.75) there
 .was a total of 14,211.25 ha of critidal-1 nd in'th&: foresteares of theJratunseluna Basin (Table r-2). The.'dhfa'lalso indifta*i that all of.
the critical forest lands were rehabilitated during Pelita II and that

there were no critical 
lands in forests at the start..of Pelita IIIL:
(Table F-2). Field examinations in the Basin indicate that 'he level

of accomplishment is a.matter of.definition, and a 
detailed evialuation

of erosion problems on national forests should be 'ondu6ted. as a.part
of any.cqmprehensive watershed management progam instltuted frz'the'.
 
Jratunseluna Basin.
 

As shown.in Table F-3, there was an .estimated;.1.80,323 ha :of- tc'tl-'cland outof tefoet 
the start of Peli-ta.I1 (197/75); Most.0othis 
land is private land and amounts to about 23 perdent.of.the 7,700:.km? 
area of the ,Jratunseluna-Basin.. During Pelita Il 1he,re.was ,a.'eported
decrease of.'74,954;ha in crit1f'il area, or an' acomplishinent bf
rehabilitating 42 percent of the critical,area dUtring Pelita II. Some
what strangely there was no additional critical area reported during
 
Pelitat II, and this, probibly; -,ymean'6 that:it iws never estimated. 
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Certainly there were additional critical areas developed during this
 
five-year period. 
 This leads to the hypothesis that the true areaa'of
critical lands at the start of Pelita III is more than the repofted 
105,369 ha (Table F-3).
 

The reforestration work .in,the Jratunseluna Basin shows area planted
to the following species (Table 4):. 

Area (ha) 

Teak. (Tectona grandls) 7,651.3 
 52.4
 
Sonokeling--(Dalbergia.-latifoUa) 

5, 064.2 7 
Mahogani (Swietenia. macrpyl).,,-. M:. 
Pines (pinus sp). 

. ' 

. .586.5.Kayupitih 4. 0
'339.4 23 

Eucalyptus alba 
 44.3. 
 0.3
..............
......
:....
 

Total 14,600.7 100.0... 

For some reason, all' of this reforestrion occurred duringT.ie. years

1976 and 
1917 (Table F-4).,. and no i'ecords seem to exist .as to the,
 
success of these ilantings.
 

F.3.1.b. PlannedRehabilit~tiu 

Because 'all ocrftiic landsIn the"forest area wer.er2b ilitated Pelta rl reported 1. bebgtnherie is -no.planwd, progrm for treatmat 

of critical erosion 'area& of forest liands'durihg Pelita. III ....There
would of course b6 the nori iia ogam b)f'replanti*ng .al,.harvested *forestsby .the Perhutan tnterpise " 

TableAs shown in F-5:: planned tihabibilitatidi .for.:areag out.ide the 
forest d6ring Pelita" II is as follows: 
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Year Area (ha)
 

28.01979-80 29,511 

.1980-81 20,000 19.0
 

20.7
1981-82 21,768 


1982-83 18,477 17.5
 

1983-84. 15,613 l1.8
 

Total 105,369 100.0
 

F.3.1c..Assessment of Greenihg Program Activities 

general agreement that the 'GreeningPrograi' has 
had
 

There..is a 


limited success in solving the erosion problems 
of the Jratunseluna
 

Basin. The most.frequent complaints are that the tree 
seedlings and
 

grass sods were frequently dead before reaching 
the farmers, and that
 

not enough technical assistance and advice 
were"given to the farme s
 

involved. 

that affect its.
The Greening Program has several larger problem 

both in te'

impact. First, the paogram is far' t66 limited in scope, 

;Trraain (usuallyof seirvces offered. area involved and-the .range 

credit terracing) and replanting .ae not .sufficient'to solve the problems 

Second, the. approach is too standardized. The 
that create erosion. 

area may havp- a, 
combination of practices that may be helpful 

in-one 


Because the terracing subsidy is the same
 
negative effect in another. 


for all types, most terracing is credit terracing (conservation terraces
 

or hillside, ditches, for this report) rather than 
the needed bench
 

Third, the implementation of the project is
too mechanical:
 

terraces. 


faxihers must complete their work by a fixed.date,, after which seedlings
 

Farmers who complete their work early
and seeds automatically arrive. 


or late are in a vulnerable position, inviting 
erosion while they wait
 

for deliveries, or losing the planting stock 
because they were not ready.
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A review of the program shows a number of technical deficiencies.
 
Foremost, 
is the problem that farmers do not understand the purpose of
 
terraceE or tree plantings. The result is bench terraces that slope
 
outward and create erosion, and the almost total Lack or grassed water
ways and drop structures to safely dispose of excess water. 
Tree plantings
 
are often a failure because the farmer does not understand how trees can
 
give him a better living. 
Hence, trees are pull ad up or harvested for
 
fudlwood before they have a chance to produce 
 ,,i h growth. The second
 
problem is that the Greening Extension People (PLP's) are poorly 
trained
 
to do a complex job and frequently give as much bad advice as good. 
The
 
field staff at present have only a 50 day training course and little field
 
supervision. 
This is at least a part of the reason for the problem of the
 
farmers not understanding the conservation program.
 

From an overall technical viewpoint the major problem of the Greening
 
Movement is the unfortunate attachment of the program to the narrowly
 
specialized Directorate of Forestry. 
This prevented the deveopment of
 
an interdisciplinary comprehensive watershed management approach [3].
 
Thie is particularly noted in the lack of a program to increase upland
 
crop production and Improve the well being of the upland farmer. 
InsteaA
 
there has been a concentration on reforestration and aforestrations ac
tivities that concentrates only on tree Olanting. 
As noted in this report
 
the real problems are "people problems" and the need for the upland
 
farmer to adopt conservation farming techniques that would increase 
upland crop production while protecting the soil resources. Hence,
 
the Program of improvement must be focused on human and regional develop
ment as well as means of improving long-term agricultural production
 
ftiber than on forestry programs. Therefore, there are some grave doubts
 
as to the potential success of a program for upland development or water
shed managment under the control of the Directorate General of Forestry.
 
Furthermore, it would be a wasted redudancy for the forestry department
 
to acquire the needed expertise in the required interdisciplinary
 
specialties for upland agriculture and infratructure development. 
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F. 32 * Otr Goverment Prog .!Is For Conservation 

F.3.2.a. Perhutani 

Perhutani is'a semi-govenmental forest and plantation resource

enterprise that was established in 1961 for the province of Central " Java. Perhutani manages and mkrketis the forests and forest products,and is supposed to maintain the fores1s-in a good condition as well as 
marketing the forest resources. Unfortunately, the approach taken hasbeen t6 maximizO returns and minimize expenditures on the forest areas. 
This has led to some serious erosion producing methods.
 

The logging systems of the forest'concessionaires create many erosionproblems through clear cutting harvesting systems, skid tracks that go
straight up and down hills and along stream channels, crossing streams 
without proper erosion protection, and poorly placed ogging roads without 
aroki6n pr iection'." 

A"ntibe , of tears ago 'Phutan. started their so-called "prosperity
approach that 'was s'u*p*o*sed to ii've the'liviTig staindird of'forest
workers. 'This has esulted In'"the'"ttumpigsariI system &f establishngforest Plantations. 
With this method the"farer is allocated about 0.25 haand he 2clears the land, Pranits his crops, plants' and'maintains the trees,replAnts wheip beedlings have died, *ajdsupposedly ieaves after two years.By this time the trees are 'uppbsed to be tall enough to complete with

the bush, grass and ieieds. 
 The iariing praatices associated with the
"tUmpand sari!' system havi- ersulted in massive losses of fert~l'ity' through

sheet,rill andgUlly erosion 'aswell as heavy
by o~ps such as c . . use of essential elements'ssa... "an. ... .. ....


Scropsasa, Many gullies inestartedin this way thatpe*rst for" many,yeaS'd"even iii the established orest areas.
 

.Cons'idering the losses in ertilitly, and the smal net food produc
tionj It wouldwo Id appeiath% 
the reforiestratibn activities
ntobo mr
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efficiently carried out by hiring forest workers at a living wage. 
Then as soon as a forest was harvested (preferrably by selective cutting)
 
the area would be treated to prevent erosion and replanted imedlately.,
 
In addition, selective fertilization and planting of new varieties
 
selected for production should shorten the production cycle by as much
 
as five years, which would more than pay for the additional cost of the
 
intensification of reforestration practices.
 

Perhutani has also had only limited success inthe production of
 
fuelwood from the forest lands, although they do allow fuelwood production
 
from thinning of timber stands. This type of demand is growing very 
rapidly as a result of rising prices for kerosene. Definite steps should 
be taken to meet this demand to prevent illegal harvesting of timber for 
fuelwood. 

F 3.2;b. Aricultural Extensionand Other Pograms 

Historically the agricultural extension programs, BIHAS and INMAS 
have been concentrated on'the irrigated riceland areas.. 
In fact, they
 
have largely ignored attempting to increase the production of palawija 
crops. This has resulted in a situation where the Field Extension 
Worker (PPL) does not understand the problems of the upland farmer and 
they render him almost no assistance. BIMAS (Mass guidance for agri
cultural intensification with government credit at low interest rates) 
and IAS (Mass guidance for agricultural intensification without govern
ment credit) are designed to increase irrigated crop production and are 
of only incidental assistance to upland farmers. The extension workers
 
lack the knowledge of conservation farming methods, upland agronomic 
practices and needed fertilization for maximum upland crop production. 
in general, government extension workers and programs simply do not help 
the upland farmer to increase his crop production or in getting him to. 
adopt conservation farming methods. 
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F.3.3. ,SMEC Report on Soil Conservation for Upper Serang 
and Lusi River Catchments 

In December 1979 SMEC produced a draft project report for a "Soil 
Conservation Study for Upper Serang and Lusi River Catchments" [6].

This report recognizes the definite need to achieve erosion damage reduc
tion by implementing a catchment (watershed) rehabilitation and manage
ment program. This report also recognizes that excessive population 
pressures have caused over-cultivation of the soil and that this is the
 
main cause of erosion in the studied catchments.
 

F.33.a. Objectives of the Study 

The objectives of this stUdy included the study of soil erosion in
the Serang River Basin in two parts. the first, a detailed study of the
 
Serang watershed area above the Kedungombo Damsite, and the second an
 
overall evaluation of the erosion probleMs in the Lusi River Basin.
 

F.33.b. Soil Eroson inUpper Serang River Watershed 

in1978 the population of the Upper Serang River Basin study kiea
 
was estlated-at O0oo0o 
 with an 'averagepopulation density of 490
 
people per km2 . This population was estimated to be increasing a a
2A4 percent per year rate. The population density in the more produc
tive upland areas is about 700 people per kmn2 , but population densities
 
of this magnitude can only be supported on irrigated riceland or very

productive upland farming areas without creating serious reoource deple
tion problems, 

or the 614 km2 drainage area above the Kodungombo damsite the Serang
River is estimated to produce 1.48 million tons of sediment annually,
 
or an average of 2,410 t/km /yr. Using this estimate they quote an 
average erosion rate of JJ.5 m per year, but it should be noted that if 
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the 1,100 kg/m3 
unit weight of soil in place used by PRC/ECI were
 
applied this would be an average erosion rate of 2.2 mm per year
 

A previous SMEC study was conducted in this area in 1979, and this
 
study indicated the most seriously eroded land area amounted to about
 
98 km-, much of which is in the immediate vicinity of the Kedungombo
 
damsite. 
These highly eroded soils have mudstone and sandstone parent
 

materials.
 

The special soil erosion study for the Kedungombo catchment shows
 
the following evaluated erosion classes:
 

Erosion Classes Area (ha) 

serious 
 8 66 

Moderate 2j876 
 27,.
 
Moderate/slight 
 641
 

Slight i28i11
 

Total 100905 . 

The 10,905 ha with erosion pr6blems amounts to.18 percent of the 
watershed area. The report contains a discussion of each of the erosior
types and they are identified,on a map, The largest serious erosion 
area of 225 ha is located between the Serang and Kedungrong Rivers, and 
Wuh of the cropland in the area isbeing abandonedi
 

le project also conducted a socio-economic survey of six Kecamatan 
±0 coildt basic data. In this area the Camats estimated that 20 percen 
of the eroded lands were government owned and the remainder owned by 
fters. Of the 52 farmers who were classed as farming eroded land, 52 
percent stated they wished to be transmigrated to areas with better lan41 
Considering the difficulties experienced with past transmigration scheme, 
this seems a surprisingly high percentage. 
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This socio-economic Survey 'alsoproduced some' information 'about the
farmers attitudes towards the Greening Movement. Fifty percent.of the

farmers were dissatisfied with the quality of seedlings provided, and
 
many felt that the timing of deliveries and quality of transport were
 
the problems. 
Ten percent of the farmers also'felt that the Greening
Movement's extension input was unsatisfactory. 

F..3.c. Soil Erosion In the Lusi River Basin
 

The Lusi River at liirwodadi, with a draiiage area of 1,966 kml, 
 is 
estimated to have an average annual sediment load'of 7.47 million tons.
 
This is equivalent to an average of 3,800 t/km2 throughout the basin.
 
They estimate the Lul River Basin to beieroding at 2.5 mm, but using

the unit weight of sediment used by ECI this would be 3.5 mm average
 
loss per year.
 

Total population in the Lusi River Basin is estimated at one million
 
people for an average popuation density of about 500 persons per km2
 
and this population is estimated to 
e growlng at 2.3 percent per year.
 

Lahd use in the Lusi .Catc entiAs estimat-ed as folloWs:
 

-Land.We. .Ai'di (ha)Y 

Sawah 
 64-425 
 3L.
 
Upland Crop 
 51,522 26
 
Honieyards. 23,640 1.
 
Forest. 
 28%27
 
Other.7i..6, . o
 

ttaj 107061i iL0 

With 27 peO i. f tii~h.~..it,.fbe st and"an additional 31>"pe'cent in
 
Witethed Wdiid nibiO A.1
Uathe ivie A'-ioi" e du rite. 
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-The.soil erosiQn study, however,'f6und that the lowland rice areas were 

actually producing considerable sediment.' This is primarily because or 

irrigation water shortages. 'During the wet season a crop of rice is 

raised, then the ground is cultivated for maize production and because 
the bunds are not maintained considerable very muddy water drains off 

the fields in.heavy rains. There is no statement of measurements of 

this. erosion rate so no 'Judgement can be made of the SMEIC conclusions, 
but this' problem should receive further study. 

Thp soil erosion study found the following areas by erosion classes 
for,,the Lusi River Basin: 

Erosion Class Arei(ha)
 

'Serious -

Moderate 1850 '7 

Slight 10,962 93, 

Total 'z' l .:"..100.. 

The area of moderate erosion of 850'ha'is located ''ifth& south side
 

of the Lusi River in the Kendeng Hills.
 

The quoted erosion study results, and the sedlient yield'of the
 

basin are not consistant, so much more analysis of the Lusi River Basin
 
erosion problem is needed before reliable conclusions can be reached.
 

F..3.3.d.. 	Recommendation Watershed Rehabilitation and':.
 

Management roram and ProJect Proposal
 

As a result of the previous investigations the SMEC recommended that
 

a comprehensive watershed rehabilitation and management program was urgently 
needed on the Upper Serang River Catchment. They particularly noted the 
seriously eroded area (3 percent of the total) in the vicinity of the 

Kedungombo damsite,
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The recommended program recognized the need to show the farmers how 

to Improve their incomes while putting soil conservation techniques into 

practices. They also recognize that education and extension are essential
 

parts of the program. A rather complete agriculture and community develop

ment programs were recommended. 

Stage 1 included anThe project proposal was based on two stages. 


initial pilot project of three years to undertake the needed: (a)Topo

graphic and soil mapping, (b)Land use and socio-economic surveys, (c)
The
 

establishment of the pilot demonstration projects with closely coordinated
 

supporting services, and (d)The preparation of a development plan 
for
 

Catchment that requires soil conservationall land in the Kedungombo 

Stage 2 would be the implementation project for rehabilitatreatment. 


tion of all erosion areas In the catchment. The SMEC project proposal
 

provides an overview description of the specific project features and
 

costs, including the Consultant expertise required. 

F.3.4. ECI Jragung and Tuntang Rivers Investigations 

F.3. 4.a. Upstream Watershed Manaement-Jragun& River 

part Of the Jragung Dam Pr6ject ECI developed a specificAs a 

upstream watershed management report to recommend treatment of the upper 

an analysis of 'the erosionwatershed area E[7]. This report provides 

problem areas of the Jragung Watershed and provides a framework for the 

This included a recommended "orneeded watershed management project. 
Copiesganization for implementating the Jragung Multipurpose Project. 

of this report were provided to the Jratunseluna Project office' or it 

may be reviewed inthe 'ECI office In Semarang, Central Java. 
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F.3.4.b. Eo-sion and Soil Conservation Studies
 
Tuntang/Jragung Rivers Basins Integrated
 
Development Plan
 

The evaluation of erosion and sedimentation problems of the Tuntang
River Basin is contained in Part I of this Appendix. 
A specific soil and
 
water conservation program is suggested and a recommended system of

organization improvements for implementation is provided [8]. 
 The plan for
the demonstration farms in Section 8 of this report is 
a part of this
 
suggested soil and water conservation program.
 

F,3.5. Other WatershedProjects 

F.3.5.a. Solo Watershed Project
 

The work done on the Upper Solo Watershed Management.and Upland
Development Project (INS/72/006) of the Food Agricultural:Organization of
 
the United Nations provides-a major source of information on uplqnd

development. 
These reports were reviewed as a part of preparing the

Jratunseluna Basin Plans and some of the more important conclusions are
 
summarized and discussed in'the followina sections.
 

The Solo Project in east Central Java has concentrated on developing
erosion control technology and applying it in several subwatershd pilot

areas. 
The technical aspects of the project have yielded invaluable
 
results; indeed, they constitute the technological basis for recommenda
tions in this report. However, the.diffusion aspects have been far from
 
successful; even where the recommendations were implemented satisfactorily,

maintenance has been a chronic problem. 
Technical experts in the project

.selected the sites, designed the pilot demonstration layouts, and super
vised construction by the farmers who worked the land. 
 Participating

farmerswere given incentives in the form of food payments. In most of 
the seven pilot areas, the Extension Section of the project established 
contact with farmers in advance of the technical people, in order to 
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explain the program and prepare them to participate, in -it.. 'In at'least 
one area, the Extension preparation was bypassed, only to be reinstated
 

later when strong farme .resistancbwas encountered-. Some farmers on
 
land nearby or adjacent to the demonstration watersheds followed the exam
ple of the project and terraced their own lands, but participating farmers
 
have had a generally poor maintenance record..The sitbation has worsened 
over time.
 

The maintenance problem in the Solo Project ig sometimes attributed
 
to the. high proportion of land rehtals in .the demonstration watersheds.
 
The argument emphasizes-the disincentive effect of uncertain 'land tenure. 
This has merit, of course. But another likely explanatiOn is the general
 
strategy of imposing the project dirictly on the .7armers, virtually 
ignoring local governments. Even when.the Extension Section was involved, 
its aim was tp get people to accept 'aninfiexible, predetermined program,
 
not to adapt it to local needs or local.qircumstances.i- Project people
 
assumed they 'knew -what should 'be .done for the..farpers, by the*fimers. 
However, the.farmers correctly viewed themselves as passive recipients 
of someone elIe's program, not participants in it. -They worded 'On the 
terraces, but to them, the structures belonged to the Project; it was
 
not their program. Thus the farmers have not assumed, responsibility 
for maintenance and the impact of terracing has been less than anticipated. 
In contrast, people outside the demonstration areas who. built .terraces 

and waterways seem to do a better job of caring for them. 

Several lessons can be learned fr6m the Solo experience. 'First, a 
good technica idea is no more-valuable than the program which implements 
.it. Second, programs that violate estabiished patterns of communication 
and responsibility-sharfig have litlie chance of success. Thizd,.people
 
assume imposed resposibl'ities, like maintenance, theonly if execution 
of those responsibilities yields direct benefits; that -is, the Solo 
Project technology- is 'good, but it was-imposed on people.'as an end In 
itself-, rather-than resebted as'a means to meeting local needs. 
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Terracea for upland crops were found to be inappropriate if the 

soils were 	shallow, or the slope greater than 40-50 percent. Bench 

terr4ces have been implemented on seven selected Solo Watersheds. The 

included demonstrations of gullysoil conservation activities have also 
terracescontrol and investigations of erosion and runoff from the bench 

compared with the traditional terraces in the area. Erosion and runoff 

in the Dumpul, Tapan, and Wader subwatersheds establishinvestigations 

the following relationships [4]: 

Traditional Terrace Improved Bench Terrace
 
PercentPercent 
Water &
Water & 

sedijment
Erosion sediment Erosion 

Location (cm) runoff (cm) runof 

80 	 0.2 40K. Dumpul 2.9 


75 	 0.. 30
K. Tapan .2.0 

30K. Wader 1.4 7.5 	 0.2 

A study of.	the production increases from bench terraces in.the
 

where,both bench terraces and traditional terraces*
Solo Watershed, 

proved that
received the same fertili-er and cultivation techniques, 

were possible with bench terproduction increade6 of 200-300 percent 

internal rate of return for terracing has been estimated to 
races, The 

be 18 percent for dryland terracing.
 

Studies of plaft varieties used to strengthen terraces and water

ways have been limited to grass varieties, but the best grass variety 

for soil cover in the Solo Watershed studies has been Brachiria 

brizantha. 

The rehabilitation and reforestration of privately owned land 
in
 

the'Solo Watershed has been implemented with tree speciea such 
as like
 

Piuus, Albezia falcata, Eucalyptus alba, and a number of grasses 

Elephant grass has been the most successfulplanted in the understory. 
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for soil cover and cattle feed. 
This program has been used successfully
 
to rehabilitate steep slopes and was calculated to have an Internal rate
 
of return of 17 percent. 
Research on erosion and runoff relationships on
 
treated and untreated forest land in the Tapan and Pidekso Subwatersheds
 
produces the following results:
 

Traditional Practice 
 Treated Private Forest Land
Erosion Percent Water& 
 --Erosion Percent Water--
Location (cm) 
 Sediment Runoff 
 (cm) Sediment Runoff
 
K. Tapan 2.9 
 80 
 0.06 
 20
 

KO Pidekso 1.4 
 75 
 .0.04 
 30
 

These results indicate that it,is technically feasible to rehablitate
 
even rather steep lands by afforestration and elephant grass. 
 While
 
*this afforestration program ha~s a good internal rate of return, 
it is
 
not popular with the farmers because they prefer to grow food.for their
 
families directly and because it is difficult to obtain the c'redit
 
necessary to purchase fertilizer and cattle.
 

A specific commient from the Kali Samin economic study deserves to
 
be quoted: "The internal rate of return of the complete development
 
plan for the Kali Samin is 22.4 percent, a rate which sustains the
 
comparison with net profit margins of most industries. This is one of
 
the most striking findings of the project; although conceived originally
 
as a costly rescue operation, watershed management and developmentis in
 
fact leadingto possitive, economically sound proposals." [3. 
 Emphasis
 
as in original.]
 

In summary, the conclusions from the Solo Watershed Demonstration
 
and from field observation indicate that there ip very little erosion
 
from areas with good forest cover, home gardens, plantations, and rice
land, except for occasional landslips on steep slopes and some gully

erosion from scouring inl drinage channels. Virtually all erosion is
 



occuring on the upland areas that are farmed without adequate soil 

conservation measures. This erosion tends to be more rapid on steep
 

slopes, but high intensity rainfall is the most important single factor 

in the net erosion rates, and this isone reason for the higher erosion 

rates experienced on the higher mountains, which have much higher precipita

tion rates. The observations also concluded that bench terraces that are 

properly designed, constructed and maintained will reduce erosion to 

rate acceDtably comDatible'with the'rate of soil regeneration [5]. 

F.3.5.b. kajalenka Watershed Project
 

The watershed project at Majalenka ismore modest than Solo but
 

similar In many regards....e Majalenka Watershed plot is in a sub

watershed of the Cimanuk River Basin. It is essentially an erosion 

control pilot demonstration plot, administered by the Forestry Department, 

on a tract of land administered by the village..: Although officially 

grazing land, itwas actually rented to..farmers for cultivation, with 

dire ecological consequences. From a social pointof view, there is 

little more to the project than the Application:.to-the eroded slopes of 

technology derived from the Solo Project. Faxmmers.already had little 

say over the land, and they had even less to say about the project.. 

Nor were local officials involved in-planning or executing the project. 

The terracing was executed by farniers, but they are.not assuming main

tenance responsibilities. Nor are farmers who live in the area copying 

the techniques used on the demonstration plot. This project remains where 

it started. This also reinforces the.lessons from Solo. 

F.3.5.c. Panawangan Pilot Watprshed Project
 

The ,Panawangan Pilot .WtrshedConservation and Development Project 

.isa.part of the CttanduyRiver Basin Development Project. The project 

plan for .this project..was submitted,in 1976 and project works were started 

inNovember 1977 7. The program was implemented on the 6.1 ha Pilot 
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Demonstration Farm and ihen expanded to the balance of the 365.9 ha Pilot
 

Watershed area. This project is still active and some conservation
 

measures are still being applied.
 

Records of specific accomplishments in conservation measures were
 

not kept for many practices, and many practices applied have not been
 

specifically measured. Therefore, only a partial record is available
 

for conservation measures applied to the Panawangan Pilot Watershed
 

between November 1977 through May 1979. This conservation work may be
 

Item Units Accompjshment
 

Bench Terrace ha 54.8
 

Waterways i L 346.0
 

Drop Structures 16; '.4,34b5
 

Sodding of Structures M20
 

Tree Planting hai 183.8
 

Grass Planting .ha 55.4
 

Conservation Terraces hA 55;0
 

In addition to the dbove measures, construction was completed on 
about 0.6 km of stone surfaced road with proper erosion proofing. An 

access road was also built from Ciracak .Village to sub subwatersheds 
Iii and IV. Other roads aid trails in the area have been improved, but 

neither the improvements nor the cost of the work have been recorded.
 

The Pilot Demonstration Farm totaled 4.0 ha of terracing, which 

Was completed by the local farmers with an incentive payment of 

Rp. 50,000 to 70,0OO/haof land that they owned. The balance of thp 

terracing was completed under the supervision pf the P3RP:- DAS Citanduy 

staff with a payment based on Rp. 300 per manday(md). The labor ,-barges 

for terracing and waterway construction on 46.1t ha amount to Rp. 8,077,913, 
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o' Rp. 174 ,100/ha terraced. Note t t this figure accounts for the
 
government cost of labor for terrace construction; and the farmers'
 
contribution is not ilicluded in the labor costs. 
The farmers' labor 
cont -ibution probably approaches the govermnent cost, both from the 
level Of pay for terracing relative to other regional wage scales and 
the labor performed for which no payment was made. 

Unfortunately, the available cost records do not include any costs
 
for administrative supervision or transportation furnished by Project

Citanduy or the Ciamis District. 
The costs for two full-time consultant
 
staff for watershed manageije t activities, plus their expenses, are
 
also missing but should have been included in a strict accounting system.
 

This lack of good cost records is one of the deficiencies of the

Panawangan Pilot Watershed Project. 
These records would be very valuable
 
In setting up other pilot watersheds. Another deficiancy of this
 
project is that only.bench terracing and conversion of land to agro
fchestry were applied to the land and no knowledge was gained as to
 
the applicability of other conservation measures.
 

The agricultural development program work was all conducted on the
 
'6. ha Pilot Demonstiation Farm over a 16-month period. 
This program
 
was an outstanding saccess and resulted in greatly tncreased crop yields

over the traditional methods used in the area [8]. 
 Several generalized

6nc14sions can be drawn frcm the field trials in the Panawangan Demon
stration Farm. First, a demonstration farm is not the proper place to
 
conduct research on varietal yields, fertilizer response, or cropping
 
systems because inputs cannot be precisely controlled or accurately
 
measured. 
The certain purpose of demonstration farms is to put the
 
knowledge gained from research to use in demonstrating how to produce 
maximum economic returns from the land. 
Secondly, average yields
 
obtained by village farmers are 
considerably less than research yields

because of the many less-than-optimum conditions under which the upland
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farmer produces. Thirdly, the person in charge of all activities 

absolutely must maintain close contact with the demonstration farm at 

all times to enable him to take immediate action on insect or disease 

control problems and to ensure that production inputs are performed at 

the proper time, even if the project must hire additional labor. A
 

demonstration farm always has trouble selling success, but a large
 

failure becomes well known over the area very rapidly.
 

-The Panawangan Watershed Pilot Demonstration Project experience
 

stimulates many questions about social aspects of program design and
 

implementation. The Panawangan Pilot Area was planned at the outset
 

to be more comprehensive and more responsive to local characteristics
 

than previous programs. The aim was to obtain the cooperation of 

farmers in the designated area to build te-races and waterways according
 

to recommended specifications and then participate'in agronomic trials
 

to test recommendations about inputs and intensification. Farmers
 

were subsidized for their terracing work, p,ovided with fertilizer and
 

seeds, and guaranteed minimal compensation in case of crop failures.
 

The trials focused on crops familiar to the farmers, as well as on
 

grass varieties intended to support increased livestock production.
 

From initial stages, the project received the enthusiastic support of
 

the Ciamis District Planning Chief, which was then translated into*
 

support from village leaders and key farmers. That support has been a
 

fundamental element in the success of the project to date.
 

The Panawangan Pilot effort benefited from a number of characteris

tics which should be incorporated into any upper watershed program. 

First, ithas had a local focus, one which was taken very seriously. 

it started from given conditions and attempted to proceed without being 

disruptive. Second, local leadership was integrated into the Program, 

not merely offered lipservice. Third, interaction with leaders and 

farmers was continual and informal, with 6mphasis on the quality of 

rapport as well as on the substance of the work. Fourth, the agricultural 
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input first treated familiar crops and then moved to complementary
 

and supplementary activities -- new crops, livestock, and fishery
 
proveaent. 
Even the snallest farm units are complex integrated opera
tions, and the project attempted to respond accordingly. rifth, the
 
farmers involved in the initial small pilot area became team leaders in
 
the expansion of the project to the rest of the sub-watershed. The
 
technical and organizational success of the expansion is attributable
 
as much to the effectiveness of the local team leaders, benefiting from
 
their own experience, as to the expertise and commitment of the Forestry
 
Department. The Panawangan Pilot effort is 
a concrete manifestations of
 
the great value of pilot programs. They argue very convincingly for the
 
creation of pilot areas in other watersheds where physical characteris
tics, cropping patterns, and other conditions are different, before the
 
program is implemented in those areas.
 

The Panawangan Pilot effort also suffers from -typical weaknesses 
of pilot projects, which limits its usefulness as a program prototype: 
First, a critical strength -- the response to local conditions -- is 
a critical weakness as well, because many of the techniques and recom
mendations will not be applicable to areas with different conditions.
 
Thus, the effort is useful, but it is not an adequate base upon which
 
to design a broad program, nor does it offer a sufficient guide in the
 
formulation of a mechanism to make a broad program as responsive locally,
 
Second, one element of success consisted in consultants, kabupaten
 

personnel, and other interested parties spending a great deal of time
 
in the field, talking to farmers, overseeing, and evaluating. This
 
intense concentration of manpower, expertise and attention will surely
 
not be duplicated elsewhere when the program is implemented on a broader
 
scale. Thus the problem arises as to how to obtain similar results
 

without this important factor. Frequently, the concentration of effort
 
ona pilot project produces the phenomenon called "demonstration effect",
 
in which project subjects think of themselves as special, and conse

quently respond to project personnel in ways they might not otherwise
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order to ensure the success of 
the project. This
 

respond, in 
must be reckoned with by

in pilot projects and 
is an intrinsic danger 

Third, the Panawangan Pilot 
careful analysis and appropriate planning. 

effort requir.ed inputs from a number 
of different agencies, and therefore
 

Fourth, in
 
number of budgetary and coordination 

problems. 

created a 


any program, it takes time for participAnts 
to become fully convinced
 

of.the value of the program 
and to accept routinely the burdens 

it
 

Under any conditions, the conviction 
and acceptance
 

imposes upon them. 


of burdens do not really occur 
until after the participants 

have obtained
 

In agricultural programs,
 

dependable, concrete benefits 
from the program. 

In Panawangan,
 
the results are often not apparent 

for a season or two. 


itmay still be premature t,
determine whether the participating 

farmers
 

will translate their satisfaction 
with the progXam into spontaneous,
 

systematic maintenance and 
improvement of the terraces 

and waterways.
 

Nonethe-

Many factors suggest, but cannot 

yet certify, that they will. 


less, the need for erosion control 
is too important and immediate 

to
 

is answered. Instead, 
delay planning the program until the question 

periodical evaluations should 
be built into the program to 

assess its
 

results and allow for changes 
in strategy if things do not work.
 

of the wealknessesPilot. Project avoided some 
In sum, the Panawangan and'thts
 

the Greening Program and the Solo and Najalenka Pr6jec1si 
of3f 

strategy and basic components
lessons regarding general

offers some be integratedlocal officials mustFirsti an upper watershed program. 
must be maintained 

from the outset, and contacts
into the program Second, 
continually through field staff stationed in the project areai 

in the 
be tailored to the specific needs of farmers 

the program must 
It is indeed 

It will become. a community program only if 
targrt area, 

the terracing and 
in each community6 Furthermore, 

a local program 

Waterway elements will be adopted 
only if they complement other aspects
 

energy andtakes time and
Terrace constructionbroader program,of a 

reduces the cultivable land area* 
farmers .cannotbe expected to 

spend
 

the time and energy or to accept 
the land loss without assurance of 
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a comuensurate increase in productivity and income. 
 Third, defining
 
an appropriate package of program elements for a specific area will
 
require the coordination of different agricultural and other agencies.
 
This will not be easy and may be impossible without judicious planning.
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TABLE F-I 

REFORESTATION AND GREENING DURING PELITA. T

(1974/75 - 1978/79)
 

fea Hectares Budget (-million Rupiah) 
Refbrestratfon. Greening. Total Inpres/ 

"ssiance Sector Total 
1.. (974/1975-)) 37,103. 52,529 89,632 - 2,377.2 2,377.2
II.. ('1975/1976) 42,376 82,285 12AX6.. 4,.905.0 4,905.0
III.- (1976/1977)* 122,189 .302,597.' .42.,786-- 1&6,.QO..0 2,163.5 18,163.5

IV'.. (1977/1978)1 203;,095 632,689 835,,784 24,476.6 1,824.7 26,301.3
V. (1978/I979.)) 288',058 689,291 977,349, 36,000.0 2,000.5 38,000.5 

Total 
 692,821 1,759,391 2,452,212 76,476.6 
 13,270.9 89,747.5
 

Pelitt II Target 1,690,000 .1,750,000 . 3,440,000 60,400.0 
* The Assistance/Inpres System by Sector Budget is for Planning and Managing (technical):Implementation/Support projects except Training and Education project and Forest Inventory
and Consolidation. 

Source: Laporan Kualitas Lingkungax Hidup Indonesia 1979 by Menteri Negara Pengawasan dan Lingkungan
Hidup. p.. 40. Table, 2..: 



TABLE F-2 
Sheet 1 of 5 

JRATUNSELUNA BASIN CRITICAL UNCULTIVATED LAND 

IN THE FOREST FOR.THE PELITA III MASTER PLAN. 

(Hectares) 

SCriticalUnit FUnuestaeA 1on. nutiae 
Land According 

to' E.S.. 
(ha) 

DecreaseDuring Master Plan II 
Real Real Real 
APBN, APBD Other 

Additional CriticalalLand During Master Plan 
Delayed Other 
Planting Additional 

Cri li nLand Early in 
Master Plan III 

Telawah 

1 

1. Karangrayung 
2. Ketawar 
3. Krobokan 
4. Guwo 
5. Karangwinacag 
6. Kedungcur, 
7. Gemolong
8. P.M. 

383!.5 
360..3 
44.9'..5 
975.6 
721.9 
763.5..

30.6: 

U7.6U7,6 
383.5 
360.3 
44-95 
975.6 
721.9; 
763.5
30.-6 

-

. 

....... 
-

...... 
. 

-
-

-

. 

Subtotal 3,902.6 3.,802.6 ',• 

Randublatung 

1. Trembes 
2. Tanggel 
3. Kedungjambu 

. Kemadoh 
5. Banyuurip 
6. Selogender 
7. Bata 
8. Beran 

22.M 
z._.w 
a.2 

-1.3, 
-25.6 
20.3 
9.0' 

38.3 

22W'I-
4.' 
92 
i 

25.6,-
20.3 
9O. 

38.3 -' 

-

-

-

..
-

-

-

-

-

-

. 

-

Subtotal 130.S" 130.5 -- - - - -
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JRATUNSELUNA BASIN CRITICAL UNCULTIVATED LAND
 

IN THE FOREST FOR THE PELITA III MASTER PLAN 

(hectares)
 

Decrease Additional Critical 
Unit Forest Unc .tivated During Master Plan II Land During Master Plan Critical 

n Land According Real Real Real Delayed Other Land Early in 
to F.S. APBN APBD Other Planting Additional Master Plan III 
(ha) 

Cepu
 

1. Wonogadung 17.6 17.6 - ... 
2. Nglobo 24.7 '24.7 -. 

3. Ledok 38.5 38.5- 
4. Kendilan 153.7 153.7 .. 

5. Pucung 2.9922.9 -

Subtota ,257-4 ~ 27. 

Kebonharja
 

1. Gununglasem '896 '89.6- 
2. Karas ,72.6 2.6 ..- -_ 
3. Sale 39.2 39.2 - - -_ 
4. Gayam 4 ,7 - - -" 

5. P.M. 200.5 200.5 - -

Subtotal 376.6 376.6 --

Gundih
 

1. Gundih 320.6 320,6 
2. Juworo 330;4 '330, --
3. Monggot 335.5 335.6 - 
4. Madoh 100.3 100.3 - . 

5. Kuncen 295.2 295".2 - 
6. Panunggalan 333.3 333.3 ..... 
7. Jambon 65.7 65.7 ..... 



--

- - -

TABLE F-2 (Cont.) Sneet 3 of 5 

JRATUNSELUNA BASIN CRITICAL UNCULTIVATED LAND 
IN THE FOREST FOR THE PELITA III MASTER PLAN 

(hectares)
 

Unit Forest Critical- Decrease criticalUnitFos1ato Uncultivated During Master PlanII 6An'd Duin s~z.T -. 

Land According Duringg itrirticalMaster Pl n
Adiitrto AdReal Real Real Delayed Other Land Early iniMaster Plan III 

to F.S. APBN APBD Other Planting Additional 
(ha)
 

Gundiji."(Cont.) 
8. Kragilan 356.7" 356.7 -
9. Dalen 288.55 288.55 -  _10. Segorogunung 53.6 53;6 . 

11. Ngaren 156.9 1569 - -

12,. Trembes 5.0 5.0  -

Subtotal 2,641s85 2,641.85 - _  ... -

Semarang 

:1. Pengga,ou -389,.6 -..389.6. 
2. Barong 184.1 184.1 - 
3. Jembalo Selatan 358.4 358.4 . 
4. Jembelo Utara 18a.1 182.1 -_ 
5. Tanggung 211.1..211-1--. 
6. Kedungjati 82;0 82.0.-



7. Tempuran 235.1 235.1  -
8. Manngar -442.5 442.5 
 -
9. Padas 462.0 462.0 -

Subtotal 2,546.9" 2,546.9 - - ._ 

http:2,641.85


Uni oestAdministFraton 

1. Candirbto 
2. Temanggung 
3. Ambarawa 

Subtotal 

Purwodadi
1. Penganten. 
2. Jatipohon 
3. Linduk 
4. Sambirejo 
5. Tumpuk 
5. P.M. 


Subtotal. 


Pati 

1. Bangsri 
2. Gajahbizu 
3. Ngarengan 
4. Muriapatiayam 


TABLE F-2 (Cont.): "Sheet 4 of 5 

JRATUNSELUNA BASIN CRITICAL UNCULTIVATED LAND 
In THE FOREST FOR THE PELITA III MASTER PLAN 

(hectare)
 

Critical Decrease Additional CriticalUncultivated During Master Plan II Land During Master PlanLand Acoraing Real. Real -Real CriticalDelayed- Other ... Land Early into FS. APBN APBD Other Planting Additional kaster Plan III 

:746.5 746.5 
216..5 216.5 -  _ 
279.0 2790 - -

1,22(..O 1,242-.0 -C r. 

l9o80 190.8
 
1341.5, 134.5 
81.7 81.71 -  _ _
66.6 66.6 - - . 

2Z.6 21.6 -  _
 
513'.8 513.8 
 _ -o 

1,012.0- ,0122-O - 

52.8 52.8 . .. 
76.5 76.5 - - - -

1,57..1 157.1 -...

382-8 382.,8 - _ 



TABLE F-2 (Cont.) 
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JRATUNSELUNA BASIN CRITICAL UNCULTIVATED LAND 
Iff THE FOREST FOR THE PELITA III MASTER PLAN 

(hectare) 

Uni Eest Critical Decrease Additional CriticalA hi aon Uncultivated
. .-
- .. .. L nc Accor di n .. During Master Plan II .c r i t i ca l Land1:Aord.iS g Real Land During Master PlatReal Real Delayed Other Land Early in
 
to F.S.Ote

(ha) APBN APBD Other Planting Additional Master Plan III 

Pati (Cont.)'. 
5.: Sukolio, 3*.2 34.2
6.. Tambakroin, 148'.S 148.5 
7. Kuwawur, Il8 118.8  -
8. Lunggoh 140. 9 1 1.498. 
9.. Barusan 
 74.& 74.8 _
10.. P.M.. 



6.0 4,63.0  -


SubtotaL- 1,657X. -65 

Blora.
 

1. P.M.. 
 450T 450.7 - 

Man'tingan

1. P.M. 69M... 696 --

TOTAL ' ,186 .
 " I- aLgs
 

http:Land1:Aord.iS


TABLE F-3 
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JRATUNSELUNA BASIN; CRITICAL LAND 
OUT OF THE FOREST FOR THE PELITA III MASTER PLAN 1 ' 

(Hectares) 

Cbr...-ritical 
Adiniitration Uncultivated.Land According 

to F.S. 

(ha) 

Decrease 
During Master Plan IIReal Real Real 

APBN APBD Other 

Additional Critical 
Land During Master PlanDelayed Other 

Planting Additional 

critical 
Land Early inMaster Plan III 

Kendal:
1. Singrpjbo 
2. Liiabangan 
3.. Boj-

1,950. 
690 
550, 

475 
615. 
475 

-

-
.... 

-
670 
575 

75 

SubtotaL .19190. 
- 820 

n 

Semarang 

1. Klepu 
2. Suruh 
3. Jambu 
4. Ambarawa 
5. Bawen 
6. Gunungpati 
7. Banyubirxu , 
8. Bringin 
9. Ungaran. 

10. Getasan 
11. Tengaran 
12. Salatiga LK. 
13. Tuntang 
14. Sumowono 
15. Susukan 
16. Mijen 
17. Semarang Selatan 

... 

2,90,4; 
2 ,,703! 
1,990" 
1,2331 
1,585 
2,,02' 
-. ,830; 
3,151 

71,. 
3:,224' 
2,146--

415 
1,5601-
3,160. 
i,,196 
1,090 
1,042 

2,218,. 
2,049 . 
1,250. 

73:5 
715 

1,330 
l,139. 
2,785. 
1,158 
2,319 
2,046_ 

250 
1,120 
3,050 
1496 
1,090 
1,042 

-

.... 

... 
--... 

-

-

--.. 

-. 

-
--

-

..
-

-

-

_ 

_" 

.0. 

.-

-

-L 

-

_ 

:. 

_ 

... 

-

. -

- . 
V 

- -

-

716 
6514 
740 
518 
870 
,072 
691 
366 
553 
-05.55 
100 
165 
4-:.4.0 
3-.110 

Subtotal 33,672 

............ ................ 

25,772 -

. 

7,900 



TABLE F-3 (Cont.) 
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JRATUNSELUNA BASIN CRITICAL LAND
 
OUT OF THE FOREST FOR THE PELITA III MASTER PLAN
 

*.(Hectare)
 

Unit Forest Critical Decrease Additional CriticalAinistration: Uncultivated CriticalDuring Master Plan IILand According 'Real Real Land During Master Plan Land Early inReal Delayed Other Master Plan IIIto F.S. APBN .PBD Other Planting Additional 
(ha) 

Kudus•
 
1., Dawe. 
 4408 2,060 - -2,3482.. Gebog -4,279 2,150 - 2,129
3.. Jekto, "600 

- 
350 - -250 

Subtotal. 9,287 .. 4,560... -- ..... 4,727 

In, Jepara 

1-1% Mayong..- 1800 600 
 ....-

2. Mo-ggo.,355 1,200 

. _

.3. Bangsri. 720 1,355

190 -3 
 - 304. -Keling 1,925 675 -1,250 

5.. Batealit . 1,345. - - 350- • ..- .. - 9 9 5
 
Subtotal ...- 815.... .. .o- .2 .. 5,330 

Pati 
1. Pucakwangi -1078 500 - 
,2. Sukolilo . 4 ,907- 2,505 

578 
- - 2,4023. Cluwak -3,984 
 550 
 -3,4344. Kayen 1,678 
 -- _. _


5 Tambakroomo 1,730 
- 1,082650-

500. . ......
6. Margorejo 1,087 :450 -

1;230 
- - -7. Jaken 1,937 637

450 ....- 1,487 
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JRATUNSELUNA BASIN CRITICAL LAND
 

OUT OF THE FOREST FOR THE PELITA III MASTER PLAN Y 

(Hectares)
 

Critical Decrease Additional CriticalAdmni s ain Uncultivated During Master Plan II Land During Master Plan L al 
Land According 'Real Real Real Delayed Other 

to F.S.. AMW APBD Other Planting Additional Master Plan IIi 
(ha-) " 

Pati (Cont..)'
 

B. Gembon& 3,416 1,050 - 2,366 
9. Tlogowungi 3,302" .600. ... ."2,702 

10. GununuwungkaI 2,676 1,4.75 -" - 7- - 1,201 

Subtotal 25',795 - :Bg]0 .7,06 1-. 5 

Rembang .....
 

1. Lasem 2,275 - 2,- 5 
2. Sulang, 3,105 -500. " ... 
3. Sedzn 2,505 2,105
0S. 

4. Pamotan 3,175 'i7-" - 2,705 
5. Lasem- 1,125. - 5-

6. Gunem . ,50B ,400.. . ... .. - .,1Ag0 
7. 'Pancu-x 1 283 v
a. Kragan 2,070 . .. 70. 
9. Sluke 1 - " -1. "i828 

10. Bulu 2;405 - - - -, 

11. Sarang 1,866- .. 1,666
 

Subtotal 23., 142 - 2,595 - --".20.547 
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JRATUNSELUNA BASIN CRITICAL LAND
 

OUT OF THE FOREST FOR THE PELITA III MASTER PLANi,
 

(Hectares)
 

Unit Forest Critical Decrease Additional Critical
AdmUnstration Uncultivated During Master Plan II 
 Land During Master Plan CraicalLand According Real Real Real Delayed Other Land Early in 
to F.S. APBN APBD Other Planting Additional Master Plan III 

(ha) 

Blora
 

1. Sambong 1,636 475 ....
 1,161
 
2. Menden 1,365 . . -  1,365
 
3. Jatii"Dplang 2,143 975 -  1,168

4. Randublatung 845 340 
 SO5
 
5. Kedungtuban 1,359 1,960 -  - 299 
6. Jiken 2,480 1,200 -  1,280.
 
7. Jepon 6,062 1,375  -- 4 ,687 
8. Tunjungan 2,460 1,450 1,010
 
9. Ngawen 5,822 2,865  -- 2,957


10. Todanan 5,320 .1,400 .. ... 3,920
 
11. Cepu 550 210  -- 340
 
12. Banjarejo 825 825 - - -_ 

13. Kunduran 1,455 1,455  .
 

Subtotal 32,322 13,630 
 -- 18,692
 

Grobogan
 

1. Toroh 1,290 845 ... 
 445

2. Geyer 5,719 1,475 .
 -4,244
 

3. Kedungjati 1,240 425 
 . -815
 

4. Karangrayung 3,435 410 ... 
 3,025

5. Tawangharjo 1,002 575 ... 
 427
 
6. Grobogan 1,964 575 
 ... 1,389
 



TABLE F-3 (COnt.) 
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JRATUNSELUNA BASIN CRITICAL LAND 

OUT OF THE FOREST FOR THE PELITA III MASTER PLAN_ 

Unit Forest 


Grobogan (Cont.)..
 

7. Wirosarj. 

8. Pulokulon 

9. Gabus 


10. Kradenan 

11. Ngaringan 


Subtotal 


1. Sumberlawang 


2. Miri 


Subtotal 


Boyolali
 
1. Wonosegoro 

2. Ampel 

3. Karanggede 

4. Klego 

5. Andong 

6. Kemusu 

7. Juwangi 


Subtotal 


Critical 
Uncultivated
Land According-


to F.S. 

(ha)
 

3,203 

1,190 

2,605 

1,305 

1,615 


24,568 


5,935 


3,006 


8,941 


7,331 

4,267 

1,493 

1,990 

1,675 

2,500 


905 


11,361 


(Hectare)
 

Decrease 

During Master Plan II
Real Real Real 


APBN APBD Other 


"675 - ..
 
-

- . 

- -

4,980 

2,850 ..... 

2,000 ....

4,850 


4,752 ---


2,050 ....
758 - 

1,700 ....
1,450 .... 
2,150 ....
692 ....

4,752 ....-


Additional Critical 

During Master P-an
Delayed Other 


Planting Additional
 

-

-.
 

-

.
 

Critical
 
Land Early
Master Plaa III 

2,528
 
1,190

2,605
 
1,305
 

1,615
 

19,588
 

3,085
1,006
 

4,091 

2,579
 
2,217
 

735 
290
 
225
 
350
 
213
 

6,609
 



OUT 

TABLE F-3 (Cont.) 

JRATUNSELUNA BASIN CRITICAL LAND 

oFTHE FOREST FOR THE PELITA III MASTER PLAN 
(Hectares) 

Sheet 6 of 6 

Uit FoestUni ma-'on 
Administration 

CriticalUncultivated
Land Acoding 

o .S.A(ia) 

DecreaseDuring. Master Plan II
Real Real Real 

PN APBD Other 

Additional CriticalLand During-Master Plan
Delayed Other. 

Planting Additional 

Critical 
Land Early in 

Master Plan III 

Demak 

1. Mranggen 
2. "Krnawen - 300- 300 -. -

'60 

Subtotal 0". . :_ 0- ._.-

Total 8o~32"3 74,954 - - 105, 69 

W 1/ Land out of the forest is mostly privately owned land.



- -

TABLE F-4
 
REFORESTATION SPECIES PLANTED IN
 

THE JRATUNSELUNA BASIN
 
%Kectares)
 

Distriet 
 Year
 

1974 .1975.. 1976 


Purwodadi/Gundih
 

Teak (Tectona grandis) - - 1,103.3 
Sonokeling - - 230.4 
Mahoni (Swietenia 
macropylla) - - 50.2 

Kayuputi.h - 121.8 
Eucalyptus alba- ... - 24.3 

Subtotal - - 1,530.0 
Mantingan/Kebonhajo
 

Teak (Tectona grandis) 
 -) - 173.8 
Sonokeling 
 - - 273.2 

Subtotal .
 447.0 


Semarang
 

Teak (Tectona grandis) - 662.2 

Sonokeling 
 - 166.3. 
Mahoni ... 339.5 


Subtotal 
 ' - 1,168.0 
Blora/Ce_-

Teak (Tectona graifis) - 840.4 *.

Mahoni :21..,..
!4hn ,- 6- . .21.6 

Subtotal 
 " - 862.0 
Telawah .. 

Teak (Tectona grandis) - 591.9 
Sonokeling..... ............. 623.1 
Mahoni ..  . 

Subtotal - - 1,215.0 
Pati 

Teak (Tectona grandis), 816'.3 
Sonokelig-
 - . -
Mahoni 
 - - 4.0.0 


Subtotal 
 856.3 

Magelang
 
Pinus 
 -

Sonokeling - . ..... . 

Subtotal -

Total Re.orted 
'!
-'- '6,078.3 

1977 


1,395.8 

524.5 


101.9 

217.6 

20.0 


2,259.8 


524".5 

854.4 

-

1.37.9 


....

-
".
 

777.8 

63.3 


34.5 

2,447.6 


101.5 

327.3 


1,194.1 


586.5 


655.5 


1,
1,242.0 


8,522.4 


1978 


-

-


-
-

-

-

-

-

.
 

-
-

-

. 
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Total
 

2,499.1
 
754.9
 

152.1
 
339.4
 
44.3
 

3,789.8
 

173.8
 
273.2
 

447.0
 

1,186.7
 
1,020.7
 
339.5
 

' 2,546.9 

840.4
 
21.6
 

,. 862.0 

1,369.7

2,258.4,
 

34.5 

3,662.6
 

1,581.6
 
101.5
 
367.3
 

2,050.4
 

586.5
 
655.5
 

1,242.o
 

14,600.7
 

F-82.
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TABLE r-5 

PLANNED REHABILITATION IN THE JRATUNSELUNA BASIN-

CRITICAL LANDS OUTSIDE THE FOREST UNDER PELITA III
 

FOR THE GREENING PROGRAM
 

(Hectares)
 

District/ Critical
Subdistrict Area Start _ear
of Pelita 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82 1982-83 1983-84 

Kendal
 

1. Singorojo 670 270 400 - - _
2. Limbangan ,75 
 75 -..
 
3. Bojo 75 
 75 ....
 

Subtotal 
 820: 420 400 
 - :
 

SemarSang
 

1. Klepu 716 
 135 275 
 156 150 2. Suruh 
 654 
 100 225 329 
3. Jambu 
 740 380 340- 20

4. Ambarawa 518 225 275 
 18 - 
5. Bawen 
 870 610 200 
 60 - 6. Gunungpati 1,072 r552 110 
 200 "210 7. Banyubiru 691 
 240 100 200 151..

8.:Bringin 366 
 145 200 
 21, 
9. Ungaran '553 
 280 200 73"


10. Getasan 905 
 .655. 200 
 50 
11. Tengaran 100 - 100 - ; 12. Salatiga LK. 165 165 
 .... 
 _
13. Tuntang 440 
 440 - . _

14. Sumowono 110 110 -

Subtotl 
 7,900 3,937.- 2,100- 1,023 840
 

Kudus
 

1. ]Dawe 2,348 
 345 500. 500 3
500 . 5 031 2. Gebog 2129 176 500 
 560 50 ! 453

3. Jekulo . 250 250 - - . 

Subtot1 4,727 
 .1,000.
771 1'11,000 -O.i00oo
o 956
 

Jepara.
 
1..Mayong '1;200 450 606 
 150 
2. Mlonggo 1,355 -. , 620 735 
3. Bangsri .530 330 200. 

4. Keling 1,250 400O 

- 

850 ... -.
5. Batealit •765 230 . ....995 


Subtotal 5,330 
 1,945 2,500 
 885
 

F-83
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TABLE F-s (Cont.)
 

PLANNED REHABILITATION IN THE JRATUNSELUNA BASIN -
CRITICAL LANDS OUTSIDE THE FOREST UNDER PETITA III 

FOR THE GREENING PROGRAM 

(Hectares)
 

District/ Critical 
 Year
Subdistrict Area Start _ear
 

of Pelita 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82 1982-83 
 1983-84
 
III
 

Pati
 
I. Pucakwangi 578 
 260 250 68
2. Sukolilo 2,402 

- _
450 400 500 
 550 502
3. Cluwak 3,434 950 
 365 750 
 700 669
4. Kayen 1,028 
 670 350 8 
 -
 _
5. Tambakromo 1,230 
 510 320 
 200 200
6. Margorejo 637 425 
 150 62 
 -
 _
7. Jaken 1,487 225 
 250 300 325
8. Gembong 2,366 387

400 250 500 
 600 616
9. Tlogowungu 2,702 
 500 400 
 500 600 
 702
10. Gunungwungkal 1,201  265 350 300 
 286
 

Subtotal 17,065 
 4,390 3,000 3,238 
 3,275 3,162
 
Rembang
 
1. Lasem 2,275 
 1,435 290 300 
 250 2. Sulang 2,605 
 -60 
 800 750 
 695
3. Sedan 
 2,105  325 600 700 
 480
9. Pamotan 
 2,705 
 350 900 
 7,25 730
5. Lasem 
 1,125 715 275 
 135.
6. Gunem 
 1,105 


. 300: -400 405
7. Pancur 
 1,283 690 
 300 293 -. 
 -8. Kragan 2,070 
 920 325 425 
 400 9. Sluke .. 1,828 920 325 
 300 283
i0. Bulu 1,580 


- 300 350.. 45011. Sarang .1,86 

480
 
- "350 400 500 626 

Subtotal 20,547 4680 3,500 44,903 4,463 3,001
 
Blora ..
 
1. Sambong 1,161  200 '400 526 35
2; Mendenh .. 1,365 735 
 -300 330 3. Jati/Doplahig r,168 
 - 250 400 518
4. Randublatung 505 250 255 - 5. Kedungtuban 299 - 290 9 _
6. Jiken 

1,280 605 
 285 390
7; Jep6n 4,687 
 500 300 500 1,250 2,137
8. Tunjungan 1,010 500 
 225 285 - 7
9 Ngawen 2,957 
 535 200 650 800
10; Todanan 772
3,920 1,320 
 200 600 800 1,000
114 CeN'-
 340 340 
 - - -

Subtotal 18,692 4,535 2,500 3,819 3,894 3,944
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TABLE F-5.(Cont.) 

PLANNED REHABILITATION IN THE JRATLNSELUNA BASIN -
CRITICAL LANDS OUTSIDE THE FOREST UNDER PELITA III
 

FOR THE GREENING PROGRAM
 

(Hectares)
 

District/ Critical
 
Subdistrict Area Start e
 

of Pelita
of 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82 1982-83 
 1988-84
 

Grobogan 
1. Toroh 
 445  200 245 2. Geyer 	 4,244 
 979 300 950 1,000 1,015
3. Kedungjati _815 
 335 225 265 •
-
4. Karangrayung 3,025 190 
 275 850 
 900 810
5. Tawangharjo 427 365 
 60 2 
 -
6. Grobogan 1, '89 849 200 
 340 7. Wirosari 
 2,5 8 1,075 250 350 450 
 403"
8. Pulokulon 
 1,190 690 
 220 280 .. .
9. Gabus 	 2,605 915 300 
 400' 500
10. Kradenan 1,305 	

490
 
825 220 260 
 - -11. Ngaringan 1,615 625 
 250 300 
 440.
 

Subtotal 19,588 
 6,848 2i500 4',232 3,290 ' 2,718 ' 

. Su'mberlawang 3,085 420 500 700 	 '
715 " 750
 
2. 	 Miri 1,006 .oo 500 506 - -_
 

Subtotal 4,091 420 
 ',,-1,000 1,206 715
 
Boyolali
 
1. Wonosegorq 2,579 504 
 200 600 
 600 '675
2. Ampel 	 2,217 
 455 405 .:550 400 L:407.
3. Karanggede 
 735. 393 200 
 "142  _
4. Klego 
 290  245 
 -5. Andong 	

'45 

225  225  _
6. Kemusu 350 	



- 225 125 -7. Juwangi *213 : 213 - _ 


-

Subtotal 6,619, 
 -.1,565 	 1. 4621,500 1,000 1,082 

Total 105.,369 1 29,511 2 1 7 6820,000 
 18",77 "15,613
 

F-85'
 



F.4. RESOURCE BASE FOR JRATUNSELUNA BASIN
 

F.4.1. General Description
 

The Jratunseluna Basin (7,700 km2) isformed by the action of the
Jragung, Tuntang, Serang, Lusi and Juana Rivers, and includes the area
drained by the Dolok and Penggaron Rivers. 
The main rivers originally from
volcanoes Ungaran, Kepiting, Telomoyo, Merbabu and Muria, and from the
central mountain ranges. 
The main feature of the Jratunseluna Basin is
the wide flat coastal plain, which is also the principal area for
irrigated crop production. Approximatealy, 1,000 km2 of this lowland
 
area has an elevation of less than 20 meters, and the Lusi valley has
 
an additional 950 km2 between 30 and 50 meters elevation.
 

Admin itratively, the basin is entirely under the jurisdiction of
the Province of Central Java along the north coast of Java. 
The basin
 
ismade up of following Kabupatens [20J:
 

2

km


Semarang 1"009 

Demak- 1i093 14.2. 
Kudus ,9' 

Pati 
Blora 

1,040; 

1-W032 
13.5. 
13.4 

Purwodadi 2,017 :26.2 
Jepara 

Boyolali 
431" 

439,-
5.6 

5.7 
Sragen85 2.1+, 

7 0100
 



F.4.1.a. Land Resources 

Basically, only the irrigated, or potentially irrigated lands, of 
the Jratunseluna Basin have received much development. Data that is
 
available for upland areas is frequently conflipting and the terminology
 
varies from one area to another. Therefore, there is a definite need
 
for a specific land use and problem area survey of .the entire upper
 
watershed area as one.of the first steps in development of an.integrated
 
watershed management program for the Basin.
 

The NMDECO. studils of the Basin it;. 1973 developed an estimate of 
land use .for the -Basin fro the. data on pix. kabupaten.. This estimate 
is summarized in TAb.e:,F-6. .The ma .land upes..were: irrigated 
cropland 18.7 percent, .rainfed:iceland 16.7 percent, upland crops 
25.8, homeyard crops 1.2 percent, foreste.d4areas 23A4 percent, and 
other uses 1.2 percent. 

An attempt was made to anralyze the 1980 upper-watershed pubbasin's 
land use, by using the latest hydrologic or-other evaluation studies
 
and empirical estimates (Table F-7). This evaluation points out the
 
wide variability in land use of the various upper watershed subbasins.
 
It also indicates some conflicting answers for forested and plantation
 
areas. In fact, there is
a strong reason to believe that a considerable
 
area that was forested in'1973 has been converted to-other uses by
 
1980. The estimated presentcondition land use in the upper watershed
 
subbasins is as follows:
 

2 

Rice fields 1,146.0 24' 
Upland crops 1,479.0 31 
Homeyards_ and viliages.. 695.0 14' 

Fore't~ 935.0 .20 
Plantations :48.0 1 " . 
Other uses ;65.-2 l0 

Totals 4,786.2 100 
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F.4.l.b. Water Resources
 

Most of the available hydrologic and sediment data pertaining to
 

the upper watershed subbasins is summarized in Table F-8. More detailed
 

information on climate, precipitation, water yieldc, and sediment
 

production for the areas above all proposed damsites is contained in
 

Appendix A - Hydrology (Part I and II.'
 

F.4il.c. Human Resources.
 

In 1971, there were approximately 4.5 million people living in the
 

Jratunseluna Basin.. :Of-these,"an estimated 650,9000 were concentrated
 

in the municipality of Semarang. At that time the basins' population
 

was growing, at-about 2.38'.percent per year [21). If this growth rate
 

has continued there would be an estimated 5.56 million people in 1980.,
 

There seems to be no detailed popi4lation.estimate available for the
 

Jratunseluna Basin area, but if this projepted figure is correct the
 

average population density wquld be 7;20 people/km. versus about 55
 

2
people/km in 1971,and.it illustrates the reason for the "'people!
 

problems". of .the basin; 

Two special research reports on socio-agro-economic factors in 

the basin were prepared by..the Research Institute,.in Soqial.Sciences of 

Satya Nacana Christian.-University in 1973 and 1974 [22, 23). .'Thee ̂  

reporto .provide much .valuable information,, but -theyvare-out, of,.dat 

and they concentraled on the irrigated .andrainfed r$celand areas. 

rather than-the upland crop and forestry areas of tfhe basin. 

In order to develop. n ,integrated upper watershed management 

program for the,Jratunseluna .Basin it will be necessary to compile the 

available basic data fromthe upland watershed areas. It will probably 

also require a specific baselin, datacollection 'througha research 

study s ilar.to the on~s,previtus0y Completed,by Satya.Wacana Christian 
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University. This information is essential in identifying problem areas
 

of population concentrations, rural poverty, education levels, and
 

It is also needed in developing any regional
non-agricultural industries. 


economic development program. 

a muchThe areas selected for demonstratiou watershed will require 

detailed survey of both physical -and human resources, and farmingmore 

methods to serve as a baseline for evaluating progress in improving the 

welfare of the farm families, and in adoption of conservation farming 

methods.
 

F.4.2. Resource Inventory and'Problem Idebtification Needs 

As previously noted the information available'for defining the 

upper watershed areas resources and problems isalmost entirely the 

result of irrigation project development studies. As such, it doesw 

As discussed in Sectlon:F.2.5-.A.not supply the information needed. 


Resource Inventory and Problem Identification the information needs'

for developing an integrated watershed management are extensive and*

can be said they are not presently
complex. As a generalization, it 


available for the Jratunseluna Basin upper watershed areas.
 

It should be noted that there is a large potential for making
 

costly mistakes by trying to develop an upper watershed soil and water
 

conservatiol program without adequate data, and without conducting
 

a specific research and demonstration program in the field to find'the
 

soil and water conservation programi.,:
best methods for implementing a 


The next section of this report briefly describes the water-resources
 
"theproblems ofthe 'Basin. It also indicates the relative magnitude of

of II erosion 'problems :caused by the high population densities in portions 

the uplad watersheds. : But one of.the more important .effects is to point' 

ut 6 do not''khow precisely what has caused the: physicalhe facts .that we 
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faators that create erosion, and.we.do not know what resources are
 

available to solve the watershed problems. It is very important to do 

a careful resource inventory and problem identification study before
 

initiating a full scale erosion control program. Experience in Indonesia
 

and elsewhere shows that rapid project implementation is good way to
 

waste scarce government funds, and, it often creates more problems
 

than have been solved.
 

Fgo
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TABLE F-6
 

ESTIMATED 1973 LAND USE IN THE
 

JRATUNSELUNA BASIN
 

Land Use hectares
 

Aricultural Cropland
 

Irrigated (Technical Systems) 100,000
 
Irrigated (Rural Systems) 
 44,000 

Subtotal Irrigated 144,000 
 18.7
 

IRainfed Riceland 129 0001 

Upland Crops
 

Upland Rice 
 8,000 
Maize 
 76,200 
Cassava 
 53'95 00 
Sweet Potatoes 
 "9,200'
 
Groundnuts 
 11,300
 

Soybeans 
 15,300
 
Vegetables and other Crops 
 25,500
 

Subtotal Upland Crops 
 199,000 25.8 
Homeyard Crops "
109,000 14.2
 

Total Agricutlural 
 581,000 75.4
 

Forested Areas 
 2.4'180,000 


Other Uses 
 .9000 .2 

Total Jratunseluna Basin 770,000 100.0 

Source': NEDEDO,."Supporting Report 1 - ;General Inforimation,. 
page 26 [2b].
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ESTIMATED LAND USE 

TABLE F-7 

It( THE UPPER WATERSHED AM.AS (1980) 

Lus! 
Above 

River 
Serang 

Serang River at 
Lusi Confluence 

Muria Volcano 
Slopes 

Tuntang River 
Above Glapan 

Jragung River 
Above Jragung

Weir 

Dolok River 
Above Baang

Weir 

Penggaron River 
Above arang 

Total Upper 
Watershed 

S 

Fce -wFie!ds 

U-land Cr' =i. 

omey-ards and 
Vil.ages 

:624 

515 

-

236 

30 

25 

11 

195 

386 

158 

21 

41 

17 

116 

285 

118 

16 

41 

17 

154 

224 

160 

19 

28 

20-

42 

22 

11 

32 

16 

8 

10 

3 

7 

25 

7 

12 

37 

9 

15 

4.9 

12 

1,146 

1,479 

695 

24 

51 

14 

Forests 

laritations 

Other 

529 25 110 

1 7 9 8B 

-29 .1 100 .93...2,1011-0937 

12 

. 

JOI00: 

8 

9 

m1700 

12 
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10100 'k " 
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68 
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20 

"4 

9 
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8 

12 
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29, 

6 

91 
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3 

0.5 
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7 
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15 

4 
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1 
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48 
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F.5. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
 

F. 5.1. Introduction 

As shown in Appendix A - Hydrology and Appendix H - Sedimentaticn Studies 
Jragung Watershed, the sediment loads carried by most of the Jratunsaluna 
Basin streams are an indication that critical erosion rates are occurring
 
over almost all of the watersheds. Unfortunately, we do not even know
 
what an acceptable level of erosion is for the various soil types 
occurring in the Basin. A soil formation rate of 25 mm in 30 years is 
frequently qouted for land that is being cultivated [12, 19]. For lack
 
of a better target figure the generalization of an acceptable erosion
 
rate is the loss of one millimeter of soil per year, or approximately
 

.
1,100 t/kmr2/yr (11 tons/ha/yr)I / Naturally, the acceptable soil loss
 
will depend on the soil conditions at the site; if the soil profile is
 
deep and relatively fertile the loss of soil is less serious than if the
 
soil consists of a few centiimeters of soil over rock..
 

F.5.2. Soil andMater Losses in the Upper Watershed Areas
 

There is very little question that presently the lowland rice 
producing areas and some cf the better natural forest are the only. 
areas with acceptable lev is of soil loss. 
To provide an.estimate 
of the magnitude of the scJi. and water losses in the Basin, all avail
able reports were reviewe and summarized to obtain an estimate of 
present condition. Table F-8 summarizes the available hydrologic and 
sediment data for upper watershed areas and the results are diecussed 
by area in this section. 

F.5.2.a. Lusi River
 

The Lusi River down to the confluence with the Serang River has 

1/ Assuming a unit weight of 1,100 kgs/m3 for soil in place.
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a 2,101 km2 drainage area. The Lusi River catebment has a high per
centage of forest or plantation land (27 percent) and sawah (31 percent)
 

and would be expected to have a relatively low surface runoff and erosion
 
rate, but a number of factors increase this above what might be expected.
 

The Lusi River watershed has a calculated average annual precipita
tion of only 1,873 mm and a water yield of 860 mm (46 percent) leaving
 
an estimated actual evapotranspiration of 1,013 mm (Appendix A). Since 
the potential evapotranspiratio i for the natural vegetation of the water
shed is about 1,500 mm there is a considerable water shortage during the
 
dry season. The high runoff rate is an indication of poor cover condi
tions, and shallow soils with very low water holding capacities, which
 
will present a problem in any soil conservation and rehabilitation
 

activities.
 

SMEC (6] has estimated the sediment load in the Lus. River at
 
'
Purwodadi as 7.47 million tons, or 3,800 t/ki." If'this'rate is'ar

bitrarily estimated for the entire watershed the Lusi River is producing
 

7.89 million tons of sediment 'peryear in the average annual water yield 
of 1,807.8 million cubic meters. This estimated 3,800 t/km /yr sediment: 
yield would indicate an erosion rate of from.2.5 to 3.5 mm/yr depending 
on the unit weight of the soils eroded. Since approximately half of ' ' 

the watershed has either forest cover or is relatively flat the upiand
areas are experiencing heavy soil and water losses.
 

Since the SMEC study of erosion classes identified only 11,812" b, 

(5.5 percent) as having an erosion problem, and there is no me tion . 
of excessive streambank erosior,, there must be la great deal of I eriois'a' 
erosion that is not identified. A very crude erosion balance can be"
 

hypothesized from the available data as follows:
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Land Use, Area 
2 Estimated Net 

Erosion Loss 
Sediment 

Production 

(t/km2"/yr) (106 tons) 

Forest: 529.3 1,000 0.53 
.Sawah. 624.2 1,000 0.62 
Home yards 236.4 6,000 1.42 
Upland Crop 515.2 8,600 4.43 

Otherr Y 195.9 5,000 0.98 

Total, .2,101.0, 3,800 7.98 

1/"including streams and water areas.,
 

Whilethe specific erosion ratesare only empirical :,estimatesthe erosion'
 
balance indicates that. some areashave t 
be losing ,acritical amount
 
of topsoil each year. It should,also be noted thatin watersheds of.
 

this type and size only 70.to 90 percent of the erosion products are
 

normally transported from the watershed so all of the above estirpates.:
 
are low inrelation to erosion rates on ,theupland .areas..
 

F.5.2,.b. Serang River
 

The Serang River,has a drainage area of,937.O km2 at the confluence 

with the Lusi River, but information isonly availoble.to:estimate. 
runoff and erosion at the Sedadi Weir. TheSerang River at the edadi 
Weir has an average annual runoff,of 1,150 mm for a water yield o' 

998.2 million cubic meters from the 868 km2 catchment,[9) :Prec.pita
tion averages 2,520 mm for this catchment so 46,percent oflthe pecipi
tation becomes runoff.'
 

An.analysis of the sediment loads :.in the-Serang River by SMEC
 

gives the following r-lationships, 10]:
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Drainage_ Total Sediment 

Location* Area 

(m) 10 tons tons/km2 

Serang River at Kedung
2,410
ombo 614' 1.48 


Serang River at.Sedadi
 
3.36 3,870
Weir 888; 

Lusi River at Iurwodadi 1,966. 7.47 3,800 

Serang River at Godong 3,047 11.15 3,659 

..• 2 

Analysis of the above figures for the 254 km area between the
 

Kedungombo Damsite and the Sedadi Weir gives the conclusion 
that this
 

area produces 1.88 million tons of sediment annually, or at a rate of
 

If this is true, thr area is inmuch greater need of..,
7,400 tons/km2 .
 

soil"conservation activities than.,the area above the Kedungombo Damsite.
 
'..The-3,659 tons/km

2 sediment yield for the Serang at Godong is,as 

expected, lower than the upstream stations as a result of floodplain 

deposition of sediment duringflood periods.
 

The erosion analysis of the area above Kedungombo Damsite con

ducted as a part of the soil conservation study indicates that the 

areas of erosion amount to only 109 km2 of the '686 ,km watershed area, 

.or 16 percent (61.. While data is not available to check these erosion 

classes, it would seem that most of the-Kedtingomb0'watershed probably
 

has the lowest erosion rates of any of.the upper watershed subbasins.
 

This may well be the reason for initiating a soil and water'conserva

tion program in this watershed as rapidly as possible to :prevent further.
 

deterioration in the watershed condition and to restore the presently
 

eroded areas. 

F.5.2.c. Muria Volcano Drainage
 

Very little !informati6on iiavailablef'om the areas draining the 
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south slope of Muria Volcano. This area has been approximated at 700
 

km2 by measuring the area above the Jepara-Kudus-Pati-Trungkil highway. 
This area drains into the Lower Serang River and the Juana Valley but 
no attempt was made to divide the total...The SMEC Juana Valley Irriga.


tion Project estimated the average precipitation as 2,450 mm [ii, and
 
the water yield has been estimated at 1,050 mm, or 735.0 x 106 m3
 

annually. Available indications are that the erosion rate from these
 
watersheds isabout 3.,600 tons/km2/yr. Specific evaluations of the 
erosion rates,, and soil and water conservation problems of this area 
should be undertaken as soon as possible.
 

F.5.2.d. Tuntang River. at Glapan 

Detailed hydrologic information oRithe Tqntng River at Glapan 
is ,available in Appendix A -Hy~dology and other Part IJ'Appendices of 
this report. The annual precipitation amounts to about 2,630 mm and
 
the,water yield is 1,120 mm, or 43.,percent. .Total annual water yield
 

6 3 3averages 892 .x106 m for an average streamflow of 28.3 m3/s. Seiment 
6yield, as estimated in Appendix A, amounts to .6.95x 10. tons, or.; 

8,730 t/km2 . This does not include an estimated sediment yield, of 
225,000 t/km that is basically, retained inRawa.Pening from its 282 ko 

drainage area,
 

The major sediment source area for the Tuntang River is downstream., 
from the Jelok Weir and upstream from the Gunung Wulan Damsite. This 
area is estimated to.have an avevage sediment yield of 15,000 ,t/k, 

which is over 13 times the acceptable erosion rate. As noted in 
Appendix A, the soil in' the Kendeng Hills is very erosive and the area
is heavily populated. erwatershedis'-also alar 

producer of sediment. 

There canbe, littla question that the erosion rates in the. Tuntang 
River Watershed rabove the Gung Wulan damsite critical andare that 
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some of the lands are already so eroded that the cost of making then
 
productive again is prohibitive. 
These lands can only be planted to a
 
permanent cover of trees and/or grass and not utilized until they have
 
healed. 
This process may take 25 to 50 years depending on the treatment
 
methods used and the degree of nonuse during the period of recovery.
 

r.5.2.e. Jragung River above Jragung 1samsite
 

More recent water and sediment yield information is available of
 
the Jragung than for-other subbasin areas. 
This information is summarized 
in Appendis A - Hydrology and Appendix H - Sedimentation Studies Jragung
 
Watershed. 
These studies point up the high precipitation (2,640 mm) and
 
high water yield (1,280 mm) of this watershed. With a runoff factor of
 
48 percent the watershed certainly has problems of poor vegetative covIer,
 
shallow soils and poor infiltration rates. The physical problems are
 
solsevere 'in this casi that-they are nearly catastrophic in some areas. 

The average sediment delivery from he Jragung River above the
 
Jragung damsite is currently estimated'at 16,000 t/kM /yr for'the'94 km2
 
watershed area. Thiseamounts to a loss of between-10.7 and 16.0 mm of
 
soil per year from the: efitire drainage area. When it is'consfderid that
 
the rice terraces, and teak forests or rubber plantationsdo not siffer
 
much erosion the answer is obvious that many areas have passed"th
 
critical point of economically feasible reclamation.
 

More dramatic is the fact that'the flood of 22 January 1980 produced
 
the'peak flood and'volume of runoff in the history of the Jragung River.
 
This singlestornproduced'sediient equivalent to 8,000 t/km
2 over
 
the entire-catchments.' Unfortunately, there is little likelihood that
 
any imajor rehabilitation workwill bundertaken in this watershed in
 
the near future, and it has definitely been damaged to the extent that
 
only a major program of transmigration to reduce the population pressure

c6upled witha'program 'of'returning much of the eroded land to permanent
 
,cover"'could have any major beneficial effect.
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.F.5r2.f. Dolok River
 

2
The Dolok. River above the.Barang Weir has a 41.5,km drainage area 

and an average annual precipitation of 2,415 mm. The average annual 

water yield is 46.3 x 106 m , or about 1,116 mm of runoff from the 
watershed. This small wtershed,is just east of the Jragung Watershed 
but it is not. as: denuded. ..There are no known sediment measurements, so 

.is.the empirical rate of 12,000 t/k /yr used for.,evaluation purposes. 

With the current interest in developing the'Dolok dapsite.. a special 
sediment measuring, and .soil and. water. conservation .survey, Should be 
undertaken in the:mean future; followed'Immediati.ly by the development 
of a,soil and water.conservation..plan..
 

F.5.2.g. Penggaron River 

The.Penggaron .River above the Pucanggading. Weit has.-a 77.7 km2 

drainage area that is .estimated,.to yield 103.0 x ,0 m3,..or 1,325 mm 
of runoff from a .2,7.21. mm average arnual precipitation. This is a 

runoff,factor of 51 percent,and is an.indication thatthe watershed is 

inpoor conditioni Visual inspections verify this assumption,aid the 

sediment delivery at the damsite.is estimated at 16,000 t/km/yr. This
 

watershed is probably similar .to the JrEgung Watershed inthat it is
 

probably too late to.save much of the more severely,eroded lands, which
 
must now be returned to permanent cover to solve the erosiob problems.
 

F.5.2.h. Upper Watershed ,Summary 

The upper watershed summary shown on Table-F-8 analyses only
 

.678.2.km, of. the 4.,e786.2 of'.the Upper. Watershed Subbasins because 

ofndata availability, but-it does gi a picture of erosion 
inthe total, area.,
 

http:damsite.is
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The weighted mean annual precipitation for the upper watershed is
 
2,242 mm, the estimated evapotranspiration is1,237 mm, and the mean water
 
yield is1,005 m. Rainfall is considerably lower in the western part
 
of the basin, or Upper Lusi River, and increases over 80 cm to the eastern
 
edge of the basin where precipitation isabout 2,720 mm.
 

The estimated annual sediment yield from the watershed amounts to
 
24.05 x 316 tons, for an average sediment delivery of 5,140 t/km/yr from
 
the upper watersheds. This would be an average Soil loss of 3.4 to
 
5.1 mm depending on the unit weight of the soil being eroded, which is
 
3 to 5 times the acceptable rate of erosion ifwe assume 100 percent
 
delivery of eroded materials. Since the true sediment delivery on these
 
watersheds is about 75 percent the true erosion rate in the upper water
shed areas isprobably 4.5 to 6.8 m, or 4 to 7 times the acceptable
 
erosion rate.
 

This analysis of the Upper .Watershed Subbasins is definitely
 
empirical, but it is inthe correct order of magnitude for defining
 
the erosion rates. 
Italso points out the urgency of developink an
 
integrated watershed management program of the type described 
inSection
 
F.2; - TECHNICAL APPROACH.
 

The balance of this section describes the "people'problems' of the 
upper watersheds, and some of the imajor souies of sediment'as a result
 
of the misuse and overuse of the watershed lands.
 

F.5.2. Interrelationships of :the -Soil'ConservaionSystem.
 

The factors which cause soil losses are complex and highly variable
 
for the various climatic zones, local topography, and vegetative cover
 
types.' Figure F-3 provides a schematic presentation of the more important
 
'Interrelationships affeqting the soil conservation system. 
In reality
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the factors afifecting the soil conservation system are much more complex
 
than can be shown "on a schematic diagram. 
It is also beyond the scope

of this report to describe most of these physical and economic relation
ships.
 

Conservation practices are bound to agricultural productivity in
 
two important respects: First, they are bound physically becauce ground 
cover and soil management affect both the degree of soil erosion and the 
maintenance cost of all installed conservation works. Secondly, they
 
are bound economically because the primary justification for .the conserva
tion of agricultural land is ihe higher productivity of these areas,

either now or in the future, than would have been possible without the 
conservation efforts. 
To expect the farmer to make expenditures for
 
practices that do not directly benefit him is unreasonable, just as it
 
is poor fiscal policy to'spend goverment funds for conservation measures 
that provide the farmer with benefits greater,than his.cost. The farmer
 
should pay these costs since it is to his benefit.. ..
 

The farmers econom$c condition must be improved .asignificant:'
amounnt before the farmer will be able to adopt the needed 6ons"evation 
farming practices and measures for erosiOn 'control. This generally
will mean that the government must provide fertilizer, seeds and other 
incentives to the farmer. Proposed developments must. also 'cofnsider the 
etchnic background and socioeconomic position bf the individual farmers
 
involved. Decisions -on alternative structural and land treatment measures
 
or production schemes must be made in accordance with: all the human,
 
physical, and economic resources,available and with the abilities and
 
special wishes of the people in"he 
small watershed unit or village

concerned.. These pro'jects '-can6nly be developed indirect cooperation

with the local people. It must be' recognized that it is relatively 
impossible for anyone in thewprovincial or district planning offices 
to really understand local pr6bl6ms,'but' these offices can coordinate 
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and implement the various projects as they are developed locally. 
Planning
leaders can also ensure that the projects developed are varied enough to 
broaden the conservation experience of both the local staff and the upland 
farmers.
 

F.5.3. People Problems
 

F.E3.a. Introduction
 

The soil erosion probiems-of- the Jratunseluna Basin are .aused by 
one or more of the followin physical conditions:

1. Removal of the original forest coverv
 
Lack of vegetative cover to stop sheet erosion caused by raindop
splash and surface runoff,.
 

3. Lack of.proper bench terraces, 
4. Lack of waterways to dispose of excess watier
 
5.Erosion along roads and trails,
 
6. Planting of crops on steep and-long 'slopes without measures tO'take
 

care of surface runoff , and
 
7. Sluicing to create paddy land..'.
 

These problems are well known and have been ;reported many times. They
 
are also found inmany other watersheds of Indonesia and of other.
 
developing countries. However, .these. are not, generally recognized as 
people problems with economic,, technical and physical limitations to 
their solutions. More importantly, planners and government officials 
seldom realize that the individual fanner,-or other watershed resident,

is generally completely rational in his behaviour, given the limited
 
resources and knowledge available to solve the problems facing him.
 
Therefore, to,initiate a permanent change it is necessary to change

the farmer!s economic position along with his ability to take risk.
 
He must understand the soil erosion problem and how he might benefit
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.from the solution proposed by the government. Because he often'c~mnot 
read, this education must be accomplished by meeting with the farners
and by the use of demonstration farms to show,the needed agronomic and 
conservation farming techniques. 

F. 5.3.b..Population Pressure 

Most people familiar with the agricultural .and population dondl
tons of the Jratuns'eluna Basin agree. that there ,is a, population' problembut, few people agree,.on the 'solu . Some people see transmigra'tioui 
as the solution;- some, birth control; some, indust-ialization; some
 
irrigation development; and currently some 
people .want to terrace .all
upland crop areas to provide both*Jobs and increased food supplies:.,

while "solving" the watershed pioblem. -,This controversy, results' from
myopia, single-minded dogmatism, 
 'and. "self.-interest:that causes many

people to 
see only "their,'msolutioni , aterthan a complex-of soluti6ns.
There is also considerable intra-governmental rivalry between agencies
and individuals. 
The differentappoache, govemenail agencies§ and
the individuals responsible should instead complement each other to
achieve vitally Important end--the current and ffutie well 
being of-the 
people living in the wateo'k-A
 

F.5.3.c. Quality. of Life.. 

Concurrent with 'the.realization that the watershed :problems,are :
really,people,pr.oblems, comes the realization.that nothn 
 b.

done about the upper watershed condition unless some of the ,people

problems can 

:
 
be solved. Foremost among these. problems are the'signi

,ficant rurla poverty, and fetisolationof.most of th'upland farmers 
frm any of the government programs..Thus: family, planning is reason-:ably effectivefo6rthe .educatedand,reasonably affluent goVernment
worker or -mercant i .ut has'no effect on the rural poor. 
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Further, the rural poor can not take advantage of most programs because 
they are too poor to buy the necessary technical equipment, or to travel 
to the place of distribution. 

In considering the problem of the upland farmer's quality of life, 
it hardly matters whether a farmer is upland with a small patch of 
cassava or on the lowland floodplain where he gets floods and sediment 
deposition on his land almo'st' every year. He is so poor that he does 
not have the resources to attempt the improvement in the quality of his 
life.' Therefore, what isrequired is a combination of irrigation
 
development, upland watershed management, and general economic develop
ment programs-so that these people will gain the knowledge and resources 
necessary to start the human rehabilitation and improve their quality 
of life. Without this improvement,: the ultimate solution of the human 
problem is to limit: the population of the watershed and the country; 
but the control will be exerted by human misery.,
 

F.5.4. Development Trends and'Piobiems 

F.5.4.a. IntrodUCtion
 

Severe change in local ecosystems, ahd consequently in the total 
environment, began taking place in the Jratunseluna Basin"about the 
turn of the century, and accelerated following World War II. Thefirst 
change was 'theremoval of mush of 'the " tropical'forest, naur, s climax '. 
vegetative cover. Concurrently, rapid' population growth, partly 
through an influx of'people'from other areas and islands resulted In 
indreased demands for food production,., This required 'the cultivation 
of lands less.suited f¢r' cropping. ' Traditional iagicultural practices 

.used; in upland dultivation and,farming'oP steeper and'less suitable
 
lan4-resulted in serious soil erosion. 4,Severe alterations in the soil
 
and 1micro-climate often brought on serious,.problems of vegetation and. 
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soil management. Unwise use of the agriculture resources has taken 

its toll by severely altering the landscape and has resulted in depletion 

of the soil fertility and a gradual degredation of agricultural pro

duction in the basin. 

Natural fertility and deep soils ,have somewhat hidden the gravity 

of.the'"conditions for many years andhas' delayed the impact of the 

dwindling a ricultural productivity. 

In watersheds like the Jragung,the sediment load resulting from 

upstream erosion isa clearly visible, and constantly shocking reminder 

to all o'bservers of the insidious effects of curTent damages in what 

was once one of the most fertile agricultural areas n the basin. -his 

is the reason that the area has such a high population density,:the 

highly fertile land supported iMany people before itbecame eroded. 

One problem associated with watershed development is causedby
 

the prevalent impression that farming and forests are not compatible
 

and that there is some simple way of defining where forests should be
 

(for example, all lands with slopes greater than 50 percent).: I fact,
 

the land best suited for forestTy, or upland agriculture, can only be.
 

determined by a complete resource inventory and multiple-use evaluation.
 

An eroded area such ap the Jragung River Watershed should attempt the
 

maximum development of agroforestry systems of trees and grass,.trees,
 

fruit and grass, or trees and upland crops. Admittedly, native trees
 

and wild plants must usually be eliminated to create the open spaces:
 

for the sun-rich environment favored by most agricultural crops to
 

reduce competition for nutrients.ad water, to reduce the insect
 

damage, and to; generally facilitate cultivation., However, some k 

specialized crops can be successfully grown under 'trees',and,a max.Ium
 

effort should be initiated to deVelop "systems
thattproducesthe maximum
 
h
food :andf iber from.each land resource type.r
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F.5,4.b. Traditional Agriculture
 

Cultivated fields on sloping terrain and the concentration of a
 
single crop, such as cassava, that provides little ground cover results
 
in soil erosion, nutrient depletion, disease and pest infestatigns,

and even physical damage to the plants. 
Most agricultural crops, like
 
their wild relatives, respond with higher total yields inm
mxed com
position an4 structurally complex communities. 
The interior of a

forest is a 
benign ecosystem partially shielded from .solar radiation,
 
strong wind§, and the impact of falling rain. By planting a variety

of crops with different growth habits in upland agricultural arjas,

farmers may profitably imitate some of the structure and specie'

diversity of a tropical forest. 
To some degree the Indonesian Sanner
 
already does this in his garden plot which copies the layered con
figuration of mixed.forests. 
These small home garden areas contain.
 
taller plants such as coconut and papaya; a lower layer of banarias
 
coffee, or cacao; and tall or low annuals such 
as corn,, beans, iaro,
and the spreading vines of peanuts or sweet potatoes. 
Using thls system,:
food production takes place at many levels-and erosion rates arq a. 
fraction of the clear cultivated cassava fields on the slopes above
 

Denuded forest land that either is left inan unprotected con
dition, or is farmed with upland crops is a.major source:of sediment
 
and consequent loss of fertility in the.watershed. :Land with 50 *to.
 
75 percent slopes is-,b.eing encroached upon by-farmers as pressures-for
 
food production increase.
 

As a result, of repeated plowing, erosion, 'and leachingsomne:'of!
 
the steeper natural forest a1xea in the'.basib has -deteriorated
 
td the point where even growing grassesand,trees may be difficult'.,.

.fIn,
some..places even large amounts of,fertilizer may not -permitfood~j
 
crop pr'oduti9n. 
Such-area; must!be used for agroforestry .type live
stock,forage production, forestry and very limited farming operatibns.
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In the Phillipines, research on a 40 percent slope at Diadi,
NueVa Vizcaya, stressed the importance of vegetative cover for upland
agriculturai land. The control (protected plot) had a sediment yield

of iess than 0.1 t/ha/y, whereas rice and corn had sediment yields of 
about 73.5 and 69.8 t/ha/y'[22]. 
The paucity of erosion data makes it
difficult to objectively state the importance of soil cover and con
servation measures for continued or sustained upland crop production,

Visual observations can easily be made by an outsider, but it is he
farmer who daily confronts the problem, and he usually fails to see
 
it because it develops so slbwly,. 
He usually does not realize the

problem exists, or he only vaguely remembers that his father used to
 
get much higher yields of cassava than he does. 
The higher prices

for his smaller crop may yield the same -hcome as his father's so
 
the roblem is further masked.
 

Ingeneral, accelerated irosion, low sell fertility and produc
tivity, poor or nonexistent terraces, the near' absence of developed
.waterways,a lack of credit facifiiies, limited infrastructural facili
ties, inacessibility td lmarkets, low-level application of known tech
nology, and some land tenure conflicts constitute the 'mainproblems
 
associated with upland farming.
 

F.5.4.c. Road Constructionand Maintenance
 

16aa consttuction, aid'the poor maintenance of roads, inthe
 
watershed are among the major 'sources of'sediment to downstream areas.
 
Road construction disturbs the natural channels for water and at
 
thesame time loosens and ecpbises the'soil. Erosion problems are
especially acute during the early life of a 
road when the slopes are
 
still devoid of vegetation and a 
large anount of finer soil sizematerials are still susceptible to erosion because ground cover has 
n6t developed.
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Field observations show obvious signs of soil erosion and deple
tion, and an advanced degradation of agricultural resources. Growing
 
crops, or even vegetative cover, to protect the soil is very difficult.
 
Soil erosion and depletion of land resources are thus aggravated,
 
resulting in more rapid land deterioration and more rapid fertility
 
depletion. 
In many areas the farmers are now farming soils with a
 
depth of 30 centimeters or less which are largely subsoil. 
This is
 
a poor and unproductive soil for food crops. 
The local farmers state
 
that in the past 10 years cassava yields dropped from 8 t/ha to 1.5
 
or less.t/ha
 

Erosion on cropland degrade the productivity of the soil resource
 
base which is necessary for crop and food iproduction. When new crop
land is brought into production to meet demands for an increased food
 
supply, its erosion problems are often more serious than those of
 
lands already being farmed. 
Soil erosion reduces the potential soil
 
productivity because plant nutrients'and fine particles are selectively
 
removed, causing poor soil tilth and increasing runoff of poor in
filtration. 
Usually crop yields can be increased by the addition 0:
 
fertilizer, pesticides' 
 hybrid seed varieties, and management, but 
eventually the progressive 'degradation of the soil resources througl 
erosion becomes evident.
 

During runoff and transport of eroded sediment, plant nutrients
 
are lost from the soils either as soluble constituents (primarily'
NO3 or N) or attached to the sediment particles (particularly phos
phorus, the exchangeable cations, trace metals, and organic nitrogen).

The loss of organic matter by erosion from the surface is detrimental 
to crop production not only because of the plant nutrients it supplies,
but also because of the 'beneficialrole of organic matter inmain
taining soil structure, water holding capacity, and increasing in
filtration r
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Roads are continuously being developed to provide access to
 
additional areas of the watershed,.to exploit the'timber resources and
 
to provide access for construction. The road network still leaves
 
many village without proper access and almost all of the roads need
 
erosion proofing. 
The current practices of clean cultivating of the
 
road shoulders and waterways must cease; 
 These areas, and the large 
amount of steep cutbank cause considerable soil loss even on the paved 
provincial road systems. The district road system has considerably
 
more erosion, 
 and the village ,road system is often impassible to
 
,vehicles because of road surface erosion and mud holes from poor
 
drainage. 
Almost all of forest roads are of low quality and suffer
 
severe erosion problems. ;The erosion proofing of forest roads should
 
have a high,priority in the management budget, but it has received.
 
little,attention in the ,past.:_
 

F.5..5,floods 

.istorical records do :not.1Indicate that Ifloods have caused mud
 
damage in,the,upper,watershed,areas 
 The rvunoff ,from the i-teeper
 
upland areas concentrates rapidly inthe steep mountain streams, buL
 
the well developed and .,incised stream chanels prevent,much overbana
 
discharge, .There is, however., considerable, local. flooding of fiatte 
rice land areas 
.where adequate drains are not,available or where the
 
rivers overflow .theirbanks and flooddikes.:
 

The :accurate detemination :of Jratunseluna Basin historical flood
 
damages and,trends towards increasing..,damages is an essential feature
 
'of..a complete upper watershed ,project evaluation and project justifica
tion, 
If.there isa,posltive.-correlation 'betweendeforestation and 
annual:flood damages, it willprovide both an estimate of damages and 
aa&,.eans of estimating .benefits,if the watershed condition trend can be 
reversed.. -,-This determination-should definitely be a component of the
 
,.futureevaluations. 
However, .itshould be recognized that no watershed
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management program can ever'be effective in reducing floods from the
 

infrequent large precipitation events.
 

F.5.6. Erosion and Sedimentation
 

Erosion occurs in any watershed with or without the aid of man.
 
However, the natural or geologic rate of erosion for the Jratunseluna
 
Basin with a high percentage of forest cover would have been less than
 
the 1,100 t/km2/yr acceptable rate of erosion. The information of large
 
deltas and filling inof the Juana Valley since the turn of the century
 
are an indication that 'erosion rates started to increase about the turr
 
of the century.. As"discussed inAppendix H,-Rutten found in 1907 that
 
the Jragung River was already eroding'at a rate equivalent to 4,000
 
t/km/yr. This provides a strong indication that erosion is nota ,new
 
factor in the basin's watersheds. It should also be noted that even
 
with a very expensive watershed management program there',woid !still be 
unacceptable level of erosion in many parts of the Basin because popula
tion densities are too'.high, and people have to 'eat. 'Therefore, there
 
will always be serious erosion problems in'this upper wat rshed .'areas.
 

Most: upland areas exhibit'a combination :,of sheet, nili, .!gully;"<
subsurface flows and channel flows. :Adecrease vin the amount 'of -runoff 
or of 'runoff rates from upland fams: affects :the detachment and, trans, 
port capacity in the stream channels. While sediment yield ',ates".of 
the streams relate directly to sediment production on upland crop 
areas, .itshould 'be understood, that controlling upland :erosion' 'will 
•not immediately reduce sediment yields.: ;.Instead, eliminating incoming 
upland sediment makes channel -flow more er-osive. 'If sediment is availa
ble fr6m-previous deposition dr from: erodible channel boundaries, 
sediment yields will continue-for,several.years at the same high rate
 
before~the system readjusts and resp6nds' 'if,
it ever does, to control
 
:of upland erosio, from 'agiciltugal: and. n6nagicultural lands. For 
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this reason, the control of upland erosion will have greatly delayed
 

benefits to the downstream watershed areas even if the treatment
 

program on upland areas is very effective. Quite simply, a great
 

deal of sediment remain in the stream system, and it will eventually
 

be delivered to the floodplain areas or the Java Sea.
 

The products of erosion are not destroyed, they are merely
 

moved to a now area for deposit. In fact, at least initially, most
 

of the soil particles travel only a short distance before being
 

deposited, in a small depression or in a stand of grass, for example.
 

The sediment taken downstream may itself provide benefits from deposi

tion in deltas that eventually become cropland, but it generally
 

produces damages rather than benefits.
 

ijme of the definitions needed forunderstanding erosion "and 

sediment discussions in this report are 'defined in, Appendix A - ,Hydrology, 

pages A-40 and 41, and other definitions may be found in the glossary 

at the end of thS 

F.5.6.a. Geologip or Natural Erosion
 

Natural erosion is the watershed's rate of erosion .that isnot
 

affected by man's influences.' :It isl so known as "geologic erosion"
 
-
and is one of the major factors in landform evolution.' In truth1 ;it
 

is more a concept than a precise phenomenon. Perhaps it Would be
 

better to define it as er6sion unaffected by modern man's activaties
 

since it is relatively recent that man acquired the ability to really
 

transform the landscape to his purposes.
 

Natural erosion rates;vary greatly because of the 'great difference 

in weathering rates of,parent,rocks ;.the differences in rainfall 

amounts, intensity, frequency, and type and the effects of various 

vegetationt on tta! ground'cover.* 
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F.5.6.b. Accelerated Erosion
 

Accelerated erosion is the degree of man-caused erosion beyond
 

the normal or geologic erosion. The major activities by man that have
 

caused accelerated erosion are: removal of the original vegetative
 

cover, upland farming, road construction, timber harvesting methods,
 

and other unwise uses of the watershed resources.
 

Accelerated erosion occurs when the stabilizing vegetation is
 

destroyed by man and isno longer able to hold the soil against the
 

eroding forces of nature.. .Such erosion is generally the aftermatch of
 

vegetation removal or diminution of the vegetative cover. Since this
 

is caused by man, man's wise use of the resources may reduce or correct
 

accelerated erosion, although this may require that, that particular
 

resource not be used for anything but watershed lands. Corrective
 

measures can consist of altering the land-management systems so that
 

nature can rebuild the damaged ecoSystem. However, if erosion is far
 

advanced, waiting the necessary decade for nature to rebuild the e-co-.
 

system may be impractical. In these cases, speeding up natural healing
 

processes by mechanical structures and.by re-establishment of vegeta

tion may be necessary.
 

Since reduction invegetative cover isthe primary cause of,
 

accelerated erosion, vegetation is also the chief weapon in contrv i

ling erosion. The manager or planner must determine the highest and
 

:best use of the land from a scientific,-'social, and economic viewpoint.
 

Two major factors control.the erosion of: soil. The,first is the
 

particular soil's resistance to erosive forces, and the second is
 
the protection provideby e natural vegetation or by the crop ng
 

grown.on thq 2 
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In the entire upper watershed area, gully-erosion in the upland
 
areas is the dominant form of channel erosion and is almost entirely
 
of the accelerated type. 
The main river system of the watershed is
 
well developed, and only limited streambank erosion occurs under the
 
present regimen, but this would be subject to change if these same
 
streams were carrying cle.ar water.
 

Gully erosion is characterized by the severe downcutting of the
 
channel bed, followpd by the widening of the channel as the banks cave
 
in and the material is eroded.. Gully erosion advances in the upstream
 
direction, .and generally all:tributaries to the gully become eroded in
 

the same manner.
 

The process whereby gully erosion is initiated is complex and'
 
not well understood. 
In an effort to help predict the initiation of 
gully advance, Schumm. (197.7). put forth'the concept, of treshold geomor
phology [141., In its simplest context, gu-lly erosion begins as a result 
of exceed.ing an !terosionaltreshold!!, :which is the set of conditions or 
stage at which the effect is produced. This can be the result of in
creased flows upstream or disturbance of the natural cover in the stream 
channel or any number of other ,factors.'t.m.The resulting change from 
stream channel to gully. is :quick and .dramatic., In'most areas.'the. 
development of gullies is almost entirely related to man'sactilities. 

When left to nature, gullies sometimes do fill themselves in, 
then recycle into the erosional state many times.', owever,. the tire 
span for recycling is too slow to'be of any 'value..forwatershed manage
ment; that is,we cannot-expect gullies to heal themselves in the 
tie. span! of an erosion control project. 

Studies at different locations in Java .indicdte that 'soils
 
derived from sedimentaryrocks are "approximately 5 times as erodible'
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as residual soils derived from volcanic rocks [13). 
 Even though the
 
volcanic rocks are watershed in place to depths of 50 m and'the dry unit
 
weight of the soils is less than 1,000 kg/m3
 , 
the ionic forces developed

between the soil particles, when the soil is wet, resist erosion very
 
well.
 

No real definition of the erodibility of the basins soils has been
 
attempted to date. This information, very important to the development

of a watershed managementp*rogram, tust be the object of investigation
 
in the development of a program In any planning area. Unfortunately, there 
is a lackof good base maps, aerial photography and trained-soil scien
tists to do the field mapping. Mapping of upland soils is much more
 
difficult than mapping of riceland soils in irrigated or potentially

irrigated areas because of the more limited accessibility of upland
 
areas and the much larger variability in factors'to be mapped.
 

All the information available indicates. erosion in the'uplaidsiof
the Jratunseluna Basin is severe and increasing.,', The contitnued 166s. 
of the soil resources of Java in'untenable'. This trend must be stoped 
and reversed.
 

From a technical point of view..the answer is simple:" 1g6d

farming and forestry practices". By using the niver 'l los
soi 
equation we can predict how much soil can be saved "through various
 
management practices.
 

F.5.7. Prediction of Soil Losses with the Universal
 

Soil Loss Equation
 

The univqrsal soil loss equation was.developedby the U.S. Depart
ment of Agric4lture with experimental data collected from cultivated
 
plots [15,16 ].
 The purpose of the research was to develop a method of
 
predicting soil loss from agricultural land under various cropping
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patterns and conservation management programs. 
 Ingeneral, the equa
tion can be used to predict erosion from small fields or evaluatLon
 
sites, but not from larger watersheds.
 

The universal soil loss equation is presented in the form
 
A ,'RKLSCP 

nwhich :A average soil loss,,t/ha
 
R.rainfall . .ctor, tt/haeYoivt 


K ="'soil erodibility factor, t/ha/u'niiofR 
L = slope length factor
 
S 'slope 
 fa'tor.gradient 
C crop management factor 
P erosion control practice factor 

Figure F-2 - Interrelationships of the"Sbil Conservation System
provides a schematic diagradi of how these factors fit into the conserva. 
tion system and how the soil losses ultimately affect the net,income
 
of the farmer. 

The rainfall erosivity:factor, R,. is a number,'indicating the 
impact power of the rain and theerosive power oi moving water. The
 
expression for this factor is
 

El30 
100
 

in which" V, kinetic energy of the storm rainfall,:tm/ha 

0 mum 30-minite ,zntensity during'the stoim, cm/h, 

SThe:" component of E occurring. durinz a fraction of the storm (At) 
is 
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in which p= 
 amount of.storm rainfall in time, A t, cm
 
I .= intensity of.rainfal. in time,.A t, cm/h


Then for the storm,
 

E. . 
 e
 

and
 

P,
 

.thesummation being for all increments of .tlme.At 
 Vonprising-one

storm.. Here'P is,:the.t6otl,sjor raififall. in ,Cm.
 

Researchers in Indonesia. 13.] have',.shown'ti hat, when •averaged for
 
many storms
 

E •="247 P
 

and
 
I:P.
 

30,q 0.073P + 0.73:,
 
These two equations we"e dveloped fro 
 raiall records for the
 

tropical storms experienced in Indonesia. Then
 

t247.
EI = .. ",= 2.5,30. .07P, 0.73 
 . 7 0._-77 

Annual values of the erosivity factor, R, in Indonesia rnage from
approximately 1,900 tm/ha'to 8,000: tm/ha.
 

When only .qnthly 
rainfall records are available,.,the 
 1:infall
erosivty factor Rcan be estimated usingthe expression
 

'in,which K averapernhly, erosiviyfatr tm/hia.

monthly rainfalli cm.average 
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N = average nuber of days with rain per month 
max," 
 average maxium .precipitation in 24 hours for
 

every month.
 

In'developing the Iso-erodent map for Java and Madura three
climatic stations in the Jratunseluna Basin were evaluated, Semarang,Salatiga and, Kudus. -The. month an total annual R values and percent 
of total ,for,these stations were as'follows ,
 

Month .
 8alatiga
RValue KudusR VaZue V. RValue. %7 

Jan 
 370 19.4 
 296 13.5 639 
 28.7
Feb 345 l8~. Q85 
 13.0 
 42 19.1
 
193 10.1 
 33 1251 
 11.3
 

A150 
 1A. 239 
 10.9 109, 4.9
May 109: 
 5 12. 
 5 76 r3.4

Jun 
 69. 3 6 
 103 
 4.'7 
 38 -1.7
 
Jul 
 69 3.6 
 83 3.8 38 
 1.7
Aug 46 2.4 
 41 1.9 22 1.0
Sep 
 95 5.O 61. 2.'85 
 2.0
Oct 
 109 5.7 109 50 91 ' 4.1 
Nov 
 135 7.1 
 226 10.3 
 147 
 6.6
Dec 
 217 11.4 
 287 13.1 
 345 15.5 
Total 1,907 100.0 2,190 100.0 ,i, 2226 100.0. 

As can be noted on the above tabes the, risk of er6sion is much higherin the wet season months of December thrugh March., Therefore this is 
the season when the farmer neeis to maintain maximum ground 'cover on
his cropland. 
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Under field conditions, the distribution of erosive rainstorms
 
within the yearu.Inzpelation to seasonal vegetative cover and crop
 
residue effects is very important. High intensity rain when there is
 
little foliage produces much more erosion than when the crops have
 
maximum foliage. 

The soil erodibility factor, K, is a measure of the, rate. atwhich 
a soil erodes under standard conditions of.,slope andcultivation. 
The factor is the rate of soil loss from a hectare of land,22.1 m long
with a 9 percent slope under conditions of continuous fallow when the 
rainfall erosivity factor isuni.t... 

Values of K are determined from plot studies on various soils. 
In the Pacific, K values have been obtained .inHawaii [18] and In'onesia 
[13J. In Java, soils derived from volcanic rock have K values approxi-I
mately one tenth of those derived from marine sediments. Typical.
values are 0.03 and 0.3 t/ha/unit of R. Values of K obtained in 
Hawaii range from 0.2 to 1.1 t/ha/unit of R. Inthe mainland United
 
States, K varies from 0.04 to 1.6 t/ha/unit of R.
 

An analysis of the erosion plots conducted by the Belgian Technical 
Assistance Program [13J provides the following estimates of "K" values : 
for Indonesian Soils:
 

Location Soil Type ' ErodibilitFactor (K) 

Darmarga La1osol, '0.034 
Sentolo Litosoli 0.134' 
Putat Mediteanian 0.260 
Punung Mediteranian ,0.140 
Jegu Grumosol 0.20 
Citaman Latosol 0.104 
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The slope length factor,,L, is the ratio of soil loss from a
 
specific length of slope to that with a length of 22.1 m. 
The slope
 

length is the distance from the point where overland flow begins to
 
the point where the slope decreases enough that deposition begins c
 

to the point where runoff .enters a well-defined channel that is part 

of the drainage network. The reason for applying conservation te)oraces 
or hillside ditches is to shorten the slope length, and of course: 

dispose of runoff in a noneroding manner. 

The L factor is given by the expression
 

in which 	 a lenfgths olp
 
m 0.6,if the slo~e is greaterthan 10 percent
 

M. 	 O5..,if the slope is 5 to 10 percent 
n = 0.4 if the slope is 41perent 

m = 0.3 if the slope is 3 percent or less
 

The slope gradient factor, ,S, is.the ratio of soil loss 
 rom a
 

specific percent slope to that on a,9 percent gradient., The expression
 

for this factor is
 

0.43 + 0.305 + 0.o,3S2,s 
S 6.613,, 

in which 	 S = slope angle in % 

The crop management factor, C, is the ratio.of soil loss from
 
land cropped under specific conditions.to the corresponding loss from
 

tilled continuous fallow. In physical terms, the crop management
 

factor describes the effectof vegetation in protecting the soil from
 
'erosion. 	Continuous fallow is land.that has been tilled and kept free
 

: -l19.: 
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of vegetation for a period,of at least three years or until prior
 
crop residues have decomposed.
 

Because there are many 'combinations of crops and soil: management,
 
the crop management factor is widely variable. Crop.residue can be
 
removed, left on the surface, or 'plowed under. Seedbeds can. be left 
rough with much available surface capacity to asorb rainfall, or 
they can be left smooth. Different :corbinations of these variable 
have different effects on soil loss 

The effectiveness of crop residue depends on the amount of res'idue
 
kept on the surface. The canopy protection of: crops depends on the 
type of vegetation and varies greatly in different months or seasons.
 
Therefore, the overall erosion-reduction effectiveness of a crop
 
depends largely on how much of the erosive rainfall occurs during
 
the periods when the crop and crop'residues provide-the most protec

.tion.
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Some typical crop management factors are: 

CC Value 
Bare, continuously fallow, up and downhill 
cultivation 1 00 
Upland rice at 0.2 x 0.3 m followed by groundnuts 0.45 
Upland rice followed by sorghum 0.43 
Upland rice followed by fallow 0.71 
Sorghum at 0.2 x 0.5 m 0.30 - 0.61 
Bracheria decumbens (first season) 0.30 
Bracheria decumbens (second season) 0.003 

Cassava 0.50  0.78 
Cassava on parallel ridges up and down slope 0.78 

Peanuts 0.4 to 0.8 
Palm trees,.coffee, cocoa with cover crop 0.1 to 0.3 
Savannah, prairie in good condition 0.01 
Forests, dense shrubs, very high mulch crops 0.001 
Bench terraces unplanted. 0.03 - 0.14 
Bench terraces planted to groundnut 0.02 
Bench tex'races planted to sorzghum 0.01 

The erosion control practices factor, P is the ratio of soil loss 
from a plot with specified conservation practice to.the soil loss 
occurring from up and downhill tillage operations when other conditions 
remain constant. 

Terraces are effective mechanical practices used to reduce soil
 
loss. Typical P va1 ues for terraces in Indonesia range from 0.03 to
 
0.05 for the benched type and from 0.10 to 0.50 for the broad base
 
conservation terraces. Traditional upland terraces in shallow soils
 
sometimes have P values greater than 1.0 because they act to concen
trate the wate
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The universal soil loss equation's primary value is its use in
 
comparing different crop and conservation practices. We can use the
 
equation to predict how much soil can be saved. 
The two multiple
 
factors are the crop management factor and the erosion control practice 

factor.
 

The factor C is by far the most important manipulative factor.
 
In fact, as long as the vegetal cover is uninterrupted, whether it is 
forest, bush, savannah, pasture land, or a simple mulch, erosion and 
runoff are small despite the erosivity of the rainfall, slope steep
ness, and soil instability. Studies show that when the soil is totally
 
denuded in the tropics, erosion becomes catastrophic; soil losses are
 
multiplied by 100 to 1,000 and the flow by 20 to 50. 
 Under cultiva
tion, the erosion is intermediate and varies to a large degree according 
to the type of crop, the rapidity with which it covers the soil, and the 
cultural techniques put into use to encourage its growth. Density and 
earliness of planting, cultivation of the soil, appropriate fertilizers,
 

and return of plant residues play predoiainant roles.
 

Control of erosion by crop management is just good farming. The 
costs are low and the benefits are high. Sdil loss from agricultural 
land should be reduced to no more than 5,000 t/km /y in the hilly
 

upper watershed areas.
 

Many erosion control practices cost very little. Intercropping
 
cultivation and contour cultivation are two inexpensive methods. 
Mechanical measures, such as bench terraces, are very effective but
 

more expensive.
 

The amount of soil saved in upland areas by good management
 
practices is illustrated in the following comparisons for a site near 
Salatiga using the following factors to evaluate the universal soil
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loss equation A
 

A RKLSCP
 

inwhich R = 2,190 full year for Salatiga Climatic Station
 
= 0.25 t/ha/unit of R
 

L for 100 meter slope length 2.47
 
S= for 20 percent slope gradient 3.57
 

s.flhg these factors the erosion on bare soil with no conserivation 
practice would be (2,190x 0.25 x 2.47 x 3i57) = 4,835 t/ha/yr. 
This .is-440 times theacceptable rate of'soil loss of 11 t/ha/yr. 

The following table gives a comparison of.some crops and con
servation practices on the evaluation site near Salatiga:
 

Crop 


Bare Soil 


Cassava 


Cassava 


Cassava 


Upland Rice
 
followed by

Sorghum 


Bracheria
 
decumbens
 
(Second Season) 

Natural forests 


No Crop 


Groundnuts 


High Mulch
 
Crop 


Practice 


None 


None 


Contour farmed 

Bench terraced 


None 


None 


None 


Bench Teerace 


BenchTerrace 


Bench -Terrace 


C t/hayr 

1.00 851.00'4,835 

0.78. "1.00 -3,770 

0.78 0.75 2 830: 
0.78 0.03 115 

0.43 1.00 2,080 

0.003 1.00 15 
0.001 1.00 5 
.0,0 0.05 240 
0.40.: 005. 95 

'.001 031 
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As can be seen by this analysis, it requires a natural forest
 

cover, or intensive conservation practices to reduce the erosion rate to
 

an acceptable level. Admitedly, the K value of 0.25 is high for most
 

Indonesian soils, but it does indicate the intensity of donservation
 

measures required to reach acceptable erosion rates that would permit 

permanent crop -production on the site. 

The above analysis also indicates that cassava in a monoculture 

.system is. not a suitable crop. even if the land is bench terraced. 

Intercropping, relay planting, minimum tillage, stubble, mulching 

and other conservation farming practices,are all needed 'to reduce
 

erosion rates to the acceptable levels or some minimum that will permit 

cropping for as many years as possible. The.-specific'conservation
 

measures needed are discussed in the next section of this report.
 



-- 

TABLE F-S 
-JUMMARY OF AVAILABLE HYDROLOGIC AND SEDIMENT DATA FOR UPPER WATERSHED AREAS 

Item 

Catc ent Area 

"MeanAnnual Rainfall 

Mean Annual Rnoff 

Unit 

krm2 

:m 

w. 

Lusi Riverat Serang 
Confluence 

2,101.0 

1,873 

860 

Serang Riverat Sedadi 
Weir 

868.0 

2,520' 

1,150 

an*a VoungiRiverabove Tuntang River
Highway above Glapan
Higbwa" 

700.0 796.0 

29450, .2,630 

1,0501-- 1,120 

Above Jragung
Damsite 

94.0 

2,640 

1,280 
Estimated Evapotrans-piration 

Es-z.mated Percent 
Water Yield 

mm 1,013 

46 

1,370 

+-
1, 40 

43 

1, 
1,510 

- : -

43 

1360 

. . 

48 

Average Annual ater + 1 
Yield I M 998.. 7 892 0 12 . 
Sediment Yield n 3.36 2.52 .1 

Average annual stream 
Flow , 3 

M /S 
+ 

56.8 32.S (many streams) 3 +:. 
Estimated NetSe di;me nt: Del i v ery froM 

Watershed 
.i+ + ,:  . •, 

3, .....3,0,870 
? +. 

3,500 8,730 16;000 

-. ° " 

Watershed EocsionRate z
 

Assuming a unit
weight of
1c&/n 3 

3.9 3.6 
 9.7-
 16.0 

weight of 3 

"-
Ass=,.,r.g a unit 

-...

1,500 kg/ nMM "
 

2.5 2.6. 2 .. 5. 6 * 7 
-- Eimted Values not avaLlable:fro=nther.scurces.2/ z-,_ n+t incude an esimad1. . xX .. tons -deposited n- or, adacent .totava, PePnng 

Dolok River 

41.5 

2,415 

1,116 

1,299 

46.3 


0.50. 

3.3 

12,000 


12.0 


8.0 

Pengveoa
RiverT 

77.7 

2,721 

1,32510 

1,396 

103.0 

1.24 

4,678.2 

2,242 

1,237 

44 

4,702 3 

24.05 

1.5 

16,000 5,140 

16.0 5.1 

10.7 3.4 



F.6. CONSERVATION PRACTICES AND TECHNIQUES
 

The primary purpose of this section is to provide a description
 

of the alternative conservation techniques that are believed to be
 

applicable to the Jratunseluna Basin. The objective is to provide a
 

verbal description, generalized designs or sketches of the measures,
 

and-a generalized cost estimates for 1980 conditions in sufficient
 

detail to permit the development of effective land management or soil
 

and water conservation programs for subbasin areas. All recommenda

tiops are made with an awareness that success of the erosion control
 

program is dependent on the degree of farmer and village involvement
 

and acceptance. This assumes that the integrated watershed management
 

approach described in Section F.2. Technical Approach will be used in
 

planning and implementing the conservation program.
 

F.6.1. Vegetative Control Concept
 

The vegetative control results from the recognition that man-caused 

increases in soil erosion and runoff result from an imbalance between 

vegetative cover and soil-landform-climaticconditions. ...Consequently, 

the most effective treatment for accelerated'erosion and runoff is the 

restoration of the proper balance between vegetation and site conditions 

Vegetative control of runoff and erosion may-be achieved either directly, 

by improving'the cover conditions, or indirectly, by effectively managing 

crop residues or mulching on cultivated areas. Therefore, even where
 

structural measures are utilized, they should be considered as adjuncts
 

to vegetative control mett
 

It should be noted that resource depletion through deforestration,
 
upland cropping, and disturbances(such as roadand trail construction)
 

may cause,little change in erosion o -runoff until a critical cover
 

densit'"isreached after which erosion and runoff increase at accelerat

ing rates. .-
Good watershed management attempts to manage cover so that
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the critical point is not exceeded. For areas already damaged by ero

sion, increases in vegetative cover and underground root mass (particu

larly fibrous roots) tends to increase infiltration rates rather
 

rapidly, and, hence, reduce surface runoff and erosion.
 

The following figure illustrates the general relation hip that
 

exists between vegetative cover ,and erosion:
 

Erosion
 

or
 

Runoff
 

Rates
 

,0%, 50
 

,Vegetation'Cover
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As noted 
in the a)b6ve figure the rate of surface runoff and erosion
 
increases gradually as the percent vegetative ground cover decreases
 
from 100. percent. to,,about 55 percent. As the vegetative" cover goes 
below this point ra.ndxrp.,splash erosion increases dramatically. The
 
fine material~thus dislodged 
is both easily erodbe and it clogs the
 
soil. pores which .reouces infiltration. 
 This is one of the reasons that
 
as the vegetative cover approaches zero 'very High 
 rates of'surface
 
runoff and erosion occur. Of course, the specific rates vary widely
 
dejending upon..the soil texture, parent materials, soil depth, percent
 
organic matter,and ground slope. But ifie'geheraiizatZoh still applies 
that Ias
ground cover exceeds about 50 percent draintic. reductions
 
in erosion occur, pjaxticularly if 
 this is durIng critical periods-of
 
high intensity rainfall,
 

This vegetative relationship also explains why there. is .essentially 
no surface runoff in the natural forest .or 
jungle areas. The multi
.1.ayered. vegetation of the natural tropicalrain forest provides a very. 
high level of.. griound cover and most of.the water movement is by.inter
flow or.groundwater flows. Hence, therp is essenttally,,o'erosion from
 
natura. forest, or' even mature teak plantations areas. ',,,C-otversely, on. 
these same site, the newly plowed surface .of a recenftly:laned-cassava
 
is vermy subject tb both surface runoff and erosion becausd,•there is
 
essentially no ground cover.
 

F.6.2. Multiple Use Planning
 

Multiple-use or conservation planning 2s a
process of planning the 
soil, plant cdver and water•management, anId conservation ractices that 
can contol'"ei 6slon on fax~is,.plantations, or other.'operating units, 
in.a given watershed (catchment) or problem area. Multiple use ,is 
r'eally the harmonious use of land for"more than one purpose,:: i.e.,
 
upland crops, grazing of, livestock, watershed and timber; production., 
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The planning process must offer tha farmer treatment alternatives
 
for the problems of erosion, excess water, etc. 
This gives the land
 
user opportunity to select a treatment plan in accordance with his or
 
hor physical and economic capabilities. These alternatives are actually
 
combinations of practices for various land uses. 
 Ideallyj they 4ill
 
attain all of the management and conservation objectives and therefore
 
are complete treatments in themselves.
 

Planning is decision making. 
The plan is a record of decisions.
 
Only the land user can decide how he will use and treat his land.
 
Hence,.he is the planner. 
Government technicians can only teach,
 
demonstrate, and provide cash or input incentives to accomplish the
 
desired governmental conservation objectives, although this point is
 
seldom recognized by government officials and staffs.
 

One of the major-objectives of conservation farm planning is to
 
help the farmers to understand the erosion and water problems on their
 
farms and how they can correct these problems by using the land in
 
accordance with its capabilities. The land use and capability maps are
 
used by the technician in assisting the farmers to decide which are
 
the best uses of his land and what conservation practices will be
 

required.
 

In the Jratunseluna Basin the most frequent landmisuse is the 
cultivation of cassava on steep slopes. 'The steeper the slope, the. 
greater the land damage from cultivation. Many steep slopes currently
 
being cultivated are badly damaged and gullied. 
Gullies started inbanks 
of natural waterways are oftenieroded to a greatdepth, and they grow. 
deeper as they advance up the slope. This branching,.continusnii 

a network of gulies coversthe upland -fieds nd th 
ear i Itely"
 
abandoned.'
 

http:Hence,.he


The first step in controlling erosion in the hydrologic unit is
 
to develop a multiple-use plan for the farm so as to make the best
 
possible use of the lind. 
This includes making an inventory of the
 
steep and eroded landi that can be properly terraced and converting
 
slopes greater thanf 40 to 50 percent to permanent cover or agrofores
try. Only moderately sloping land should be used for cultivated crops
 
without terracing ahd other striuctural measures. The conservition plan 
has ihe goal of producing the maximum" net return from the farm over the 
longest period. Where it is to the government's advantage to have 
certain practices applied that do not directly benefit the farmer, the
 
government should pay for the practice or provide other incentives.
 

The most economical and best methods of controlling or preventing 
erosion are vegetative controls, such as mixtures of grass and legumes, 
conservation cropping :syStems, and the combination of vegetation and 
engineering controls. The use ofl engineering controls, suchas terracing, 
water disposal structures and .cheqkdams should.always be used in
 
combination ,withgood and.:proper'vegetative practices.
 

The cost of .controlling erosion, on steep gullied land and the 
protection required should be cn6sidered ij*relati6nto 'theuse that 
can be made of the land, .the farmer's ,needs, and his willingness to 
apply conservation practices. 
In many cases his needs are not compati
ble with the land capability, especially in steep upland areas. Or his 

needs and .land 'capability may 1-e compatible, but the resources required 
are frequently beyond his economic ability. For both of these con
di(tions, itiequires a decision by Government as to whether subsidization
 
is feasible or desirable in order to stabilize the agricultural.activi
ty and attempt to dontrqi erosion. ,In many cases the"only technically 
feasible solution is to move certain upland farmers to other.areas" 
through transmigratidn m oor ernpment opportunities.
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It is emphasized that the farmers must be trained and educated4
 
to assume the responsibility of installing and following a conserva
tion farm plan. 
 It is essential that he understands his individual
 
responsibility to use conservation farming practices, to maintain
 
terraces, check dams, etc., and to repair any damage that occurs. 
Where
 
farmers do not understand their responsibilities or are not willing to
 
cooperate, conservation practices quickly become damaged to the point
 
that they are no longer effective. The government may be willing to
 
initiate conservation structures and farming practices, but if it does:
 
not become the farmer's project, all efforts become futile.
 

Some necessary steps in developing a conservation farm plan with
 
the local farmers include:
 

1. The technician should point out the ability of the soil to produce
crops, current erosion problems, and measures for proper management

of the soil and water resources available to the farm.
 

2. The technipian should explain what is meant by land capability and

why it is necessary to make changes in the management of the land..
 

3. A hydrologic unit map should be prepared showing land ownership of
each farm lot and a plan on how to control erosion, changes necessary to manage water, changes in cropping systems, structures required, and finally-what will be expected of each land owner or
 
land operator.
 

4. A map and plan for accomplishing the conservation works should be
prepared and kept on file in the Desa office. 
This plan should

show what will be done on each field and when it will be done:
 
crops to be grown, trees and shrubs to be planted, terraces, and
other engineering measures needed to meet the conservation objectives.
 

The specific process consists of nine essential steps:
 

1. Pre-pianning preparation by technician and land user;
 

2. Soil, plant, and water resources appraisal;
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3. Conservation and management needs identification;
 

4. Treatment alternatives development;
 

5. Alidlysis of the effect of treatment alternatives on farming
operation and income;
 

6.. Decisions on measures to take, by the landowner and/or operator;
 

7.Record of the decisions of the land-user and/or owner's
 
8. Development and record of the .soil and water conservation,i and
 

management plan.:'
 

9. Keeping the plan up-to-date.
 

During the planning process itmust be recognized by the technical
 
and administrative staff that there is
a considerable area of farmer
 
owned land that must be placed under the permanent v .egetativecover

inthe interest of proper land use. 
The change from annual food cropping

to agro-forestry methods, including'grass and trees, creates problems.

It isnot known whether the intr6duction of a free-grass-food crop or 
a tree-grass-livestock program will be technically sound and economically
workable. However, even if it be so proveh, it is believed that this 
innovatibn will be re'sisted for a partly physiological reason that the
 
farmer ceases to be a 
free agent with his land, which has been,growing

annual food crops. 
Instead he is being requested to dedicate his land
 
in perpetuity to the growing of trees and other crops. 
Itmay be shown
 
that the practice can provide an annual income equal to or more .than 
that obtained from annual cropping, but it does not directly produce

food for his family. The conservation technicians must be able to 
show the farmer that it is to his advantage to make the desired changes.
This may include incentive payments until trees become producive, or. 
provision of a larger land area. 



F.6.2,a. Land Use, Cap ity, 

Soil and land capability classes are defined by the physical features
 
(including climate) of the land that determine its suitability for
 
sustained crop production and determine the management level necessary
 
to protect it from erosion hazards. These features include soil depth,
 
texture of the topsoil, percent slope, climatic limitations, drainage,
 
fertility, stoniness, erosion, flooding and other crop production re
lated factors. The determination of these factors requires a 
detailed
 
soil survey of the area under consideration at a mapping scale that
 
permits a 
definition of all major soil and topographic features.
 
Detailed soil surveys.are estimated to cost about Rp. 
 4,600 per ha 
(Table F-4), and should be done by'either experienced soil surveyors
 
hired by the projector by the Soil Research Institute at Bogor (L' 3). 

Detailed soil surveys and land capability classification are
 
particularly important for implementation of pilot watershed demonstra
tion areas and demonstration farms- because it can-prevent some costly 
-mistakes. Land capability classes are used to group soils within a
 
complex watershed which permits partitioning the watershed into a mfnimum
 
of homogeneous units for plaining and hydrologic evaluation,
 

It the land is used beyond its capability, hatural telationships 
are imbalanced and itresults in increased runoff, accelerated erosion 
and .the consequent loss of soil productivity and soil moisture storage 
capability. Low productivity ismainly a function of shallow soil 
profiles, soil texture, slope, experienced erosion, and the parent
 

(geologic) materials from which the soil'is derived. 
Only a detailed 
soil survey and land capability classification, wil- permit 'all of the 
factors to be defined for use by the farmer and the conservatio,
 
planner.
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It should be noted that this concept of land capability includes
 

the possibility of addiiig conservation practices, such as bench terracing,
 

that will allow land with known physical limitations to be used for 
upland crop production without suffering excessive damages. Soil con
servation structures do not change the land capability, but they do 
permit a higher level of land use when properly installed and main
tained. Conservation structures such as, detention basins, check dams,
 

gully control streambank protection, etc. also play an important role 
where the terrain is highly eroded and cannot be rehabilitated by 
vegetative cover alone.
 

F.6.2.b. Soil and Land Capability Classification in:
 
Conservation Planning
 

The detailed soil and topographic survey and subsequent analysis
 

of the area into land capability classes is the basis for developing
 

a conservation plan because it permits a definition of all topographi6
 

and major soil factors. This map permits the conservation planner to
 
divide the area into minihydrologic units for implementing waterways,
 
terraces, grade control structures, trees, agroforestry and other con

servation development measures.
 

The land capability map also defines the areas that require a 
change in land use to control erosion, either because of excessive 

slope, shallow soils or severe past erosion. The'map also provides the 
basis for developing the water control system through gras3bd water- ' 
ways and other structures. The individual farmers must develop a
 
cooperative system because one farmer almost never ha's enougJand

for a complete system. Therefore, the farmers in the entire mini
hydrologic unit must work together to safely disposes of the surface 

runoff. The past dumping of runoff fromvteracesdownppery ines 
and trails is one of the major causes of erosion., 
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Increasing agricultural production and incomes of upland farmers 
is one of the prime goals of the conservation plan. By using each hectare 
of land according to its capability it will produce the'maximum return 

over the longest period of time. Unfortunately, it frequently happens 
that the farmer does not have the resources necessary to feed his family 
if he makes the needed land use and farming method changes. The land 
capability map can identify this problem and the conservation planner
 
can attempt to get the farmer to use contour strip cropping and inter
planting to reduce erosion even though he is planting cassava on very
 
steep lands. All of this requires that the farmer become directly
 
involved inthe planning process and that he understands the limitations
 
of his plot of land.*
 

To promote the self operation concept of planning and operation
 
of the project it is suggested that the Kelompok Conservation Action
 
•Unit serve as the primary medium for education and technical assistance
 
to the farmers. Thus, the specialists would work with the individual
 
groups to provide conservation planning, conservation cropping systems,
 
marketing, facilities and other Information the farmers may need to
 
improve their economic conditions.
 

F.6.2.c. Adjustments in Land Use 

The clearing of steep forested areas followed by planting of
 
cassava wihout conservation measures is one of the principal causes
 
of erosion in the basin. Statistics are not available for the amount
 
of forest and plantation land that has been converted to upland agri
culture in the last 10-year period, but it could amou,4it to 100,000 ha. 
Of ,course there has also been considerable abandonment and some of this
 
has been replanted to forest. critical feature forThe the Jratunseluna 
Basin is to halt the invasion of forested areas by upland farmers 
because the forested lands are essential to the future management of 
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the Basin's resources. There is a poss.ility,"however, thai the soil
 
survey and land capability classification may show that certain areas
 
of the teak plantations may be suitable for upland crop production.
 
In which case it would be desirable that these lands.be.exchanged with
 
farmers who are using steep eroded lands that should be converted to
 

forestry.
 

The most difficult land use adjustment to accomplish is the conver
sion of the greater than 40 percent slope lands to.some type of
 
permanent cover to protect against erosion. 
As previously noted, there
 
is no assurance that the upland farmers will be willing to adopt
 
agroforestry cropping systems on the upland areas. 
 It.is certain,
 
hbwever, that the tree-grass-food or tree-grass-livestock programs-
will require a larger area for the individual farmer to feed hiq family.
 
Thus, It is going to be necessary to develop programs or some upla .A
 
farmers to find employment elsewhere before the steep upland areas can
 
be converted to a permanent cover.
 

It is particu.uLar.y important to understai.d, however, that while 
IT may not be possible to make the desLred land ute change it is still 
possible to apply conservation farming practices to the growing -f 
upland crops on very steep lands. In some cases it may even be neces
sary to bench terrace lands with as much as a 50 percent slopes. Con
servation terraces, contour strip cropping, interplanting, mulching,
 
minidfium tillage,' fertilizer and improved crop varieties can all act
 
to reduce erosion. Any increase in vegetative cover, or reduction in 
the period when the soil is bare, will dramatically reduce erosion 

rates. 
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F.6.3. Conservation Farming Methods
 

F.6.3.a. General
 

The upland watershed areas do not produce sufficient food to feed
 
the residents. Upland arable and tillable lands compose only a small
 
percentage of the Basins food producing capability, and the projected
 
population increase further accentuates this food deficit. To meet
 
this shortage of food, the usual practices are to increase the hectarage
 
of food crops, increase the yield per hectare, and to tap other food
 

sources.
 

The potential for additional agricultural expansion (increased

hectarage) is quite limited. Essentially no sitable land Is available
 

for new agricultural development except by destroying additional planta

tion areas.
 

Increasing yields per hectare offers the greatest opportunity,
 
however, this will not, by itself produce an adequate food supply for
 
the inhabitants. In order to achieve increased yields, the primary
 
requirement is not research into new methods, but the increased
 
application of techniques and practices which are already known or
 
have become available. Other requirements are, more research into
 
local conditions, more fertilizers, more capital, and reduction of
 
crop loses from pests, disease and poor storage systems. The immediate
 

problem is to increase yields of the subsistance agriculture by the
 
application of elementary agronomy and soil conservation practices.
 
Theoretically, this should be simple, but available evidence indicates
 
it is much more difficult to achieve this increase in subsistance
 
productivity than to increase production in the more developed countries.
 

The reason is that the upland farmer of this watershed simply does not
 
have the resources, either his own human resources or the 
 economic
 
resources, to take advantage of the "green" revolution technical inputs
 

and knowledge.
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Without a major resource development program, it appears that there
are limited opportunities for expanding conventional food supplies in
 
the basin. The disparity between future supply and demand also focuses

attention on the vital need for conservation farming to prevent the 
depletion of soil resources and the decreased productivity that is
 
rapidly creating a critical situation'.
 

Types of erosion and slope protection problems have been described
elsewhere in this report. 
However, the question of which form of ero
sion is the most serious remains unanswered.' This is :important because
the conservation program has limited resources which are insufficient 
to tackle the whole erosion problem and must therefore, be used against

a selected part of the watershed. There is no simple answer to the
 
question because the basic data isnot available to determine either
sediment sources or the economic 1sses associated with upland soil

losses. The approximately 273,000 ha of irrigated and rainfed riceland

(Table F-6) produces relatively siall amounts of sediment so itcpn be
basically eliminated. 
There Is also an estimated 180,000 ha-of fprested

land that ismostly under direct governmentssupervision. 
The primary,

difficulty there i that the forest service or Perhutani does notlhave

sufficient funds to efficiently manage this resource. 
This'basically
leaves the upland farming 'areas as the.principal problem needing solution.
Therefore, itis recommended,that the project concentrate on reducing

erosion on upland crop areas and on improving eonomic conditions for
 
the upland farmer.
 

F.6.3.b. Cropping Systems and Rotations
 

Contour cropping should be practiced'on almost all upland farming

areas of the watershed. 
Infact,'one of the reasons for terracing is
 
to force contour cropping. 
Contour planting is not done strictly on
the contour, but rather on a 
slope of 0.5 to 1.0 percent to allow for

adequate drainage and to reduce runoff velocities in furrows. 
A ridge
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furrow system of planting should be used for increased soil moisture intake
 
intake during light rains. 
Gradient of the contours can be varied across
 
.the slope to improve field and row alignment. Contour planting can be
 
accomplished on slopes up to 15 percent, providing the downslope distance
 
does not exceed 30 m. On unterraced cassava fields, contour cropping

should be instituted on very steep slopes to reduce erosion damages.

Intercropping can also be used to increase the amount of ground cover
 
from contour cropping.
 

There are no construction costs for.contour croppipg, since all
 
that is involved is changing the direction of farm operations, but the
 
extension service will require .much time and effort to get the farmers
 
to adopt this practice, .They will alsohave to assist the farmer in
 
laying out contour furrows in his fields.
 

Contour strip cropping is 'he alternate planting of row crops and
strips of crops with close6&Towing 'iabits-(Figure F-3).. Thus if water
breaks through a series of row crops, itis spread out in the close
growing crop, has a 
reduction invelocity, and sedixnents ae deposited."
 
It is recommended for slopes in the rangefrom 8 to,15 percent. 
 The.
 
width of the strips are:a function of slope. Contour strip croppiig will
not be as readily adopted in Indonesia because of the lackof economical
 
close-growing crops as alternatives""to cassava. 
Upland rainfed rice

could be used, but it is of doubtful value since it is genera ly planted
 
as clumps and not drilled to provide a 
dense plant population.
 

On steeper land a special type of agrofoiestry-with alternate
 
strips of trees, grass and field crops has a large potentialfor re
ducing erosion rates, -but-it,will rleqire an int'
 ense extension program
 
and. incentives 'to .cau6e*the armerO adop.' "the practice. 

- Terrac ng or Lany'ot her type of1mechanical practiceby itself,
 
generally willnot increase!,cro yiei. 
. B uecat6e of depleted condition 
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of the soils the timely'use of commercial fertilizer will have to be
increased-to improve crop y16lds. In.'addition' to the traditional crops
(cassava, rice, corn, sweet potato, and peanuts), it would be advisable
 
to try some other dry-season'crops that are more drought reststant (suchas sorghum). Unfortunately, to date the PanawangFn Pilot Demonstration
Farm of the Citanduy Basin and the Solo Watershed work are the primary 
sources for specific upland farming recommendations.
 

Considerable research and development 'isneeded on upland crop

varieties and cropping systems with the view towards both Increasing

gross yields and providing higher nutrition levels. 
 Introduction of the
wing'bean is
an example, in'%which th. od, beans andplant are all
 
highly nutritious.
 

Root crops sholdnot be plated oi the lip of the terraces

because this will damage The teirrace lip when the crop is harvested.
The terrace lip and risir should be plant'ed, where possible, to grass

or' a g ass and legume inikture6 for use in 
a 'cut and carry livie tock 
program.
 

crop rotat.onsw
wll have to be planned with The farniez 'aftertaking
into 'consderatibn soil conditios; the steepne's.bf the eand,
and he
needs of 'the"family. The farmer ,shouid ui'der tand wh it i'' eceesary

to retire some land to grass and trees, and why itis necessary to use
 
conservation measures to converse soil.
 

Intercropping should be given preference over sequential planting

becaus6 It usually ensures greater economic returns and a better income
 
jtzbility -fOr the farmer "by 'Priotectiig*Ihm against the Irisk' of Ia t Iotalcrbp failure and against the wide price fludtuations of a one crop

se. tshouldconfer almost the same benefits as a crop rotation
with regards to its effects on the sol. This is especially true if
the legumes are included in th4 ombination" even though the legume may 
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be removed for fodder. 
The fine root system with nodules remain in the
 
soil to decay and supply nutrients for following crops.
 

F.6.3.c. Crop Residue Management and Muin
 

As previously noted, vegetation is the first line of defense against

erosion, but it should be emphasized that this material need not be
 
living. 
Mulches, stubble and any other forms of ground cover are effective
 
in decreasing raindrop splash and in increasing infiltration. For this
 
reason it isvery important that the upland farmers adopt a 
minimum tillage

system that maintains crop residues, and that they cease burning the ice
 

straw and other crop residuesI both'because it isneeded as a 
mulch,and
 
because burning destroys some nutrients.
 

A mulch prevents surface sealing of the soilby preventing direct
 
raindrop impact, and by enhancing biologic activity which leads to the
 
development of macropores in the soil. 
 Manure, or composted,crop
 
residues, alsd provides nutrients which thereby reduce .the commercial "
 
fertilizer requirement. Flat cultivation with trash or mulch has
 
produced significant increases in crop yields in most cases, but there
 
is a definite problem with weed control. 
The farmers must be introduced
 
to this practice because it is not a part of the traditiona agricultural
 
system at all, although some upland farmers use compostedmaterials in 
their vegetable patches. 

F.6.3.d. Fertilizer, Lime andSoilFertility Maintenance
 

Mixing te soil during terrace and contour constructions, as well 
as the inherent low soil fertility level make it essential to apply

fertillzer if crop yields are to be increased significantly. Fertilizer 
trials willhave 'tobe established to determine the,recommended,rates 
of'application for different crops and soils throughcut the Basin. It
 
is kno'wn'hat fertility ievels are ver 
low in the eroded upland areas,
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and the large amounts of fertilizer would be necessary to build up th'e

nutrient cycle to the point of maximum crop production. 

Fertilizef, inputs should be provided by the Government for a predetermined number of years as an incentive for the farmers to participate

in the program. It is'suggested that perhaps 400 kg of fertilizer be
provided inthe year of constrcution for practices such as terracing

,because the more fertile soils are often buried during construction.
 
Rates of application will change after experimental data are available,
however, ,Itis known that farmers recognize the benefit of fertilizer. 
They have simply not been able to afford .itfor upland crops.
 

The end result of total soil removal is easily recognized, but the
reduction insoil productivity or: soil fertility as thesOi is'"....
'ing
removed by sheet erosion is less commonly understood. :This.hasbieen 
 named
"fertility erosion,,, and it is caused by the action of watter which sortsout and removes the light-weight fertility bearing prtion of the soil,leaving behind parent materials, sand, and otier'heavy material'. 'The
amount of topsoil: that may be.materially reduced by the removIal 
 of"coarse
materials over the years is considerable, but the most fert'ile portion

of the soil 'isusually the first to be removed by water., It is 'so
evident from the limited! laboratory ana!lyses made 
 for' the aerei thatfertility erosion has occurred and will continue to play a 
major role
 
in impairing the productivity of all uplandi'croplands-; 

F.6.3.e. Water Management
 

Water; management is, an indispensable part 'of:modedrh upland agriculture. ;In water management, the ultimate"target of'-any knowledge transfer
is the individual farmer-. for it is on fanlianid where production resources, including water, climate, soiil-, crop, fertilizer, and management,

are all integrated into'an upland agricultural system. 
The transition
from traditional uplandfarming to conservation farming methods will be 
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difficult and costly; however, this is necessary if runoff and siltation
 

is to be controlled. Part of this process will be preparation of farm 

land to receive and store or dispose of the water without creating ero

sion. This process may include: bench terraces, conservation terraces,
 

rural irrigation system development; diversion channels and waterways 
to dispose of surplus runoff. Improvement of-the entire physical system 

is a requisite toa conservation water and soil management program. 

,The ultimate objective of an upland agricultural water management 

prograni is the upland farmer's awareness of his problems. To obtain 

this objective it will be necessary to train farm management advisors,
 

upland agronomists, agricultural engineers, soil conservationists, and
 
administrators. Thi. farmr.must be provided with necessary technical 
advice,, seed, fertilizer, and management procedures; but unless ,he under

•standb. and can see a prcfit -inhis conservation efforts, it will be 
difficult to get him to change from, the traditional methods. Capital 

is scarce and labor relatively abundant; therefore, the conservation 
farming 'and watershed program must focus on adapting the technology 
to conditions that the farer understands,and can'achieve,with .his re
sources. More importantly, he has to be. reasonably certain that it
 

will pay him to adopt the conservation farming approach.,
 

A particular advantage of modern upland conservation. '.plan is: that
 
it has a considerable amount of management built into it and the farmer
 
isautomatically led to correct decision in the application of soil---,
 

and water conservation measures. A farmer will make fewer mistakes with 
a well planned system than a farmer lacking the technical input regarding 
water management. Continued focus on improved water management, must 
become a new way of life .for the upland farmer if.he is tocontinue 

using the upper,watershed soils.
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F.6.4. Protection of Cultivated Slopes
 

Cultivation of any land in the humid areas of the world will cause
 
erosion and degradation of the soil. 
 The steeper the land form, th
higher: the potential rate of erosion. 
Erosion not only results in the
 
deterioration of the-productivity of the land, but it also results in
 
the aggravation of 'sedimentation.and flood damages in downstream area.
 
No program 
will control erosion on steeply sloping upland crop areas-
it can only reduce 'the erosion to some acceptable level.
 

The protection of cultivated slopes is very complex and some of the 
hydrologic 'o engineering aspects are beyond the scope of this report. 
Therefore, a special report developed by.PRC Engineering Consultants,
 
Inc; for the Citanduy Upper Watershed Management Project is being fur
nished in limited numbers for use by technical staff,members: in' 
designing and building structural worcs such as waterways, diversions,
 
and bench or conservation terraces [24]. 
 This report, Appendix D -

Protection of Cultivated Slopes, was specially reproduced and furnished 
by the Citanduy Project Office of PRC/ECI in Banjar, West Java. 

All cultivated slopes require protection against'erosion The
 
steeper the slope, the higher the potential for erosion and the more
 
difficult it is to.,reduce erosion rates to some acceptable level.;
 
Mecahnical methods of control must be fitted into the upland farming
 
conservation program, and their lies insuccess the management and 
maintenance by farmers with some hlep from governmental technical ser
vices.
 

Structureal protection 'proves expensive because of capital cost,
 
which can exceed one million .Rupiahper ha for bench terraces. There
fore, emphasis should be placed on the least costly means of protection,
 
ondasteeper.slopes should'be elimihated from cultivation (particularly
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cassava production) if at all-,,ssib e ... Veetaiv.contols ar4stil 

the best means of controlling erosion since disturbed soils caniever 
be completely protected.,
 

The following upland conservatioipractices canbe utilized ,'a, 
in carrying out soil and wateO ,cons-ezvatio*, prograas for. the. Jratuh
seluna Basin. The,-practices included ae 'used to achieve soil and 

.,water cqnservation, reduce -donsream flooding, pollution abatement,
 
and improve the quality of.the.environment; Each. practice sets. * 
forth the objective or purpose of the practice, the conditions under
 
-which it should be used, anO'a 
guide'-6 its specifications. The
 
-actual specifications for most of the practices that.are foUnd,to be
 
effective inreducing etosion will'have td be developed as'-parts .of
 
,detailed technical guides that should'be pre~aed,as more experience
 
is obtained. 
Where possible'a figure-'is provided to "illustiate the
 
use of the practice and asgeneralized cdostmestimat6 is;prbvided.
 

The practices are inthree -parts: 
soi managem'ent practices;'
 
plant management practices; and water management and coiserva.ion
 
practices. It is considered that management has more to do with
 
soil and plants and that .managemen't and coniservation deal mbre
 
specifically with water. 
 This section des,not include specific con
servation measures for forestry, treatment of'road 'and trail d'amages, or
 
strean 'ohannel improvement and stabilizstionw which are "di'sused'
 
later in:.thp report.
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F.6 4.a. Soil $ana__gmentVPracttes 

1. Access Road (meters or kilometers): A road constructed as a part of
 
a conservation plan to provide needed access; roads constructeA to
 
provide access to farms, villages, forest plantations, conservation
 
planting systems, structures and recreational areas. 

P rpose -- To provide a route for travel, for moving equipment and 
supplies, for moving livestock and for providing access for proper
operation and management of forestry or conservation enterprises. 

Where Applicable -- Where roads ara needed to provide access from
 
a municipality, village or highway to the conservation planting

enterprise, or to provide travelways within the planned area.
 

Specification Guide -- Specifications shall describe requirements

for proper installation, maintenance and protection of the practice
to 	achieve its purpose. 

2. Contour or Cross-Slope Farming (hectares): Conducting farming opera
tions on sloping cultivated land in such a way that plowing, land 
preparation, planting, and cultivation are done on the contour or 
across the prevailing slope. (This includes following established 
grades of terraces, diversions or contour strips.) This does not
 
add to the cost of farming and the only cost associated with it is

providing the farmer with the original contour staking. 
 It is,

however, very important to reducing erosion on upland farming areas. 

Purpose-- To reduce erosion and provide water control. 

Where Applicable -- On sloping cropland and certain forestry land 
where other cultural and management practices in the cropping system

do not adequately control soil and water losses.
 

Specification Guide -- Alignment requirements with terraces, diver
sions, or contour strips, and where contouring isused without the 
use of the above practices; allowable deviation from the contour or
 
specified grade and row length.
 

3. 	 Contour Stripcropping (hectares): Growing crops in a systematic 
arrangement of strips or bands on the contour to reduce water ero
sion. The crops are arranged so that a strip of grass or close
growing crop isalternated with a strip of clean-tilled crop
(Figure F-3). 

Purpose -- To reduce erosion;and provide water control. 
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Where Applicable --
On 	sloping cropland and certain agroforestry

lands where the topography is sufficiently uniform to permit practical
tillage and harviesting operations, and where it is an essential part

of 	the cropping system to effectively reduce soil and water losses.
 

Specification Guide -- Width of strip, based on percent of slope;

and allowable deviation from the contour, or specified.grade and
 
row length.
 

4. 	 Contouring Orchand, Agxoforest y, 	 or Small Fruits (hectares):
Planting orchard, trees .and crops6.or small fruits so that all 
cultural operations are peerformed on the contour. 
(Does not include
 
Contour Farming). 

Purpose -- To reduce soil. and water losses;, provide for, better control
and utilization of water; and to facilitate the operation of farm
 
equipment.
 

Where Applicable -- On sloping lands where soil: and water losses
need to be controlled, especially where permanent cover is not 
established. 

Specification Guide -- Allowable.dpviation frot, the true contour* and 
the specific recommended varietipp of trees and small fruits. 

5. 	 Conservation Cropping. System .(Hectares): Growing crops incombination 
with needed cultural and management-measures. -Cropping systemc.In
clude the use of interplanting, relay planting and rotations thatcontain grasses and legumes, as well as sequences inwhich the desired
benefits are achieved without the use of such crops.
 

Purpose -- To increase ithe production of food crops while meeting

the needs of the soil for improvement or maintenance of good physical

condition; to protect the soil during critical periods when erosion
 
usually occurs; to aid in the control of weeds, insects and diseases;

and to fulfill the needs and desires of the farmer for an economical
 
return.
 

Where Applicable -- On all cropland, and certain'agroforestry lands
 
used for food crop production.
 

Specification Guide --Crop sequencesr or percentage of rowjcrIops,

grain and /or grass and legumes, in combination with essentiay'

cultural and management measures.
 

6. Cover and Green Manure Crop (hectares): A crop of close-growing

grasses, legumes or.small grain used prlmarily-for seasonal protection*
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and for soil Improvement. It usually occupies the land for a period

of one year or less, except where there is permanent cover as In 
orchards. At least initially, the government will have to pay to
 
have this crop grown. Including seed, fertilizer and labor costs it
 
will amount to approximately Rp. 40,000 per ha.
 

Purpose -- To provide a vegetative cover for erosion control during

periods when the major crops do not furnish adequate cover; add
 
organic materials to the soil; improve infiltration, aeration and
 
tilth. It will also often be necessary -immediatelyafter terracing of,
 
infertile areas.
 

Where Applicable -- On cropland, orchard, and small fruit areas. 

Specification Guide -- Seedbed preparation, date of seeding,'seed
mixtures, fertilizer, management, and time and manner of incorporating 
into the soil. 

7. Crop Residue Use (hectares): Utilizing plant residues to'protect

cultivated fields against erosion-in that part of the year when,.
 
critical erosion usually occurs.
 
Purpose -- To conserve moisture, increase infiltration, redc ,soil
 

losses, and improve soil tilth..
 

Where Applicable -- On land where adequate crop residues are pzoduced.
 

Specification Guide -- Amounts of surface residues necessary Ito reduce
 
erosion; suitable alternative methods for managiig'the crop residues;
 
and time and manner of incorporating them into the soil.
 

8. Farm Path (meters or kilometers): An erosion proof path constructed
 
as a part of the conservation plan to provide needed access to fields
 
and terraced areas. Figure F-4 is an example for bench terraced
 
areas.
 

Purpose -- To provide a means of access for livestock and humans to
 
individual fields, home gardens, or even villages that is
so-con
structed as to minimize potential erosion.
 

Where Applicable -- All upland areas where livestock and people.
 
consistently travel.
 

Specification Guide -- Specifications shall describe the .proper,.,

alignment, erosion proofing and means -of handling surfaceruno-ff
 
from existing and planned trails.,:.,
 

9. Minimum Tillage (hectares): Limiting the numberof cultural operations,
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to 	those that are properly timed and essential to produce crop andpr amao 	 aprevent hiotl dag.g. ... 

Purpose -- To retaxed deterioration of soil structure; reduce soi"
compactionand to improve soil'aeration, permeability and tilth. 

Where applicable -- On all cropland, and certaLa agroforestry land 
used to produce food crops. 

Specification Guide -- Include suggested tillage operations that are
applicable to field crops, orchards, and home gardens. 

10. Mulching (hectares): 
Applying plant residues or other suitable materials,

not produced on the site, to the surface of the soil. 
This may be
by direct cut and carry systems or by comosting any organic matter. 

Purpose -- To conserve moisture; prevent surface; compaction or

crusting; reduce runoff and erosion; Increase fertility; control 
weeds; and aid in.establishing plant cover.
 

Where Applicable -- On s6is subject' to erosion when low resi4ue"producing crops are grown, and also on soils that have a low Infiltra
tion rate. 

Specification Guide -- Amounts and management under different condi
tions. 

F.64.b. PlantNanagement Pradtices 

1. 	 Critical Area Planting (hectares): Stabilizing sediment rroducing and 
severely eroded areas )lyestablishing vegetative cover. This in
cludes using woody plants, such as trees, shrubs, or vine., nd" 
adapted grasses or'legues'established by eieding, sodding, or branch
cuttings to provide long-term ground cover. (Does .not include'tee

planting mainly for the production of wood products). 
This prac
tice is estimated to cost Rp. 622,200 per ha treated (Table F-10).
 

Purpose -- To stabilize the area anid 
to reice damages from sediment
 
and runoff to downstream areas and to improve production from the
 
area,
 

Where Applicable -- On highly erodible areas sevmrely nrodcedor 

ar .as,such as cutbank. otifill'-areas and, denuded ci, gu]llid arpas

where vegetation is difficult to establish with normal seeding

methods. These areas are normally imall-in size.
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Specification Guide -- Species of'gasses, legumes, shrubs and. trees;
rates of seeding or plantiz%; fertilizer and lim.'rejuirement8; land 
or plant site preparation; time of establislnont or planting; mlching 
and trigatlon.• 

2. Desilting Area Establisment (hectares): 
An area above an Impoundment

planted to grass, shrubs, bamboo or other vegetation, or fenced to
 
protect.the natve vegetation.
 

Purpose -- To reduce the velocity of flow of the runoff which will 
cause water-borne sediments to be deposited in an area above the 
impoundment. 

Where applicable -- In natural watercourses above impoundments where
 
a vigorous vegetative growth can be established and where the valley

gradient is conducive to the intended purpose.
 

Specification Guide 
-- Include seedbed preparation, kinds of plants,

time and rates of planting or seeding, and fertilizer and lime re
quirements.
 

3. Field Border Planting (meters or kilometers): Establishing a border
 
or strip of perennial vegetation at the edge of a field.
 

Puwpos -- To control ero'sion; protect edges of the fields that .are
 
used for "turn rows" or travel lanes; or reduce competition from
 
adjacent woodland;
 

Where applicable -- At field edges, especially crop fields and along
 
steep areas or waterways adjacent to cropland;
 

Specification Guide -- Socify: seedbed preparation; width of border;
adapted species and mixtures; rate, time and method'of seeding;

fertilizing; and management for establishment and maintenance.
 

4. Grasses andLegues in'Rotation (hectares): Establishing grasses and
 
legumes, or mixtures of them, and maintaining the stand for a definite
 
number of years as a part of conservation cropping system.,
 

Purpose --
To produce cut and carry forage, seed, or grazing; reduce
 
soil and water losses; maintain a favorable level of organic matter;
 
and improve soil productivity.
 

Where applicable --
On cropland and certain agroforestry land where
 
they are an essential part of the conservation cropping system, or.
 
otherwise needed to fulfill the needs of the land owne' 
and operator.
 

Specification Guide -- Species and mixtures, rates, time of seeding,
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seedbed preparation, and maintenance treatment and management prac
tices for planned uses.
 

5. Livestock Exclusion (hectares): Excluding livestock from any area
where grazing is harmful or otherwise undersirable.
 
Purpose -- To protect, maintain, or improve the quantity of the plant
resources, to maintain adequate cover for soil protection, to maintain
moisture resources, and to enhance natural beauty. 
This practice is
largely used immediately after construction where an area is disturbed,
or in
some cases after critical area pianting.
 
Where Applicable -- Where soil, hydrologic and other values are damaged
by livestock and the desired crop isimpaired.
 

Specification Guide -- Specifications should include the period for
which exclus.ion is required and the methods to be used for excluding

livestock from the area.
 

6. Pasture Planting (hectares): Establishing long-term stands of adapted
speciesf -perennial,
biennial, or reseeding forage plants on land
converted to pasture from other uses. 
(Does not include Grassed
Waterway on cropland).
 

Purpose -- To make land use adjustments, produce .highquality forage,

and reduce erosion.
 

Where applicable --
On land that is converted from other uses, and
where the species will remain idefinitely after re-establishment
through a system of agroforestry land use.
 

Specification Guide --
Methods of seedbed preparation; adapted
species and mixtures; methods of planting fertilization and liming.
 
7. Proper Grazing Use (hectares): Crazing pastures, "native pasture",and agroforestry land at an intensity which will maintain adequate
cover for soil protection and mantain and improve the quantity and
quality of desirable vegetation. 
This would include cut and carry
harvesting systems.
 

Purpose -- To permit accumulation of litter and mulch necessary for
conservation of soil and water, improve condition of the pasture, and
increase forage production.
 

Where Applicable -- On all agroforestr'y4 native or planted pastures
and watershed lands used forgrazing by dbmestic iivestock.
 



Specify: (a) planned use (class of livestock
Specification Guide -
and season of use) by grazing units: (b) the key forage species to
 

be used in judging the degree of use; and (c) for the key grazing area
 

and key forage species, the allowable percent, by weight, of the
 

year's growth to be grazed, by range sites, and condition
current 
classes.
 

8. 	 Streambank Planting (meters or kilometers): ERtablishing perennial
 
vegetation on streambanks.
 

Purpose -- To reduce scour and erosion, produce livestock forage and/ 

or 	wood products, and improve the landscape.
 

Where applicable -- Along eroding streambanks that require protection 
by 	vegetation.
 

Specification Guide -- Specify: planting species, methods of planting 
and maintaining desired vegetation. 

9. Tree Planting (hectares).: Planting tree seedlings or cuttings to
 
establish a stand of forest trees.
 

Purpose -- To-establish a stand of trees for the conservation of 
soil and moisture, watershed protection, and the production of wood 
products or fuelwood. 

Where applicable -- Inopen fields, cut over forests, beneath less
 
desirable tree species, or other areas suitable for the production of
 
wood products, .orwhere erosion control and watershed protection are
 

This can be an important means of land use conversion.
needed. 


Specification Guide -- Specifications should include adapted tree 
species for the purposes outlined above,, site preparation, spacing, 
planting method, and as applicable cultural practices and maintenance 
requirements. 

10. Vegetative Barrier (meters or kilometers): A narrow barrier of perennial 
vegetation established across the slope of a cultivated field with a 
definite interval and gradient, with or w1thout ditches, to retard 
runoff, check erosion, and provide a permanent guideline for contour 
cultivation. 

guide for
Purpb~e .- To reduce soil and water losses, ahd provide a 
contour cultivation. 

Where Applicable-- On sloping cropland where it will provide protec

tion against serious soil and water losses. It works well in
 
combination with hillside ditches and contour strip cropping.
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Specification Guide -- Width; adapted plants; time and rate of
 

planting; fertilizer, if applicable; and seedbed preparation.
 

F.6.4.o. Water Management and Conservation Practices
 

1. Dam, Diversion (number): A structure built to divert part or all
 
of the water into a different watercourse, an irrigation canal or
 
ditch, or a waterspreading system. This type of structure is not
 
cost estimated for this report because each site requires specific

engineering investigations and design.
 

Purpose -- To control streamflow and supply water to irrigation

systems and also to upland cropping areas as supplemental overland
 
irrigation.
 

Where Applicable --,On cultivated rice lands under irrigation and
 
flat or slightly sloping upland crop areas and in bottomland areas
 
where diversionary control isnecessary.
 

Specification Guide -- Should include capacity, cross section and
 
shrinkage, outlet and spillway criteria, construction materials and

requirements, and also provisions for outlet protection and main
tenance, etc,
 

2. Debris Basin (number): A barrier or dam constructed across a water
way or at suitable locations to form a siltation or sediment basin.
 
This practice .isnot applicable in the high sediment production
 
areas of the Jratunseluna Basin because the basins would often fill
 
in the first big storm.
 

Purpose --The purpose of this practice is to provide a desilting

action in silt or sediment laden waters and thereby remove a threat
 
of sedimental deposition to more valuable lands.
 

Where Applicable -- Inareas of little or no value- old stream
 
channels, depressions, etc..into which water can be diverted and
 
allowed to spread over.
 

Specification Guide -- Should include capacity, inlet and outlet
 
criteria and provisions for protection and maintenance of inlet and
 
outlet, etc.
 

3. Dikes and Levees (meters or kilometers): An embankment constructed
 
of earth or other suitable materials to protect land against overflow
 
from streams, lakes and tidal influences; also to protect flat areas
 
from diffused surface waters.
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Purpose --
 To contain surplus flow within natural or artificial
 
channels and so prevent overflow damage to valuable farm land and
 
urbanized areas.
 

Where applicable -- In agricultural and urban areas or.other valuable
sites requiring this type of protection. It isnot normally used 
In.the upper watershed areas. 

Specification Guide -- Should include cross-section and shrinkage,
construction materials and requirements; also provisions for protec
tion and maintenance, 

4. Diversion (meters or kilometers):: Grading or digging a channel, with
 
a supporting ridge on the lower side, across the slope (Figure F-5).

The cost for developing one kilometer of diversion is estimated at

Rp. 301,250 based .on.an average capacity requirement of 385 i/s

(Table F-i1).
 

Purpose -- The purpose of this practice is to divert surface runoff 
from areas where it is In excess :to a natural water course ii a non-.
damaging fashion.. 

Where Applicable -. sites*whpre:In (a)-runoff from higher-lying 
areas is damaging cropland, pasture land, farmstead or structures 
such as terraces or.irrigation systems,. (b).dive-sion of runoff 
into or away from fish ponds is needed, and (c)diversion away from
 
a gully head cut isrequired.
 

Specification Guide -- Should include grade,. capacity, cross-section

and shrinkage, also provIsions for channel and outlet protection.
 

i.Fish Ponds or Farm Ponds (number): A water -mpoundment made by

constructing a dam or embankment or by excavating-a pit or "dug-out".

(Such ponds do not include Spring Development or Irrigation Reser
voirs). Ponds constructed by the'first of.these methods are referred
 
to as "Embankment Ponds".and those constructed by the latter method
 
as "Excavated Ponds". 
Ponds resulting from both embankment and ex
cavation are classified as Embankment Ponds where the depth of water
impounded against the embankment at spillway elevation is 60 cm or
 
more. 
Excavated ponds that intercept only subsurface water are
 
classified as "Seep-Type Ponds".
 

Purpose --
rish Ponds or farm ponds are constructed to provide-water'

for fish livestock, fire control, and related uses.
 

Where Applicable --
This practice applies only where it is.determined
 
that available water supply justifies building fish ponds, but it is
 one of the most productive uses of the land when properly managed.
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Specification Guide 
-- Site Guide -- Site conditions for Embankment
Ponds shall be such that a peak rate of runoff that can be expected to
occur once in 50 years can be safety passed through:
 

I. A natural or constructed emergency spillway, or 
2. A combination of a 
principal structural spillway and an emergency


spillway.
 

Large drainage areas can be used as a source of water for Excavated
Ponds provided the ponds can be located on sites where the flow is
diverted away from the structure after the pit fills with water.
Seep-type Ponds may be used in
areas where a subsurface water table
will provide adequate year-t'ouhd water.
 
The dam design must consider the soil and its bearing strength to
sustain the construction and the stored water and the topographical
characteristics of the site4
 

6. -LshpondStocking (number): Stocking Impounded waters with spot :ish,
bait-fish,oaish, shrimp and other fishery animals.
 
Purpose --
To produce desired kinds of fishery animals.
 

Where applicable --
In ponds and reservoirs suitable for fish produc
tion.
 

Specification Guide --
Specify: species and numbers to be stocked
and desirable water area, depth, temperature,and quality.
 
7.Fishpond Management (number): Developing or improving a 
fishpond by
fertilizing, liming, using fish toxicants, feeding, controlling,
diseases and parasites, or by other means.
 

Purpose --
To improve or maintain fish production and fishery use by:
creating a 
favorable water habitat; supplementing natural food
supplies; and reducing or eliminating undesirable plants and animals.
 
Where applicable --
In ponds, lakes and reservoirs used for fish
 
production.
 

Specification Guide --
Specify kind, amount, method and time of treatment needed for the particular purpose.
 
8. Floodwate" Diversion (meters or kilometers): A graded channel with
a supporting embankment or dike on the lower site dondt ucted ona lowland subject to flood damage,
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Purpose -- To divert floodwater away from valuable land susceptible
 
to overflow and damage.
 

Where applicable -- In agricultural, recreational and urban areas and
other valuable sites requiring this type of protection. 

Specification Guide-- Should include channel grade and capacfty,
 
cross section and shrinkage of efbankment, and provisions for channel

and embankment maintenance and protection.*
 

9. Grade Stabilization Structures (number): A structure to stabilize the
grade or to control head cutting in natural or artificial channels.
(Does not include Stream Channel Improvement, StreaMbank Protection,
Diversion or Structure for Water Control). 
The use of grade stabiliza
tion structures is discussed more fullyv in'section F.6.4.c. Gully
stabilization. 
The recommended types obgrade stabilization structures 
are shown in Figures F-9 through F-12. 

Purpose -- To stabillzb active gullies, overfalls or critical erosion 
points.
 

Where Applicable-- Grade stabilization structures apply to any land 
use provided they can be economically Justified and the required protec
tion or contiol cannot be provided by more 'economical means.' Each 
type of grade stabilizatin "structure has its own adaption 'and limita
tion, depending upon the site, foundation material, quantity of waterwhich it is required to safely convey, and economics. .Types:.of 
structures applicable under thispractice are: earth dams with or

without detention storage; formless concrete chutes; masonry or rein
forced concrete chute spillways; rubble masonry or reinforced concrete
 
drop spillways; gabions, loose rock drop/checks etc.
 

SpecIfication Gide -- Should include design and installation criteria
 
and maintenance requirements.
 

10. Grassed Waterway (hectares or kilometers): A natural or constructed
 
waterway or outlet shaped or graded and established in suitable vege
tation as needed for the safe disposal of runoff from a field, diver
sion, terrace, or other'structure. The cost of the grassed water
way isnormally included in the cost of the bench terracing (Tables

F-14 and F-15) or other treatment measure.
 

Purp se -- To prevent,the excessive soil losses -and formation of
 
gullies.
 

Where applicable -- Where concentrated runoff mustb'bedisposed 'of
 
at safe velocities.
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type of sprigging or tLmeSpecification Guide -- Seedbed preparation; 
of seeding, seeding mixture and rates; stabilizing crops, mulching or 

other mechanical means; and fertilizer and lime requirements. 

A channel with supporting ridge
11. Hillside Ditch (meters or kilometers): 

on the lower side constructed across the slope at definite vertical
 

intervals and gradient, with or without vegetative barriers, to
 

detain or control the flow of water to a protected outlet to check
 

They also can be developed so as to serve
erosion on sloping land. 

as access trails. Hillside ditches with contour farming is the minimum
 

needed treatment for cassava hillside farming with slope greater than
 

15 percent. Hillside Ditches are estimated to cost an average of
 

Rp Rp. 32,500/ha (Table F-12).
 

Purpose-- To intercept runoff and conduct it to a protected outlet
 

so as to reduce erosion damage.
 

Where applicable -- On sloping cropland having a water erosion problem. 

This structure is generally non,.farmable with the channel and supporting 

ridge usually being vegetated.
 

Should include channel capacity and gradient
Specification Guide --

spacing, cross section and shrinkage of embankment, construction
 

requirements, adequate outlet criteria and also provisions for channel
 

and embankment protection and maintenance.
 

12. Irrigation Water Management (hectares): The use and management of irriga

tion water, where the quantity of water used for each irrigation is
 

determined by the moisture-holding capacity of the soil and the need
 

of the.crop, where water is applied at a rate and in such a manner
 

that the crops can use it efficiently and significant erosion does
 

not occur. 
Includes the timing of irrigations to meet crop needs, the
 

control and adjustment of stream sizes to prevent erosion, and the
 

control of the length of "set" to minimize water losses. This prac

tice is particularly important for farm systems where the Oater sup

plies are generally limited.
 

Purpose -- The purpose of water management is to accomplish efficient 

beneficial use of irrigation water according to the moisture needs of 

the crop to achieve maximum production while minimizing losses of 

soil and plant nutrients. 

Where Applicable -- This practice is adapted to all lands that are 

suitable for irrigation and have a water supply of suitable quality 

and quantity. An adapted conservation irrigation system must be 

available (portable) or must have been established on the land to 

be irrigated.
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Means must be available for. determining application rates, irrigation
stream sizes, elevation of controlled water tables, and rates of
flow of surface runoff, where these easurements are applicable to
the method being used. 

Specification Guide --
Should include such things as: consumptive u~e
rates for the crops grown;. how to measure or estimate the amount ofwater required for each irrigation; how to determine when irrigation

needs to be applied; how to recognize erosion caused by irrigation;
how to compute the amount of water delivered to the area; how to
evaluate the uniformity of water application;'the normal time 'needed
for the soil to absorb the required amount of water; to detect
changes in intake; and how to adjust stream size and irrigation time
 
to compensate for changes in intake.
 

13. Outlet Construction (meters or kilometers): Copstructing designed
structures for the disposal 'ofriunoff water from'diversions or
terraces including alteration of watercourses (Figure F-9). 
 As
with grassed waterways, the cost of these structures is usually
estimated as a 
part of the terracing or diversion channel cost
 
estimates.
 

Purpose -- To provide safe disposal of runoff water .bymeans of pipedrop inlets, hood inlets, and sod chutes so as to stabilize a watercourse of gully or protect downstream or'lower lands from sediment
 
and debris.
 

Where applicable -- At the ends'of terraces,'diversions, .drainage

ditches where safe disposal of water is needed.
 

Specification Guide 
 Should include'construction materials and
requirements, structure,.. capacities, etc.types of .safeguards, 

14. Rock Barriers of Stone Walls (meters or kilometers):* A rockretaining wall constructed on contours across the slope to form'barriers to soil eroded downslope and to from and support a 
bench
terrace which will control the flow of water and. check er6sion on
sloping land. 

Purpose -- To form the riser portion of'a bench terrace where suchtype of support isneeded*. It also enables'the utilization of the
 
rocks and stones on the slope..
 

Where Applicable -- On sloping cultivated lands where terracestructures are needed to control the runoff and reduce erosion 
damage.
 

Specification GU.de Should include the permissible angles of re
pose, constrUctioni" d maintenance requirements, etc. 
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15. Streambank Protection (meters or kilometers): Stabilizing and streambanks or excavated channels 
against scour and erosion by vegetative or structural means. (Does not.include Stream Channel Improve
ment).
 

Purpose -- The purpose of streambank protection is to control bankcutting in order to protect valuable land and reduce the silt
load of the stream. 

Where Applicable -- This practice is applicable on farm lands orother lands whose value is high enough to justify the expenditure ofprotecting them. 

Specification Guide 
 Should include types of control devices,
construction materials for each, spacing etc.
 
16. Stream Channel Stabilzation (meters or kilometers): Stabilizing
the channel of a stream with suitable structures. The type of
control is discussed more fully in section r.6.6.
 

Purpose -- To stabilize the stream channel against deepening by means
of structures. 

Where Applicable -- This practice is used In streams which areactively bed-cutting and increasing the silt load of the stream. 
Specification Guide 
 Should include such design criteria as types
of structures, construction materials for each, spacing, etc. 

17. Terrace, Conservation (meters): An earth embankment or a ridge andchannel constructed across the slope at a 
suitable spacing and with
an acceptable grade (Figure F-6).

diversion" or "drainage" 

This is also known as a "gradient

terrace. This type of erosion control isdiscussed more completely in Section F.6.4.c.
 

Purpose -- Conservation terraces are constructed to reduce erosion
damage by intercepting surface runoff' and conducting it to a stableoutlet at a non-erosive velocity.
 

Where Applicable -- Conservation terraces may be used onagroforestry or forestry areas having a 
cropland, 

water erosion problem. They
should not be constructed on deep sands, or on soils that are toostony, steep or shallow to permit practical and economical installation and maintenance. 
The topography 
must be such that useable.
terraces can be constructed. Conservation terraces should be used
only where suitable outlets are or will be made available.
 
Specification .Guide.-- Should include improved alignment considerations, appropriate lengths, dimensions, spacing and grade, adequate
outlet protection, construction and maintenance requirements and
 
provisions for field checking.
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18. Terrace, Bench (meters): Are essentially a series of level or 
nearly level strips running across the slope at suitable spacings, 
and supported by steep risers. The risers are either earth 

protected by grass, or by rock walls ifthe rocks are available. 
There are essentially four types of bench-terraces, i.e., level, 
outward sloped, conservation bench, and reverse slope (Figure F-7). 

The only type recommended for Indonesian conditions is the reversed 

slope type, which isbuilt sloped inversely towards the hill and is 

particularly suited to the steep humid conditions because itsafely
 

drains off the excess water. This type of structure is more fully
I
 

discussed in Section F.6.4.d. 


Purpose -- Bench terraces are constructed to reduce erosion damage 
by intercepting runoff and allowing it to percolate intQ the soil
 

in the channel behind the terrace embankment. They are constructed 
to make cropping possible and safe on slopes of from 5 to 50 percent. 

Where Applicable -- Bench terraces should be used on soils where 
a good management system is followed so that the surface soils will 

not seal. They should not be congtructed on soils that are too stony, 

steep or shallow to permit practical and economical installation 
and maintenance.
 

Should include Improved alignment considera-
Specification Guide --

tions, appropriate lengths, dimensions, spacing, construction and
 
maintenance requirements, and provisions for fild checking.
 

F.6.4.d. Conservation Terracing 

A terrace systems' main purpose isto shorten the slope length and
 

Because
remove the water at a velocity that will not cause erosion. 


terrace as with almost all structures, concentrates the surface runoff
a 


it isvery important that the system be carefully maintained. If not
 

erosion damages far
maintained, the terrace system may fail and cause 

exceeding those that would have occurred without the terraces.
 

availaspecific design and constructibn information is
Additional 


ble in the Citanduy. Upper Watershed-Project'Appetidlx D Pro1betiob
 

of Cultivated Slopes RIeport t'24J.
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A conservation,terrace is a ridge 'and channel coi structed across 
the slope on a gradient that Will conduct surface runoff to a waterway 
at a non-erosive velocity. Conservation terraces are recommended on 
slopes of 4 to a maximum of 25 percent where bench terrac.ing'is not 
contemplated. For steeper land and .,greeningprogram'l areas hillside
 
ditches are recommended. The'vertical and horizontal intervals depend
 
primarily upon land.slope. However, they.Ilso depend upon soil and..
 
climate, crops grown, and machinery (ifany) used. 'The drain'channels
 
must discharge into a protected waterway. Conservation terraces do.not
 
disturb the cropping area, except .for the draihage channels.. Therefore,
 
only a minimum amount of soil must be moved. The crops are-grown on the
 
contour between terraces. It should .be.recognized that conservation
 
terraces can be converted to bench teraces during farming operations
 
over a period. of years by.the fai m ying addi.--oiial"'soil"wi'h each 
tillage practice. The farmer should be encouraged to do this where.
 
the need exists.
 

The conservati6n terrace areas developed will be small because at
 
present this isnot a common practice inthe Basin. The only known use
 
of conservation terraces has been as a part of the greening program, and
 
many of these were poorly constructed hilldide.ditches.' The estlmated..
 
cost for constructing a conservation terrace on a 15 percent slope is
 
Rp. 45,825 per ha (Table.F-13). Cost estimates include the cost-of...
 

constructing grassed waterways and drop structures to remove surface.
 
runoff to natural waterways.
 

F.6.I..e. Bench Terracing 

The most significant thing about bench terraces isthat they cover
 
the entire ground area rather than beilng-.spaedbd irTigularly over,the
 
land. Bench terraces are.constructed by.cut and fill- leaving a nearly.
 
horizontal bench and a steep riser (one horiontal for each two tvertical),
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so that the system looks like stair 
steps. The benches have a back
 
slope of 5 percent, with the drain channel constructed at the rear of
 
terrace in the cut area. 
The gradient cf the terrace is 0.5 to 1.0
 
percent. The vertical interval between terraces should be limited to
 
less than 2.0 m, Applicable land slope for bench terraces'ranges from
 
5 to 50 percent. 
The 50 percent limit isdue to a vertical interval
 
limit of about 2.0 m and a 
need for a net farmable width of 1.50 m.
 
Widening the net farmable area reduces the maximum slope on which
 
terraces can be constructed. For practical purposes, bench terraces
 
on greater than 40 percent slopes are not particularly economical.
 

The specific design and onstruction methods for terraces is
ex
tremely complex depending upon the desires of the farmers, soil depth
 
and fertility, general topography, and the slope of the land to be
 
terraced. Alignment can be made parallel or non parallel, and the
 
benches can be uniform or variable width when farmed by hand labor.
 
Only after many terraces have been built and farmed for a period of
 
years will itbecome clear which specific design criteria is the most
 
desirable and efficient for the specific farming system and physical'
 
conditions. 
Additional bench terrace design information is contained 
inthe previously mentioned Citanduy Upper Watershed Project Appendix -

D [24].
 

Indesigning a 
bench terrace system the most important feature is 
an answer to the question, "Ifthe system isbuilt will it be main
tained and used for at least the next 15 years?" Ifthe system willi 
not be maintained itshould not be built because itwill have the 
potential for creating large amounts of erosion ifnot properly used. 
The existing traditional terraces have been responsible for oreating 
much of the severe erosion problems of the Basin because of its abiity 
to'concentrate surface runoff. 
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For this reason, the first step in designing a terrace system is 
always to design the graesed waterway system for surplus water disposal.. 

This can be either an existing noneroding waterway or one speciflcally
 
designed and constructed for tile purpoe. It is important. to note, 

that the waterway system is both the first thing to plan and the first
 

measure to build. The waterways must be grade stabilized and sodded
 

prior to the need to carry runoff from the bench terraces or severe
 

erosion may occur.
 

There are two types of bench terrace systems based on the disposal 
of runoff. One is the gradient terrace with a constant usually about 

1 percent gradient towards the waterway, or a variable gradient that 
increases as it.approaches the waterway. It is recommended that all
 
bench terraces also be reverse sloped (5 percent) towarad_ the riser
 

with a small 20 cm x 15 cm channel to carry off surplus water. The
 
other type of bench terrace is.the common level terraces used for
 

flooded rice paddies, This type of terrace is not recommended for
 
slopes of over 25 percent unless stability studies are conducted to
 
determine the engineering soil properties of the specific soIls.
 
However, there is always a danger that the farmers will modify any
 
bench terrace for use as flooded bench for rice production inthe
 

wet season.
 

Beach terracing is an expensive method of protecting cultivated
 
land, and total costs can exceed Rp... liOOO000 per ha by the time the
 
land is in full production. Cost is prlmarily a function of vertical
 
Intervol, although slope has an effect,. 
 The problem associated with
 
use of minimum vertical intervals is.that the terraces are nar.,ower than 
necessary so a trade off has to be.nade. One of the needed studies
 
for project development is a combination engineering and economic
 

..study to determine the most efficient design fop- various slopes..
 
Preliminary indications ar. that for a 1.5 percent slope the vertical
 

interval should not exceed 100 cm and calculation show that this will
 
require a cut of about 1,380 m3/ha which has an estimated average cost
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of Rp. 508,750 for construction including the associated waterways sand 

drop structures, as shown in Table r-14. For slope of 25 percent the 

most economical terrace would have a 1.2 m riser and would require an 

average cut of about 1,356 m3 /ha and has an equivalent estimated cost 
of Rp. 539,750 per ha (Table F-15). This type of bench terrace requires 

a 90 cm soil depth, which may not be available in any specific area. 

It might be noted, that while the above two examples have very similar
 

total costs, the 15 percent slope would result in a net croppable area
 

of about 7,114 m 2/ha while the 25 percent slope would result in only 

6,114 m2/ha of croppable bench. This reduction croppable area is 

an important feature of bench terraces and isone of the reasons it is 
so important to have a complete program of technical inputs that will
 

permit the farmer to produce more food crops on the reduced area to
 
the point that his net return is increased with his adoption of the
 
conservation farming system. 

F.6;4.f. Gully Stabilization 

Gullies are active producers of. sidment over much of the water

shedj as previous.y discussed. The erodibility of a gully is influenced 

by the nature of the side and bottom materials, channel gradient, ahd
 

channel alignment. All of these factors also affect the type and cost
 

of the control methods that should be used. There are three components
 

to controlling gully erosion: stabilization of head cut; grade stabiliza

tion; and revegetation to stabilize the bare soil. Another way of
 

slving the gully erosion problem is to divert the water away from the 

gIly, but this water must be carried in diversions to natural non
erosive stream channels. Fig e F-S is an example of using a diversion 

channel for this purpobei 

Baihboo wattling drop structures are the most common type of drop 

6i' check used ih gully control, The average bamboo wattle check with 

dii effective height.of 0.A m and a width of 2.0 m costs 8,976 Rupiah 
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each (Table F-16) and the same size structure with a stone dissipator
 

is estimated to cost Rp. 9,090 (Table F-17). Where stone is available,
 

small rock drops or checks with 1.0 m3 of stone can be built for
 
Rp. 11,250 (Table r-18); larger check drops with 4.5 m3 of stone have
 

an estimated cost of Rp. 46,875 (Table F-9). More difficult sites may
 
require.a rubble masonry headcut structure, which will cost about 
Rp. 155,275 for treating a gully head with an average depth of 2 
m
 

and a width of 7 m (Table F-20), This same basic structure can be
 

use4 as a check in small streams for. rural irrigation system diversions. 

For large .and. difficulti gully headcuts or streambank erosion protec
3•tion, stone gabion structures may. be,. required. An estimated 7.0 mn

gabion retaining wall would .ost Rp. 162.,500 or about Rp. 23,200/m3
 

(Table F-21).
 

F.6.5. Protection of Noncultivated Slopes
 

Nonaultivated slopes ,with erosion problems are generally adjacent 

to developed areas and the pr9blems' are the result of timber harvesting, 
road construction, village area runoff, or -the runoff from cropland. 

In general, the forestry and plantation areas of the Jratunseluna Basin
 

have low erosion rates except during periods of disturbance, such as
 

timber harvesting, the cropping period permitted during reforestation,
 

and the plantation establishment period.. Because their problems are
 
less intense, noncultivated slope features are often ignored because 
of the. larger magnitude of damages on cultivated lands, but .they should 
receive treatment to prevent them from getting worse, 

Erosion problems on noncultivated slopes are so varied that 
generalizations are.impossible. Each specific peroblemnarea will 
require.a specific analysis and a rehabilitation 'plan for: it to be 
effective. Perhaps more Importantly,, the area' will also require a long
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term maintenance program to ensure that the project features remain 
effective.
 

F.6.5.a. Recommended Forestr Program
 

The forests in the Upper Watershed area constitute one of the
 
nation's most valuable natural resource&. For these resources to
 

serve the best interests of the Jratuns.eluna Basin and the' national 
economy, good conservation practices must be incorporated into the
 
forest plantings and the adjacent upland farming areas. People in the
 

upper watersheds should be encouraged to recognize, through an exten

sive educational program, the importance of good forests to their
 
economy and their dependence on the good management of this resource for
 

their fuel wood lumber ahd water supplies. Forestry regulations
 

shouid be fair, well developed, and strictly enforced. Financial
 

incentives should be provided to encourage active participation in
 
agroforestry, reforestation, silvicultual and conservation practices. 

Stabilized and clearly marked boundaries are needed to prevent 
undesirable and illegal conversion of forest lands to agricultural 
lands, particularly on lands with over 40 percent slopes. Because 
of pressures for land, farmers" ar;e moVing into small forest or other 
government tracts and then *claiming these as private lands, 'manf of 
which are now in 6oiirt'diip'Ute. There are numerous areas in the critical 
erosion zones where encroachment is very active, and greening project 
lands are often used for ciops for many years. 

A survey or study should be made to determine those areae that 
are in small forest tracts that could be traded or exchanged for some 
of the critical private lands. This would tend to block out larger 
forest areas for better forest management ind place the critical eroded
 

lands into permanent forest management. Many of these lands are too
 
steep to cultivate and would iequire extensive conservation measures
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to control erosion and fertility losses. The land currently in planta

tion and production forests should be carefuly managed during harvest
 

and strict conservation plans developed for the after-the-harvest
 

period to prevent deterioration during the reforestation.
 

An inventory of all forest resources should be conducted through
 

an Integrated approach that would involve all governmental agencies with
 

an interest innatural resources. A diversification of agencies is
 

suggested because the survey should not include tree resources alone,
 

but also wildlife, soil and land resources, genetic resources, and
 

recreation.
 

A quick review of the prod,ction ftom forest reserves indicates
 

that much better use could be made of the forest resources by multiple
 

Use planning for the harmonious use of the land for many purposes.
 

Forest use has been primarily focused on the extraction of timber, gums
 

and other commercial products such as oils, waxes, and turpentine.
 

Paper production isbeing considered. Research should be undertakento
 

determine what better and more rapid growing tree species are available
 

or could be developed or introduced.
 

Considerable attention should be given to the production of fuel 

wood, Calliandra is being planted for fuel wood, but An view of 

volume of fuel wood required, the area planted and volume produced 

are not sufficient to meet the local demand, Other species, such as 

Accacia aurecleformis, Leucaena leucocephala and Casuarina euisti

folia, that are fast growing ahd assist in improving the fertility 

of the.soil and should be tried, These trees also provide a high 

degree of protection to the soilt and, hence, reduce erosion. 

Shortage of water during the dry season in the upper watershed 

magnifies the need to manage some areas for municipal and domestic 

water for the small villages in the upper watersheds as well as 
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for flood mitigation and sediment control. Forests produce the best 
quality of water, and this will bring a premium in the years to come. 
Such areas should be carefully managed and developed to increase this
 
essential resource.
 

The objective of the Forest Service and Perhutani is 
to manage

the forest on a sustained yield principle, and should be reflected in
 
the equilibrium between harvest and reforestation. The forests set
 
aside as a 
natural resource must be protected as this will affect the
 
prosperity of the Indonesian people for years to come.
 

kpiny forest products can be satisfactorily harvested under close
 
management and supervision. 
New systems of management should be tested
 
and new methods of planting and harvesting will need to be developed
 
if the forest lands are to meet the challenge of the future. 
Forest
 
management practices such as new species and methods of planting, thin
ning, and logging, should be conducted to reduce and prevent erosion.
 
With higher prices for petroleum products the forest areqs will need
 
much larger supplies of fuel wood in the future. 

Uneven age silvicultural practices are not used as much as they

should to improve 
 the forest production, Currently, silvIciturfl 
practices are designed primarily to produce teakwood, mahogany and 
pine for gum. Very little attention Isgiven to other forest values6
 
Thinning practices do allow fuel Wood to be cut and harvested during

the rotation. Inproducing a 
teak stand for market, other products
could be developed or raised underneath the stand during a part of 
its growth. For example, grass and other harvestable legumes could 
be grown and harvested but this requires good supervision and care. 
The tulpangsari system has been used for reforestation and food crops

provision. With good management, some food crops could be grown ar"
 
would not interfere with the teak growth, even in the later years of 
the silvicultural cycle. As population pressures grow this ty :, of 
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multiple-use may be necessary to feed the people of the upland areas.
 

Roads and trails need improvement. The lack of adequate roads and 

trails for proper forest supervision creates one of the greatest manage

ment problems. Roads and trails now inuse are sources of excessive 

sediment production because they are not properly drained and graded. 

Carefully planned road and trail systems should be developed and con

structed in accotdance with project goals. 

Logging practices cause tremendous erosion and channel headcut 

developMent. The practices of skidding logs through stream channels 

ad along drainage ways should be discouraged. Not only are these 

practices producing large amounts of erosion, but they are destroying 

most of the younger growth trees. 

One of the greatest gaps in our knowledge of sediment in streams
 

is the ecological impact on the forest environment produced by logging
 

and other destructive practices. Without this type of data it is
 

impossible to accurately determine what damage the increased sediment
 

loads are having qn environmental conditions both upstream and down'
 

stream, No attention isbeing given to the importance of gravity and
 

erosion energy. Logging trails are made down steep slopes because it is
 

easier to drag logs down the slopes than across the slopes. Gravity
 

is a critical factor In the movement of sediment on steep slopes.
 

Most of these recommendations can be adequately implemented by
 

existing Perhutani, forestry and other governmental organizations. 

Some of the programs are now partially financed through regular channels 

such as Perhutani, the Greening Pr' ., and Reforestation Programs. 

They will require augmentation to "C u the many problems that will be 
encountered with an active watershed management program, but because
 

the problems on forest lands are so much less than on upland cropland, 

no additional budget is proposed for the initial project period.
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F.6.S.b. Stabilization of Cut and Fill Slopes
 

There are two main methods of protbctifg cut and fill slopes:
 

vegetative planting and diversion 'ditches. If proper care is taken
 

in its establishment, vegetation is the most beneficial and durable
 

soil stabilizer. It foiins a "protective cover that shields the ground
 

surface from the direct impact of failing rain, and its roots bind and
 

serure the soil particles.' It also controls-runoff by siowing the flow
 

of water along the soil surface, and by enabling the soil to absorb
 

more water, thus decreasing 'the abi-lit3fof the :water to remove and
 

carry away detached soil par'iiles -


W
Longtem vegetative stabili'zation 'iS"ac'complished' by the rOper 

planting of various combinations -of gerdsses,. legumes I shzib" and-;rees. 

The type and mixture of individual plant species to lb used in a 

specific situation 'will depend on soil .ald:'niisture ''onditidns . climatic 

conditions, 'slope, "aspect,"er.s'onal striess, and. adjacent land'use. 

Diversion ditches are used"to 'drePt 'water '.fm.a. cut or' fill ' 

slope. Runoff"is interceptd: before".. reaches the.slopes',,and; is dis

posed of at eae' velocities. ' In handin('concentuated .flow,.'the objec-. 

tive is to detain 'the runoff by: (a) Increasing'the'flow distance,
 

(b) decreasing 'the flo i g'adient,' and'. (c) obstricting..the floW,,.,.

structures (including c'ecks', enegy'dissipatori,'tiprap line.drainage

ways, chutes, etc.) are generally necessary to control the velocity of 

the runoff. 

Cut and fill slopes must be 'stallizedas aoon ,as possible-to
 

control erosion and al'Iow rieveetation.- Rill eroion,- which occurs 

rapidly under ttie normal ' high ri'infall very difficultionditions,-i. 

to protect agiin'st and it "can becomer'a ser'es of gv"lies within a year. 

Gullies require structures fdr 6ontrol'." "Rill"erosion is 'alsoresponsi

ble for the removal of the'uio~t'fertle"portions 'of'the s61l profile. 
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Brush, "wood6x'mulch ''over can be used'on cut and till slopes to
 
permit the establishment of vegetative cover. Brush canbe'pegged down
 
or held in place by low wattlings. Eroded slopes (rills) can be reworked
 
and protected by brush or other mulching materials individually or in
 

"combination with wattling or benching.
 

Drainage'66im ioads must'be controlled by erbsion proofing the
 
drainage ditches; water must be carried acrossthe road in culverts or
 
ihprotected dips.' The outflow areas must also be protected.
 

'The cost of piotectir4 cut and" ill.:slopes cannot be gefneralized
 
with any degre'e of'accuracy. Site condit'ions vary too much to allow
 
the use"of generalized dostsf.
 

F.6.5.c. Treatment of Road and Trail Damages.:
 

-This" section describes some of the methods to be*:usedP In the 
control of accelerated ru'noff and erosion on 'andbelow the bare 'Spots
 
dreated by road And trail construction orlby 'impropi'majntenance. 
The foremost method 'is to chaige the 'commonpractie"of con'finually' 
removing all vegetation (below 'the ground 4ievil) from the-roadsides 
ard road ditc6hes.
 

Damage from runoff and erosion occurs botio tbe'-:radi and below 
it. Unpaved road surfaces, side ditches, the cuts, overcuts,'and 

fill slopes all'"have doil loss'. Mud washed-oato-the road surface may 

make 'it daingerous for travel; slides may.' entirely 'bi6ok the road and 
require costly repairs. Below the'road, gul'lied hillsides"and gouged 

"..stream channels commonly resuit'frOm ruhoff originating the road'. ., ' ' .. 
on' ' 

f
 
or the slopes. This runoff aid"the debris '6arri'ed by it increase flood 
and deposition damages' down tram '. Vil3'ages 'farmlands., irrigation 
works, domestic water supplies, and other improvements are damaged by 

the deposition of silt and rock washed down from roads. Altogether, the 
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flood and deposition damages downetream may be far greater than the ero
sion damage to the.road itself.
 

The control of runoff and erosion on road surfaces and in road
 
ditches is an engineering problem that can be solved largely by preventive
 
location, design, and construction, or by installation of adequate
 
drainage structures as the road is built. The average cost for con
structing and erosion proofing one kilometer of district road is
 
estimated at 8.78 million Rupiah (Table F-22). The most economical and
 
effective control of erosion is provided by plant growth and litter.
 
Morover, such plant growth is needed to hide the unsightly scars of road
 
construction. The establishment of plant cover on road slopes, together.
 

with the installation of such temporary mechanical aids as may be re
quired to make establishment poasible isvery important inreducing the
 

sediment load instreams.
 

There seems to be general lack of understanding of the need for
 
erosion proofing of roads and the associated drainage structures,. The
 
following dfecus3ion is designed to provide the correct name for strut ures
 
or problem areas together with a brief description of the practice used'
 

on roads, trails, logging spurs, and skid trails, The erosion problems
 
of roads and trails should be readily apparent to even a casual observers
 

(M) Slope Stabilization
 

Three requirements must be met before road slopes cali be
 

stabilized by planting: the road must be located on soils that do
 
not become exceedingly saturated-in wet weather; the slopes must
 
lie at or below the angle of repose of the soil or rock material
 
from which they are built- and drainage facilities nust be provided
 
to prevent concentrations of.ruroff from discharging onto unprotected
 

slopes.
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Road location on soils that remain reasonably stable during wet
 
weather 's
a requirement of good engineering, yet it is often
 
overlooked. Examples include roads built on soil types noted for
 
instability when wet, and construction across slopes of.sliding
 
talus or through deeply fractured, loose bedrock. 
Both examples
 
suggest the need for careful studies of location so that the cut,
 
overcast, and fill slopes maybe stabilized by vegetation, in
sofar as possible, without the aid of cribbing or other engineering
 
structures.
 

Reducing slope steepness to or below the angle of repose In loose
 
soil is essential to permit the establishment of plants. Slopes
 
steeper than the angle of repose will slough off and prevent the.
 
effective establishment of vegetation. 
Moreover, it is impractical
 
to apply topsoil, sometimes needed to help plants gain a foothold,
 
to slopes that are steeper than the angle of repose. For loose
 
soils, this angle is approximately 30 degrees, a slope of 1.SH:l.OV,
 
whereas most of the cut slopes along existing roads are nearly
 
vertical.
 

Adequate drainage must be provided to handle runoff from the
 
road surface, the cut slopes, and the hillsides above, without'
 
letting this runoff spill onto the slope to be treated. Slope

stabilization measures can take care of the rain that falls on
 
the treated area, but they cannot resist concentrated flows.
 

The nature of the exposed soil and rock material and the
 
steepness of the terrain traversed by the.road govern the requirements
 
for treating cut slopes. 
Cuts in solid roc will stand nearly
 
vertical, and they are usually stable without treatment.' Cuts in
 
shattered or weathered bedrock-will often stand on 1:1 or steepr

slopes; although they yield erosion debris, planting-of such
 
slopes is usually difficult if not impractical. Cuts in soil that
 
is easily eroded and gullied should be sloped to gradient of
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*.5U:l.OH:1V bw less, and planted-Immediately:'or When available soil 

*Moiasiewill support plant growth.., 

Deep cuts through soil insteep .terrainare especially hard
 

to control because back sloping them to 1.5H:l.OV. may require ex

cavating an extensive area of the mountainside above the road, a 

process..which creates.an even more-serious erosion problem. In 
such places, .awall or crib.-may be required:to raise the .toe of
 

the slope to permit gradient reduction without extensive, excava

tion.
 

(ii)U- Overcut and Fill S opes' 

-Because they are-built of excavated materSals, overcast and 

fill slopes ,are .tomposed of.: looae soil and rock more or -less com-, 

pacted during construction.-. The surface is loose and erodible. 

Such slopes are. not difficult :to. contrl because ;.they. contain 

some topsoil which can have favorable soil"and moisture conditions 

for plant geowth. They should be treated by coveIng with litter,

wattling, or other means as the final step inroad construction,
 

and ,should.berevegetated as rapidly .as possible.,
 

(iii) Road Shoulders
 

-Road shoulders .serve as*.ool1eoting areas.. f r aihfal1, and
 

paved roads' shoulders are often gullied by runoff from the road
 

surface. The conditions are aggravated when .,the shoulders e
 

wide, and where vegetation. is prevented from &0owing.'
 

(iv) Gully Treatment 

ullies 'are, of two"claisbs: :-those developed 


places, where' Chanel sa ,permanentleeded to.carunoff as
 

.Road gslope. at 
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a part of the road drainage systo; and those cut by runoff that 
Will be diverted and controlled upon 1he installation of adequate 
road drainage facilities. Gullies of the first type should be 
classed as watercourses and equiped with culverts or suitable 
drains in accordance with approved road construction and drainage
 
practices. 
After this repair work, areas of disturbed soil will
 
be covered with litter, seeded, and planted as needed to prevent
 
accelerated erosion. Gullies of the second type will be filled and
 
treated for surface control along with the rest of the slope.
 

(v) Cross Dip 

ThIs consists of a broad, shallow depression in a road at a 
stream crossing designed to spread the water in a wide, thin sheet 
that is easily forded. The gentle slopes of this dip cause minimum
 
jolting of vehicles. 
In steep terrain, a retaining wall and channel
 
stabilization measures may be required at the dip outlet. 
The
 
dip surface is sometimes paved to evenly spread the flow and prevent
 
road surface erosion. 
Such dips may be used on roads or trails.
 

(vi) Grade-Dip
 

This short section of trail, generally not over 2 or 3 
m long,

isbuilt with a 
grade slightly adverse to the prevailing grade of
 
the trail. 
The trail is outsloped at the low point in the dip so
 
that water flowing down the trail can be diverted. Such-dips are 
most satisfactory when built during construction so that the"* 
designed grade allows for the sections of adverse grade. When 
grade-dips are built into existing "tiails,the upper portion is 
usually too steep for proper maintenance. Instead of building 
dips in an existing trail, it is customary-to build waterbars.
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Waterb~rs Are. generally made wita a log of mall diameter
 
laid at..a sl~ght ;angle 
to the6 trail tread and staked in place.
 
The tread downgrade from the. waterbar i 
 flush with the top of
 

,the log.while upgrade the. tread.lAe 
 kqpt. well below the top of the 
log., The outside edge of the trail imediately uphill from, the 
waterbarA
is.;rut down to spread the water on the.natural.slope below 
the-trail; Waterbars cannot be used effec.tively on trails, traveled 
by motorcycles ow trail bikea. 

For runoff and erosion control on logging spurs, and skid
 
trails, the commonly used road and trail-drainage structures will
 
be too costly for installaton. Morovex.,the carefully: designed
 
structures required malnta .ned road or trail
on are. not needed
 
to divert runoff from spur roa4s. and trails that are 
abandoned.
 
Instead, simple ditches 
dug., acrprss the traveled way. at frequent 
intervals will suffice. 
Such ditches are defined.according to 
their size and manner of iconstru,.tion. This is not true$ howevebi.
 
where area is ,cleared and upla, 
 cro s aiqe pennitted for three
 
years. These 
areas require a more intensive erosion proofing 
of roads and trails. 

(vii.i.) Cross-Ditch 

* *Asmall ditch is dug at an anle across the tread with the 

excavated earth piled along the downslop9 e.dge of the ditch, 
Such ditches are quickly madej they. divert small flows.of water 
and prevent damaging concentrations of runoff. itchs are. 
usually spaced 10 to 30 .m apart, .depending on the steepness 6f 
slope 'and the amount of.-runoff to ,be. controlled 
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(ix) Culvert Outfills 

On some roads the repair or erosion-proofing of culvert out
falls, properly the duty of the road-maintenance organization, 
may have to be constructed by the erosion control to haltcrew 
or prevent slope undercutting. This condition cannot be seen by 
casual inspection: from the road. The downhill position of culvert 
utlets makes this difficult to 6bserve, and therefore, special 

time must be taken to climb d6wn the slope and closely inspect 
them. 

F.6.5.d. Maintenance and Repair
 

Constant. inspection'and maintenanc" of erosion control works 
on non-cultivated areas are especially important during the first 
rainy season after construction'. At his time, the sown and planted 
vegetation is. in the eirly stages of development, and mechanical treat
ment must carry the entire burden of cont'rol. By the second season, 
damage from drainage failures should have been repaired, the plant Cover' 
should have a good grip on the soil, and the plants should be well. 
established. 

Immediate repair is essential where" failures occur. Failures 
commonly cause two types of damage: gullied slopes r'esulting from spill
overs of road surface water where drainage is inadequate or where 
drainage stiuctures have been plugged by debrig; and slides and 
slumps resulting from'saturation and slipping of the soil mass. Culvert 
outfalls and the vegetation plantings should be inspected frequently 
and maintained as needed 
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F.6.6. Stream Channel Improvement and Stabilization 

F.6.6,a. General
 

Channel stabilization involves the reduction of gradient, adjusting
 

the flow distance through changes in alignment, and obstructing the flow.
 

The principles are similar to controlling flows in gullies, but the 

size and complexity of structures are increased, and a specific engi

neering design isusually required. Riprap becomes larger as the force
 

of water becomes greater. Vegetation can only be established on stream
 

banks, due to the wet condition in the stream. Revetments are often
 

required to protect stream banks. Riprap, gabions, and sand bags are 

also used for bank protection. Permanent control structures con

structed from reinforced concrete are sometimes required. 

Two methods are used to stop streambank erosion: First, the bank 

can be reinforced so that the velocity cannot erode it. Seccndly,-the 

fast current can be moved away from the bank.
 

Generally, it is of primary importance that continuity in river 

improvement is followed- that is, the improvements are provided over 

long reaches of river so that improvements in one reach do not cause 

damages in unprotected reaches either upstream or downstream. However, 

in upland valleys one may be able to tolerate spotty control -- control 

of a short reach next to a bridge or town, for example. There are not 

enough benefits to justify controlling long reaches of river. Each river
 

problem must be assessed individually. Delaying channel improvements
 

inreaches not yet troubled isless costly than making improvements
 

in expectation of problems.
 

In designing river channel improvements and stabilization projects,
 

full consideration should be given to the interrelated factorc of
 

river hydraulics, flood peak frequency, flood volume frequency, stream
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bank'and bed materials, and suspended and bed-load transport.
 

In
Finally, there is the important consideration of maintenance. 


into large problemsrivers, small maintenance problem usually grow 	 if 

Therefore, an organization with adequate
timely repairs are not made. 

If stream channel
maintenance forces and budgeted money is necessary. 


not to be maintained they should not be constructed,improvements are 

because their failure usually causes very large damages.
 

F.6.6.b. Channel Control Structures
 

The names used to describe river structures are not universal.
 

definitions and description, are included to. provide
Hence, -the ASCE 

a standard (26).
 

(i) Revetments 

erosion.These are structures designed.to protect the bank. from 

The bank is sloped and shaped to the desired align, and then covered
 

to resist the flowing water.. Generally, revetmentss se of three 

types: blanket, pervious, and solid fence.
 

asphalt,Blanket revetment is constructed. Wt.1 rock, concrete, 

the revetment extends 
masonry, or mats of vegetation. In some;qases, 

to the tbhalweg of the stream io prevent undqrcutting. 	In other cases,
 

Then, if the

the revetment is keyed into the riverbed atthe bank. 


thalweg moves to the bank, the revbtment,does not fail. Probably
 

a combination of gabion and rock riprap is the most feasible in
 

gabions can be destroyed
Ithis 'watershed. Reports indloate tha, 

b impact from gravel,- cobbles, and boulders, If so, then rock
 

on the banks.riprap can -be used: neartbe [bed and. gabions higher 

pile structures,Pervious revetments consist of open fence, 
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cable connected jacks or'baskets and similar materials placed 

along the desired alignment to prevent bank erosion and to build 

up the bank by deposition. Pervious revetments work best ir streams 

carrying much suspended load, such as the Jragung and.its 

tributaries. 

Solid fence, usually one or more row, are used on steep
 

stream slopesand must have strength to resist the large flow forces.
 

(ii) Groins 

Groins are short, usually solid, structures, extending from the 

Groins keep thebanks at approximately right angles to the'flow. 


They promote some deposition
high velocities away from the bank. 


in the lee between groins.
 

Rock groins capped with concrete are often used. The nose
 

of the groins must*be 'designed to -'resistvery largevelocities in
 

steep mountain streams." Moreover' .the-foundation for the nose must 

As with all
be below the scour'lvel; that occrs at :the nose.. .

river structures , maintenance 'isespecially needd after floods 

Dikes ae similar"to groins but 'ettend farther into the 

channel.' Dikes guide' the flow in,-a manner,such that an effective 

channel is"scoured and-maiitained along the desired alignment. 

(iii) Rock:IWindrow
 
"I.-' I " - .. 

Dumping oCk in a windrow :aloin the desed. bank alignment 

and then having the' rock fall into the, river as the bank erodes 

behas been successfully; used.'" The prerequisite is that ihe banks 

noncohesive.
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Use of rock windrows is probably not warranted in Indonesia
 
since there isplenty of opportunity tp work in the rivers during
 

the dry season. 

(iv) L-Head Revetment 

To conserve length on fence-type revetment, gaps are left in 
the fence. Then, the revetment has the configuration "L"with 
t extremity of one leg attached to*the bank, the same leg nornal 
to the flow and the other aligned in the downstream direction.
 

(v) Check Dams 

Check dams promote deposition in the pool created by the dam. 
Check dams are used as sediment traps and as structures to prevent 
riverbed degradation and gully advancement. Just about everything 
has been used to build check dams. However. engineering principles
 
must be adhered to. Otherwise failure of the sediment trap means 
all is wasted; the sediment trap has merely postponed movement of 
the sediment.. 

Very small bamboo wattle checkdams are used successfully to 
stop small gullies from advancing. Larger gullies require costly 
structures so they won't fail and be overtopped by floods. 

The best place to employ check dams is at the point where 

the glly begins. Sometimes the whole' basin up tream can be 
saved from erosion by one structure. 

F.6.6,c. Streambank Protection 

rProtection and stablization of streambanks, gullies, or excavated 

channels against scour and erosion is generally a large and costly 
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unidertaking. Vegetetive or structural means or a combination .of the 

two have proved to be effective approach in stabilizing streambanks, 

gullies, and excavated channels. There are two general types of 

bank protection: those that retard flow along the,bank and-thereby
 

promote deposition; and those that through some from of vegetation,
 

protect the bank from direct erosion and scouring.
 

Vegetation plays an important part *inthe control of streambank
 

erosion. There are two problema to consider in.usipgvegetation for
 

protection: establishing a vegetative stand or cover; and stabilizing
 

that section of the bank below normal water surface so that.vegetation
 

will not be undercut.
 

Vegetation is used most successfully above the waterline on properly 

sloped banks and on the flood plain to retard velocity. Vegetation 

should be used back of revetments.and jetties in the area where silt 

deposition occurs, on the banks above desigq flows, and on slope protected 

by brush mats. Many species of plants (shrubs and trees) are suitable 

for streambank planting. 

(i) Boulders and Branch Cuttings 

Properly, placed rock or boulder riprap is an .effectivemethod 

of gully or streambank protection. This, combined with branch 

cuttings of bamboo or trees like Glericidia sepium and Leucaena• . ,. ', . :.; .' 

leucochephala, make a good, ombination of*biological and structural 
erosion control. Boulders may be costly because of the difficulty 

of quarrying and transporting, Nut when these are locally availa

ble, erosion control can be effective,; 

The required si~e and gradationof therock riprap depends 

upon size and magnitude of gullIy and streamflqw.. However, strict 

rulescannot be given.. Therecommendations below are empirical 
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values derived from gully treatments in the Colorado Rocky
 

Mountains and should be evaluated accordingly to suit local con

ditions [251. As a general rule, however, rock diameters should 

not be less than 10 cm and 25 percent of all rocks should be withir 

10-14 cm in size. The upper size limit will be determined by the 

size of the gully. Large gullies can include large rocks. Flat 

and round rocks Should be avoided [251. Both types slip out of 

a structure more easily than rocks, which anchor well with each 
other. In general, large gullies and flows will require larger 

rock sizes than small gullies. An effective rock gradation would 

call for distribution of size classes as follows:
 

Size Percent of Total 

10 14cm 25 

15 - 19 cm 20 

20- 30'cm 25' 

31 -45cm 30. 

Freshly cut branches should be .plantedbetween these boulders.
 

This is usually done a little before the onset of the rainy season.
 

The fill slope should'be shaped from the top to the bottom. Guided,
 

contour lines sh6ulla be laid out on the Islopes. Staking (of fresh 

branches)'should be started from the bottom of the slope where 

boulders were placed as part of the.structure, with intervals of
 
about 1.5 ,mbetween"rows and' .0 within each row. 'One ha may
 

require 6,600 branch cutting :s.
The length of "thebranch ,cttings
(stakes) depends 'on the slope's overcasting materials; '1 or,1.2mn 

length'is sufficient. The -diameter6f the stake should be'5 c .
 

Sto 6.5 cm. All branch are sharpenedat the bottom end for~asy 

'staking. 

The correct angle for driving the stakes'through 'the ground is 

approximntely perpendicular 'to theiinidined slope. -A maximum of 
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15 cm is allowed to stick.out of the4 u Any split.eO.s ihould 

be spawed off., 

(ii)Grass Soiand Branch Pitching
 

Grass sod Ind branch,pitching ip one of the.cheapest 7pethods of
 

erosion control. It does not require factory-produced materials or
 

highly speciali-ed skills to perform the job..
 

This.erosLn control xqqasure just as.any.other measure,
 

prior to. the start of any, aqtivity.requires eval] t on of the. area 

ClearingOnce this is accomplished, restoration work can start. 


and smoothing.the area.,by.constructing some sort of stept in the 

form of small terra'ces ae essential,

orOn slopes that are relatively gentl,. about 20 degrees 

less, the c-nstrution of steps furnishes..a convenient place for
 

planting grasses. The worse the conditions for grass growth, the
 

wider and deeper th...steps must.be built P~d.:.1,e.E 2.5]. If the
 

puch .of Th slq has
steps aT .toQ. wide ad .too. closely spared, 

;of, ero

to be cut .off or excavated, thereby increasing the haza, 

sion. Thk.standard verticaL.,spac.e betweeTIthe steps is 1. to
 

is fertile,no dpwn
1.5. T... t1e slope.;is ge.tle and 1kq ,soilIf 

w, soil .euport is...needed. -If the s.l.oe.. is steep, .iv.e. stakes
 

from tree branches with a diameter of .5 to .6,5.cmare ,used ,n the
 

step or terrace. , Br ncl cuttings.are .sharpenedlower side. of the 


s,*ing., The terrace .should 'be
 
,at.,the .bottom, ends. for ease..in 

on more :gentle. slopes..1 m wide. for steep slopes and about. 3 m wide 

planted to initiate early establishmentOn.ese terraces, grasses are 


of soil cover. Kikuyu grass, Bracharia Lrizantha, star grass,
 

or any grass that easily grows on the site
 
para grass, napier grass 


; on .e. ngbanks.. On steeps.,lopes,
.is. 4sirable,Rfor, pantin 


ould.b.e: plted .about 20. o .30: cm apart,between andi
 grasses 
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along rows. The stakes could be about 1 to 2 m along rows 

(usually on the lower edge of the terrace) and 1.5 m between rows 

ok a total of 6,600 stakes per ha.
 

Gentle slopes require fewer branches for staking along
 

rows with 1 m spacing and 3 mbetween rows' -and require about 3,330 

cuttings per ha. Using 20"to 30 cm spacing for grass, i.e. Bracharia 

brizantha grass, about four truck-loads are required per ha. 

This.type of critical area planting'is estimated to haye an
 

average cost of 622,200 Rupiah per ha '(Table F-5).
 

(iii) Grass Sod and Hats
 

In providing stabilization and stream channel protection 

against scour and erosion by vegeta~tion, the principal causes of 
erosion should be c6isideried. These may be classified as geologic, 

climatic, or hyda'ulic although there iay be a very close relation

ship between them (27) ' Living'vegetation provide- effective and
 

relatively chea'p materials for protecting, matting and stabilizing
 

stream ,channels. Before going into the actual job of placing
 

the protect:on materials, investigations on the behavior of the
 

stream conditions should be conducted.
 

dnidb ia
As part of streambanc and'.channel mr~m ta 

tion the removal of such debris as stumps, fallen trees, s6diment 
bars, other obstruction6 is essentIal. Leveing the suzface is 

If- is muciih 'better -7-;i_Important prior to. the' planting 'of grasses.e s 

to plant perennial &rasses than to .plant annuals. Many species'.
 

of grasses are suitable for protectibri'planting. Using mats'with
 

grass plantings will give very good results,but it requires the 

use of some fastening materi.als to hold the 'mats in place 
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The construction procedure first requires placing a rock 

toe, using it as base for the mat. Hence brush or bamboo mat is 

recommended. The rock toe should be carried to the point of the 

channel and be at least 45 cm thick to remove the danger of dis

placement during flood flows. It is not practical to use a rock
 

toe in streams subject to channel scour during flood flows because
 

it is seldom feasible to place enough rock to compensate for the
 

downward movement caused by the temporary deepening of the channel
 

[27J. The cleared channels or sloped bank should be planted before
 

the mat is placed. The best time to plant is during the early part
 

of the rainy season.
 

The mat should be placed over the exposed soi as soon as'
 

possible after planting grasses. Grass plantings should be spaced
 

about 20' m apart between and along rows or a total'of 25 hills
 
*2'
 per m . The mat should be'15 to 45 cm thick, depending upon the 

size of the channel. The mat is held in place by driving stakes 

at ..an angle across each other in pairs or by driving stakes straight 

into the ground with a spacing of about 70cm on center and inter

.lacing with three mm 'gailvanized wire [27). 'After the wire 'is"" 

attached, the stakes are driven deeper, which tightens the wires 

.and firmly binds the mat. 

F.6.7.; Inspection andiMaintenance of Structure
 

STheisuccess or failure of properly designed and constructed erosion
 

control.structurest terraces or diversions depends upon,proper and 

timel maintenance. ,-,When terraces, waterways and diversions are con

p.permanent seeding or sodding cannot be completed,'a seedingstructedand 


o :a .temporary,.cover crop is, recommended. Vegetation on all filter strips 

r quires regularcutting of, the vegetation and fertilizer to maintain 

uniform plant cover,.. 
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The first two or three years after construction are the most critical 

for maintenance problems with most structural measures. Therefore, 

physical periodic inspections by supervisory staff should be scheduled
 

for at least the first two years after construction. ror bench terraces
 

this should include a careful supervision of the crops grow. to prevent
 

the use of unstable terrace areas for flooded rice production.
 

After each major storm, all structures (including terraces) are to
 

be inspected by project personnel, their damage evaluated and repairs
 

initiated. Concurrent with terrace construction, farmers should be
 

trained in inspection, proper use, maintenance and repair of terraces,
 

drop structures, and waterways on their property. 

Periodic checks should be made of all gully control works. : The 

following maintenance practices are Important:
 

1. Protect all vegetative plantings from grazing or harvesting.until
 
established and then allow limited use; 

2. Eliminate competition from undesirable weeds and grasses invegetative 
plantings; 

3. Protect all plantings from trampling excessive livestock use and
fire
 

4. 	 Make immediate repairs of breaks or low spots in texaces, iversions. 
or structures; 

5. 	Remove trash from drop inlets of weirs;
 

6. 	Sod or seed spot failures in vegetative plantings;
 

7. 	Apply fertilizer to vegetation as required; and
 

8. Inspect sides, corners, and wingwalls of all structures and repair
 
cracks caused by settling, rodent burrows, dry weather, etc., before
 
the structure is weakened.
 

Considerable damage, as well as loss of structures may result from
 
failure to protect and properly mintain the structures. Providing 

minor maintenance in a timely manner often saves costly repair jobs when
 

an unusual storm occurs.
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TABLE F-9 

,COST ESTDATE FOR DETAILM SOIL SURVEYS 
(January 1980 Rfipiab Values) 

Daily Costs 	 Rupiah 

'Labor Costs 

One.technical (Team Leader),. 
 1,600. 
Two non-technical workers .(1,000-Rp/dayx.).... 
 2,000
 

Laibor Cost' 3k,60
 

EquimentCost
 
* 	 Estimated one pickup and soll surveyequipent
 

at 5,000 Rp/day y .pment
e. 	 5,00 

Liaoratory Analysis ;'"'
 
SAssume 5 ha per sample, tb be analyzed
 

44 	 3,000 Rp/aale 2,400 
5 ha/sample x 

'Total Datiy Cost .11 0000
 

Cost Per Hectare., 

.Assuming 200 Fjei, days per year, each soil.,survey teamz oui' provide 'dekailed soil surveys 'ont 800ha per year at 	the.. 
average rate of 4 ha/day
 

Average cost/ha 1lluoo 
 :2,750
 

Estimated cost for base maps, aerial p otographs' and:.'drafting is 1,250/ha 
 1,250 

Total Estimated Cost/ha 000 
Estimated Supervision and Adm.(15%). 600 

Estimated Total Cost/ha 4,600 

1/Auger boring density is 20 borings per hectare, for noncropland 10 boringsper hectare. A team could accomplish an average area of 4 hectares per day.
2/ Includes transport vehicle and soil survey equipment.3/ Laboratory analysis includes chemical,, physical & engineering analysis. 
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TABLE P-10
 

COST ESTIMATE PER HECTARE FOR CRITICAL AREA PLANTING 

WITH GRASS AND BRANCHCUTTINGS 
(January 1980 Rupiah Values)
 

Itemi Unit Unit Cost Quantity" Cost Rp/ha
 

Materials
 

Grass for sprigging 12 00 120,bOO
 
Brushwood Pc 5 2500 1254t300
 

Fertilizer .5OW, 70 35000
 

Hauling materials for
 
10 km @ 400 Rp/m 3 /km m3 , 4,000 -20 ,000 

Total Materials 360,00 

Labor 

Land Preparation md :500 100 50'000 

Sprigging md 500 117 58,500 

Brushwood planting md 500 110 50,000 

Total ,Labor, 3l7, -158 500 

Total Estimated Cost 518,500
 

Contingencies (10%) .51,850
 

Engineering Design (5%) 25,925
 
Eng. Supervision & Adm.(..() 25,925
 

Total Cost 622,200
 

Note: Thisj 1,eq#valenit to Rp., 65-per mforcrticaA -area planting on small
 
areas.
 



TABLE F-11
 

-COST ESTIMATE FOR A KILOMETER O'DrRSION 

(January 1980 Ruptah Values)."" 

Rupiah/km 

M arials,18 

2 	 24,000Grass for sprigging 2,000 m @ 12 Rp./m2" 

3 @ 7,000 Rp./i 3 - 21,000
'.Stone for "drops 3.0 'i


27,000
Bamboo 45 pcs, @ 600eRp./pc. 


Hauling materials 6 m3 for 10 km @ 400 Rp./km/m3' 24,000
 

-Total Materials 	 96,000 

Labor
 

Excavation 408 m3.@ 2 m3/md - 204 md @ 500 Rp. 2 102,000
 

Trimming estimated at 26 md @ 500 Rp. . ,13,000
 

Sprigging 2,000 m2 @ 50 m2/md - 40md @ 50.0Rp 20,000
 

Foreman estimated at 10 md @ 1*,000 Rp./md 10,000
 

Total Labor 	 .145,000
 

Total Estimated C t 241,000 

Contingencies. (102) 24,100 

Engineering Design (5%) 12,05O" 

Engineering Supervision and Administration.(10%) 	 24,100
 

:Total: Cost 	 '-301250
 

1/" Design criteria was 10 year frequency rainfall of 110 m/hr and a runoff
 
.C.oefficient'of 0.35 (Qui 2,78"CTA) 107 1/s/ha. Assuming the average
 
-area drained by 'the diversion to be 3.0 ha the capacity requirement would
 
be 321 I/s.
 

2/	Typical parabolic grassed waterway with a top width (t) of 1.7 meters 

and a channel depth (d) of 0.30 meters that would have an area of 0.34 m
 
(A - 2/3 td) and a peak discharge capacity (Q)of about 400 1/s with a
 
velocity of 1.2 m/s Vased on a 3% slope and a Manning's "n" of 0.045.
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TABLE F-.12
 

"HILLSIDE'DITCHES COST ESTIMATE FOR
 

USE ON A 40 PERCENT SLOPE
 

Unit Cost 
Unit Cot quantity Cost

Item Cost Rp/ha
 

Labor 

SWrveyir and Staking in Field "Ad 750: 4 3,003 

l/ 500 35 17,500
'Hillside Ditch Construction1 md 


Constructing Needed Waterways
 
"ad 500 5 2,500
and structures 


Total Labor 23,000
 

Materials
 

Bamboo For Drops.and Staking 
(6m length) pCs, 600 5. 3,000' 

Total Estimated Cost 26,000
 

Contingencies (10%) 2,600
 

Engineering Design (5%) 1,0o
 

Engineering Supervisibn andAdmintraiOn (10) 2,60 

Total Cost .32,500 

l/ Based on an average Vertical Interval of 4.3 meters and an average
 
-Horizontal Interval of 10.75 meters there would be 930.meters of
 
Hillside Ditch. If the average cut is 0.15 w2 it would require
 
about 140 m3/ha, or 35 md/ha based on a production rate of 4.0 m

3/md.
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TABLE F-13 

CONSERVATION TERRACE COST ESTIMATE FOR 

A 15 PERCENT SLOPE AND A 2.9 METER-

VERTICAL INTERVAL
 

Item Unit 


Labor 

Field Preparation - Surveying md 

Staking Fields md 

Terrace Construction.l/ md 

Constructing Waterways and-
Diversions od, 

Constructing Drop Structures tad 

Revegetating terrape channels 
and waterways ld 


Total Labor 


Materials.
 

Bamboo for Drops and'Staking 
(6 m length) pe. 

Stone (used only if available 
on site) 

2
Grass for Sodding and Sprigging m


Total Materials 


Total Estimated Cost 


Contingencies (10%) 


Engineering Design (5%) 


Engineering Supervision
 

Administra#tjoX (10%) 

Total Cost 


Unit Cost 
Cost Qanxity Rp/ha 

750 5 3;750'. 

750 3 2,250 

500 10. 209000 

5008 '1,000 

500 2 1,000 

t0 :,500 

32,'500 

6 6 3,600 

12 50 .600
 

4,200
 

36,700
 

3,670 

1,835
 

3,7
 

45,875
 

I/ Based on an average Vertical Interva-l.Af 2.9 meters and an average
 
Horizontal Interval of 19 meters this would require 526.meters of 
terrace channel per ha. The volume of.cut..is.assumed to be 160 m3 /ha. 
At a production rate of 4 m3/md this would require 40 man days.For 
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TABLE 	F-14
 

BENCH TERACING COST ESTINATE FOR 

15% SLOPE JND 100 cm VERTICAL INTERVAL 
(January 1980 Rupiah Values) 

Item 	 Unit unit Quantity Cost

Cost
 
Rp. 	 Rp/ha
 

Labor
 

Field Preparation-Surveying aid 750 40 30,000 

Staking Fields md 750-' -8 - 6,000 

Terrace Construction 1/ 5001i; 460- 230,000 

Constructing Waterways and Diversions md 500 33 16,500 

Constructing Drop Structures . mUd 500. 40" 20,000 

•Revegetating Waterways and Terrace gisers, 500: 45 22,500
 

Total Labor 	 720 325,000
 

Materials 

Bamboo for Drops and Staking (6 m length) pc 600 40- 24,000 

Stone _/.m3, 7000 ".0 28,000 
2
Grass for Sprigging Risers and Waterways. - 12 2,500 30,000
 

Total Materials 	 , - 82,000
 

Total Estimate Cost 	 407,Oob
 

Contingencies (10%) 	 40,700i
 

Engineering Design (5%) 	 20,350
 

Engineering Supervision and Administration :(i0%) 	 40,700
 

Total Cost 	 508,750
 

I/ Based on 1,380 m3/ha at the rate of 3.0 m3/md from the design specifications.
 
2/ Stone cost estimated at 3,000 Rp/m3 cost, plus hauling 10 km @ 400 Rp/km/m3
 

4,000 Rp, for total of 7,000 Rp/m 3.
 

Note: 	 Terracing one ha of 15% slope with a 120 cm vertical interval and a
 
horizontal interval of 666.67 cm requires 1,500 meters of bench per ha.
 
With an effective crop width of 499.2 cm, and a 5% allowance for water-

Ways, the net croppable area is about 7,114 m2 per ha'bench terraced,
 
or '71% of the gross area.
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TABLE F-15
 

BENCH TERRACING COST ESTIMATE 
 FOR 
25% SLOPE AND 120 cm VERTICAL INTERVAL 

(January 1980 Rupiah Values) 

Itern ....... Unit 


Labor
 
Field Preparation-Surveying md 

Staking Fields 
 md 

Terrace Construction 1/ 


Constructing Waterways and Diversions 
 md 

Constructing Drop Structures 
 . md 

Revegetating Waterways and Terrace Risers 
md 


Total Labor 


Materials 
Bamboo for Drops and Staking (6mi length). Pi 
Stone./ 3m

Grass for sprigging 'inRisers -and Waterway'-., 

Total Materials 


Total Estimated Cost 

Contingencies (10)-. 

Engipeering.Design (5)" 
Engineering Supervision and Adm. (O). 


Total Cost 

CostUnit 'Quantity Cost 

Rp. 

750 40 

750 8 

500 445 

500 55 

500 65 

500 .73 

-6961 

6b050 

7,000 


'2 

760 


Rp/ha 

30,000
 

.6,000
 

227,500
 

27,500 

32,500 

. 36,500 

360,000
 

30,000 

.149,000
 

036,000 

1....'500 

• " : 

475,000 

47,500 

.23,750 

47,500 

593,7505:01 45... 

1/Based on 455 md/ha from Panawangan terracing, or approximately 1,356 m3/ha
at the rate of 3.0 m
3/md from design specifications.
 
2/ Stone cost estimated at 3,000 Rp/m 
cost, plus hauling 10 km @ 400 Rp/km/m 
=
4,000 Rp, for total of 7,000 Rp/m3
 .
 
Note: Terracing one ha of 25% slope with a 120 cm 
vertical interval and a
horizontal interval of 480 cm requires 2,083 teters of bench per ha..
With an effective crop width of.'308.9 cm, and a 5 
allowance for
waterways, the net cropable area is about 6,114 m 
per ha bench
terraced, or 61% of the gross area.
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TABLE F-16 

OST ESTIMATE FOR THE CONSTRUCTION' 

BAMBOO WATTLE CHECKS I/
 
(January 1980 Rupiah Values)
 

Average height and width of check 
- 0.40 meter and 2 meters. 

Rupiah/Strucoure
 

Materials
 
8 pcs. of bamboo at 600 Rp./pc. 
 4,800

2.0 kg of tie wire at500 Rp,/kg 
 1,000
 

cost of Materials 5,800 

Haulin. .
 

Regular load per truck is 250 pcs. otbamboo
 
hauled an estimated 20 km @ 400 Rp./kin
 
= 8,000 Rp./10ad br 8000 x256
 

250
 

Labor
 
Excavation volume of 0.25 m3 would.requiremO.25 md
 
@ 500 Rp./md 
 125-

Installation of bamboo wattles with bamboo dlssipators
 
is estimated at 2 md @ Rp. 500/md. 
 ,:
; 	 L1,000. 

Labor Cos t..,.;: 	 1,125 

TotalgEstimated'Cost, 7,181
 
Contingencies (10%) 
 718
 
Engineeering Design (5%) 
 359''.
 
Engineering Supervision & Administration (10%) 
 718:
 

Total Cost 	 8976
 

1/ 	A bamboo wattle,check with average: effective,dam height of 0.4 m made
 
of mature native bamboo (average,6 m length),,
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TABLE F-17 

COST .STIMATE FOR..THE -CONSTRUCTION 

o0 BAMBOO WATTLE CHECKS WITH. ST0n DISSIPATORS 
(January 1980Ruplo Values) 

Average height and width of check 0.4 meter and 2 meters.
 

RupiaJ /Structure
 

Miterials
 
k pcs. of bamboo at 600 Rp./pc. 3,600
 
2.0 kgs of tie wire at 500 Rp./kg 1,000'0
 
0.25 m3 of stone at 3,000 Rp../m 3 .. ,750 

Cost of Materials 5350 

.Hauling 

Regular load per truck is 250 pcs. of,bamboo hauled an,
 
average of 20 km @400. Rp./km '.80O0P0/load or

8,0x 6 pc. 192
 
250 

.Hauling stone 10 km @400 Rp./km/m 3 for 0.25 i0 1,000 

Total Hauling 1,192
 

Labor 

Excavation Volume - 0.25 m3 . Utilize 1 laborer at
 
500 Rp./day with one cubic meter/day output,. . 1.
 
Installation of wattles & stone dissipators. ;. 

-Utilize 2 laborers for 1 day .at500 Rp./day -wage rate 1,000 

Labor Cost. 1,125
 

Total Estimted Cost,: 7,667

Contingencies (10%) 
 767 
Engineering Design (5%) 
 .384 

Engineering Supervision & Administration (10Z) 767" 

Total-.Cost 9585,,
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TABLE F-18
 

COST ESTINkTES FOR GULLY 'CONTROLBY
 

S A ROCK DROP/CH.ECKs 1.0 m)
 
(January 1980 Rupiah Values)
 

"Rupiah/Structure
Materials 


1'cu.m. of boulders 7,000 Rp.,at site 1/ 7,000
 

Labor
 

Excavation and trimmingof surfaces vol. 0.4,-'m3'. 

:will require about :1 mauday of labor 500 

Hauling of boulders from dumping to the site will,: 
utilize 1 laborer @ 1.5 cu.m. per day per laborer ..
 

3350.67 manday 


Laying of boulders, backfilling:and c mpaction'will
 

require approximatealy 

Foreman. m @ 1,000 R

1.33 mandays labor. 

p./md 

665' 

500 

Labor Cost 2,000 .. 

Total Estimated Cost- 9,000 

Contingencies-10% 

Engineering Design (5%) 

'900 

450 

Engineering Supervision and Administiation (10%). 900, 

Total Cost: .11,250' 

I/ 	Based on a cost of 3,000 Rp./m
3
13'i% ius 4,00Rp/m

3 .for hauling to the dump
 

site at an estimated 10 kilometers.
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TABLE F-19 

COST ESTIMATES FOR GULLY CONTROL LARGE ROCK DROP/CHECKS 

3
(ESTIMATED AVEPAGE VOLUME 4.5 m(January 1980 Rupiah Values)
 

Materials 	 Rupiah/Structure
 

4.5 m3 of boulders @ 7,000 Rp./m 3 2_ 	 31,500
 

I~bor 

Excavation and Triming of Surfaces,
3Vol. 2.0 'm 3 /md mdx 500 kp./md 	 500M2'i -1 

Hauling of boulders from dumping area to the site,.
3
utilize 3 laborers @ 1.5 M3/d for 4.5 m


3 md x 500 Rp./md 	 1,500
 

Laying of boulders3 3 
3 laborers @ 1.5 m /d for 4.5 -3 J ma @ 500 Rp./md 1'j500
 

Backfilling, compaction and rvegetation 
1 man days @ 500 Rp./md 	 500
 

Foreman 2 md@ 1O000 Rp./mid' 	 2,000 

Labor Cost 	 ;. 6,000 

Total' 'Estimated Cost .... 37,500 
C6ntingencies 10% 3,750 

Engineering Designs '.,'5.; 1,1875 

Engineering Supervision &Administration 10 ,3,750 

Total 	 ':46,875 

1/ 	 This loose rock check/drop structure has an average effective dam height of 
1.20 meters; average dimensional values taken from .30 m to 2.10 m, as 
minimum and maximum 'height respectively, and with an average volume of 
4.5 m3/structure.
 

2/ 	Based on a cost of 3,000,Rp./m 3 plus 4,000 Rp./m 3 for hauling to dump
 
site.
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TABLE F-20
 

GULLY HEADCUT TREATMENT 

COST ESTIMATE FOR RUBBLE MA9oNR 
-
(EStIM.TED AVEAGE, voump 1.A m ) 

(January 1980 Rupiah Values)
 

Materials
 

Cement - 40 kg sks @ 2,000 Rp./sk x 9 sks 18,000 
Sand - 3.4 m3 @ 3,500 Rp./m 3 at construction site 11,900 

Rubbles - 8.4 m3 @ 7,000,RpIm atconstructton site z58,800 

Delivery of 
cement - 50km @'800 Rp'/kmi.for 360kg 	 14,400 

Materials Costa2 ,103,100
 

Labor Cost
 

Hauling of material from the main dump to the site
 
4 mandays at 500 Rp."' . .2,000
 

Construction of rubble masonry 
.Amason with 4 helpers @ 3.5 days - 17., md at.-.750 Rp. 13,125 

Excavation est. 10 m3 (5 laborers for 2 days 10 md at500 Rp.) 	 .
 5,000
 

Backfiliing, 2 mandays at-500 Rp. 
 1000
 

Labor Cost A2,125
 

Total Esited -. 124,225
:Cos-

Contingencles (10%) 
 ;.;2,420
 
:.Engineering Design (5%) 
 6,210
 
Engineering Supervision & Administrationr (10%) 12,420
 

,
Total ..	 .55,275
 

1/ 	Headcut treatment structures assumed to control a gully head with an
 
average depth of 2 meters and 7 meters wide with an average volume of
 
7 i 3,
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TABLE F-21
 

GULLY HEADCJT OR STREAMBAN EROSION TREATIJN 1 
COST ESTIMATE FOR GABION RETAINING WALL 

(Estimated Volume 7 mJ) 
(January 1980 Rupiah Values) 

Material Costs 
 Rupiah/Structure
 

Boulders at 7,00Rp./m3 x 7 m3 
at site .. 49,000
 

Material for Gabions 
 " 
Dimension - 1.2 m xO.80 m x 0,:50f m, 48 m 
No of Gabions - ' 14.6 unitssay.,,1rUnlfs i
 
Estimated at 7 kg of wire/gabion @ 500 Rp./kgx 
15 u1its 52,500 

Materials Coot 101,500
 

Labor Cost
 

Cost of excavation (3 mandays Rp.) T2500
1,500 
Fabrication of 15 gabons,'4 laborers with output of
 
5 gabions/day 500) ,..: .: ... ".., 


(4 x --- Rp; 500) 000 
Hauling boulders to site from main dump, 4 labarars with
 
capacity of 1.5 m3 per laborer  4 x 1.5 XRpl 500/md 3,000
 
Filling and laying of gabions, one supervisor and 5 laborers:
 
with a capacity of 5 gabions per day..
 
(Labor - 6 x 
Y x 500,Rp.) •9,000 

Backfilling & Compaction - Est. 2 md @ 500 Rp./md' 1", 

..Foreman estimated-at 8 md @ Rp. 1,000/md 
 8,000
 

Labor.Cost 28,500
 

Total Estimated Cost '130'000
 
Contingencies (1.0%) 


13,000
 
Engineering Design (5%).. 


6,500
 
Engineering Supervision & AdministratIon. (10%)., 
 13,000
 

Total 162,500
 

1/A gully headcut with average dimensions of 3 m..deep by 4 m wide,will
 
require an average volume of 7 m3 gabions."
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TABLE F-29
 

COST ESTIMATE PER KILOMETER OF DISTRICT ROAD
 
FOR CONSTRUCTION AND EROSION PROOFING
 

(January 1980 Rupiah Values)
 

Item 
 Project Vil'lagers Total
 

Labor
 

Field Surveying and Staking 
(30 md @ 1,000 Rp./md) 30,000 30,000 

Construction Road Embankment (5,400 md) :1,500000 1,200,000 2,700,000 

Installing Culvert and Drops or Checksi-

to.Erosion Proof Road (300 md) ! 30,000 120,000 150,000 

Collecting 1,800 m3 Stone for!Surfacing 
and Drop Structures (2,700 md) 
'goad Surfacing (Stone) 4,000 m2. , 
(2,000 md) 

/ 

5 0 0 , 0 0 0  

500,000 

' 850,090 1,350,000 

500,o0 i,00o,ooo 

Total Labor 2,560,000, 2670,000 5,230,000
 

Hauling
 

Hauling Stone 1,100 m3 for k
 
@ 400 Rp/m 3/km 880,000., , 880,000
 

Hauling other materials 50 Ua3 for 20,km
 
@ 400 Rp/m 3/km 400,000 .... 400,000
 

Total.Materials 1,280,000 "1,280,DOO
 

Materials
 

Culverts 432,000 
 32,0o
 
Cement 40 kg sks @ 2,000 Rp/sk x 25 50,000 
 50,000
 

3
Sand 10 m @ 3,500 Rp/m3 .359000: 35,0900-_ 

Total Materials 517,000. 517,000
 

Total Estimated Cost 4,357,000 -2,670,000 7,027,000
 

Contingencies (10%) 
 435,700 267000' 702',700
 

Engineering Design (5%) 351,350' -351,350
 

Engineering Supervision'
 
and Administration (10%) 702,700 702,700
 

Total Cost 5,846,750 2,937,000 8,783,750
 
Percent 66.6 33.4 100.0
 

1/ Estimated road subsidy rates

21 Includes sodding of cut slopes and road shoulders with local grasses.
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F.7. PROPOSED PLAN FOR JRATUNSELUNA BASIN
 

F.7.1' Introduction
 

A conceptual plan for the Jratunseluna Basins isby definition
 
concerned with concepts (thoughts, ideas, notions) to provide a general
 
idea or understanding of the •needed soil and water conservation program
 
for reducing erosion damages. 
Au such, Section 2. Technical Approach
 
isreally the conceptualf plan for the Basin, but many specific sugges
tions need to be ex"Pressed, which is the specific function of this
 
section.'
 

Perhaps the most impotitait concept (and the hardest to impress o
 
govern ent-°fficials) is that the iidivdual faazier' is 
rational beidg 
upon whom the ultImate success or failUie.of the proje .s.. The'
 
farmer and/or land owner mst helieve in the soil and wafer co isevationprow~aanthmir% own h t el ve '... nd
 
progiani to theg extent thit he asks for assistance. He must .also be
 
a part of the 'planningand decision making process because he i'ill b,
 
*
the person to put t.be plan into full'and successful operation.!",-It is
 
only when theprog: 3m becomes a local project of the people'rather
 
than another goverm-ent project, is there a 
real chance for permunent
 
success. 
The concept of solving problems "frOm the bottom (the "firmer)
 
up (the government .agency):inStead offr6m 'he top downi
w.1 re€g
nizably be slow to gain acceptance in gjrent agencied that",have
 
always worked the other .way.
 

Time did not permifa detailed exaidation of all.the-specific
 

condifibons anrd 
 tht 'Will b develop a 
and.water conservaion development program, -even less"atotal -'water
shed managemen . -program. 

idat i le rvqui~ t complete doll. 

At..avery-mnlmm itwill take at least ten

y6ars to truly begin"'olving-the watershed management problems that
 
have been developing"ovi''-the-last fifty years. 
Then constant vigilance
 
and a perparogetimatenance-program will be required to ensure that
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deterioration of the-watershed condition dces not begin agaip., 

:Existing erosion control and development programs in the Basin 

are complex, costly, and not documented in a manner that permits an 
analysis of the extent of progriams or the total annual, expenditures. 

After considerable effort, the consultant determined that this analysis 

was not .feasible .and pe.,rhaps not .elevapt to the program development 
concepts. Although this approach could lead to suggesting sone duplica

tion of effort it isunavoidable. Since the primary direction of
 

activities is. through the ,upati any duplication will not be serious, 

because he and his staff can make needed corrections in the specific 
budget allocations. 

A cQmplete upland soil and water. conservation program system 

requires. special techniqies and d rect assistance to the land operator 
and, is mogrqcomplicated than downstream irrigation and water management 

pppgram, The costs and risks involved are determined by the soils,
 

hydro~logic requipqments, and the .conservation mpeacures required to 

contr.o]. ,thedestrctive .factors of erosion,. sediment t ion and flooding 

within the watersbed..The cost of implementing such. a program will 
dpend on how rapidly the ,f@xmers can accept and qpply conservation 
jeasursand development, which in turn,.is a function of their individual 

regources (physical,, huan and economic) availability. To attemp.t to 

move faster would very likely,be waste of funds,.other limited resources, 

and possibly a loss of the program. 

Overcoming -the p.platively. high -erosion rates presents great 

challanges in,bothimediate and lnger term.development periods,
 

Minimizing the gravity of thq, procblem :would serve no purpose,. The 
farmers, poyerty and lack of: technical,,knowledge are linked.,to the 

unavailability of :.,capita, and.ack iof land.conservation and improvement
 

progrpam.. Al!.Tresources musitbe ,mobilizd ,to ;educe, the effects of the 
past ..rise.luse of .the.!andi., App O.priateifscal and .onetary policies 
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will be necessary for establishing and implementing a continuing land 
and water conservation program. This program must include an attempt
 
to develop the farmers' willingness to cooperate and to provide the
 
information and knowledge that will enable local groups to correct past.
 
soil and water misuse.
 

Improving those social, economic, ani physical resources will
 
also improve production and will improve the general health of the
 
people inthe farm communities. The investment programs must also give
 
an increasingly .higher priority to education "andhealth. 
The investment
 
inupgrading human resources will .certainly improve the farmers'
 
productivity and general quality of life.
 

A complete soil and water development program requires a reoreintati'on of'the whole structure of education and assistance to the land
 

user. 
The land owner must be made apart,of the decision making process
 
because he will be the person to put the plan into full and successful
 
operation. This is paramount to the success and management of the
 
watershed.
 

The Government should encourag e farmer to understand his
 
soil and water resources, and their proper management. He will then 
be able to use more of the scientific and technological developments 
available. The farmer can overcome many of i is problems with'a soil 
and water conservation program that incorporates well defined, immediae'
 
and long-term goals. The integration and impiementation of all social,
 

educational, economic and technological activities designed to better
....... ".......
 

meet the needs of the farmer and his family, will also improve :the
 
structure and stability of the communities and will increase the
 
appreciation of the success.,of cooperative approacheds0
toheir problems.
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The farmers' welfare remfires that the entire land and water resources
 

conservation development program be analyzed to make certain that the 

farmer's operations can continue to satisfy the needs of both his family and 

the land with the resources available. To accomplish this community
 

action by all local people will be required. Government cooperation of
 

both technical and administrative personnel, together with educational
 

assistance and developement incentives will be required to carry out a
 

unified soil and water resource development program. However, all of the
 

financial and technical assistance that can be provided by the government
 

will be of little value if the support and cooperation of the provincial, 

district, village authorities, and the farmers themselves is not first 

obtained. The Panawangan Pilot Watershed Project of the Citanduy Basin 

has shown that, to be successful, project features must be adopted by the 

farmers as their own rather than as the government's project. To 

accomplish this it is absolutely necessary that the project features be
 

goyernmentdeveloped from the farmer level upward, rather than the comon 

practice of developing projects from the top downward.
 

-
As previously stated, a review of the needs and problems of the 

upper watershed program clearly discloses that the present governmental 

organizations and current programs for solving the watershed problems
 

do not meet its needs. There are a number of reasons for this, but
 

foremost among them is the multiplicity of program involved. There are 

almost impossible for the Bupatiliterally so many programs that it is 

or the planniihg board to keep track of them. Secondly, all of these
 

Since
 programs are underfunded and understaffed with qualified people. 

each of these programs must sbow progress, each attempts to show that
 

it is successful and to conceal any failure from the officials at higher
 

levels in the government. The technical knowledge and poteitial 

benefits from the greening programs are not passed on to the farmers, 

the assistance in maintenance is given for only two years; land taxes 

are still levied at agricultural cropland rates, and ultimately much
 

of the land is back in upland crop production without conservation 

practices.
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In addition, many Perhutani officials tend to regard forest products
 
as a means of income and tend to allow timber harvesting where it 
would be better to preserve the timber resources. The people's tradi
tional use of wood for fuel in their households or manufacturing ac
tivities (tiles, lime, brick making, etc.) iswidespread and requires the
 
clearing of a significant area of forest or plantations each year. There
 
is a real need for a program to develop fast growing fuelwood species
 
for revegetation activities. There also needs to be a concurrent program
 
to show farmers of steep uplafid areas that they can make good returns 
on a system of agroforestry, providing they have sufficient land.. Where 
the land units are tbo small the government programs will need to focus 
on providing the farmers with economic units. 

r.7.2. Management Plan
 

F.7.2.a. Introduction
 

Inorder for a soil and water conservation development program to
 
succeed itmust assemble and train a highly motivated team of qualified
 
specialists for planning, operating and providing technical supervision
 
of the program. These experts must be qualified to take the lqadership
 
role in problem identification, the search for solutions, the assess
ment and evaluation of solutions, the integration and sequencing of
 
physical components, and the implementation of activities for an in. " " ' I- L -' 

tegrated watershed management program. 

F.7.2.b. Project Staff Organization 

The project management and staff must first develop the team con
cept for successful project execution, This requires the development 
of a team of individuals who are dedicated to the interdisciplinary
 
approach to solving problems and who process the mature judgement and 
experience to forsee and solve both expected and unexpected problems. 
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Since this type of staff does not exist within any known govern-" 

mental organizatIon in Indonesla it is str6ngly'recomwende'd th.t te 

Jratunceluna Basin Integrated 4atershed Management Program be inltiated 

by hiring a fully qualified corltin g fir*m to assist in the selection,
this"'.needed project saff' While 

organization, and training of he 

gieatly Increase the inlitial cost of the :project it can permit a much 

more rapid ptojectinitiation, and provi'de a means of training the 

staff in' both their 1ndividual"'specialities and the team' concept." 

If an expatriate consulting fin i uised !'he following specialists 

iou'id be "requiied' fo- inital im'lemntatio"ofan" tiegvated water

shed management progr;a'" 

o Project Sponsor (Principal-In-Charge) 

o Project Manager (Watershed Manager) 

o Soil Conservationist 

o Agricultural Engineer 

o Soil Scientist 

o Agronomist UplandCro~s' 

o Forester
 

" AgrIcutural Ed~iomist
 
" o Soci6-Anthrop 0loist 

o Agricultural Extension Specialist 

o Czedit; Marketing; and Istitutioia D..l.pmeht: Specialist 

" Other Specialists as equired,: 

- Hydrologist
 

- Geologist
 

- Livestock Specialist
 

- Fisheries Specialist
 
:o Home Office:Supprt Sta~f 



The following professional personnel will be required from the
 
project office to support the various phases of the integrated water

shed management project, from inception through the initial project
 
period and to take over when the consultant leaves: 

o Project Manager 
o Agricultural Engineers-(3)
 

o Agronomists (3) 

o Soil Scientists (3)'-.
 
o Foresters (3)
 

o Agricultural Economists (3)' 

o Sociologists (2) 

o Agricultural Extension'Specialists (3) 

" Assistant Agricultural Extension Specialists (6)

'
 ,o Agricultural, Credit a -'Ma"r"i" sts '(2)
 

' :6 . Institutional Develooeint Sj>ecialist (1) 

-The' following paraprofessional support will also b" required ti
support the watershedlmanagement program: 

o: 'Surveyors "(3) 

o Engineering ,Aids (9) 

o Socio-economic Enumerators (10
 

o, Lab6ratdry Tecbnicians (6)
 
o Typists- (bilingual) -(10)"I't" 

F.7.2.c. Duties and Functions of Exp.-iate and' Or;ojedt Staff: 

In addition to the ,folIow-ing"duties'and functions, all team
 

meqber's will beresponsible for maintaining close coordination with
 

their.c-counteparts 'to ensure implementationtimely and proper of project 
components and activities. With the exception of the Consultants
 

Project sponsor the":'siton "descriptions apply equally well to the
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expatriate or project staff. Figure F-14 provides, .r.iminary 

staff organization plan for an integrated,watershed managemen~t project. 

Project Sponsor
 

-The use of a Project Sponsor (Principal-In-Charge) ensures that, at 

all times, consultant finus management will be . Intimately familiar with 

-the Integrated Watershed Management Project. If the project is 

approved, the Project Sponsor will-also be the senior management liaison 

between the company, the department selected to manage,the watershed.
 

program and the financing organization or agency., 

Project Manager
 

The coi sultant team wll, be headed by a Project Managegr who will' 

reside in the project area: for the duration of the.pr9Jct,,,.The Project 

Manager will be responsible for overall managementand coordination 

of all, activities for the Integrated Watershed.Management: Project. 

The Project Manager and the Project Sponsor will coordinate-aid main

tain liaison with the government and with the local Project Manager and 

staff. The consultant Project Manager and his counterpart will coor

dinate all activities to assure timely sequencing.,
 

The Project Manager should be an experienced watershed .manager,
 

agricultural engineer, or soil conservationist who;has extensive ex

perience in erosion control, inwatershed project development, and-in
 

working,with An interdisciplinay team...
 

Other tasks assigned to the Project,Manager include;
 

ut.
 
1i 	Planning and monitoring all ptudy actvtes 

to 


execution of project ictivi ies.
 

2.. Participatip inthe eaa nof alertives;
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3. 	Coordination of report preparations; 

4. Coordination of data collection, management, and preparation of
 
statistics;
 

5.Assistance in model development and computer studies;
 

6. 	 Coordination of feedback to team members concerning project 
effectiveness and 6ther information;
 

7. Coordination of technical activities with the local project
 
manager and staff;
 

8.Assistance in the development of training programs; and
 

9. Arrangement of, and preparation for progress meetings and
 
reports.
 

Soil Conservationist
 

The soil Conservationist will coordinate soil erosion control 
actiities in each of the pilot demonstraion areas or small hydrologic 

units--specifically, those activities relating to conservation education,.
 
planning, and development scheduling. The Soil Conservationist should 
assist the team by: 

1. 	 Coordinating the research work requfred to define the nature, extent, 
and progress of erosion in relation to 'land-use and management 
practices as they are affected by soil types, slope, rainfall, and
 
farming practices;
 

2. Assisting in the development of alternative techniques of erosion 
control works in relation tO the degree of experienced erosi6n 
land use, and other factors; . . 

3. Assisting the researchers in setting up systems to measure the long
term effects of watershed treatments on soil erosion and sediment
 
transport;
 

4. Assisting the agronomist in developing conservation farming tech
fiiques :and,cr ropping siystems,,, 

5. Developing . i'ow-cost erosion control mneasures that can.effective 

be built with local materials and labor;
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6.Assisting in the organization of farmers' groups for demonstration
 
watersheds and small hydrologic units;
 

7. Assisting inthe preparation-and conducting of training programs
 
for both staff and farmer leaders; and
 

8.Maintaining close coordination with, and soliciting effective
 
cooperation from,: all professionals to ensure,proper sequencing
 
of components and activities....
 

Agricultural Engineer
 

Tasks assigned to the Agricultural Engineer include:
 

1. Coordinating the needed topographic and cadastral surveys for the
 
watershed areas;
 

ti'kx
tural measures;
 

2. Supervising the design and installation of erosibn contol 

3. Supervising the development, or rehabilitation, of small irrgation 
systems in the watershed; 

4. Assisting the agronomist and his counterparts in developing
 
*accelerated Tand preparation ml.limUn t.ii.i, -relay'plantiz .and.
 

rotational cropping systems;
 

5.Surveying and reviewing literature on conservation structures
 
and land preparation methods that have applications .L.the [pr ject
 
watershed;
 

6. Assisting in preparation and conducting of trainingprgrams;,
 
and
 

7. Soliciting effective cooperation with ot*er, prfessionals ,to ensure
 
an integrated and effective development prog. ..with .7timely,sequencing
 
of activities that least disturb farm operations.
 

Soil Scientist
 

Tasks that •will be assigned to the Soil-.Spec4alist iclude
 

1. Super ising -suxtys apd lapd classAfcaqowk;dso 
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2. Evaluating soil analyses, plant tissue analyses, and plant growth

character istics as 'a'meansof making fertilizer*recommendations;
 

3.Assisting the agronomist and economist in determining the optimum
fertilizer rates for maximum economic returns to the farmer;
 

4. Supervising the establishment of a regional soil and plant tissue
 
analyses laboratory and the training of technicians to perform
the analyses required to make optiutm fertilizer recommendations; 

5.' Assisting In'in the preparation of training programs and conducting
formal 'classroom and on-the-job training of staff; 

6. Developing erodibility classifications for the major soil groups

in the watershed and 'assisting in the development of the..)est

conservation measures to 'apply'tothese soil.groups; 

7. C6ordinating activities,with ,other professionals to ensure the
 
timely sequencing of activities and components'; ."'
 

8. Evaluating conservation tillage' and minimum :tillage practices for
 
their applicability; and,;-, 

9.Assisting In the development of soil-water-plant production estimates.
 

Agronomist
 

the agronomist ssigned6 aton"Integirated wter,shed management project 
sould be trained axnd experiened in- '., . . . upland'crop pr-oduction practfces... 
 ... . . ., '
 

and problems. Tasks assigned to the Agronomigst wuld iiclude: 

1.Assisting 'inthe determination of existing cropping patterns, crop
rotations, cropping intensities, yields, methods of planting and
 
harvepting, and specific production problems;


2.Revlewing li!'re onaopcltupS, '"
 
2. Rareon topial crop-S., cropping systems, varieties
 

and other existing agronomic research for application to the
 
specific watershed.project area;.
 

3.Evaluating available .r
p varieties, yariety interaction studies,

cropping intensities, and cultural [practices for application to
 
the watershed conditions;
 

4, Leading the development of conserva'tion cropping systems that will
maximize net returns to the watershed farmers while protecting the
 
land from erosion;
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5. Working with the forestry specialist in the development of agro
forestry cropping systems to maximize the return from lands re

quiring permanent vegetative cover;
 

6.Activity participating with counterparts inall phases of program
 

development and implementation;
 

7. Projecting crop yields for with- and without-project conditions;
 

8.Assisting in the development of crop production cost and return
 

budgets for present and projected (with- and without-project)
 

conditions;
 
Assisting in the development of fertilizer, insecticide, and
 .
 

rodenticide recommendations, assuming a leadership position in
 

ensuring effective coordination with other professionals for
 

timely sequencing of conservation activities to least disturb
 

farming activities; and,
 

10. Assisting in the development of training programs and conducting
 

formal classroom and on-the-job training.
 

Forester
 

iref6resta-Depending upon the specific severity and extent of the 
tion, afforestation o oz0est management problems, the forestry ac

tivities require specaiiiU in trespass control., nursery-operations, 

silviculture, fuelwo6d p'riodction, agroforestry, timber harvesting, 

watershed i.ntnagemint, or iteveetation. The tasks assigned to the
 

Forestry Specialist include:.
 

1. Assisting Perhutani officers inthe development of management plans
 

for existing forest lands to maximize production of all forest
 

products while protecting the watershed cbndition
 

2. Assisting Forest Department officials in,the development 
of plans
 

.to limit.forest tresspassing bymarking forest boundaries, to
 

control illegal harvesting, and to control shifting cultivators'
 

clearing for crop production;
 

3. Assisting in the development of.forest access roads for timber
 

harvesting and superv.isidn so as to'minimize soil losses from con

structidn and fromuse of the roads and trails;
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4. Providing leadership in developing ,agrforestry and fuelwood
 
production programs with the.watershed residents;,
 

5.Where needed, assisting indeveloping fire control, nursery, and
 
revegetation programs to solve'specific problems inthe.project
 
watershed;
 

6. Assisting in the determination'"of areas suitable only to forest
 
or permanent vegetative.cover and in the.development of needed
 
land use conversion plans;
 

:'7. Assisting in the development oi.'
training programs and conducting
 
formal classroom and on-the-job training; and
 

8. Maint.4ining.close coordinatil. with ,forestry,and.greening'(P3RP-DAS) 
officials and other profes.sionals. to ensure proper sequencing of", 
components and activities and.to..help.stabilize the production of 

forest areas of the watershed at present or higher levels. 

Agricultural Economist
 

Tasks assigned to" he Agricultural Econoiist, or Farm Maiageme "t 

Specialist, include:
 

1. Reviewing existing economic data;
 

2. Collecting, reviewing, and analyzing data on tie agricultural
 
economy as well as on agro-related institutions;
 

3. Assisting in the preparation of the socio-econmic survey ques-.
 
tionaire, and in the summarization and analysis of 'the obtained
 
data;
 

4. Establishing the normal farm input.and.:output pi'cerelationships 
for present conditions in the watershed and developing det .iid 
crop budgets for existing conditions; 

.
's 

and benefits with and without the program;
 

5. Developing projeptions of,the prbopqsd prgram.s economic costs
 

6. Conducting economic and finalciJ-analyses for ,the project, in-o
 

including: cost/benefit.studies .and rhntnal
rato of return analyses;
 

7. Determining possible.project repayment systems, system costs,
 
and collection potential; 
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8. Defining secondary and intangible benefits of the proposed in

tegrated watershed management project;
 

9. Conducting sensitivity tests of'project alternatives and adoption
 

rates of agricultural technology;
 

10. Assisting in developing simple, easy-to-understand crop production 
compaz lsons between presentcost and return inf6rmation to provide 


conditins, and conditions .underconsorvation farming methods;
 

of the local staff, preparing training programsU. 	 With .the assistance 
and conducting classroom and on-the-job training for staff and
 

watershed residents;
 

12. 	 AsSisting the Socio-Anthropolbgist in developing socially and. 

culturally acceptable .programs for adoption of conservation 

farming and for regional' development;. 

13. 	Maintaining close coordination with all personnel to ensure 
the
 

program and
development of a truly integrated watershed management 

':' 
timely sequencing of all components and activities;- and ,._ ,to ensure 

memebers, developing a system of
14. With the assistance of other staff' 


incentives that will enable the farmers and other watershed 
residents
 

to adopt the desired conservation farming methodsand 'tomake 
the',
 

needed land use changes for watershed improvement.
 

Socio-Anthropologist
 

The tasks of the Socio-Anthropologist, or Rural Sociologist, i

clude: 

1. Assisting the expatriate 	and counterpart staff in conducting field
 

studies to identify people problems and in' analyzing factors im

portant to farmers' present conditions in the watershed areas;
 

2. Taking the leadership in.the design, testing, conducting, collating,
 
review, and analysis of the socio-economic base-line survey of the
 

watershed area;
 

3. 	 Reviewing available cultural,.institutional, sociologic, and other 
or similar areas for insights into thestUdies of the watershed 

causes and potential solutions of the people problems;
 

4 With 'the assistance of the local staff, preparing training programs
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dnd conducting clAssroom training of staff members to assist them 
in understanding the probelms of the watershed residents as an aid 
in developing programs for their solution; 

5. Assisting inthe determination of constraints to adoption of con
servation farming techniques by the farmers of the watershed lands;
 
and
 

6. Analyzing the soclo-cultural feasibility of the proposed integrated
 
watershed management program and suggesting more feasible alternatives.
 

Agricultural Extension Specialist 

The. Agricultural Extensi6n S;ecjali s will a sidt the team In 

gaining acceptance of the Integrated Watershe& Management -Program3 

through the following activities:
 

1. Providing the leadership for all training programs focused uponihe 
watershed residents; 

2.Advising and assisting counterpart personnel in the preparation of 
staff and farmer training programs farmer 'meetings, seminars, 
training manuals, and implementation manuals and guidelines; 

3. Providing leadership for the education of,farmers in conservation
 
farming techniques, erosion control methods, cropping practices,
 
cropping intensity, improved "irrigation methods, related agricultural
 
inputs, and essential institutional practices;
 

4. With assistance of the other professional staff, deyeloping the 

educational program to enable the watershed residents to understand 
the erosion problem and what they might do, as di.iduals, to
 
reduce or control the damages; and.
 

5. Assisting in the development of courses inresource conservation,
 
farm management, upland agronomy, conservation education, and
 
other courses needed to train local staff to develop an integrated
 
watershed management plan and carry it through to a successful 
conclusion.. 
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Credit, marketing, and Institutional Development Specialist 

This regional development specialist is responsible fo6r dev:ioping
 
farm Eredit, 
 improving' marketing "systems, developing new industies," 
and assisting in promoting famer organizations or -other institutions'
 
as a means of accomplishing the objectives of the integrated water
shed .management program..Te:C~ei. Marketing,9 and IJnst-ituofial* 
Development Specialist's activities will include:
 

1. Assisting in the evaluation of rural credit demands, the avail~bility' :
of credit, and the extent to which it constrains production;
 
2. 	 Assisting in. the Assessmen,.of. the creit ,worthiness and repaymlent 

capacity of the watershed.farmers;
 

3. Assisting in the development of detailed rural credit implementation
 
plans;..
 

4. 	 Providing leadership in analyzing the marketing.st dute fo' farm.
products and in developing cooperative organizations or other

marketing systems to Iinprove the.'retitz1l to Watershed farners; 

* , . . . •. , . 

5. 	 Provid'ng" leAdeI'ship'-in the.deveiopment.of. c:bottage or 6ther .industries in the watershed to supplement farm incomes and provi4e 
 .

other empl'mbnt oppotunitlda ,;.. . ,.'. .
 t,. . . 

6.'"A8ssftr in the development of .'strall irrigation pro.jects',..hydro.

electric power systems', -or- othe* economic :dbvelopments that..-..
 
would improve..the regional economy; and
 

7. 'kaintaning close coordination with 'ounier'par s-..piofessionar.
staff, and government agencies on po.icy developnent -lexand sequencing of activities and, dompnenisi.. ' *"" le... ""'i . 

OtherPSpe2calls't as"Re4ur 
"
 

The requirements ior other expatriate specialists will 'aPgely
 
depend upon the size and extent of specific watershed problems that
 
exist or may develop. These may include,but are not limited to,


spciIit 
 . enu.. ar norlm (I-::

specialists in hydrology, geology,.lIvestock, fisheries, road and
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trail building, processing of agricultural products, and various
 

forestry or revegetation specialists to solve special problems of
 

ertain watersheds.
 

F.7.2.d..Training Programs
 

Thetraining of the'professional and non-professional staff for 

an upper watershed management project-is one of the more critical 

iMeis' for p"Olect implementation'. If the professional staff members 

do not understand the causes and' effects of soil loss, the proper 

use of bench terrace and other conservation measures, and the agronomic 

techniques for increasing upland crop production while protecting the 

land the proposed integrated watershed'management project cannot be 

accomplished. More important, the staff needs to be trulyinterested 

inhelping the upland farmers and the rural communities to solve 

their problems and in educating all of the people to recognize the 

erosion problems of the watershed. Perhaps the most difficult problem 

to overcome is the natural elitist attitude of tbe college graduate 

to the point where he personally works directly with the farmers to
 

develop a true multiple-use plan for the demonstrations,farms that
 

reflect the farmers' viewpoint.. Exclusive communication between
 

technical professionals'is very Satisfying, but itwill solve very
 

few problems for the upland farmers. Only whep al of .the staff
 

really work with the farmers can the training:andimotivation of the
 

farmers be accomplished.
 

There are very few tr'ailedispeople1 in.the 'field,O f upland; 

agriculture. in-fact, there arie only'a few the best -uni.o6Sin, 

versities that caniDe dfiectly recognizedl as. essential .in4producing 

the'professionals required to lead,a%large,scale program ii.: Therefore, 

it must be recognized that several years Iwill .be 'required; to develop 

a' cadre of 'people who.are well qualified-- to 1ed the integrated 
Watershed Management Program. 
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. '(i) ForeignTraining 

a real need 	to train managers and technical staff
There is 

an in

to supervise 	and train others for the implementation of 

These people 	should all b,
tegrated Watershed Management Program. 


intermediate level executives of the Indonesian 
Government.
 

Staff.chosen for .this trainingj should initiate their 
advanced
 

'technical or administrativ"e training program in the early years
 

able to assume executive
 so that they 	would'be'of. the project 

positions while the cfonsultants are still available 
ior advice ar
 

further training. 

have notleducation alinstitutionsIt is recognized that 

been able:to satftfy the demand for"highly trained*specialists 

o.program to specifically train 
-insome. fieldsi and ,hat'there is" 


upland agronoidists i
watershed'managers, resourc6 economists or 

agricultural: engineers for solving the special 
problems of upland 

watersheds..: Most of the "foreign't aining, component 
should occur 

however, to 	find overtrained
uncomon,in these fields. " It!snt 


that their skills learned inthe .United
 
experts whAo-:discover 

cannot be applied in. their
States,*or otefr developed-countrieS, 


be avoided, by a careful
 
home country. *This situation should 

to train the individualtaining 'prgrem sp~lcaficlly designed 

a commitment 	by
for.a specific position. '-fieie should also be 

that the individua,

both the Indonesian Government and the "trainee 

selected for training would serve inthe specific 
position for 

a certain time period* •I:does.little good to train a person -

nistrative staff

in a specific field, thanmake a general adm 

same tiie this should not be allowed toAt- the•member 	 of hini. 

bh. detelooment of the Individual's managerial capabili
-aiscouage 


ties.
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The foreign training program is concerned with human develop

ment, and the specific courses and type of training should be 

tailored to fit the qualifications and requirements of each candidate. 

Where possible, training inupland agronomy, forestiy, and conserva

tion practices should be conducted at a school which specializes 

in tropical conditions. The University of the Philippines is a 

notable example, with the advantage that itwould be possible to 

send about twice as many people for a specific cost. 

(1i) Staff Training
 

The specific program for staff:-training can be :de-eloped
 

by the Provincial Conservation Development Coordinator and the
 

Senior Training Officer only after the Project has been funded
 

and most of the staff hired. To a large extent the same problem
 

will be faced by the district training officers, but they will
 

have the provincial training program to assist them. In general,
 

the staff members will all need considerable training in the inter

disciplinary approach to watershed management and improvement
 

inupland crop production together with the specific knowledge
 

of the causes of erosion and the available meansof reducing it.
 

The training component will have'to be.conducted by:the
 

available technical staff, 'the consultants staff, individual
 

specialists from the research station, and to some extent by the
 

university specialists. Staff training'is'a continuing need,
 

both to aid inthe development and promotionof existing staff
 

to position of greater responsibility,'and to train new staff as
 

'they enter the system. 

Staff .training as will be primarily a function of the 

provincal"raining office and center. It is strongly suggested
 

that these training centers be established within the Watershed.
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The specific reason for using provincial training centers is that 

they:are less expensive than district operation. While,caff 

training and retraining is the principal function.o the provincial..


training centers, they should be used to develop qonseiqyatio- hand
books for staff training and, to: develop special educational materails 

for schools. 

It is .very-important that the s aff training program attempt 
to develop an interdisciplinary approach using all technical field 
of knowledge to solve the farmers' problems, and .to develop among' 
the staff a respect for the capabilities of"the'othe'rdisciplines
 

providing .a contribution .to the pogrsm 

(i) Farmer Training 

The farmer and: family,,.apinlng, program shoulq be relatively 
•c€ontinuous ,and low key, .anit should always.,be pl.ched at .the 

individual, level of.understanding and vocabal a.y.. The. initial 
raining program should concentrate .on diretqy benefitig.:the 

farm ,famlly:by .methods that are within the resource,capabilities 

0.Pf the individual family, or. by.using. .teassistance available,. 
from government incentive programs. Ifthe program shows some 
success, eventhough.small, it can do much .to sell the later phases 
.of the watersbed management proqrau.g.: 

The demonstration..fam is a valuable,far.er tranng device, 

which is the reason why itiis,.so important that it be successful. 

The governmental declaratiQn,.,plus a sign signifying..the fact, does 

not make a demonstration farm unless it happens .tobe a demonstra

tion of what not to do. The Panawangan Pilot Watershed experience 

shows. that, constant interest, ded.kation, and, application of many 
technical specialists: are. required fo .the dempnstration farm to be 
successful.
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(1i, School System Training 

Some districts already have a conservation education program 

in their school systeh, which is very important because children 

-teach their parents by discussing what they have learned in school. 

Therefore, it is very important that the teachers of conservation 

.receive adequate training and educational materials to make the 

children's education and understanding of erosion and surfaco. 

runoff problems factual and interesting. Without this training 

and availability of training materials, conservation education in 

the schools often amounts to.only a tree planting exercise. 

F. 7.3. Integrated Watershed Management Program Development 

An ntegrated soil and water conservation program requires an 

interdisciplinary approach and the coordination of all government and 

private groups or.agencies toward the, concurrent development of the 

physical land resources, the human resources, and the local, dis

trict, provincial, and nation infrastructure. No single existing 

agency, group, or department of government has the expertise or ad

ministrative jurisdiction required .to improve the physical and social 

conditions necessary to conduct the required soil and water develop

ment program. For Indonesian conditions, however, it is strongly,. 

suggested that this program he accomplisbed by. strengthening the. 

existing governmental structure and not :bycreating a new, agency to, 

solve the erosion problems of areas such, as, the Jratunseluna Basin,,. 

It should be 'recognizddthat for lasting improvement, the first 

step in planning a soil,and water.'conser;vation development program, 

is to .improvethe economic and social well being of the farmers and 

-the community: as a group* :':This often' involves improvement in the 

.educational level of the people so that, they can understand the 

necessary,..',improvemetps.abdth ed forthe conservation approach... 
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For lasting lmprovements it is necessay.that the peoplbe become 

involved in the total progra, so that it can become their pr ra. 

One of'the first major actiVities of the watershed program develop

mnt is to make an 'inventory and analysis of the resource base. upon which 

the development programs must be based. ;This base-line 'data-.,not only 

provides the basis for optimm pr*ojedt development-, but it .is also the 

standard frob which to base an'evaluation of project accomplishments 

during the"project."period. Fortunately9 Satya'Wacan University at 

Salatiga has 'experrene at pe fb~rink Sbcio-agmo-;conomic. baseline surveys 

and research, A base'ine socib-agro-onomnc, baseline survey should 

be initiated on each pilot watershed or demonstration farm area as
 

soon as possible afte ..they :'are 'l-ct d."This ,will -provide a stdrtin 

point of program development, for infrastructure development, and 

identification."of people -'rc lemf" After pr" jct implementation a 
great deal 6 soils, lad capability, agronomic, animal husbandt~y,,:. . 

Sserle-hs; e'roe.y. " I:. .... 
fisheries, fores, and firm managemen* data wll1 be required;.::, This 
is one reason why it-is very iiiportant..to *' hrch the available 'data 

to avoid 'duplication of effort and waste-pf flUmtie funds
 

The use of existing'governmental lile"oraniitTi' tbought., 

provincial governor and the Bupati's will,p~evedt,duplication df",effor' 
from. different agen'cies at least to some extent. Never esst 
is almost -ar* of"'thepogramcertain to'be-a problem in the phases 

developtent, and it will require str6ng leadership o the ipar' of the 

governor;is and "the Bupati's to minimize the problem.'df iteragencyi

conflict.
 

A complete soil and water resource development .program.ire-u&ires 

a reorientation of: the whole structure, of exteiision" educaton and-.,. 

assistance to te uplabd ;fatmer.' :In pat; .in y nb.iaidvantage.:that 

this has been non-exis~tant because''theprogram'c.n be ideveloped from
 

inception;. The land.ownr and/or the opeator:'mustbe a, art!of the 
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decision-making process because .he will be the person 
to put the plan
 

into operation. This cooperative approach with the farmer can enhance
 

and smooth the implementation of all economic, social and 
education 

activities together with the new cropping practices, bench 
terraces, 

erosion control structures, and other technological improvements. 

Improvement inthe standard of living of the farmer and 
his family 

will also Improve the structure of the communities and 
their ability 

solving their problems. The objec
to'use-.the cooperative approach to 

tive of this approach is to get,an integrated Watershed Management 

Project developed from the bottom up instead of by 
edict from the:
 

government :bureaucracy.
 

The; conceptual plan for.4heJratunseiuna Basin,s soil and:water 
, 

on the concept that the primary control consprvation program isbased 

of soil and water problems is -exerted'by'vegetatin and that all efforts 

at improvement should be based on increasing the:vegetative 
cover for 

control of erosion and runoff.i Even land that is
bench terraced.will 

suffer erosion damage if itnot protected by agood vegetative cover. 

It should be noted that the real reason for benchterraCing 
is to im

prove the condition of the land resource for 
crop production. Terraces 

are not built to prevent erosion, they are built to 
increase thei produc

tion of food crops over the long-term. Unfortunately, the building.
 
it is>
 

of terraces actually reduces the net croppable,area 
so that 


necessary to use a complete agronomic development.package;to 
produce
 

the desired increase innet production.
 

A reduction inerosion rates (soil,Loss) is accomplished by
 

protecting the soil with vegetation or othe
r cover, and/or by reducing
 

, must also:,Tbe agricultural programthe velocity of moving water. 

recognize that the increased erosion rates in the Basin are caused by
 

-man-causedimbalances between vegetative:;cover-and 
the soil-climate

." The agricultural :development
landformii conditions of the watershed 
 the educational attainment
bmprOVigi

•pogramis,-,therefore ;directed at 1. 
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of the farmers as a primairy means of reducing the losses from soil. 
erosion and of improving-the quality of life for the watershed:! 

residents " 

F.7.3.a. Mltipl6-Use Planning
 

In' looking 'at the complex probl'ems -ofthe Jratunseluna Basin it 
is apparent that*the,government action programs to date have not'been 
sufficient to solve the problems df these areat as they develop.
 
There is no.specific assurance that the prbposed integrated watershed
 
management program will solve the problems of the Basin; -itssuccess.
 
depends upon long term commitment to the program with sufficient
 
funding and staffing by qualified-administrators and technical people.
 

* As previously stated, the Integrated Watershed ManagementiProgram
 

proposed for the Basin will require multiple-used planning to fully
 

utilize the resources of.othe basin.ib solving.:the upland watershed,.
 
problems. It is also recognizabl. difficult tb bring the upland..,
 
farmer into the multiple-use planning process; consequently this term,
 
"multiple-use"; probably should not be.used with farners, 
The importan 
feature that should be stiessed to the farmer: is,that this planning 
pr;6vides a possible'mbansfor him to doa better job of farming so his 
family can live better. In this contekt , multiple-use:planning can., 
be'seen as making maximum use'of 'the farmers.' resources, while at the 
same time protecting the envirdnment and reaching asmany specific 
governmental goals as possible. The important goal of the process is
 
that with the farmer's knowledge of the reasons why heis-making the
 
changes it becomes his plan.,'Therefore ',he goverment's objectives
 

will not be reached apidly, but the gains that.are-made .ar.more.apt
 
to be permanent.
 

'In,the -initial'stages -tbe m.iiltipleuse planning should concen

trate 'on*tpaniiing-forte sma F-thehydrogi:unit of demonstration
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farms, then expand to other farm groups that also wish to participate
 

in the planning and applicati6n of conservation measures and improved
 

agronomic'practices to their farms in the mini-watershed area.
 

1F.7.3*.b. Research and Demonstration
 

A research and demonstration program isneeded to develop an
 

understanding of the relationship of climate, soil and land use
 

factor to runoff and erosion as well as to determine the best methods
 

Ofreduing damages to the environment. But a larger need exists to
 

develop additional high yielding crop varieties and cropping systems
 

maximum income to the upland farmer while providing
that produce a 

better ground cover and reducing soil losses from erosion. Also there
 

is a need for a great deal of farm management information on costs and
 

returns for specific production practices on all of the upland for 

both.traditional and upland crops. Information isalso needed on the 

specific benefits and costs that can be expected from bench terracing 

various slopes in different parts of the watershed. Social surveys to 
a 

determine program acceptability and development,
progress are also 

must for the watershed management program ,to succeed.
 

Demonstration of research results is perhaps as important as the 

research- itself. This is Onei of the reasons why the research farm 

should be implemented in the Jratunseluna Basin even'tbough the speci

fic direction for the program would be at the national levels. It is
 

very important for the district technical staffs to visit the experimental 

farm areas and to obtain the newest information and vartes rom t h 

research staff. The research staff must 'document its results "and 

publish the results of botli successful research, 'ad the failures that 

always occur and are so often kept a secret.' C.r.ent' and complete 

knowledge is importat, both for the implementatonii of successful 

practices and to preven. *e- use of conservation practices or crop
varieties that are'known to have failed.
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Recent area-based donor-funded projects such as the Solo Project,
 

have already provided some of the "field research" results for the soil
 

and water conservation aspects, as has the Panawangan Pilot Watershed
 

Project. Research and project evaluation studies from other developing
 

countries can also provide valuable guidance. A major upland water

shed management research program should be established to pursue the 

following tasks:
 

1. 	 A synthesis of existing information on soil conservation and upland 
area resource use, especailly that aready available from various 
area-based rural development and-soil conservation projects that
 
have been completed;
 

2. 	 Analysis and synthesis of.information -- from Indonesia, other, 
tropical countries, and world research centers -- that can be 
adapted to local conditions;, 

3. Establishment of an applied adaptive research effort for existing
 
conditions with an emphasis on upland crop production and of...
 
methods and techniques that will increase economic returns1while
 
protecting the soil resources.
 

4. 	 A continuation and expansion of small watershed studies at Solo., 
Panawangan and other pilot watershed areas with the data carefully 
analyzed abd published to make it available'to field staff as 's6on 
as possible. 

5. 	 An evaluation program to determine the relative effectiveness and 
cost-effectiveness of erosion control structures and land,-treat
ment measures.
 

The research program needs a study of .the socio-economic con

straints to the adoption of new technology, together with recommenda-: 

tions for the best ways of solving the problems-of low profit, high 

risks, lack of credit, and inadequate knowledge or skills. The .in

dividual researcher must become aware'that the human element in 

farming or watershed management is generally more limiting to"prouc

tion than are physical ,or biological elements. 
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The development of an interdisciplinary research program and 

research station isvery difficult even it developed ccuntries, which 
is 	one of the reasons why.the specific direction should be handled 

at 	the national level. The inclusion-.of socioeconomic researchers
 

inthe staff will bother many of the older traditional staff members,
 

as 	will the procedure of reviewing and testing the results of other 
countries' research for specific applications to the upper watershed
 

areas. Dedicated applied researcheis are needed who are needed and who
 

,are; looking for specific ways to help the upland farmers --,not,
 

researchers who are looking for the opportunity to do earth-shaking:
 

basic research, that will. establish their reputations.,:',Itis, also 

very important that.the interdisciplinary-staff of the, station,,be:
 

officed together to foster communication between) the techidcal:,
 

specialities so they can make a maximum contribution towards im

proving the well-being of the watershed residents..' 

The qualifications of.,the Agricultural Research Institute at
 

Bogor (Lembaga-Pusat :Penelitian Pertanian or LP3J are: well known. 

The consultant: has.not made:a reconmendation for an organization to
 

supervise the researchlexperiment station because this decision:.should
 

be 	made by the central,.government of Indonesia.
 

Criteria that. should be, considered- in ,the selection of-:,the "research 

station site for the upland-lwatershed include: 

1.. Eroded areas should,be: representative of majorl:soil types and land 
capability classification units; 

2. 	Variation in slope should:be great:.enough to ,inelude'he steeper 
slopes as well as the intermediate and flatter slopes 

3...The mostAidfficult land conditions: should ,be on ther'esearch, 
station site, oroon specific substations;
 

4.,.The researich!station should 'be-'located- in' near.:a.dense.y

,populated area 
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5. 	 A dependable water supply is needed.; 

6.. 	Access to the station headquarters should be by an all weather
 
r6ad; and
 

7.' Station site conditions must be representative of the'Upper Watershed
 
area. 

,In summary, specific redearch is needed for an upper Watershed
 
program to be successful', and 'itshould be'Undertaken by research 
people-trained in the fundanental."techniques and procedures for evaluating 
Sand-analyzing data,'so'that the results will be realistic and reproduci
ble. ,'Perhaps the most important feature of the research program, however,
 
Would-be the review and documentation of past efforts together with an
 
analysis of their applicability.
 

F.7.3.c. Participation Incentives
 

Participation incentives are recognized as being essential to 
securing cooperation inthe; application of many.conservation practices, 
and in some cases for the adoption of new crop varieties or cropping 
systems." They are easily justified if the Project requires a farmer. 
to make a change that may.not be advantageous to him., Hence, the 
government should compensate the farmer for any losses he may incur. 
The government is also interested in the long-term use oflresources while
 
the farmer has a much shorter term viewpoint.' tn the United States and
 
other developed countries it has been found that this cost sharing
 
or 	participation incentives sometimes amount to one-half the -total
 
cost of the conservation practices application. This should probably
 
be 	considered the general cost limit of incentive participation for
 
the upper watershed farmers, but'only experience will show the neces
sary incentives to accomplish the specific project objectives. 

The participation. incentives should definitely be kept to a 
minimum,level-that will encourage 'the farmers to participate because
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of the danger that the farmers ay-decide that it is a government
 

project, whereby it will also be the government's responsibility to 
perform maintenance, repairs or even operate the system. 
This is
 
the reason why the government's contribution to the cost df bench
 
terracink'was set at Rp. 135,000 out of a 
total estimated cost of
 
about Rp. 300,000 per '-= %4i.leF-31). 
But the specific cost sharing
 
rates,should remazn flexible until enough experience is gained to
 
identify the individual beneficiaries of the practice with sufficient
 
accuracy to determine,the proper cost allocation. Certainly, inthe
 
case of upland farmers the ability to pay is a definite criterion. 
Most farmers are extremely limited in their ability to pay for pur
chased inputs, but they may be able to provide much of the necessary. 
labor for installation of'project conservation measures.
 

Obviously, the smaller the government incentives the more project;
 
measures that.can be installed with the limited funds available.
 
At .the same.'t me smaller incentives prevent'the farmer from expecting 
-continued incentive payments after a practice has become adequately 
established. ',Inmany 'cases,after the farmers begin toiadopt a
prac
tice on their own., the:incentive payment should be completely discon-.
 
tinued because this practice pays for itself and therelis no need for,
 
-thegovernment to encourage its.continued adoption..
 

F.7.3.d. "complementary Supporting-Activities 

To broaden the scope of the work in the watershed from.strictly
 
an erosion control project to that of a true integrated watershed 
management project will require the addition of many supporting 
activities...Included >n the-primary project support-activities would 
be'"the research 'experiment. station 'costs, nursery costs, farm credit 
program,'and the general category of' infrastructue improvement costs..
 
;A~l'of"these special -purpose programs and activities will be needed 
to Support the'establishment ,ofthelconservation-works in the watershed.
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In 'a',sense, all of the National$,.Provincial- .and Kabupaten staffs also 

proVide 'a- form. of support' activity..to .the 'direct applicatiobi of 'project 

measures. 

Since the.-upper watershed' area provides only -a subsistence -standard 

.of' living .for.most of.the, popuation,.the growth in .application .bf 

conservation measures.correlates with -thk.sucefs of the.project In 

raising the standardi of. living. The armOer must .have at least the 
potential .for. a surplus above his basic needs ,tefore.he-can.accept the 

risk -involved in.adopting .new 'practices ....The' present trend :in the
 

upper watershed .za'-istoWards a .constant soil.degradation due tb
 

exploitive landi use. ..'If',this' type: of!use.continues s the -productive
 

capacity of muchof the land. :will.be irrevocably lost.through.erosion
 

and soil destruction.
 

The challenge. 1i overcoming thd&: relatively high ,erosion rates is 

great. in both'. the short and.'ong "term,development 'period. National 
. awareness of the erosion probiem" om.upper. watersheds...is growyiing but 

*there ii. a serious tendency .to underestimate .the.problem an, :,to':.

:bel e 'that all that is. needed is,a -good .program . and'- the streams will 

*run clear. again.' '.In watersheds such as the Jratnseluna Basin,.'this 

can never happen because"popdlat-ion pressures-are :too great.. In fact, 

without a long term commitment to the integrated watershed management 

program, together with tb appropriate.fiscal..and-.monety poptilation
 

management policies, there will not even be a long term reduction in
 

erosion damages.
 

.Education, -health .and' population..9ontrol are the. -most:important 

complementar.y actilvities to the -watershed program, and ..they-must.,be 

given increasingly higher: priorities..inthe, government-programs. The 

economic.and .social benefits 'fro.x thbi investment in upgrading human 

'capital'will be, considerable, including the. -assurance of terue
 

Of all .th. potential and :available resource6 of the--WaTershed.
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An adequate physical infrastruh-ture providing roads, water,:.
 

electricity, and local manufacturing industries is'obviously'necessary 

for economic growth inthe area and the long-term improvement,in the 

quality of life of the residents. One of the serious social problems 

is the"lack of economic opportunity outside of.agriculture,of the area 


Therefore,.all infrastructure development programs ere copplemientarY, to,
 

the watershed management program.'
 

The importance of expanding employment.opportuni1$es exclusive of,.. 

agriculture .cannotbe overemphasized, ;Villaga employent opportunities 

..an supply to run sewingcan be 'expanded by the*creation. o qelec.trC 


machines or to develop cottage'industries., .Smallbydvp-electric.
 

good example of. he.neede4 develQpment, .T.se. units,systems are a 

rup4ah.and
plus a distribution system, reportedly, Qst. 3 ,.,mllion 

provides electricity for up to 250 families, and during the day can 

provide the electric power for threshng vice. There ,aremany sites-in 

the upland where a diversiop.weir and a low head-electric generator 

system can provide low cost electricity and gteatly :mprove the-stanard 

of living of the villagers.. Other infrastructure development projects 

developof this type should be developed as.a:part of the total economic 

ment program for tbe upper watershed areas., 

F.7.3.e. Farmer Education and Training Programs 

recuired to iacilitate and
The educational activities 'and-mnehod 


expedite the planned conservation progr.am.in.theupperwatershel..area
 

are only partially known. The organization and education of the farm 

families living in the watershed is the respnsibility of the district 

and provincial government, and of the Agricultural Extension Agents 

(PLP) or the Greening. Mdvement Agents (PLP) of the Ministry of Agri

culture. Initially, however, the conservation supervisor and exten

sion training office of the watershed mranagqment project should have a
 

very important role in.establisbing conservation demonst-iation farms and
 

in teaching and training the people of the pilot watersheds inthe
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need for conservation activities and the necessity of reducing erosion 

with attendant soil fertility losses. 

In essence, the local Bupati is in charge of all educational ac

tivities and training for watershed management. The Water-shed Develop

ment Committee and demonstration farm concepts discussed herein are
 

only indications of the educational methods that can be used to ache.eve
 

thorough understanding
the primary objective, which is to develop a 


among the people for the need of a total program of conservation on
 

To do this, the local people
their farms and throughout the Basin. 


must accept responsibility for participating in planning, application,
 

This understanding is necesand maintenance of conservation measures. 


As noted in the Technical
 sary for the adoption of any extension program. 


Approach section, the extension program must:
 

1. Involve the people in action programs,
 

2. Be based upon conditions that actually exist in the watershed
 
or village,
 

S. Work through an understanding of the culture and encompass aii 

local political groups and farmer organizations, 

4. Be aimed at people's needs and desires, not at those of the
 
project staff,
 

5. Use local leaders as much as possible,
 

6. Help people to recognize their problems and beedkii 

7. Use any possible method of teadiiingi-and 

8. Value people more than things;
 

While this list is not exhaustlve., iidbs establish a basis for
 

organizing the demonstration farms and oher
i activities and for using 

them as educational tools to achieve the desired level of soil conser

vation in the upper watershed areas.
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The organization at the farmer level must have concise objectives
 

and specific guldelles that cover all sectors of the conservation
 

program, and they must show how the conservation practi-,es may be 

The goal of the demonstration farms inapplied to the family 	farm. 

subwatershed areas is 	 to formalize a program of helping farmers with 

will vary with each farmer group. It isvery
their problems, which 

important that the focus of all the extension activitiee 
be towards
 

helping the farmers solve the problems that they recognize, 
not neces-


With time the farmers
 sarily the problems seen by the project staff. 


will also recognize the technical soil conservation problems, 
and this
 

will occur at a time when they will be receptive to the 
program for
 

solving those problems. 

It is planned that each 	demonstration farm have its own farmer 

the Kelompok Conservation Action Unit,
organization, referred to as 

may well take some other form of organization in the actual
altough it 

It isnecdssdry to have 	an organization
application of the program. 


of local farmers to assist the staff in setting up meetings or seminars
 

and to have a group responsible for obtaining and working 
with the
 

This farmer organization is neces
owners of the demonstration farm. 


sary for the self-operating concept which provides a means for the
 

transfer of knowledge and skills required for conservation 
farming,
 

aile

production inputs, marketing facilities, and other factors that 


and family living standards.'
needed to increase incomes 

aspect of the project 	is to succeed, it must be 
If the education 

organized so that the individual farmer is the recipient of the 

should(where possible) all of the education materials
education, and 

be written in his dialct and matched to his level 
of educational
 

The farmer cannot be expected to travel long distances
 attainment. 


to attend formal lectures and demonstrations. Instead, the program 

must be designed to utilize demonstration farms and programs in the
 

or in smaller hydrologic units.
individual village, 
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The most important function of the deiponstration farm is to 

provide a system of communication with the.people,inthe upland farming 

area villages. The villagers are the principal land users in the 

watershed, and therefore, they have the most to gain from .the erosion. 

control and educational features of.the project,. Through this system 

the total educational program for soil conservation can be organized 

and implemented at the local level. .Itis important to recognize 

that the Desa Conservation Technicians and the.demonstration farms 

provide a nucleus for developing a soil conservation program that is 

oriented to the people rather.. than to the government,. 

and using soil surveys, resourceConservation education, making 

planning, engineering design, proper construction of 'structural 

measures, soil-, fertility management, improved. crop varieties and 

conservation farming techniques can ,.l be.demonstrated effectively in 

the farmers' own neighborhood. To .his extent, the demonstration farm is 

natural place *formany of the.farmer training sessions to take place.a 

It is also the.place where the.farmer:.will nattiipally. come to ask 

questions once.he has been shown that .the practices used on the demon

stration farm really.work .Conversely, there will ,be a lasting ad

verse effect on the farmers ifmany unsuitable crops and techniques 

are attempted because of. poorly trained or-misguided local staff. 

Experience inother areas,of .the world has shown that the failure of 

results on demonstration farms becomueq known over a wide area and 

may in fact result in the failure of the total conservation program. 

education program will alsoThe demonstration farm and .farme. i ., . , ! . .'.
 

introduce the individual watershed famer .to the measures and prac

tices necessary for-an effective conservation program, particularly
 

to the nacessity for maintenance of .conservationmeasures. The in

dividual farmer must.also understand how.the forest affects the
 

incomo potential of ,the people in th ,watershed,. and particularly, 

how it affects his own livli .ood.. It. is. especially important for the 
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people to understand the damages to and losses in soil fertility caused
 

by clearing steep forest lands and planting cassava without conserva

tion measures and farming methods.
 

The size of the demonstration farm areas is important. Experience 

with the 6.1 ha Panawangan Pilot Demonstration Farm of the Citanduy 

Basin indicates that they should definitely be small hydrologic units, 

two to ten ha, with an average size of 5 ha. Large demonstration farms 

may be thought of as government-initiated, sponsored, and financed 

projects, an attitude which may cause local farmers to delay adopting 

soil conservation measures in order to take advantage of government 

payments. Further, the effectiveness of larger projects may be exag

gerated by the visitation of dignitaries and upper echelon government 

officials. Instead, the atmosphere should suggest that visitors are 

looking at the farmers' project, not at just another goverment 

project. 

B using small 5 ha demonstration farms in a hydrologic unit," 

one Desa Conservation Technician can actively supervise-most.of the, . 

conservation activities. By establishing smaller Pdemonstrationunits 

inmore village areas, there will be greater community involvement,. 

and permit the farmers to see the results of conservation measures 

without travelling great distances. 

Developing a schedule for initiating demonstration farms is 

beyond the scope of this report, but it should not exceed two,farms 

for Year One and a total of 10 for the ,firstfve-years. This4s

much slower than envisioned by some. Indonesian Government off iq1als, 

but it is predicated on quality: of results' andthe carefusaningf'
of tle staff to implement the demonsrat onfarms.
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F~73 f.ImProving.TeohnologyAdoption Rates 

The organization of the Kelompok tbihsevation Action Unis 
demonstration farms', and .the provision of Desa Conservation Techni
dians' is.,only ond -step in'dev~loping an effective means of disseminating
all 'elements of a 'conservation and family, 1ivifg improvement program
t''the individual farmer. Firstof' all, thos6' who are P'lanning and!
 

Implementing ,the "program and thos'e 'foi' whom-the piogram 
 is planned
 
must develop two;A-way comunication. .When the :program begins :solving
 
local people's *pioblems, the foundeti b, of"a :fraining" program ban ibe 
established that:.-iill ;provide the farwers with "a' understaiding, of:
 
.the seriOusnes&:of. the.e'osion 
processes-in the upper, wterdhed "areas. 
Without 'this communication the program ill be just another government

project, 
 and -the only locAl' interest. will be inhat help, or jobs
 
it will provide while it is actiVe.
 

Although discussions in this report do not'address theproblen
 
of improving the'.family living standard 
 "such'a goa]' Will be an 
essential part 'of the fied'program -ItNi-"ust ,as-imprtant'to 

*improve the, knowledge a'nd eff-tciency of the wif'e'as'a lhimeiakz' as it
 
is to improve the farmer "a's producer' of upland crobs 
and livsdltoc '
 
The ifinal -program will also need 
to' have' a 'se6tion cOncerned with*
 
improving knowledge 
 of' forestry and' endour-ag'ing: the deve'opment.'of 
industries from the forest products.
 

%The Bupati"mut take' ihe :lead in developing the specific trzaitiing 
program for his distridt i consultation with: the Farmer, Advisory.-
Boards. *Specific plans will: b6 required 'to.educate abd' train both 
local: leaders, and technidians, to' carry ot-,the objectiv s of the' 
watershed management.,: pr6gydh.. 

The local people should also contribute 'to'the planning and 
budgeting of the conservation activities 'in their villages. Local
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people's participation should be encouraged as a means of training and
 

With the techdeveloping a greater interest in their own affairs. 


niclasi' help, the Watershed Development Committee should develop a
 

coordinated local budget for the works of improvement on the individual
 

hydrologic units, and they should schedule all works of improvement on
 

the farmers' fields because they understand the local situation much
 

better than government planners.
 

F.7.4. Conclusions
 

The investigations leading to the development ofthe conceptual 

was limited in scope but enabled theplanfor,,the: Jratunseluna Basin 

consultant to reach the following conclusions.
 

1. The erosion rates in upper watershed areas, such as the Jragung
 

River, are so severe that portions of the watershed'have eroded 
:
 

beyond the point where it is possible to return the land to
 
Much of the upper watershed area is approaching
economic production. 


this critical point and it is imperative that a corrective program
 

be initiated in the near future.
 

2. The real problems of the watershed are "people problems" related-

These people problems have severe
to the high population density. 


technical, economic and physical constraints on their solution
 

because of the very limited land, economic and human resources',
 

available to the upland famer.
 

3. One of the major problems is that the present size and productivity
 
so limited that neither the physical nor
of the upland farms is 

economic conditions for a conventional conservation program exist. 

The farmer's low productivity, lack of resources, lack of technical 

knowledge, and limited access to improved seeds fertilizers and in

secticides prevent him from participating in the "green revolution"
 

or joining the modern economic society. These problems must be at
 

least partially solved before the upland farmer can become a 
con

servation farmer. 

4. There is general lack of understanding that the first line of defense
 

againsT erosion is a good vegetative ground cover. Structures by
 

,themselvesdo not act to reduce erosion and, in fact, may act to
 

increase erosibn many times if they fail because structures tend
 

one place.
to concentrate the water in 
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5. Data knowledge is not available to precisely defina the problems 
Therefore,
of the Jratunseluna Basin or the feasible solutions. 


the consultant cautions against the rapid implemetation of a "crash" 
problems of the watershed. The specificprogram to solve the erosion 

recommendations are included in the following section of the report.
 

r.7.5. Recommendations
 

The recommendations have been divided into three broad: categories:
 

First are the program objectives; these are the action levels the
 

Second, organizational,improvements:
programs should be striving toward. 


changes which the consultant feels are important in effectively
 

developing a soil and water conservation program within the existing 

governmental system. Third, infrastructural and institutional improve

ments; these improvements are suggested to provide inputs to the;
 

organizations responsible fqr conducting the programs through increased
 

funding and technical-assistance.
 

P.7.5.a, Program Objectives

1. Dev6lopknent.of an' integrated multidisciplinary plan .for solving the
 

"people problems" of the Jratunseluna.Bpsin: should be the primary 

This effbrt should be focused on solving the real problemobjective. 
to.solve the physicalof th upland-farmers rather than attempting 

This is to say that erosion is not

manifestations of the problem. 

the real problem; the problem is that there are too many upland
 

farmers trying to feed their families inthe .upper watershed areas,
 

and that these farmers lack the necessary knowledge and resources
 

to adopt the needed conservation farming methods. Solving this
 

problem will require the cooperation and coordination of 
1 agencies
 

and political subdivisions in all departments from the ministerial
 

level to the village level.
 

2. Individual farmers' ind government officials must be.given an appre

ciation of the real nature and condition of the problems they.
face
 

and program developed to solve these problems. It is very im

portant that this process involve the local people in
the decision
 

them.to.-improve their individualmaldibg process and thereby teach 
This approach ,emphasizes the "better
decision making ability. 


farming for better living" concept and attempts to show 
the farmer
 

that soil and water conservation and improved cultural 
practices
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can enable him to ma1p, i xiium, use of hs resources to provehis
 
family's standard of liviz . *. 


3. The staff must learn to recognize that the first line of defense 
against erosion isalways the improvement of vegetative cover.,on 
the land. Soil conserving structures .are-more-impressive and 'satis
fying, but ifnot maintained they can fail and cause more damage 
than -would have occurred..if.Vhey_.had, ngt. been built. Vegetation
is more permanent and even in failure, or removal, there is additional 
soil and fertility remaining.
 

4. The integrated watershed management program should capitalize on 
all soil co'servation works previously installed. Traditional 
terraces can be slowly improved, and by installing grassed water
way systems for surplus water disposal they can materially reduce 
erosion rates. The staff should encourage the best of traditional 
cropping methods and.show the farxqer better ways .of doing other _. ,

agronomic practices. The program should emphasize methods of improving!.

existing soil and water c'nservation. systems and.in the use of simple;. 
structures that can be built wi.h.lqal, materials and labor. 

5. 	 Fruit, livesiock, fish; or'bee production are dxamples of'supportive 
systems fop"increasing the family,.income or.inpxoving diets. Live
stock production provides a use for grass grown on the terrace 
risers and'agroorest-y areas so it-should be encouraged, aided 
with loans, and improved through better breeding and management 
programs, but care must be taken to prevent overgrazing that can 

' create serious 'erosion problems. 

6. The adoption of improved soil and watex 'conservationmethods and 
improved agronomic cultutal'practices should be encouraged'by 
system .ofdemonstration farms. .Since the farmers often cannot 
read, and will not travel far, the demonstration 'farms must ultimately 
be scattered throughout the upper watershed'areas.. However, care 
must be taken not to expand this program beyond the availability 
of funds and trained technicians to train and assist the farmer, 
and supervise the prgram at all"levels. The fundamental.P.in
ciple with demons-ratioh farms is that success convinces people
 
to follow the example, but failure breeds contempt and knowledge
 
of it traVels :very fast and far. Building a cadre of professional
 
"workers for improving upland agriculture requires a combination
 
of university training, shdrt' tecbnical training session, and a
 
major program of on- the-Job training for all staff members. :This
 
program should also emphasize the prbmotion potential for excep-,
 
tionally capable field workers. Farmer advisory group should be
 
definite part of the governmen istiructure so that their perspec-. 
tives can affect Mnanagement idcisions. The central government's
 
pronouncements on "the'right way to solve problems" never work,
 
but the direct participation inthe field with the farmer-has been
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proven to Oork it limited cases, here in Indonesia and other countries.
 
The important feature of these successes was that the projedt become
 
a local one rather,than a government project.
 

F.7.5.b. Organizational Improvements
 

Based on the consultant's review and analysis of prior soil conser
.vation efforts in Indonesia, it is'believed thatl'uture efforts could
 

generally benefit from a few, but important, organization improvements,
 

primarily because tle governmental organizations directly concerned with 
solving the upstream land,and water resource degeneration problems lack 
coorkaination and tend not to focus on"'solving the people problems of Oe 
upper watershed. Instead they have worked attempting to solve .the 
s poms, such as denudation and visible erosion. Further, thee'programs
 
.aredeveloped from the national level downward and have little or no,
 
.
relevance to the upland farmer.s' problems. Organizations created to 
deai with' the downstream irrigation and riceland farming problems 
neither understand the problems facing upland farmers nor currently 
provide any real assistance to those farmers. More precisely, the
 
past soil conservation efforts have suffered greatly from the lack of 
continuity and linkages among the individual program elements, and tI
 

-
consultants believe that this can only be achieved by an 'improvement.,


program that is developed from the farm*ers' level upward.,. Specifici 
recommendations include:
 

1. Rather than creating a new organiiation to abbcolish the Vatershed
 
management objectiveS, the consultants strongly suggest that the:,.
 
existing central govdrnmental authorities be given the staff and
 
funds necessary to solve the problems at the local level, with tbo
 
farmers' cooperation. This approach has'the advantage of not creating
 
a new bureaucracy with the attendant oveihead cos~s iThe tndonesian
 
national government and the Jratunseluna River Basin Pr6jedt Shbuld
 
provide the managemehit goals: staff trainlii assistance; consultant
 
and other technical guidance; and funds fd additional staff, equip
ment, farmer incentives, and materials. tiect management of the
 
watershed development program should rest with the affect-ed kabupaten
 
or kecamatan, with guidance from farmer advisory board 'anid super
vision from the provincial offices.
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2. At the national level, a ministerial level council is needed tq.

developspecific soil, water, and renewable natural resource,

policy for Indonesia. This group would meet infrequently to con
sider reports or programs, review and make policy decisions, and
 
evaluate progress. The coordinating body would provide the neces
sary linkages between programs of the separate government agencies

that affect the soil conservation problem. The council should also
 
need a day-to-day coordinator to carry out the wishes of the council
 
and to follow up on decisions.
 

3. A more effective direction and coordination of soil and water develop
ment and management programs in the watershed should be provided


* 	 for. A much greater and more deliberate effort should be made 
.'at 	all administrative levels to provide continuity of participation


in the soil and water development programs for improving watershed
 
conditions. New programs and staff should be 
developed in the
 
light of past experience (including mistakes) to ensure that future
 
programs do not repeat mistakes made in other parts of the water
shed or country.
 

4. A major effort should be initiated to improve the soil and water
 
research and basic data collections systems, and to expand the
 
upland crop and seed improvement program. Research and basic data
 
collection should be placed high on the priority list because it is
 
the only way to evaluate the effectiveness of projects and programs.

This program should include a synthesis of existing information from
 
the various areas-based rural development or watershed programs in
 
Indonesia. Information from neighboring countries should be analyzed

for applicability to Indonesian watershed management projects and
 
recommendation'made for its use. Similarly, all new plant varieties
 
that have shown promise in comparable situations should be investigated

for introduction to Indonesian's upland farmer or watershed areas..
 

F.7.5.c. Infrastructural and Institutional Impwavrements 

Local differences in resources, infrastructural development,:: 
political organizations, and people's attitudes towards development
 
are too diverse to permit a common program approach to infrastructure 
and institutional changes in the upper Watershed areas. The need
 

for, too many different improvements prohibits the use of a single
 
approach for the total upper watershed area. The general recommenda
tions are discussed below, but specific project,assessments will need 
to 	be developed,:after proect' implementation,
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1. Development of additional nonagricultural employment opportunities 
is a critical need in the upper watershed area. Specific)fra
structuial development programs should" concentrate on the promo
tion of labor-intensive .activitibs, using loca4 resources in."their 
production. 

2. Improvement of the transportation network is essential to the 
development of a market economy in che watershed. Villages, with 
the most'prsslg economic, social, and land deterioration.problemrs 
often are the most difficult to reach. The' farmebs from these. 
villages must face uncertain market prospects in the village or 
must hand carry their produce from the upland farms to market 
centers in lowlands for sale or trade. 

Because the need for road'and trail improvement is so severe
 
the.imediate program should concentrate on erosion proofing and 
surfacing,-of existing 'roads and taisas 'a' pimary eans of ' 

reducing erosion that will also reduce transportation and vehicle
 
maintenance costs, while reducing'fUture road maintenance costs
 
and downstream floodwater and sediment damages.'
 

3. The long-term success of the upper watershed improvement program 
necessitates development of a practicable farm"'creditprogram 
to enable upland farmers to purchase the techniiolqgy thAt will 
permit them to participate in the green're.volution's methodology 
for increased crop production. 

4. Assistance programs for upland farmers shbuld be redefined and 
expanded to assist in solving the 're4lproblems or initially 
what the farmers perceive'to be 'their'prpobl'ems because in this way 
they will learn to rely on the project staff'. This will require 
the addition of many agricultural technicians with broad backgrounds 
in solving local problems and needs;' through knowledge of community 
economic development methods, extension education programs, 'and' 
conservation farming techniques. Planning and coordination programs 
between existing government agencies should be improved to reduce 
the number of infrastructural bottlenecks created by the lack of. 
fertilizers, improved seeds or planting materials, and other factors. 

5. The training of all project staff members should'concentrat& on the
 
'e,)m approach to solving the upper watershed problems, as well as
 
Q . eloping a respect for the opinions and abilities of the upland 
farmer and hi's family. It is only when the farmer beieves that 
the staff members are trying to solve his problems that there is 
any real chance for a long-term reduction in the erosion.rates of 
the Basin. 

6. Conservation education programs should be developed to reach both 
sexes, all age levels, and economic grobps. The programs should 
also stress economic and social development programs to. improve 
the economic position of the upland watershed residents. 
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People selected and trained for the local technical staff and
 

as Desa Conservation Technicians should, where possible, come from
 

the project area because they must understand the local culture and
 

the institutional strengths and weaknesses that will permit them to
 

be more effective in motivating the local people to action. A
 

program should be initiated to locate, recruit, train, and continuously
 

upgrade the training of the needed conservation technicians for
 

optimum project development. This training program should emphasize
 

cooperative planning methods, management skills, upland cropping
 

practices, and yield improvement methods, as well as the necessary
 

conservation farming techniques.
 

7. The upland farmers' leadership ability and their sense of cooperation 

and mutual assistance must be strengthened if they are to adopt the 

watershed management program and to commit themselves to. long-term 
of project measuresconservation farmin, methods and maintenance 

after the government assistance is stopped.
 

8. Implementation activities of the upper watershed management program 

should concentrate on upland farmers' organizations (Kelompok Con

servation Action Units) that are based on small hydrologic units. 

These organizations should function as the primary mechanism for
 

farmer conservation education; planning of conservation activities;
 
of labor for terrace and waterway construction; and,organization 

ultimately, in community development and the provision of watershed
 
to the project staff, using representamanagement program guidance 

tives of the individual action units. 
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F.8. PILOT WATERSHED DEMONSTRATION AREAS 

F.8. Introduction 

This part of Appendix F contains the basic soil and water conserva
tion project plan for two Pilot Watershed Demonstration Areas inthe
 
Tuning Subbasin of the Jratunseluna Basin at Gunungsari and at Watuagung 
(Figure F-jl4). As such, it is primarily a generalized conservation plan 
for the two areas that was developed without the needed socio-agro
economic knowledge, soil and land capability surveys, aerial photographic 
coverage, and detailed topographic,mapping. While somewhat limited in 
scope the two Pilot Waterwhed Demonstration area development plans 
included in this section should, if initiated, provide an extredly 
useful reservoir of data and experience for developing the project plan 
for anupper watershed management program for the Jratunseluna Basin. 
It'should'be noted-that all cost estimates are January 1980 Rupiahi .
 

values and that no attempt was made to proVide for eonomic-cntingen

cies related to inflation or devaluation.
 

F.8.l.a. Objectives and Scope of Work for
 

The Pilot Demonstration Areas
 

According to the stated objectiies .ofthe expanded Tu ieang
Rier-


Basin Development Plan Contract No. B.58ICES/79 the 6bjective was!Ito
 
"prepare detailed designs for an erosion control scheme foriapilt6t
 
demonstration area within the Jratunseluna Basin." The Scope'of'tWork 

amplified this by stating that itwould include preparation:of a'
 
detailed design for a 100-hectares pilot area; and that the"pr6jict
 

design would consist of drawings of the area showing the location and
 

types of erosion control measures to be constructed. These drawings
 

were to be sufficient detail to allow construction of the erosion
 
control measures to be carried out. The contract also specified that'
 

provision would be made to install a sediment measuring device in the
 
design of the pilot demonstration
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-This approach has an unfor.t7unatef'ocus" on the des''n "of " coh rrva
tioi structural measures rather than working towards a complee soi •• 
and water conservation development program that is focused on imp4-ovilng 

. w§llbepg of people,. The,-consultant has .attempted to foli6w the
ter"S ,of refepence. in th. o . but..it shoutd be noted ,that h , 
pIt, demonstratiQn qreas. inclucedhep do not follpw, th guidelines 

i.ecommn.ded in the. .conceptual1 pa ..fo the rat nseluna Basin. The; 

consultant, specif iqall;.ye,o.mme d. .that member. of these technical. 
and.human relations deficie.nPies b-rectified up.n project mpleuenta

tion., The ost. importanp fea.r.. is tq .e ertain .tbt all of the 
people .inthe. demsration,areas J.1 informPd of their tentative selec

tion to'be included in a deanrt~at on.zxqa, and.tbat the nf e 
of exactly what this will mleap if tbe. project is inTti~td. Then the 

"' '.-.:. '" ' "~~~......." : . .". < .. '.. . .: . : .' " "' :" . .'. , ,",,, 
project s1ould only be..init aie.iff. s .. qeestd ..y the l? alpe. 

Otherwise, it will becme .juqt:.o .er gv ..Fenta1prQjecthat has 
a .bigh probability Qf.fqlur.,. 

F.8.l.b. Constraints 

During November 1979, two pilot demonstrot qp area5, ..(:t Desa 
Gunungsari and Desa Watuagung), With a total area of approximately

100 ma .were.seleot ,4.n 1ppgaphic ap ng...a a scale .qf.J :20Q 

(with 2.5 P o intervala) was initiated,. The, :prpliplnary.maps, 
were.jvaila1,'e .p the .aval 4f theWatershe.E 

Convs~lant.. t the. end qf. FuayA0O.. . t.hee. surveys 
did not cav.erp eae .a~erheda..they 4id not .a das 
featurep neqessar,. for c5qntrvation .pianning. ,, In fact, for inaI. lQoa 
tion and .design f.pnprva.on measures. the,,topograph.c u yeysq. soul 
bet ,a scipe. of l:500.with 0.5 or. 1.0 , corto intervals for areas 

with Jes.than a q0 These topographic mapp
pj.'..pope. 

Jadby:experien.qed,su~vv.y _rqws using p)lane table and .id 

care.: should .takenm• to ser a l -the nee4ed feaures Pf the terrain. 
These maps plus field obse aipns.wi.. .eRb~e be a ~curate. location 
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and design of the needed conservation measures..
 

The originai mapping fo' the Miiiungsari Pilot Wateihed, Deonstia
tiqn'.area covered only,.about 20 ha of small watershed areas, which was
 
,expanded to include the 54.4 ba in the six selected small watershed
 
areas with one small exception. A more.detailed map with a.1:500 scale,
 

..
and.1.0 m contour.intervals is being prepared for the demonstration .farm 
and adjacent areas,.but this map,was.no- available for conservation 
planning. Therefore, it.should be recognized that I-he conservation 
measures for the Gunungsari Area, included in this report designedare 
'within the limitat4on3 of 2.5 m contour intervals. 

The Watuagung Pilot Watershed Demonstration area maps did not
 
include any complete small watershed areas, and since time constraints 
did not permit completing the needed surveys it was decided to include 
only a limited program for this area In this report, together with 
suggestions on how to complete the project when surveys completed.are 
This project pr(.Zrx Is, discussed very: briefly in Section ll.f.this 

.report and includes.details for. less than.10 hectares of the potential 
project area. Time limitationg and -other.constraints forced the 
consultant to virtually ignore the Watuagung Pilot Demonstration Water
shed Area. •It is felt, however, that. much of ,be agroforestry type 
of conversion in lapd use can be, Initiated.without, specific detailed 
plans. - It -is very ,obvilous that 70 percentvslope lands am- not- w Sted 

to upland -agricultue.... Thus, the project .deig~ns 1n .this report cover 
only about. 60 ha rather ,than -the proposed. 100 ha listed iu, the teris, 
of..roference. 

The other specific constraint of the designc for the-twq. pilot, 
watershed demonstration areas contained in this report is that they
 
containno.direct information as to -Zhe.historical land use,.cropping
 

systems,.crop yields,-.number of farme's involved, Pr the human resources 
available to; solve .the problems.. The, collecti(,P of. this informoion, 
is one of the essential first steps for project implementation. 
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F.8.2. Gunungsari Pilot Watershed
 

F.8.2.a. Location and Watershed Condition
 

The Gunungsari Pilot Watershed is located in the Tuntang River 

Subbasin in the area immediately south of the Gunungwulan Damsite near 

Repaking (Figure r-15). The pilot watershed area contains 54.4 ha
 

within six small watershed planning units (Figure F-16). The watershed
 

area is bordered on the western side by the Kali Losari which is a
 

On the
tributary of the Kali Bancak and thence into the Kali Tuntang. 


north and northeast side it is bordered by the Kali Bendungan, and the
 

On the east and
watershed includes the confluence of the two streams. 


southeast it is bordered by a road to Desa Gunungsari from Wonosegoro that 

runs along the watershed divide. Desa Gunungsari is on the east side 

of the watershed area and is not specifically included in the project 

area.
 

The Gunungsari Pilot Watershed is located in Kecamatan Wonosegoro 

of Kabupaten Boyolali of the Province of Central Java. The area was 

specifically selected for a demonstration area because of its long term 

erosion problems i an area aith very similar problems. 

Prior to about 1942 this area was a "Serat Nanas" fiber plantation. 

Since that time ithas been used for upland farming until it is so 

eroded that much of the land is abandoned and produces only weeds and 

poor pasture. The land surface is generally partially covered by an 

"erosion pavement" of small stones left when the soil size materials 

were eroded away. The surface is rilled and there are many small gullies. 

The main stream channels have mostly been eroded to bed rock and are 

reasonably stable.
 

Under present condition only about eight hectares of the watershed 

Is being cropped and these areas are producing only very limited crop priA1c

tion because the severe erosion in the past has removed all of the 
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The rest of the watershed area has
fertile topsoil from the sites. 


generally been abandoned to the poor quality native grass and weed cover
 

There are some limited areas with a poor btand of teak and other forest
 

trees, and some small areas with mango, banana and other fruits.
 

As a generalization, the watershed condition ispoor, but only a 

few areas have become so eroded that it is impossible to return them 

to some type of economic production. 

Fi8.2;b. Climate 

The climate of Java is primarily influenced by the trade winds
 

which are, inturn, influenced by the monsoons. The monsoons are steady 

winds of low to moderate intensity that blow from the northwest and 

southwest. The rainfall associated with the northwest monsoon, from 

November through April, is the wet season with about 75 percent of the 

annual precipitation. The southwest monsoons of May through October 

are significantly drier with only about 25 percent of the annual 

precipitation.
 

if'tApphdiic
wh6Wi
Precipitatiob aboe thi nW uian Dbmi teas 


A -- Hydrology (Pirt ij ji aj fol:-d
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..-Monthm ' 

Wet Season Nov 2'56 9.5 

'Dec 34" 12.6 
Jan: 361" 14.4 

Feb 345 12.8 

3 8: 14.2 

Air "296 11.0 

Subtotal 2,009 74.5 

Dry Season May 215 8.0 

June 116 4.3 

.S"p :"A3 2,3, 

O...O54 

Subtotal 68 25.5 

,.To .. 2,697 100.0 

January is typically the wettest month with an average of over 380 umms 

d. . ,ypc,yhe .cis morth.with. an average tha 

60 mm of rainfall. Rainfall record1s .in the Tuutapg, Su1ba~sn, phov three 

cases of.monthly precipitation exceeding 600 mm. Conversely, many dry
 

season months have experienced zero rainfall.
 

The Tuntang Subbasin is characterized by nearly constant tempera

tUres thmpighout the year, This constancy of temperature is due to 

the tobpical waters which surround the relatively small island of Java. 

The average temperature Is approximately 210 C, with a range of from 

about 26,10 C in October. 

The relative humidity Is high and relatively constant throughout
 

the year as a result of the waru tropical water surrounding Java. 
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The average relative humidity in the Tuntang Subbasin is estimated to 

be about 70 percent.' 

Winds are very uniform throughout the year and there are 

almost no high velocity winds. The annual average wind run is 

250 km/day at the Semarang Airport, and is nearly constant from month 

to month. Semarang is of course influenced by sea breezes as well as 

the regional winds associated with the monsoon. 

F.8.2.o..Land Use and Land Ownership
 

Information on land use for the Gunungsari Pilot Watershed isnot
 

available for Desa Gunungsari, but it is available for Kecamatan
 

Wonosegoro. The 1978 land use for Kecamatan Wonosegoro was as follows,:
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Heotares
Land Use 


Riceland 

Irrigated (Technical systems) 408 4.6 

Irrigated (Rural Systes)i 58 

Rainfed Riceland '1,222 13.7 

Not Plantec 57'. . 

Subtotal Riceland" 1'745 .19.5 

Upland Areas 

Homeyards 1,488, 
4,413 '19.4Upland Crops 


Pasture, Iands. 44.. .5. 

;Forest Lands 

- APrivate-t. 
1,149 12.9Government 


- 0.0Plantations 

87 1.0Other Us, 

',7,181'- :80.5
Subtotal Upland 


8,926 100.0''".Total Area 


The same report indicates that Kecamatan Wono3egoro
'has .about 

9.6 percent of the land area of Kabupaten Boyolali, but only 7.2 percent. 

This is in itself an indication of the'relativeof the riceland areas. 


poverty of the area.
 

Table F-3 in Section F.3. ,there were 7,331;ha'of,As shown on 

critical land outside the forest in Kecamatan Wonosegoro at the start 

of Pelita IIand that 7,752 of this area was treated during Pelita 
II 

No criticalleaving a total of 2,579 ha at the start of Pelita III. 


aroas were shown for lands within the national forest areas. The
 

2,579 ha of remaining critical lands amounts to only about 36 percent
 

of the upland area of Kecamatan Wonosegoro 'ahich would appear 
to be
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very low from a visual inspection of the area. Again, this is probably
 

a matter of definition within the P3RP-DAS.program as against the
 

consultant's view point.
 

F.8.2.d. Soils and Erosion Problems
 

The soils of the Gunungsari Pilot Watershed were classified by the 

Soil esearch Institute, Bogor in 1962 as being a complex of grey 

regoso! and dark grey grumosols formed from limestone and napal.. 

The soils are typically so eroded that the surface iscovered with an 

erosion pavement of both small and large stones that were inthe original 

soil profile. 

'
 The upland soils are generally vertisols, which are clayey soils 

that produce cracks when dried and have a high bulk density in place. 

These soils when dried develop wide cracks which Ielp increase the water 

intake rate during initial rainstorm periods, but basically, these 

soils have low infiltration rates, hence, high runoff rates. On cut

banks, and sometimes on the surface of cultivated soils, drying produces 

a crumbling of the surface that provides a surface layer that ishighly 

susceptible to erosion during initial rainstorm periods These soils 

are also susceptible to,puddling by raindrop splash which greatly 

reduces the infiltration rates. 

The soils of the Gunungsari Pilot Watershed have been subjected 

to so much erosion that there is almost no sign of the original soil 

development under the natural forests of the area. As a generaliza

tion, the watershed has no soils that show developed horizons and they 

can generally be classified as being subsoils or decomposed parent 

material. Fortunately, auger borings show that inmost of the areas 

of 1eps than 40 percent slope there is at least one meter of soil. 

This will permit bench terracing and with long term conservation 

farming and erosion prevention a nutrient cycle may be created that 

will ultimately permit a true soil develop. 
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F.9.2.e. Vegeetation and Cover Condition'
 

The vegetative cover of the Pilot Watershed is generally sparse
 

and low growing, which is an indicat-on'of 'an exremely low level of* 

fertility. Except for the limited areas planted to teak, other forest 

spediles,' and fruit trees 'theground cover'is'mstly low growing grasses
 

and Pioner speces o orbsand browse plants. The abandoned cropland 

areas are mostly used for livestock pasture and'there is'a definite
 

overgrazing'of the'available forAge. "'Proper conservation use in this'
 

case would call for leaving approximately on-ha'f of the total forage 

produced. An occular estimate of ground cover indicates about a 30"'' 

percent ground cover, which is one of the major reasons for the high 

erosion rates experienced even:.6h the"n-oncropped are ' of; the watershed. 

F,8.2 .f."9ocio.Economc tadtos' 

Time did not permit 'te c66lection bf ttb'n ebd sodio-economif 

data toIdentify the problii'sof Desa GuWiungsari and tbd Pilot Watershed 

'area. Therefore, this is'one of the'first majo activItis o'e under' e'U * ' 

taken In the proiict implementation phase:. 

Population figures for Desa Gunungsar'i)fdi-'1977' nd'mid-e'ar
 

1978 show the following numbers:
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Adult Children Total
 
.d
 

:1G471. Polation 

Mae - 527 . 47.9V.0 ,5249. 931:', 49.9 

Female '574 .52,1 " "T., .'L:.: .3450.1 

r~tl11."1,0'b 1,865 100.0 

59.0 41.0 "100;0 

L978 PopulatSlon
 

1.,096, 1:8995' 

57.8 4fV41 

,The high .perceitage..ofchildren' ad, elatively" low, erdent of adult 

ane'e. auil dk 

other;areas. .ThiO..4s Ai. line wth the"' bsei4ed 'en13al ,6verty"-f the 

.,area ; 

males.'idi tes' th t. a oof 1n 

. . .nited peopl... ha ,.. ,4e,,!ith;•contact"he.ocal dicat.s 

worried -by..he -deine;in.upland crop proau*dion-f M ..'and that.p. o 


they would be interested in a soil a'watfei cbnserva&tion p.opjectto
 

8 .F.p. - e nm *I xi,, t iF...~ Crop .Y~elds and andng ethdsS'
 

eer%v3 un 6e
 

,,Crop yqieJ ae very low n'iie A116t Watershed areabut.no speci
fie yield7 data.has been obtaiTied. tbdate,'tbe' rimary upland crops are
 

. . * . ..I ' !.- "I 1Y' : ' 

cassava,.maize, groqgd nuts and 1imI'e!Srkas of'homeyard rops. These
 

cropsarih-mos.tly,grown inthe tradi*tional'fashion with old poorly con

structed out-qoplng.'emraces or'planted up a~d down slope without any 

conservation measureq. There are, however, some well constructed and 

productive terraces on relatively flat fan'ds'near Desa Gunungsarl. 
Thls is a~definite Indication that the extension workers have introduced
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some aspects of conservation farming to the uplanid farmers of the
 

area.
 

F.8.3 Watilagung Pilot Areas
 

r.8.3,a. Locationf and Watershed Condition
 

The Watuagung Pilot Watershed is located in<the Tuntang Subbasins
 

immediately east of Rawa Pening (Figure F-15).' The'.Pilot Watershed is 

located in Kecamatan Tuntang of Kabupatenp.Semarang of the Prdvince of 

Central Java.
 

The Watuagung Pilot Watershed has had only a small portion of the 

upland area surveyed (Table F-31) and the total watershed area is not 

series of three mainknown. The Watuagung Watershed is formed by a 


mountain that flanks Gunung
channels that drain the north face of a 

Payung which has a crest elevation of 718 m MSL. The high point of the 

Watuagung Pilot Watershed isnot known but the top of the Mountailn has, 

eroded.extensive upland crop areas that have become severely 

The Watuagung Pilot Watershed Area isdivided into tbree'main.
 

First, the upper watershed which has been extensively
segments. 


developed for cropland. This-has a-considerablt area, 5-8,ha,,
 

that isgood quality land and should be bench terraced. The area'.has
 

all been terreced to some extent and some of them may be bench terraces
 

The main difficulty for thissegment
of the traditionial outslopetype. 

will be developing a good waterway system. While this upper area
 

needs treating it will never be suitable for a demonstration area
 

because ,.-:is too inaccessible. The intermediate area which isvery 

steep mountain slopes has gradient of about 70 percent. This area has
 

many scattered patches ofcassava.and homeyards and isbeing severely
 

eroded. Theonly long-term solution to use of the area isa land use
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conversion to a forest and grass type of agroforestry that will not 
support many farmers. The lower, or third .segment, of the watershed is 
a flatter area of riceland. The only severe erosion problem in this area 

is related to the large streams that come from the mountain area and 
cross the riceland in large deep channels. 

The'general watershed condition is not as poor as might b. expected 

fr 'the exreme pressures on the available land resource. This is 

probably a function of therelativ y permeable soils and the occurrence 

of large rocks of volcanic material that tend to stabilize the main
stream channels from erosion'. 

F.8.3.b. Climate
 

'The climate of'the Watuagung Pilot Watershed is nearly identical
 
to the previously described Gunungsari area, except that the higher
 

. **I. . p V . t s',.. , ,'. ...*' '" .elevations produce higher precipitation rates 'asa result of orographic
 

influences.
 

F.8.3.c. Soils and Erosion Problems
 

The soils of the Watuagung Pilot Watershed were qlassified by the 
Soil Research Institutes, Bogor in 1967 as being Red Latisols formed 

from tephrite and volcanic tuff. The term latisols is applied to a 
group of soils that are deeply weathered and strongly .leached, and, 

which show no clear horizon definition. These'soils have a low content
 
of primary minerals and nutrients, and they are generally very acidic.
 

The organic matter content is typically rather low. Thepe soils have
 
a high accumulation of sequioxides from the leaching Of 'silicia,which
 
generally gives these soils a friable consistency.
 

These soils are relatively infertile when eroded. They will
 

require large amounts of fertilizer to produce either good crop production
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and tree growth. Inthe past the upland areas of this watershed were
 

reasonably productive because the people used shifting cultivation
 

number of years. Thus,
practices that left the land fallow for a 


while the ground was covered with tropical forest the fertility level
 

was restored. Then the land was cleared and farmed for a few years
 

and abandoned. The larger population of upland farmers has disrupted
 

this cycle and now farmers attempt to raise nearly continuous crops.
 

Also, as the land deteriorates cassava is the only crop that will grow
 

so it is extensively planted, and this crop is known to use up soil
 

nutrients to a high degree. The common practice is to remove all of
 

the roots and growth so very little organic matter isreturned to the
 

soil.
 

Because these soil are deeply weathered and undifferentiated it
 

is difficult to observe the ravages of erosion 1-	the field. The 

There isa markedeffect on fertility is easy to observe, however. 


difference inthe crops grown in the relatively level homeyards as
 

against those on the steep mountain slopes.
 

F.8.3.d. Vegetation and Cover Conditions"
 

Cover condition on the steep mountain slope are from fair to
 

poor, and there is an urgent need to convert all of the lands
 

greater than a 50 percent slope to some type of permanent cover.
 

Trails up the mountain and gullies along property 	boundaries are
 

suffering severe erosion.
 

F.8.3.e. Socio-Economic Factors
 

Time did not permit the collection of the needed socio-agro

economic data for the Watuagung Project area. Therefore, this is
 

one of the first major activities to be undertaken the project im

plementation phase.
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Observations of the Watuagung Village indicate that the upland 

farmers are very poor and most would be poorly educated. This 

emphasizes the need to develop new industries in the village or provide 

for relocating some of the farmers to more fertile lands. The land 

resources are simply not available to support the present population, 

and a soil and water conservation program cannot increase short-term 

upland crop production to any extent in this area. 
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F.9. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION REQUIREMENTS 

The basic project implementation requirements for Pilot Demonstra
tion Areas were covered in Sections 3 and 8 of the Conceptual plan for 

the Jratunseluna Basin under the Technical Approach and che Proposed
 

Basin Plan. Therefore, this section of the report isbrief and is 

designed to emphasize important points in implementing the very limited 

program of two pi.lot watershed demonstration areas wihtout a definite 

commitment for a total basin program. 

The"most important feature of any demonstration' iatershed is- that 
it be' funded at an adequate level to ensure success in all phases of 

the activity. The Greening Program (P3RP-DAS) is an example of a 

program that has obviously been hampered by limited funding which has 

prevented the hiring of needed technical staff and in providing ohly 

limited training and supervision of the project farners. To be stc

cessful the demonstration watersheds must be funded to a level that 

will enable the staff necessary to fully accomplish the projedt ob

jectives. 

Itmight also be noted that the budgets prepared for these dembn,
 
' stration watersheds assume a high level of farmer participation and 

' the minimum of government funding '6ohsistent with a probability 'of
 

success.
 

F.9.2. Organization f6r Pilot Watershed Projects'
 

F.,.2.a. Ploj ect 1Level 

B.cause the two proposed Pflot,Watershed Demonstr'ation Areas are 

very small and have a small budget there obviously cannot he a very 
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formal organization for managing the projects. -The consultant would 

suggest that most of the coordination be by a committee that includes 

representatives of the Jratunseluna Basin Project Office and the Boyolali
 

and Tuntang Buati's offices as a minimum. If the Central Java 

Governor's office is interested they should also be involved. The
 

specific organization can only be developed eis the projects are funded 

and implemented. 

F.9.2.b. Village Level
 

It is suggested that a Desa Consqirvation Committee be formed for 

the overall management of the soil and water conservation activities 

in the pilot watershed area. This organization would provide for 

coordination of planning and construction of conservation meaaures in 

cooperation with the Lurah and the Bupa's staff. They would coordinate 

the activities of the farmers in thedemonstration farm area and each 

of the organized small hydrologic .units. .. I desired, this coordinates 

work could be assumed by. lotpe existing Rural Social Comiittee. 

Each demonstration farm o:r spall hydrologic unit would need to..be 

organized into a specific group such as the previously described... 

Kelompok Conservation Action Units that should not exceed 20 families 

in size. One key farmer should represent .each Kelompqk Conservation 

Action Unit for planning, operations and scheduling conservation. 

assistance. The Kelompok Conservation Action..Unt is-essential because 

there are many potential conflicts where grassed waterways on terrace ; 

split up a farmer's fields. The solution of these problems requires a 

formal organization to work with the planners and the Lurah to onnure 

that the soil water conservatic' measures are applied as r.apidly as 

possible with a minimum of conflict. It is important to nr,te the 

planning in this case must be done with the farmers not for them, and 

the farmer must understand the reason fqr the structures or farrhing 

methods he is .being asked to adopt. 
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r.9.3. Project Staffing and Training
 

F.9.3.a. Project Staffing
 

Tho limited budget for the two Pilot Watershed Demonstration Areas
 

does not permit an extensive recruitment program to hire the qualified
 

people needed for project implementation. Instead, most of the people
 

involved will be people presently on the Jratunseluna Basin Project of
 

They will be promoted to the specific assignments or
Bupati's Staffs. 


be given supervisory responsibility along with new staff to assist them.
 

The new positions will mostly be some of the extension workers
 

(PPL's or PLP's) and the Desa Conservation Assistants that will be
 

assigned directly to the project areas To the extent possible these
 

people should be familiar with the project area or dreas with similar 

pioblems.
 

r.9.3;b. Staff T;afiniig
 

i the ifitr-
A definite effort should be made to ftin the s6taff 


disciplinary approach and in the "ibottomup planning approach; The
 

iiportance of the staff 's recognizing the need to involve the fd±~rez'
 

in the planning process cannot be overemphasized;
 

If possible the staff traihing program hodid indlude avaible 

training programs from universitiesi local cosultants and special 

national training programs. The material included in the Jratunseluna
 

Basin Conceptual Plan of this appendix is,in part, designed as a text

book for conservation planning and applications. Appendix D - Protec

tion of Cultural Slopes from the Citanduy Upper Watershed Management
 

P*oject isalso useful in this respect [24]. It isbeing specially
 

furnished to the project office inlimited numbers by the consultant.
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F-9.3ic. Farmer Training
 

In a very real sense the objective of the entire project is to
 

train the upland farmer in a soil and water conservation program and 

to assist the. farmer. in applying it to his farmo. The development of 

the needed complete farmer training program would require the services
 

of several specialists ani is only possible-if the .qntire basin project
 

were to be implemented. .The experience. inworking with local farmers 

on the Panawangan Pilot Watershed.of the C .tanduy'River Basin provides 

some-valuable guidelines-to be used..i. trainig 1o.pal farmers and in 

gaining acceptance of the program [8]. 

F9431di School System Training
 

A conservation education progra shqUld be'initatAd 1 the local 

school system ifat all possible. Children take the ideas home and 

discuss them, and it is one of the best ways of spreading conserva

tion concepts if a qualified teacher is available for the program, 

F&9,4 Preparation of.. Accurate Base Haps. 

The importance of accurate base maps for planning purposes cannot 

be over-emphasized. As a minimum the: individual demonstrationwater

sheds, small hydrologic units or other planning area needs to have 

accurate topographic Survey ,at a scale of 1:500 with 0,5 or 1.0 m 

contour intervals together wth land, ownership and land use maps, 

Aerial photographic coverage,.s also very useful where available.,
 

Copies of these maps should be made available to the Desa Conserva-. 

tion Committee.and the Kelompok Conservation Action Units and they
 

should be encouraged.to update these maps as changes occur. 
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F.9.5. Soil Surveys
 

F.9.5.a. Detailed Soil Surveys
 

Detailed soil surveys are essential to all conservation planning
 
and application activities. Arrangements should be made for detailed
 

soil surveys as soon as possible after funding is available for the
 
Pilot Watershed Demonstration Areas. 
As shown in Table F-9 the estimated
 

cost for detailed soil surveys on a large area amounts to about
 
Rp. 4,600 per hectare. For small areas, such as the Demonstration
 

Watersheds, the cost is estimated to be twice this value, or
 
Rp, 9,200/ha. 
This would amount to RP. 505,000 for detailed'sol
 

survYeys on a 55 ha Pilot Watershed.
 

P.9.5.b, Land Capabililt Claasifioatioa
 

The contract for developing the detailed soil .,es 1treys should 
elude the developnent of a land capability classification system for.
 
all major land capability units in the watershed.. This will greatly,
 
aid the planners in deter.ining the highest or best use of the land,
 
and understanding the limitations on the use of the land even with con

servation measures applied..
 

It should be noted that the p~lioat1on .of conseivation measures
 
does not change the land capability, it only permits the owne or 

operator to use the land for a higher use"as.long as tie consiprvation 
measures are properly maintained and operat 

F.9.6. Socio-Economic Baseline Surv!ey
 

It is very important to have a..good soqlotago-economic survey
 

of all'the farm and farm families in the Pilot Demonstration Watershed
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Areas both for planning purposes, and to use as a standard to gauge 

Specific to be included would be:progress of the project. items 

1. 	 Attitudes towards soil conservation, 

2. 	Soil conservation practices being used,
 

3. 	Family size, income and related information,
 

4. 	Crop production practices and yields,
 

5. 	Land use on farms,
 

6. 	Land preparation mathods,
 

7, 	Fertilizer and insecticide use, 

Extent of landless workers, tenency and %441h6ds-a V: ,ei t8, 
for 	labor,
 

9, 	 The extent of using ttgotong-royong" aid other oooperatiVe theth6de 

of accomplishing group, objectives.. 

10, 	 Extent of livestock and fish prodUction, 

11, 	 Produce marketing systems, 

12. 	 Credit availability, and 

13. 	The extent of community planning activitie"s, 

This information can then be used to plan fox special !ipmir ent5 

in the lives of the watershed residents, In fact, it i VeVY it*Ortaftt 

for the project to initially concentrate on trying to 8o1Ve sOrtn local 

problem that the people feel strongly about, even if it does tt 

relate to the soil and water conservation activities ospecifically 

the 	project. 

Because Satya Wacana Christian University at Salatiga has had
 

considerable experience at this type of baseline survey It is suggested
 

that they be used in making the needed socio-agro-economic study for
 

The cost of these studies is estimated
the two Pilot Watershed Areas. 


at Rp. 500,000 for each project area.
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F.l0. RECOMMENDED GUNUNGSARI SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION PROJECT
 

F.10.1. Demonstration Farm
 

The need for upland demonstration farms has been discussed in
 

previous sections of this report, and the Panawangan Pilot Demonstra

tion Farm of the Citanduy Watershed [7, 8)has demonstrated the effec

tiveness of the demonstration farm approach. Because the demonstra

tion farm is so highly related to acceptance by the individual farmers
 

it is not possible to specifically locate the demonstration farm in
 

either of the proposed Pilot Demonstration Watersheds. It is recom

mended, however, that once the demonstration watersheds are selected
 

that they be given a priority for installation of conservation measures.
 

For the Gunungsari Pilot Demonstration Watershed it is recommended 

that the demonstration farm be located on the 5.7 ha southern part of 

Hydrologic Area A (Figure F-16). This area offers the best opportunity 

for initial application of conservation works and there is a better 

chance of developing a productive farm in this area. These conserva

tion plans also call for the development of both conservation and bench 

terraces in this area, which is valuable for demonstration purposes. 

The specific location of the demonstration farm should, of course, be 

left to the decision of the farmers involved and the Watershed Develop

ment Committee with the advice of the project technical staff. 

The objective of the pilot demonstration farms is to show the 

actual practice of conservation farming with emphasis on the following 

1, To demonstrate effective land use and land management.
 

2. To develop cropping systems suitable for.upland farming that 
produce high yields, 

3. 	 To demonstrate s~iconservation practices and soil fertility 
maintenance from the standpoint:of, soil erosion control. 
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4, 	 To provide a demonstration area for farmers to learn, observe and 
adopt conservation farming and improved ogee cultural praptices, and 

5. 	 To determine production costs and economic returns. 

The difference between a research farm where the. work is conducted 
-by paid technical people., and a demonstration farm where, the work is 

conducted by the farmers should be carefully noted... A, demonstration.. 

farm isno'place to attempt sophisticated replication plots for 'statls

tical analysis. Instead the efforts should be concentrated on obtainin 

the highest practical crop yields per hectare using a variety of agro

nomic and' conservation-.farming practices. The important feature i.' 

that for the demonstration farm accurate physical and economic records* 

should be maintained of all inputs and outputs from the various fields. 

This will permit the development of:-crop budgets 'and, yield estimates 

that will be extremely useful in selling,conservation farming inthe 

surrounding areas. 

F.lOl.a. Conservation Farming. Methods 

Conservation 'farmingmethods emphasize maximizing.the vegetative
 

cover.to protect the soil at.all-times; while attempting to produce 

the highest crop yields consistent with the economic returns from the
 

crop produced. Most of the crops suited to the demonstration farm area
 

are grown to some extent at present and crops are very diversified at
 

least in the home garden areas. 

In order to achieve increased yields, the primary requirement is 

not research into new methods, .but.,rathe the increased application 

of techniques and .practices that are. already kr',,w or become availa

ble during the project period. The'difficulty is in 'inding the tech-" 

nical staff who are knowledgeable of. the most -1 i,':.tive upland crop 

varieties and crop. prodvction, gechniques:. Increased..crop production 
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is primarily a function of improved crop varieties, more fertilizers,
 

more capital, and a reduction of crop wastage from pests and desease.
 

The immediate goal isto increase the crop yields of the existing sub

sistance agriculture by the application of elementary agronomic and
 

soil conservation practices. It should be noted that the application
 

of conserniation farming techniques is not dependent upon the buildinr
 

of terraces or other structural measures. Contour farming, contour
 

strip cropping, crop residue use, mulching, and minimum tillage prac

tices.all act to reduce erosion and increase crop yields.
 

F.lO.l.b, Mulching and Crop Residue'Use Demonstrations
 

For the eroded soils of thedemonstration watershed areas it is
 

extremely important for the farmers to adopt a program to increase the
 

organic matter content of the soils of their farms as rapidly as 

possible.t All available organic matter should be returned:to the soil. 

Under no circumstances should any form of crop residues be burned as 

is the traditional practice. Burningcauses the loss of both fertili

zer elements and the organic matter needed for soil tilth. 

If it it not practical to immediately incorporate the plant
 

-materials into the soil they should be used as a mulch on the soil
 

surface-to reduce the erosion from raindrop impact. Alternatively,
 

these crop residues, or manures, can be composted by placing them in
 

a pit for decomposition and subsequent application to the fields.
 

Specific demonstrations of composting should be made a part of the
 

demonstration farms.
 

Mulching or stubble mulching demonstrations should be specifically
 

included in the demonstration farm areas. Stubble mulching combined
 

with minimum tillage after crops such as upland rice should be demon

strated. Care should be taken to provide some extra fertilizer to
 

these demonstrations to ensure that there are plenty of nutrients for
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both the growing crop and to aid in the plant material decomposition.
 

F.10.1.c. Crop Varieties and Cropping Systems 

Terracing or any other type of mechanical practice by itself,
 

generally ui1l not increase crop yields. Because of depleted condition
 

of the &'.)ils the timely use of commercial fertilizer will be required
 

to improve crop yields. In addition to the traditional crops (cassava,
 

rice, corn, beans, sweet potato, and peanuts), it would be advisable to
 

try some other dry-season crops that are more drought resistant (such
 

as sorghum). The Panawangan Pilot Demonstration Farm isone source for
 

specific upland farming recommendations, but it should be recognized
 

that the soils on that project area are still relatively deep and
 

fertile.
 

Root crops should not be planted on the lip of the terraces because
 
this will damage the terrace lip when the crop is harvested. The 

terrace lip and riser should be planted, where possible, to griiss or 

a grass and legume mixture for use in a cut and carry livestock program. 

Crop rotations must be planned with the farmer after taking into 

consideration soil conditions, the steepness of the land, and the needs
 

of the family. The farmer should understand why it isnecessary to
 

retire some land to grass and trees, and why it is necessary to use
 

conservation measures to conserve soil.
 

Intercropping should be given preference over sequential planting
 

because it usually ensures greater economic returns and a better in

come stability for the farmer by protecting him against the risk of 

a total crop failure and against price fluctuations of a one crop 

system. Relay planting of different crops offers some of the same 

benefits. Both should confer almost the same benefits as a crop
 

rotation with regards to its effects on the soil. This is especially
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true if the legume may be removed for fodder. The fine root system 
with nodules remain in the soil to decay and supply nutrients for
 

following crops.
 

Results from the Panawangan Pilot Demonstration Farm work by the 

ECI staff strongly indicate the need for using high yielding crop 
varieties, obtaining optimum plant populations, using a good fertilizer 

program, and controlling plant pests and diseases. 

In the Panawangan Pilot Demonstration farm itwas found that upland rice 
yields of an improved variety C-22 was about 75 percent higherthan for 
a well established variety Sagi 183. Upland rice varieties have only 
recently received much attention from the plant breeders and there is
 
considerable hope that new high yielding varieties will be developed that
 
can be broadcast seeded so as to provide a better ground cover than
 
existing varieties and traditional planting systems. As previously noted$
 

the conversion of bench terraces into the traditional ponded rice terrace
 
should be used with caution on slopes of over 25 percent.
 

Most of the iwaize varieties seem to be of local origin, white
 
grain, and they are very low yielding. Improved crop varieties, such
 
as Harapan, Gengah Kertas, BC-2 and H-6, from the Crops Research Insti
tute (CRIA) at Bogor should be tried in comparison with the traditional
 
varieties. For erosion protection maize should gezierally be interplanted
 

with peanuts, soybeans, sweet potatoes, or palawija crops.
 

Sorghum is a drowth resistant crop that can offer good ground
 

cover for reducing soil losses. While farmers tend to regard it as
 
a low class supplementary food with a limited market it should be tried
 
experimentally, particularly as a dry season crop on terraced areas,
 
or as an interplant with maize or cassava. Millet is also a good
 
drought resistant crop for dry season planting that provides good
 

soil protection.
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Peanuts of the Gajah and Kidang varieties should be planted both in
 
monoculture and interplanted systems. Peanuts chould also be experi
mentally relay planted behind upland rice with mininum tillage. 

Sweet potatoes should definitely be included in the experimental
 
plantings, because they are a good food source and the plants provide 
excellent ground cover as they mature. 
Sweet potato cuttings such as
 
LP3, Maura, No. 396 and other varieties from CRIA should be planted
 
about 20 cm apart for yield tests.
 

Cassava is extensively grown in the watershed, but as traditionally 
planted it is the reason for much of the erosion and soil deterioration. 

Because the goal is to provide a better standard of living for 
upland farmers all types of vegetables should be tried on the completed 
upland terraces by both flat bed and raised bed cropping systems. In
cluded are: green beans, cucumbers, tomatoes, bell peppers, long red
 
cayennes, chili peppers, chinese cabbage, squash, cauliflower, eggplant, 
green onions, leeks, beets, garlic, onions, melons, watermelons, and 
any other types that are considered suitable on the demonstration farms. 

F.10.1.d. Fertilizer and Insecticide Trials
 

Because the fertility levels inthe pilot watershed areas isvery 
low it is very important to develop a fertilizer program to ascertain 
the fertilizer application sites that will provide the greatest returns 
to the upland farmer. At the. same time it will be useful to attempt 
to determine the fertilizer application rates for obtaining maximum 
production from the upland farms of the demonstration watersheds.
 

Fertilizer recommendations for riceand maize at Panawangan [8
 
are 150 to 200 kg/ha of urea applied in equal portions about one month
 
apart, and lO0'kg of Triple Super Phosphate (TSP) applied at planting.
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For peanuts the recommendation was for 50kg/ha of urea and 50 to 100 

kg/ha of TSP to be broadcast on the surfac eand hoed into the top 

15 cm of soil. The Panawangan work also found potassium fertilization
 

to be beneficial, but the fertilizer is not generally available in the
 

project-area. Because the pilot demonstration watershed areas are
 

severely eroded these rec~ciimendations are probably a minimum am6Un4 for
 

any upland area and it-is suggested'that approximately twice this amount
 

be tled on newly terraced areas.
 

Fertilizer inputs should be provided by the Government for a pre

determined number of years as an incentive for th 'irmerd to participate 

in the program. It is suggested ihat'"fr fertflizer be provided 'th 

first two years after construction for practices such as terracing.
 

Rates of application Should change after experimentai data dre 'dvailable, 

-however, it is known that fatmers 'qaicklyr1co'nize the "btiefit'o ' 

fertilizer, but they may not be able to even at the gove~rnenttafford i 

subsidized price of.Rp. 70/kg. 

F. 0.2. .Water Management
 

Water management isvery Important to the design of a soil and 
water conservation system for any vatershed-.area.. Xty"inbrease in in

filtration amounts will reduce the surface runoff, and this automatically 

reduces the potential.for erosIon.' This"dan b acoomplishied by'I in

creaslng the. vegetative cover of the'soil'; increasthg the soil tiltf' 

to increase natural infiltration ratesd and by artificiall decieasing 
the slope of the land through'practices such as bench-terracing. 'The6" 

true'waier management system is very complex (Fi eF-2) and affected 

by climatic factors, soils, crops ralsed, fertilizer applications.',and 
agronomic practices that are all integrated into the upland agricul

tural production system. Improvement in 'the'entire physical system is 
necessary- to reduce-the watbr and soft-losses:-f6om the system. 
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One of the most important features of the water management program
 

is to ensure that all surplus, or runoff, water is disposed of in a
 

manner that produces a minimum amount of channel or gully erosion.
 

This almost always requires the installation of designed grassed water

ways on diversion channels. Generally, it will also be necessary to
 

provide checks or drops in these channels to reduce the natural gradients
 

and maintain a nonerosive velocity in the waterways.
 

If the designed water management system is to be operated and maintai
 

over time it is absolutely necessary for the farmer on the land to
 

understand the reason for the structural system and why it must be
 

maintained. The farmer must also understand both how the system bene

fits his crops and all of the downstream water users. Therefore, the
 

conservation farming, and soil and water management program must focus
 

on the adaptability of technology to conditions that the farmer under
 

stands and can achieve. More importantly, he must be reasonably cer

tain that it will pay him to adopt the conservation farming approach.
 

A particular advantage of a modern upland water management program 

is that it has a considerable amount of water management built Into 

it and the farmer is automatically led to correct decisions in the ap

plication of soil and water conservation measures. A farmer will make 

fewer mistakes with a well planned conservation stxi4tural system with 
good grassed waterways than a farmer lacking the technical input re

garding water management. Continued focus on improved upland water 

management must become a new way of life for the upland farmer if he., 

is to continue using the upper watershed soils. 

F.10.3. Land Use AdjustMents
 

As shown on Table F-23 an estimated 9.6i a(17.6 percent) of the 

Gunungsari Pilot Watershed has a slope of greater than t40 percent. 

These lands iare almost totally unsuied tiupland crop cultivation 
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because of erosion problems. from a soil conservation viewpoint all
 
of these lands should be returned to the natural forest cover that
 
prevailed before man disrupted the ecosystem.
 

This is not possible because natural forests take a long time to
 
grow, and the upland.farmers must feed their families. The solution 
lies, at least in part, with a relatively new science--agroforestry-
which combines food growing .with sound forest management. Itwill not, 
however, solve the overpopulation problem of the demonstration water
seds. These upland areas simply have more people than can obtain a 
living from the available land resource. Therefore, the solution to
 
the watershed problems must include a total program of transmigration, 
population control, industrialization and the development of irrigated
 
areas to reduce the population dependent on upper watershed areas for
 

a living. 

F.10.3.a. Agroforestry 

The areas selected for agroforestry have long since been neariy 
denuded of trees and most are so eroded as to be e3sentially useless 
for upland agriculture without some form of conservation treatment. 
As previously noted most of these areas have slopes of greater than
 

40 percent.
 

Ifagroforestry is defined as the production,of food crops, trees,
 
shrubs and domestic animals on.,the same piece of land the best example
 
isfrequently the homeyard areas of any village. 
These areas generally
 
have high production rates because they are close to the village where
 
they get attention and of course they are often on more productive
 
land. Never-the-less home yards tend to combine the features necessary 
for successful agroforestry production ; the term agroforestry does not 
imply that all possible uses will be made of each hectare, only that 
they'should be considered. Some areas can logically be used only for
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theoiprodution of grass or trees to the exclusion of other usi, It is
 
not possible to specify the tree; k aM and "leguni species t0'*e planted 
on the agroforestry areas, but they 'caribe selected in consultatlon with
 
the farmers and the technical agronomist. Included are:
 

Common Name Scientific Ndme 

Teak Tectona grandis 

Mahogany Swietenia macrophylia 
Sonokeling Da~bergia latifolia 
-Pine, Pinus merkusii 

LeUcaena leucocephala 
Calliandra talopthirsus. 

Nalaleuca leucadendron 

"catja decurrence 

Accacia auriculiformis 

Albizzia falcataria 

Cassaurina equista olio 

Eucalyptus alba 

Eucalyptus deglupta 

Ymane. Gemlina arbota 

Fr~ult rees 

Petai Parkda speciosa 
Jaclcfmit,. ."Artocarpus integra 

.Mango "Mangfera"ihdida 

Cashew Anacardiu 'ocdidenf4 ble 
1a.ok. Eriodendrcn" anfractuoSU6 
.Cqcont . Cocod nucifera 

$Sawo-. Arohas zapota 
Clove Eugenia aromntica 
Avoado. .Persia .'americana 
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Common Name (Cont.) 

Grasses
 

Elephant grass 

Kikuyu Grass 


Pangola grass 


Setaria grass 


Guinea grass 

Pakistan grass 

Legumes 

Archer 

Centro 

Greenleaf desmo
dium intertum 

Silverleaf 

desmodium 

Siratro 

Stylo 

Sctentific Name 

Bracheria brizantha
 
Bracherla decumbens
 

Pennisetum purpureum 

Pennisetum claudestnum
 

Digitaria decumbens
 

Setaria sphacelata
 

Panicum maxicum 

.!lebrium
Co1opogonium ,. 

Centarasirium klumare
 

Macrotyloma axillare 3yn 
Dalichosaxillaris 

Centrosema pubescens 

Desmodium intortum 

Desmodium uncinatum
 

Macroptilium artropuwopureum syn 
Phaseolus artropurpureus 

Strylosanthes guyanensis syn 
S. gracilis 

Pueraria phaseolides 

For the areas needing conversion to agroforestry there are two 

possible combinations of treatments: installation of hillside ditches 

followed by agroforestry planting and straight agroforestry planting. 

() Hillside Ditches with Agroforestry Plantings 

As shown in Figure F-20 and Table F-24, a total of 3.5 ha 
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in five 	areas are suggested for installation of hillside ditches and 

agroforestry plantinjs. The actual desigr of the individual areas 

should be checked wi'*h the Greening Progzram Office (P3 P-DAS) 

because 	hill sde ditches"are very similar in design to their norial 

credit terracs and greening program plantings. 

The Vertlical inteirval of 'the hillside ditch,can be determined
 

by the eqhtion
 

VI = 0.035 (XS + Y). 

where: 	 VI = vertical interval in meters 

X = variable with a value of 0.3 for humid conditions 
T.-, "--"value depending on soil erodibility that varies 

from 1.6 to 4.0. The value of 2 is recommended 
for hillside' ditches with agroforestry 

S =Lnd slope in meters per 100 meters 

For a 40 percent slope this becomes 

VI ,,%.0,305 :[.4Q(0.3.+ 2.0).] 4.3 . 

The hor zonta iiite-'i'a3 (HI) between hill dg ditchess
 
computed by the equation
 

I = --
VI 

O(100)-S 

ITherefore, the hQrizontal. interval f9r a ,M .l 0 :pe.cent slope 
would,.be 10.75 m ap.,theie.would.be about 930,m of hills~de ditch 

Sper hectare,on a 40 perpent slopet 

The grade along the hillside.ditch should be a one percent 

drop towards the grassed waterway to ensure water movement. 
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Assuming that the average hillside ditch has an average cut of
 
0.15 m
2 it would require about 140 m3/ha of excavation. Based on
 
a production of 4.0 m3/md (26.7 m length) for simple hillside

ditches it would require 35 md/ha to build the hillside ditches
 
on a 40 percent slope. As shown in Table F-12 this type of
 
hillside ditch system is estimated vo cost a 
total of Rp. 32,500
 
per ha including all costs for grassed waterways and engineering
 
or administrative costs. For planning purposes average installa
tion hillside ditches is taken as Rp. 21,000 per ha for actual
 
construction. 
The cost of grassed waterwayb is estimated separately
 
because the waterways also serve the terraced areas.
 

Without detailed topographic, soil and land capability maps
 
itIs impossible to precisely define the agro-forestry planting

for specific areas, the following generalized cost estimates
 
were applied;
 

Rp
 

400 trees/ha @Rp.- 150/tree " 60,000-

Grass for.Sprigging 12 Rp. 1!50/free 
 12,000
 
Fertilizer 400 kg @'Rp-*c 70/kg% 
 28,000
 
Land Prephration and-'Fer I 
izig0, 
 O00
 
Planting 
 25;000
 

..
Total 135,000
 

The following areas (FigureF-20)'were assumed to have a 
combination of hillside ditches and agroforestry practices applied 
forIplanning purposes. 
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Conservation Practice No. 1/ ha 

B-HD-I 0.4'
 
C-HD-I 0.7
 
E-HD-l 
 1.2 
E-HD-2 0.
 
F-HD-l 
 0.9 

Total 3.5 

111)'Agroforestrv Planting 

Certain areas of the dani'ngsari Pilot Watershed area so 
eroded that there is not enough soil remaining to ensure the es
tablishment of trees. 
This is evidenced by the very scattered
 
teak and'other species fromJrevous. anting It is suggested
that the primary plantings i" thes'e areas.be grasses .and legumes,
and that they be harvested by the cut and carry system to feed 
the livestock in the homeyard area. The area already has more 
cattle and goats than it can provide with forage, without creating
erosion, s6 there is some market.foz .the forage. 'The seific 
species to be planted cannot be se.eacted Wfth the 's'oils information 
available, but most of the gY.!ass. and legume idpbc.ei"ei"• hpt be 
planted experimentally to determine .the.mix.tha works the best
 
on the Gunungsari site.
 

1/ iThe!first letter of the conservation practice Number is the

hydrologic area designation from Figure F-16.
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The areas selected for agrokorestry planting include: 

Conservation Practice No. ha
 

A-AF-l 0.2 

A-AF-2* 0.5 

A-AF-3 0.4 

B-AF-l* 1.6 

D-AF-1 3.2 
F-AF-l 0.1 

Total 6.0
 

* Some critlcal area planting isneeded Inthis area. 

..
,Whenthese areas are planned for construction the farmer and 
the Kelompok Conservation Action Unit may decide that they want 
to use hillside ditches and a combination of trees and grass in 
those areas. This change should be encouraged .because the above
 
land use changes are judgement estimates only. 

For planning purposes the cost of applying agroforestry 
,,plantings was estimated at Rp., 155 ,000/ha. 

F.l0.3.b. Critical Area Plantings 

The land requiring intensive rehabilitation, or critical planting 

is rather small for the Gunungsari Demonstration Watershed; as shown in 
Table F-24 it totals only about,0.5 ha. It isall located in the agro

forestry areas as noted In the previous section. Critical area planting 
is estipated to cost,,Rp.. 622,200/ha treated (Table F-10). The actual cost 
can vay .considerably depending upon the severity of the problem and 

the urgency of its solution. If contour wattling (Figure F-21) is 

necessary to stabilize a steep slope and provide a place for soil to 
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collect it may be very expensiv6 'bit in the areas of the Deconstration 

Watersheds that have been observed, revegetation can generally:be accom
plished by grass sprigging and planting brush c'ut't,'igs. TT .. ntiqutte la_~d~~~ntingep 

must be fertilized and protected from use by livestock for Several 
years, or until the ground cover approaches 100 .percqnt. This is the
 
point where no soil is visible looking straight down.at the area, and
 

is seldom ever found except in mature forests or heayily fertilized 

pasture areas.
 

F.l0.4. TeraSL~~-

The specific design criteria and instructions for layout and con

struction"'of'teriaces i's rather completely covered in Appendix D -
Protection of Cultivated Slopes of the Citanduy Upper Watershed Manage

ment'"Proje 2, . : .and sufficient copies are being furnihed"to allow
,*'. . . ' . . . I f:.. . . ..
4•i , . . 

the design team access for reference purposes. Also, since the detailed 

maps'with a scale ofl':500 a'a'd contour interval of . 1.0 m . were not
..* . .. . o . .'-iC redava lable hi of-r onsuitant no 
avaiabl duing the work' period 'of tde ECI Wat'ershe c'nutatn 

detailed terrace designs were made. Instead the basic t'errace area 

location and layout pattern was developed as shown inFigure F-19. 

It is strongly recommended that " le a o terrace areas be 

field staked and constructed using this generalzed plan'rather than 
attemptfng the specific office design with the available maps, which 

do not provide the complete topographic Io at on needi d .'- The in-" 

structions for field staking of terraces is contained in Annex D-3 of 

Appendix D3[241. " 

It should also be notedthat s"il sudl ae at 3est as'ys im
p'oiant 't6Terrace desigT as 'topoirapi surveys Ibecause the limit

ver4ical interval between bench terraces is 'et by the available 

soji depth. Fortunately, the Gunungsari Demons-rati6n 'ea (in'spite
 

of bavibg suffered extrene' erosion damage) generally se.es to have 
sufficient soi' s"ze matria' to'p;rmit bench terracing. The general" 
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Mule for determining maximum.vettical 'intervalsli to subtract 30 cm' 
from the available-soil depth and multiply by two.' This is because 
30 cm is a minimum .sdil depth for giving crops and'only about one-half
 
of the vertical interval is cut.
 

Because the topography of thefPilot.'.areas is very undulating it
 
is also specifically recommended that the width of the terrace benches
 

be permitted to vary rather than to atterupt constru.ction of parallel
 
terraces with uniform bench widths.: This greatly increases the volumeof cut apdis of little value as long as the. cultivation isdone manually 

rather than with power equipment. 

F.10.4.a. Bench Terracing
 

The planning and layout of bench terraces should always include 
a careful field examination of the project area to determine specific 
topography, slope, soil depth, soil texture problems, erosion, the
 
presee'oi rocks, lad use a d future planned land use. For the 
Gunungsari Pilot area the maximium vertical interval.of the bench terraces
 
probably should not exceed 1.2 m although terraces with 1.8 to 2.0 m
 
would probably be reasonably stable. .For.the flatter slopes.of less
 
than 15 percent the vertical interval .should:,not be more than 1.0 m
because the.benches become wider than necessary and.the.volum ofe. .
 
cut is excessive (Table F-25). For.a..l5 percen, slope ,aone meter.
 
vertical interval gives a horizontal ut erval 9f 6.67,.m andA.geable. 
bench width of 5.0 m. 

Figure F-22 provides a 
cross section of a bench terrace and.water
way with stone drops to illustrate the relative position of each. If 
bamboo wattle checks wSth some s~one dlssipators are used in the water
ways they would be constructed as nFigurp F-26.ibwn, 
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Figure F-23 provides a detailed diagram of the necessary defini
tions, dimensions and properties of bench terraces. 
Table F-25 provides
 
the numerical specifications for some of the possible reverse slope
bench terraces that could be constructed in the Pilot Watershed Areas.
 
The more important dimensions can be defined as follows:
 

S1 = Original ground slope
 

S2 Cut slope which is 200 %, or lH:2H
 
3 Riser Slope which is 200%, or lH:2V
 

Reverse slopa of the bench =
S4 5%" 
LC Width of safety strip between the cut slope andriser slope = 30 cm
 

VI-= Vertical Interval
 
HI Horizontal Interval
 
b= Width of terrace channel area at the rear of the 

terrace bench 55 cm 
b',= Width of terrace lip = 20 cm 
W = Effective crop width 

A Area of croppable bench per hectare bench terraceAe within the specific Si and Vfspeificat ins"
 

Vc Volume of cut per hectare erraced 

Almost ainy'poential'terrace area has'some form of old tradtitnal 

terrace 'already on the 'land.- The challenge .to-the pLoje p planners 
and technical staff IS to6make the maximum use of the existing con-.. 
servation system. 
Whil this iooks hopeless, at:flrit glande' it is
 
often possible to reduce the amount of'cut and fMll by fitting-the"
 
new bench terraces into the old system where itcan provide"a'savings
 
to the farmer and still result in a technically adequate bench terrace
 
systems.
 

Pot4etialterracIng systems, orareas" will essentially never be
 
al inone owners r 
will',the present boundaries of the farmers land
 
fit neatly into the terrace system. 
This is the reason for organizing
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the Kelompok Conservation Action Units. The farmers must work closely
 
together to enable waterways and terrace systems, or the land ownership
 
system, to be modified to benefit all of the farmers. Forcing farmers
 

to accept a terrace system designed entirely by outsiders is a certain
 
way to cause project failure.
 

The average cost per hectare for bench terracing inthe Pilot
 
Watershed area isestimated at Rp. 300,000 based on the calculations
 

shown in Tables F-14 and F-15 for slopes of 15 and 25 percent and
 
vertical intervals of 1.0 and 1.2 m vertical intervals respectively.
 
This cost is for the 	bench terracing without the grassed waterway out

let system or any of the overhead and design cost. The actual cost
 
may vary considerably, but this can only be determined by building
 
a sizable area of quality bench terraces as a learning experience.
 

The preliminary bench terracing areas as shown on Figures F-19 andI._
 

F-20 are as follows:
 

Conservation St-ucture No. hectare 

Area A 	 A-BT-l 1.4
 

A-BT-2
 

AT-S..2.0

A-BT-4 0-.
 
,	A-BT-5 1.0O
 
A-BT-5. 1.0
 

A-BT,7 	 0.3.
 

.A-BT-9 0.9
 

A-BT-l0 '0.2
 

A-BT-ii.0 .03
 
Subtotal 
 1042
 

1'-2'8+
 



Conservation Structure No. hectare
 

Area 0 	 B-BT-1 2. ' 

B-BT-2 0.5 

B-BT-3 0.2 

B-BT-4 0.4 

B-BT-5 0.4 

B-BT-6 0.8 

4.Subtoqal 

Aa 	 C ]T-I: "0 

"ii
D-BT-2 


D-BT-3 1.0. 

D-BT-4 0";1 

D-BT-5 0.9 

D-BT-6 0.5 
*- 1 *.. -,

D-BT-7 '0.3"
 
D-BT-1 .28
 

D-BT-9 	 0.3 

D-BT-120 	 0.5
 

Subttal10.2
 

Area E E-BT-1 1.4 

E-BT-.2 1.5 

E-BT-3 0.9 

E-BT'4 '.9 

E-.BT-5 06 

.E-BT-6. 0.4 

Subtotal .8 



Conservation Structure No. hectare 

Area F., F-BT-l 2.1 

F-BT-2 1.4 

F-BT-3 0.9 

F-BT-4 2.5 

Subtotal 6.9 

Total Bench Terracing 38.6
 

The tentative schedule for applying bench terracing in the water
shed is shown onTable F-30. The first year goal of 2.0 ha may well be 

an ambitious objective, but it is important to get started on the demon

stration farm area to show progress to the local people. As previously 

stated, the most desirable area fot initiating terracing is on the south 
side of area A where the topography is relatively uniform and there are 

reasonably deep soils. This permits building relatively parallel 

terraces with uniform bench widths as part of the training program, more 
difficult sites can be developed as the staff and farmers gain experience. 

F.10.4.b. Conservation Terraces
 

Conservation terraces are not comon.in Indonesia, but they are 
successfully applied inmany similar climates of the orld. They are 

also called by a host of names; including channel terraces, absorption 

terraces, road base terraces., graded terraces and others. They all 

have the distinctive feature of an excavated channel to carry of surface 

runoff, and. an embankment.on .the.downhill side formed by .the spoil,
from the embankment (Figure F-24), Appendix D ,.Protection of Cul

tivated Slopes [241] has a complete set ofdesign criteria,-which will
 

not be repeated in this'report.
 

The-l'.7, ha-of, conservation ;,terraces ,,plannedforthe Gunungsari 
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Pilot Watershed are all on slopes of less than 15 percent and are
 
primarily for demonstration purposes. However, if the farmers like 
them there is a possibility for larger area use. Specific recomhenda
tions for these terraces is to use a 0.3 percent channel gradient in
 
fihial sections of the terrace which should be steepened to Oi5 per
cent as it approaches the grassed waterway. 
The channel sections of
 
conservation terraces should have the same level as the bottom of the
 
grassed waterway at the entry point. The terraces may be broad based
 
on narrow based, but the narrow based terraces are usually easier to 
construct with hand labor and the broad based are easier to construct
 
with tractors. 
The cross sectional area of conservation terrace
 
channels is less precisely defined than foi, bther channels and water
ways. As a 
general zation the minimum channel depth should'be
 
about 25 cm and this should Increase as more water capacity is '
 •...
 

required in areas near the waterway. A 'parabolic"channelwitli a depth 
of 0.25 m and a top width of 1.5'm wouid have a cross sectional'area* 
of 0.25 m2which would provide sufficiert 7aacityonth slopes
 

. : .. . :, .'" :suggested for conservation ter''ading. IAs shown "inTable'F-13: thi'"
 
,ype of conservation terrace on a 15 percent 
°idp" wb 'an average 
vert..cal interval of 2.9 ,a' ht.,izortaInterval f 19 '-, 52 .and 
of terrace channel would have a total cost estimated-at Rp. 36,700 per
 
ha including the waterway costs. 
The avirage' cbsfo .'conservati6n
 
terrace construction inthe Gunungsari Pilot Watershed area is estimated
 

at Rp. 28,000/ha terrwaced.
 

rhe areas suggested for conservation terracing'as shown t6n
 
Figure 20 are as follows:
 

Conservation StzfuctirueN0.' ' hectares 

Area B B-CT-I 0 3' 

Area E- E-CT-1; 0.. 5 

'To1a.Conse vlon Terace l .7 
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These areas 'should be viewed as suggestions only. They are in
cluded because tAis type of terrace is 
 known. to be effective in re
ducing erosion where properly operated and maintained. They are also 
much cheeper to construct than bench terraces 28,000(Rp. versus 
Rp. 300,000/ha for bench terraces).
 

F.10.5. Other Structural Measures
 

F.lO.5.a. Capacity of. Waterways 

Waterways or diversion channels are necessary to provide for the 
nonerosive flows of surplus water from terraced areas,,.billside 

ditcbes, ad the"surface runoff from azy watershed area where naturally
stabl6 channels are not available. The required capacity of these 
waterways is dependent upon the catc.hment area, infiltration capacities 
of the soil, slope of the watershed, cover conditions, and conservation
 
factors such as bench terracing. In theory the determination of.each 
waterway section would require a hydroiogic invstigation. Unfortunate
ly, reliable figures for short duration ra3nfall intensities are not 
available for precise hydrologic studied,-and gekeralzed estimates have
 
proven satisfactory for conservation works design. 

NEDECO [28) provided an analysis of the maximum rainfall inten
sities in the Tuntang catchment for the December-March high precipita
tionperiod. Unfortunately, these record are for 24 hour periods. 
The average of the three analyzed stations in the Tuntang Subbasin for 
the 24-hour, 10-year frequency, rainfall is and147 mm, somewhat sur
prisingly the equivalent 100-year f'equency precipitation,is only about 
200, mm for thesine stations An examioation of.some limited peak rain
f intensities for Indonesian conditions indicates the following 
short term rainfall intensities for about a 10-year frequency storm 
would be acceptable for. design purposes [24): 
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Duration Intensity
 

(minutes) (ma/hour) 

5 	 300
 

10 	 240 
15 190 
20 180 

30 	 150
 

40 	 135 

50 	 120 

60 	 110 

The maximum rate of 	runoff for designing grassed waterways and 
-diversions can be estimated by the "Rational" Formulae which is 

Q : 2.19 Aft 

where 	 Q 'Designflow in liters per second (lis) 
A = Drainage area in hectares (ha) 
C Runoff characteristics depending on the soils and 

watershed condition. 
I :Rainfall intensity in millimeters per hour ,-!.hr)

for a period approximately equal to the time of 
concentration.
 

The areas of runoff determination, for small hydrologic units, 
are 
generally less than five hectares so the Rational Formulae should work 
satisfactorily to estimate design capacities.
 

An examination of the limited data available for "C"values in
dicate 
that for heavy soils the following values would be applicable:
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"C"value 

Bench terraced 0.15 

Hillside Ditch with Agroforestry 0.25 

Agpoforestry Plantings 0.39 

Upland Crop without Conservation 0.50 

Determining the time of concentration as a means of determining 

the proper mm/hr rainfall intensity for the terraced areas is difficult. 

The Solo project experience suggests that because there isconsiderable
 

ponding on the terrace the drainage channel will reach capacity in
 

about 5 minutes [30). The Kerpich formula [28) applied to the grassed
 

waterway system in Hydrologic Area A indicates a time of concentration 

of about 10.7 minutes based on a length of 605 m and an average slope 

of 8.4 percent (Table r-26). This would be a velocity of about 0.9 m/s 

which may be slightly low, but the total t.ine of concentration of
 

15 minutes should be realistic for hydrologic analysis.
 

For spmplicity of evaluation the time of concentration for $ 1.0 ha 

drainage area is taken as 10 minutes, which gives a rainfall intensity 

asof 240 in/hour, and for the 5.0 ha area it is taken 15 minutes*with 

a rainfall intensity of 190 mm/hour. 

The results of these runoff calculations for the 	10-year rainfall 

to 5.0 ha. Thisrates are summarized in Table F-26 for areas from 0.5 

analysis indicates that the 10-year frequency present condition runoff
 

one hectire area would be about 345 11s, and by bench terracing
from a 

the area this could reasonably be expected to reduce the runoff to 

100 1/s. Smaller, more frequent, storm events would possibly yield 

almost no runoff from the bench terraced areas. 
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F.10.,5.b. Waterways and Drop Structures 

As previously noted, the design of a 
cWnservation plan for a!smallwatershed unit starts with the design of a 
waterway system ,to.provide
for the nonerosive disposal of surplus water. 
 This require the development of a system of grassed waterway outlets.fo. all: terraded areas and
diversion channels to the point where the water can-be delivered to a
 
stable stream channel.
 

Because'the base"maps for the Pilot Watershed Demonstration Areasdo not provide the detaiU nece'ssary for specific engiineering design ofconstruction plans, the Gunungsari Pilot Watershed waterway plans are
generalized as to location and dro' structures are not specified. It
is,however in-sufficient detail to permit an experienced agricultural 
engineer to supervise field 
1taking for construction. 
To simplify the"
design and cobstruction problems all waterways or diversion channels are
 
assumed to'be constructed with trapezoidal ditch sections.' The side
slopes are estimated at lH id 
 IV with the knowledge that this approxi
mates the shape of the parabolic ditch section that all grassed water-'
way develop with use. 
The maximum permitted channel gradient is 3
percent, -to make certa-n,.-that he 4esign velocities .-remain below. the
safe velocity of about. 1.2: m/s,.although for special situations grassed
waterways with-wide shallow sections may have-,.gradients of up to 20 percentr8, 24, 31, 32J. The previously mentioned Appendix D fromthe CitanduyUpper Watershed Project also has a rather complete section on the Design


of: Hydraulic Channels starting on:page DIl.. 

It should be noted that where -there. is. a. continuous flow of waterthe grassed waterwaysimust"-be modifled: to PjrovIde-aV-shaped stone 
liedscto~t 
 arry te,Permanent -flow .be'casegrass will: be drownedby continuousliwater ('i .:the channel., 

Table F-27 provides the specifications for some standard trapezoidal 
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grassed waterways will 1:1 sides and a 3 percent channel gladient with
 

capacities from 50 to 1,000 1/s. As a generalization the depth of the
 

waterway should be approximately twice that required for passing the
 

design flow. Also, for simplicity it is recommended that the minimum
 

size of grass waterways constructed would have a design capacity of
 

about 50 1/s, which requires a 25 cm bottom width and about a 25 cm
 

depth. As can be noted from Table F-27 this size of waterway has a
 

maximum capacity of about 110 1/s or double the design capacity. The
 

cut material from grassed waterways is added to the terrace benches
 

or spread inadjacent areas where :it does not prevent water entering.
 

the channel.
 

For sizing actual grassed waterways it is recommended that the
 

total 'drainage area'e
Servied by the grassed waterway be determined, which
 

can then be used to determine the maximum design capacity by inter-.!:
 

polating Table F-26. The minimum recommended design capacity is 50 1/s
 

and the' interme'diate sections can' be 'increased linearly along the length 

to the maximum design at the waterway outlet. Where two wacerways join,'
 

it is recommended that the joint "'apacity be. made the :total design 

outflow of the two,waterways f4eding the lower section-because the peak 

flows from each may coincide.
 

'The preliminary grassed waterway and diversion channel system for
 

tihe Gunungsari Pilot Watershed area is shown in: Figure .F-18. :-The ?i
 

grassed waterway design details-are.'summarized in Table F-27.! This
 

*analysls shows that at least'1,150 m of grassed waterways are:needed
 

in the54*A4 ha Gunungsari Pilot--Watershed and that those waterways have
 

a natural ground profile 4ith 536 m of elevation change for an average
 

of 12.9 percent slope. To maintain a 3 percent slope in the waterway
 

will require 418'm of elevation change to occur indrop structures.
 

The maximu estlimated 'design capacity is 860 1/s for grassed waterway
 

A-GW-1 which isthe prindipal waterway for Hydrologic Area A and drains
 

11.3 ha total area. The total area served by the grassed waterways is
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42.8 a, or.: 79 .percent of:.the -total area., The average design aapacity 

is 350 1/a. 

,For,.-cost estimation purposes it was.'sumed that the.cost per m
 

of cut was Rp. 450.,and the cost per.meter height of drop structure was.
 

Rp. 9,000. The volume.of. cut was. estimated using-an equation developed
 

by simple regression analyses of the standard.channel septions in
 

Table F-28. -Because most of the waterways,are i , natural drainages,
 

and to account for the variation: in size along, the length of the water-,.
 

way whqre only the maximum ,capacity is given. the volume of cut per'
 

meter of length was adjusted downward to 55 percent of the maximum.
 

cross section.
 

the cost*,.estimationfor .grassedxw te ways ws,.ete'mined by the 

equation,--.,. 

GWc :". (0.242, Q001065.DCP).. I50 5 9,000 DS 

Where GWo. = Grassed waterway cOst.,,(Rp.),: 

.Cp •-. 4axiu. -Design, Capacity ,f,grassed waterway 

Length (meters) of grassed waterway,.;,-,, 

Ds. Elevation at Drop structures (meters)
 

The'results of the*cost calculations foreach ,of ithe g'assed. 

waterway Is'shown in ..Table 'F-28.., ,°Thertotal,-estimated cost of grassed 

waterwaypis 4.9 million rupiah,,.o, Rp.*,. 1,84/m.of length. The drop,. 

structuips "ar.e a major.,portion.of.-T this. cost; with 3.76 million rupiah 

or about' 7.7percent'off'the.,total. -.Tbis estimate was'based on building 

all drop . structures: with. stone ,.on,,the-basis'that the project works 

would be .much more p'erpanent', and require little maintenance. The 

initial,1 cost: would.be.somewhat less using 'bamboodrops with stoe
 
dls ipators, buthey.would have much .highermaintenance costs....
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It is extremely Important that, where possible, the waterways should 
be constructed a year before the terraces and diversions that feed into 
the waterways. After construction the waterways sides and bottoms should 
be made as smooth as possible and heavily fertilized with equal part of 
Urea and TSP at a rate of about 400 kg/ha or 40 g/m2 to restore fertility 
to the channel area. The fertilizer should be worked into the top 10 cm 
of the soil and the waterway should be sprigged or sodded to one of the 
following grasses, or the native sod forming grasses if the introduced 

species are available:
 

Kikuyu grass Penninsetum clandestinum
 
Setaria grass 
 Setaria sphacelata
 

Pangola grass DiSitaria decumbens
 
Bahia rass Paspalum Notatum
 

It is very Important' that the "waterways be maintained with a good;',grSs 
cover that;is never cut shorter than: about 15°cm. Livestock "grazing 

of wa rways is not recommended. 

F.10.5. . " Diversion Ditches 

iB cause a total of 48 ha"(811percent) of the total 'Gunungsari 
Pilot Watershed is suitable for bench terracing, " conservation terracing, 
or hillside ditches, the soil and water conservation program requires
only two diversion -channels :to pr.otect developments fom unoff areas 

lying above terracing or other features.: The possibility of failure 
for hillside ditch systems'may make it advisable to install some ad
ditional diversions below these areas during actual construction, or 
after any problems are experienced'.': Figure F-25 shows a typical cross 
section for a diversion channel. 

The first diversion, channel B-DV-1'in Hydrologic Area F is 100 m 
in length and drain 'iamaximumof ,1.8'ha of land suited onl.y to agro
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forestry., From Table F-26 this diversion would need a design capacity
 
at the outlet of approximately 400 1/s.. Because this area has shallow.
 
soils the average capacity of the channel was increased to 400.1si with.
 
a minimum of 100 1/s and a maximum of about 600 i/s. 
A channel gradtent 
of 3 percent. is recommended.to produce sufficient velocity for sediment 
transport. For B-DV-I the average bottom width would be 1.0 m and have 
a design depth of 27 cm to provide a 400 1/s capacity with 1:1 side
 
slopes. The channel should have an average cut depth of 50 cm for an
 

0.75 m 3 cut/rn of length. Because for diversions all excavated materials
 
is placed on the downstream slope, the channel would have a 
'%iximum
 
capacity in.excess of 1,200 1/s. 
 The cost of this diversion is
 

estimated at Rp.- 241/m,'o-r p. 24,100 for the 100 m..diversion.
 

The other diversion channel, F-DV-I, is 190-m in length and is 
designed to have an average capacity of 250 i/s throughout most of
 
its length. This .diversionchannel receives the runoff from approxi

mately,,0sverel -bo~~ne
mnately 0i9 ha of Planned a9rqforestry land that is In a severely erode 
conditiof. Based on a 3 percent channel gradient and ":i side slopes.
 
the bottom width would be 75 cm and the depth of flow would be-24 cm'
 
to carry: the designed capacity of 250 1/s. As designed, the channel
 
would have a 
cut depth of 50 cm for a volume bf';cut equal to 0.625
 

mA of length.. .Thischannel wouldhave a maximum capacity of .approxi, 
mately 950 1/s and .Isestkizated to cost Rp. 36,100. 

During field staking -t may be found desirable 'to flatten' the * 
gradient of these channels, i which case the channel section should.
 
be enlarged to.account for the..reduced -velocity.,-.If,experience shows.
 
that the waterways wil.nQt be.maintaned it-
may also be better t6
 
increase the.size ofthe channel .t 
prevent -overflows.
 

- As soon as the diversion channels are constructed, an effort
 
should-be made
ae t:vegetate. the entire channel,nd downhill embanknent
 
sectionl usini the.-fertilizer application rates -and-grasses recommended
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for grassed waterways. The diversion channels should be inspected after
 

major storms, sediment cones should be removed from the channels, and
 

eroding spots relaid, Itnormally takes about two years for diversion
 

channels to become well stabilized, and during this period they should
 

receive fertilizer applications and .beprotected from livestock. If
 

grass is harvested from the diversion channels care should be taken to
 

leave about 10 cm of growth at all times.
 

F.1l0.5.di Gully Stabilization
 

of the main stream channels of the Gunung-As previously noted most 
Furthersari Pilot Watershed have eroded to bedrock and are stable. 

in the watermore, the general installation.of conservation measures 

shed will divert water away from many gullied areas, and perinit the
 

eroded areas to heal naturally. However, it is not always possible 

to keep runoff water out of gullies, and then water must be allowed 

to flow in the existing eroding channel. Restoration inthis case will 

requireA combination of vegetation and structures,at critical points
 

in the gplly.
 

Gully treatment under these conditions.gtnerally requires changing
 

.slopes so .that the water will 

be travelling at a nonerosive velocity. ,Grade stabilization structures 
the gradient of the channel to flatter 


may be required at overfalls, gully headcuts, abrupt changes in channel
 

Basigradient, entrances of branch gullies or other critical points. 


cally grade stabilization structures are installed to reduce veloci

ties and gather soil for the installation of vegetation that will
 

stabilize the channel of bed gradient.
 

To be permanent, a grade stabilization structure must have a 

degrading after the protective measuresstable downstream grade with no 

Care must also be taken to provide sufficient spillare constructed. 


ways in all structures so they will not be overtopped or bypassed.
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Care must 'lso be taken"in the c6learifig and" exdhvation of thd- site 

because' the i4eakest point of any' structure is 'where it ti'e int&--the 

sides abd bottom of the gully'.
 

it is very important 't undbrstand that. partial, gully- stabilizafion' 

programs are never succ'ssful,and oft'an end up-dauSing mote'severe 

problems than existed before. The rdasn .most gully stabilization:pro

grams fail is that the planner or designer did not understand what
 

caused the gully in the first place. One capnot design a control system 

if he does not know what caused the problem. An analysis of.the Gunung 

sari Watershed sr 6ngiy 'indicates the ,as caus for. ost of the gullying 

is the -ncreased rate O6 rutioff f- b-m-thie denuded and eroded upland 

area. 'AU of thecon afaon:piogains suggeste, in.'his section 'are 

designed: t solve "pr6bl'1"'ii-..th.is 

It is aIsOl 'J'Al 1h gully control*i i*tdiindet*and-thiit evbn 
vegetation' is the fis' line -of defere gainst .erbsion.. It" is also*, 

true' it'a bag of fertilizer id.almost always"more effeotive than a. 

bag of cement. The purpose of vegetation istwofold. It provides -, 

physical protection against scour and also reduces the velocity 

of flow%b lnc'rahiiE the' ydraulfd resisdtbhe of the'chahnel [12]. 

Care m st 'be taken, howeve', -in •planting tr6eeS in.'the channel .because 
a "large tee frequently acts tb ' diver"'.tht: f l6w against at unpirdtected, 

(i)Bamboo Wattle Checks
 

Bamboo wattle checks are the imost bommon form of grade. dtabili

zation structure in'most areas where bamboo grows naturally. This 

iis fquently a fincton 6f the lack of.'stone and the cheapness 

of the bMao'o; Figure-, F-2' provides"the ci oss section drawings 

necessry" fo" inStlallati6n*. of!, simple bamboa checks. In. general, 

these check/drops 'ere'only suited to use where. vegetation. cari take. 
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over within the estimated three year life of the structure, or
 

where the structures will be replaced when they deteriorate.
 

Unfortunately, this cannot even be guaranteed where they are
 

used for drops inbench terrace areas.
 

Based on the calculations inTable F-17 the bamboo wattle checks
 

with stone dissipators can be expected to cost about Rp. 7,667
 

each. These bamboo checks were not specifically located for
 

design purposes but about eight of them should be installed in
 

small gullies for demonstration purposes. This is estimated to
 

cost a total of Rp. 61,300.
 

(ii)Loose Rock Check Dams ,
 

One of the most: effective erosion control.or grade- stabiliza

tion,structures is a loose rock checkdam. One f the main reasons 

for this. is that they are very porous, asoriginally.constructed, 

and-the water passes through them., .This materially reduces, the 

forces acting on the structures, and it also reduces the flow through 

the spillway area on the crest., Loose rock may be .used:to build 
a variety of check dams including ,loose rock only, or the.rock i ay 
be reinforced with wire mesh (gabions), ,steel posts, wie (and 

other materials. ;The rock mayalso e.hand placed or simply.piled 

into the prepared area.,.
 

The :basicdesign of: the loose rock-check dam !,is shown in
 

Figure! .F-27
':and specific design ,criteria can be found in a repor"
 

byHeade.[25]. The most important feature for installation is to
 

make certain that the structuri is properly keyed into the gully
 

sides, '1ottom and the apron area. The structure should be keyed
 

into the sides and bottom of the gully from 30 to 50 cm depending
 

upon the size of structure. This prevents flow from by-passing
 

the structure. The spillway section should have a cross section
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area amounting to 2"or 3 times that foi the gully ,bottom. , 1..e
 

maximum height of the loose"rock- structure is about 2.0 m (measured
 

'to the crest of the spillway), aid the apron area should ,be;6l".5 

times the height of the drop for channel gradiebts of less than 15 

percent and l.75 times for steeper gradients. The end sill should 

be no more than 15 to 25 cn above the natural gully bottom or it 

may create turbulence, and'care should.' be taken- to' be-certain-that 
the. apron is below the natural gully bottom level.... 

The loose rock check--,dam is easily, modified -to provide for gully 

headcut control as shown in'Figure :F-28. ",.The control of head ,cuts 

to stop the headward extension of gullies is an important feature 
of gully treatment. The most importin ::factor in the success' of 

thq treatment is to excavate the headcut wall (area b of Figure 
F-28) to such an angle that the 'fill materials can be "iaced in 

layers of increasin'g".particle sinze, from fine to. coarse- sand -and 
.on to fine and coarse gravel, aid' finally- a rock- surface. This 

provides a porous inverted filter -that..lbads - the -water from larger 

to smaller openings in the initial transition area of the~gully 

headcut control structure. The balance of.the structure,is .a. 

standard loose rock check dam." In the;Gunungsari Pilot Watershed 
no specific sites were observed where thistype of-structure', should 
be 'used. Instead the headcut shbuld-be' -txeated by -dverting .the 

water away from it in the terracing program.. 

". It is imsortant that the' rock 'is well graded with no rocks 
,wit1i less , than 1'i0 cm diameter to permit .flow:.through': the :'Su

tures,. A recommen.ded,4-ock gradation would,:be, as fl6lows {['251: 

.10-14.cm,. 	 25.percent 

25l~rcqnt20 pe1 


'20* 34 cm. .25 percent 

3"1.5 {. 30:.percent 
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Small loose rock checks with about 1.0 m of material are 

estimated to cost Rp. 9,000 per structure and large structures 
3with an average of 4.5 m are estimated to cost Rp. 37,500 per 

structure based on the cost analyses in Table F-18 and F-19. 

The loose rock drop strUctUre for the Gunungsari Pilot Demon
stration Watershed cbuld not be accurately located, on the available 
1:2000 scale topographic base map with 2..5 m contour intervals. 
Most of the gullies concerned are about one meter in depth and 
are not defineable on the base map. Many of the gullied areas 
will also be treated as a part of the terracing and grassed water
way Constructibn 'progrm As a.result the number..of small and 
large.structures for each-hydrologic area was estimated by field 
examination a.nd. discussion with .the counterpart staff. For',. 
:osting purposes the'following strictures are..estimated by, hydro

logic area:
 

Loose l.ock, Check -Dams
Hydrologic Small Large 

Area, 1.0 iM3" ,.53, 

A 2 

B 6 
•C 6 2 

D53 

E 8. 2 
F 4 

Total 31 7 

The estimated 38 :loose rock drp stucturs would hve an' 

eidstimated consti'uction .cosi t 541,500.0 
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(iii) Rubble !Tason;ry checks.
 

The rubble masonry check dam is'a more complex structure and
 

requires detail surveys and engineering designs that are beyond the
 

scope'of this report. However, this type of structure is well
 

understood by the Jratunseluna Basin staff since it is commonly
 

used for small irrigation diversions on farmer systems. As shown
 

in table F-20 ihis type of structure with an estimated volume of
 
3:.


7.0 m of rock would have a construction cost of about Rp. 124,200. 

As examination of the Gunungsari Pilot Watershed disclosed 

only one suitable site for this type of structure. In Hydrologic 

area D at about elevation 100 m MSL there is a narrow spot in 

channel that fits the design requirements'for a rubble masonry 

check. This area is eroded into bed rock which makes it easy 

to key the structure, into bedrock. 

Morover the development of a check that':would raise the water 

about 1.5 m wouldpermitth"e irrigation of perhaps 0.3 ha of home

garden area very near the nungsari village. Together with the 

terracing program upstream it is felt that this structures may 

cause deposition of sediment upstream to the point that itmight. 

develop a small water table and aid in prolonging the dry season 

stream flows. The upstream terracing program would ,also, aid in' 

prolonging..,streamflow .because of the increased -infiliation rates'. 

(iv)Gabion Retaining Wal
 

Gabion are a.rather expens'ive.typ of .structuraleffective measurein contolling 

.for most erosion control work,'lbut theyare efect 
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streambank erosion or providing large porous type check dams in 

poor construction sites where the wire baskets are needed to 

maintain structural shape with settling and other. problems. As 
3


shown on Table F-21 a .gabion structure with a total of 7.0. m of 
rock and using 15 small gabions would have a construction cost
 

of about Rp. 130,000 per structure.
 

' Thereis one'area in the,Gunungsari Pilot Watershed where this 

type of structure may be.applicable.. •-This. is in Hydrologic Area 

Fiat the point where the proposed grasses.waterway F-GW-2 .would 

discharge into the Xali'Losari., This.*area has over a 2.0 m 

vertical drop and the bank is,edrrently having problems with. 

severe streambank erosioi. •This.area seems: to.be unstable with 

some landslides into"the'"river. and -there is considerable bank 

undercutting by "he st-eam at."this:;poi.ntj yhis structure would 

require a detai~ed siuvey an 'engineering design, and is estimated., 
to cost .,o130,o00. ' 

F.l0.6. Road and Trail Erosion Proofin
 

The only road in the Gumingsari Pilot Watershed runs along the 

south east side of the area' inlHydrologic area.;D. :This.r.oad has'lbeen 

paved with stone, but has deteriorated,from lack -of maintenance and,.,,,,-,. 

there is considerable eroslon in the roadside ,ditcbes .. A.particularlY 

bad porlion of this road 'is:technically not .withint .h d ologic boundary 
of the watershed. Thls section'-is immediately west of:,Desa Gunungsari
 

along tle west Side of,the road .from about,elevation 85 m to 105 m MSD
 
'
for 140, mii This steep area, should receive intensive treatment as part 

of '.the demonstation of road erosion.proofing for erosion control. 

There" is also considerable erosion from road surface runoff and other 

problems on about 500 m of this road along the east side of Hydrologic 

Area D. For at least a portion of-this area.it is suggested that an
 

attempt should"be"made to combine the roadside .ditch and grassed water
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way D-GW-5 in one channel to carry all of surplus water from both the
 

road and the terraced areas. Alternatively itmay be possible to.
 

divert some of the runoff across the road in a culvert at an elevation
 

of about 122 m MSL where there is a stable natural channel on the east
 

side of the road.
 

The cost of road erosion proofing would include repairing the stone
 

paving, installing loose rock drop structures in the roadside ditches,
 

revegatating roadside cutbanks, and ditches, and installing needed
 

cultverts to carry water acr,.- the roads. Since there isno specific
 

experience to draw upon in this case, and because this section of road
 

does not have severe problems, itwas decided to use 10 percent of the
 

calculated cost for building a new district road from Table F-22, or
 

Rp. 702.70 per meter of road treated. Therefore the cost of treating
 

the 640 m of road described above would be Rp. 449,700. If this amount
 

isnot required for this section of road it is recommended that a portion
 

of the road from Gunungsari west to Repaking be erosion proofed as part
 

of the project demonstration work.
 

F.10.7. Estimated Cost Sharing for Conservation Measures
 

The determination of the needed governent contributions to induce
 

farmers of a district to apply conservation measures is difficult to
 

determine without actual experience. However, it is known that if the
 

farmers do not contribute a substantial part of the total cost of con

servation works they tend to consider the measures as strictly a govern

ment project; then when repairs or maintenance are needed they want the
 

governmrnt to pay for the work. The initial installations at Solo,
 

all had this problem of being considered a government project and
 

the farmers did not maintain the terraces or waterways.
 

Experience inother areas of the world seems to indicate that
 

if the' farmer's input is at least one-half of the total cost he ismore
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apt to consider it strictly as his project. Of coupse various conserva

tion measures provide different benefits to the government or the.
 
farmer. Terracing has a high benefit 'rate to the farmer while stream

bank protection primarily benefits the government.
 

In examining this problem it is obvious that the principle con

tribntion the farmer can make towards a project is his labor. The cost 
sharing rates suggested on Table F-31 were developed by an analysis of
 
each conservation measure. They are designed for the demonstration
 

project only, and should be modified as experience is gained in the in
stallation of specific measures. 
The goal of this cost sharing arrange
ment was for the government and the farmers or vaillagers concerned to
 
each contribute 50 percent of the cost of construction. The government
 

was assumed to contribute 100 percent of the cost for contingencies
 

(15 percent), engineering design (8.5 percent), and administration 
(10 percent). This results in an estimated cost sharing of the 
26.3 million Rupiah cost for conservation measures of 37.8 percent
 

(Rp. 9.9 million) by the farmer and 62.2 percent (Rp. 16.4 million) by 
the government. While this has a high government cost it should be 
remembered that this is a pilot demonstration area. 

F.10.8. Kabupaten Boyolali Costs
 

The major focus of any integrated watershed management program 
should be at the Kabupaten level. This permits the Bupati and his staff 

-to coordinate all of the conservation activities within the district
 

with a view towards solving the more critical problems first. This
 
'alsopermits the available resources to be concentrated in villages
 

'where the people have learned about the soil and water conservation 
program, and have asked for assistance in the conservation effort. 

The Bupati is already responsible for the day-to-day operation of 
any land and water development project in his area. It is also recognized
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that the Gunungs.ri Pilot Watershed Demonstration Pr9ject is a:rather.
 

small"'project, b:.t itwill require some specific budget allocationu.to
 
provide the needed staff and inputs to ensure the success of the project.
 
Table F-33, provides an estimated breakdown of the probable cost for
 

the dired-tassiptance to the Gunungsari Project.
 

:'The projected costs include one-half of the time for a senior agro
noulist to supervise,the project based on a rate of Rp. 50,000 per month 
for the position. -Other projected personnel costs-include up to three 

full time extension staff (PLP.or .PPL) to -train the farmers in conserva
tion farming methods and to aid inobtaining the b.est seeds and plant
 
maferials for the specific farm operations. This position is tentatively
 

budgeted.at Rp,' 25,000/month. To directly :assist the farmers on a con
tinuing basis it is suggested.that there be. two Desa Conservation Tech
nicians permanently assigned..to the project,area. This position was
 

'.
budgeted at'Rp. 15,000 persmoith. -The specific personnel costs would 

of course be detesmined by staff 'avallabilityand must be adjusted by 
the •Bupati'as necessarj. 

The agricultural inputs necessary to change the Gunungsari Water
shed farmers from subsistence farmersto commercial,-type ;conservation
 

farmers is poorly defined because.,there is no specific experience to
 
serV. as' a'guideline.'*--The imp-ived' sepdsand plants, were estimated 
on the basis of p. 8.,000/ha :terraced -that,year',.'plus, a general 
Rp. 40,0001 additional for "other areas.: The fertilizer input was estimated 
as"400 kg/ha the year of terracing, 20.0 ,kg/hathe year after terracing, 
and 1,000 kg for other uses.prired at the :goverment subsidized price 

of .. 70/g. The honeybee hives ,.-improved 'livestock, and fingerling 
f eincld possble factors to .intoduceadditional income 
source to the village. The specific inputs can only be determined 

as the work progresses., 
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The training and assistance costs or other costs are included to 
covr the basic costs necesSary for thuse items. The educational func
tion of the projec'is'te mosi important part of the-program because 
unless the farmers understand the total conservation program and how 
it will benefit them they will continue with itwhen the project 
has to have the necessary training and transportation funds to be able 
to accomplish the training objectives. 

The total estimated 5-year projedt cost for Kabupaten Boyolali 
amounts to 20.5 million Rupiah or 30 percent of the project cost. This 
is a high cost per hectare treated because itis a.pilot project; designed 
for learning howto do it properly. It is 'also possible of bourse that 
the Bupati staff may find that the objectives may be accomplished with 
less funding.
 

F.10.9. Other Project Cost
 

.10.9.a. Tools for the Demonstration Watirshed'
 

ubrof" ' special toils,'supplies and -techiica.. instru'm~ents t41 
be required to make the technical' implementation of the prdJet..efficient 
and provide some*of the ba'sic' tools ii'eded 'for donstruction. Thfse' 
items are listed on Table F-34and amount"to a total of ;1. millb n 
Rupiah. The survey instruents may be availabie fox' some 'other' source 
and could therefore be eliminated from- the budget;" Howeve,6 " surthe 
veyors level isnearly essential for staking terraced.7It neednot 
be built for great precision, but it'm~utt be: v di; - -ujectst..-y not 

to damage. 

F.O.9.b. Detailed Soil Suiivey
 

As previously stated, detailed soil surveys and a land capability
 
classification are essential to the detailed planning of conservation
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farming methods. Because of the small area involved, these surveys 

are expected to cost about Rp. 506,000 or Rp. 9,200/ha.
 

F.10.9.c. Socio-Agro-Economic Survey
 

As discussed ina previous section it appears that Satya Wacana
 

Christian University at Salatiga isvery well qualified to do the
 
baseline survey for the project and it should cost approximately
 

Rp. 500,000 in the initial project year. It is just as important,that
 
this study be repeated at the end of the project period to determine
 

the changes that have resulted from the soil and water conservation
 

program in the demonstration watershed.
 

F.10.10. Rainfall, Runoff and Sediment Measurement
 

The contract specified that a sediment measuring device was to be 
includeq in the design of the project pilot demonstration project. 
This isdifficult item 'because a true sediment measuring program is 
only accomplished by a fully staffed group that would be on site when 
runoff events occur. This is extremely expensive and only justified 

.for . research .tpe program that would be followed for many years. 
The Panawangan Pilot Watershed Project illustrates this problem; in 
1979 after more than two years of project funding no useable runoff 
or sediment measurement data had been collected [33). The consultant 
is also aware of other pilot watersheds with sediment sampling 
objectives that did not resultin useable data. Therefore, the 

measurement program for the GurnAgsari Pilot Watershed attempts to 
provide a maximum of useable data with as small a potential for 
failurelas possible. This program is described in specific meteorolo
gical runoff and sediment measurement'sections. 
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F.10.l0.a Meteorologic Measurements
 

The minimum meteorological data to be collected for the Gunungsari
 
Pilot Demonstration Watershed would be information on precipitation
 
amounts and intensities. However, it ismuch more useful ifa complete
 
meteorologic section is established, and the data carefully recorded and
 
analyzed. The,consultant recommends the establishment of a complete
 
meteorological station which is estimated to cost 2.3 million Rupiah
 
(Table F-35). -Ifonly the precipitation data were to be collected the
 
cost would be less than 1.0 million Rupiah.
 

The cost of operating and maintaining the meteorological 'station
 
is' estimated to be about Rp. 
 5,000 per 'month. "The. weekly changing

of the rainfall intensity charts and the reading of the*standab~d rain
'gages can be done by .4 Desa Conservation TechniCian' but their work must 
be carefully supervised by.theproject hydrologist.
 

F.l0.lO.b, Runoff Measurements
 

As previously stated Ii is hoped that lh demonsthaton farm area, 
and, most, of the initial constrution workcan be"develp. Hyd6 in 'o 
logic Area, A. This area .s"basically more sultable'foz¢se as a demon
strAtionrfam 'and it is' ialso"suted to' the measurement"program. 

If...fdrologk Area A bedmes 'the iUnse'adioiistatn'fax M : 

area the streamflow measuring device should be installed in the channel
 
of grassed waterway 'A-GW-1 at..,a point just below wher'e' li i6 Joined by 
A-GW-.3 (Figure F-le).' 'This is approximately 136 '1iUp ije channel 'o" 
A-GW-l at an elevation of approximately 87 m MSL. The actual location 
of the measuring device should be determined by the project hydro
logist and the: eng-ineer in charge. At this -location the natural drainage 
area would.ehabout 9.hi 

,..,-. 

will be modified by the grassed 
waterway and'tervacing system as 'it is cohstructed.' Therefore, a careful 
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survey must be completed of the actual drainage area above the measuring
 
area for project.analysis.
 

The consultant recommends that a Parshall Flume with a stilling

well and automatic water level recorder (Figure F-28) be installed as
 
the measuring device. 
As shown on Table F-28 the maximum design capacity

of A-GW-l is 860 1/s. 
To provide additional capacity in the Parshall
 
Flume it was decided to recommend a flume wiih-a 1.22 m throat width
 
and a flow capacity of a~out 1,500 1/s. 
It isrecommended that the
 
flume be equipped with an Ott Type water level recorder, and that this
 
instrument should be securely housed as shown inFigure F-28. 
There
 
is
some chance of stream flows exceeding this capacity before terrace
 
completion, but larger flumes do not measures small flows at all. 
The

suggested flume would have a 
minimum flow measurement of about. 20 1/s if
 
properly constructed, and the project hydr.ologist will need to provide
 
a means of estimating the base flow inthe waterway. 
A V-notched weir
 
is
more accurate for measurement of low flows but is suggested.
 

Based on recent experience at,Panawangan [7) the recommended 
Parshall flume can be constructed for:,about ,1.33 million Rupiab., The;
water stage recorder (Ott Type).: would cost an qstimated 3..0, million 
Rupiah. 
The total.cost of the surface runoff measu~ing site would be 
4.33 million Rupiah. 
The annual cost of operating the streamflow
 
measuring device and analyzing.the data woul4 .be abput Rp. 120 000
 

To ensure accuracy of measurement,with the Parshallt flume,the 
following factors should be obsered,in planning and installation of 
the flume: 

1.. The flume should be placed in a straight section of the! channel,and it should not be immediately below a construction in the:channel. 
This should not be a problem with the grassed waterway
,channel which can be modified in the upstream.section to provide,...
a straight smooth section.
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2. Care should be taken to prevent bypassing the measuring site inhigh flows, or to provide a means of estimating these flows ifthey cannot be prevented. 
3. The flume must be aligned with the channel and the flume must be
level longitudinally and laterally. 
The staff gages and the
water level recorder must zero at the level bed of the flume.
 
4. The dimensions of the flume should be carefully checked after construction and any deviations should be accounted for by an adjustment'in the discharge rating curve or tables.
 

After installation of the flume, periodic maintenance isrequired
to insure satisfactory operation. 
Moss may collect on the walls of the
entrance section and debris may collect on the floor and they should be
removed. 
The levelness of the entrance floor should be checked after
a few months and again at periodic Intervals thereafter. 
Sediment
collected in the stilling well should be removed and the inlet tube
should be checked for stoppages. 
The water level recorder should be
 
checked and serviced regularly.
 

F.lO.I0.c. Sedimentation Measurement
 

The objective inattempting to measure sediment production rates
on a Pilot Watershed is to show the effects of the treatment program

being applied inthe watershed area. 
To have any scientific validity,

however, it would be necessary to develop a 
very long term research
 program using paired watersheds. Two 
similar sized watersheds inthe region are chosen for their similarity in physical characteris
tics. 
Then these watersheds are instrumented and all possible hydrologic and erosion data is collected for at least five years, after
which one of the watersheds would be treated with conservation practices and the results compared for a period of perhaps 10 years. 
 This
type of program isvery expensive and obviously not suited to the
proposed projects budget limitations and short time frame. 
 As previously mentioned a 
number of Pilot'Watershed Projects have attempted

the combination of field application of conservation measures and
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research type analysis of results and generally .produced no useable
 
results.
 

Therefore, the consultant recommends that the specific sediment
 
measurement objectives of the Gunungsari Pilot Watershed Project be
 
simplified. 
.The revised sediment measurement objective might be stated
 
as, "to provide a re.lative indication of the erosion rates experienced 
.in an appro9.mately 10.9 ha pilot area during and after application of 
-a.
soil and..water conservation program. 
.To do.this,it is suggested that 
-two types of measurements be made: first., a series of erosion transects
 
on land that will be left in agroforestry. are not terraced-for at least 
four years, and second, 'that an.earth ;type gully plug be ipstalled near, 
the outlet of Area A 'to' co1'ect. the sediment' inthe surface runoff from 
the site. 

At l!eaSto six transecq -,shood 4e selected. Each erosion transect 

should be constzucted wi 2 steeI rods.0.25 'm in leigth wi th top

5 cm painted white. 
 These. "are placed in a. straight line at one meter
 
intervals and driven in the groUnd t the point where the W"te' pai t
 
touches the soil surface.:- Than,.the elevation at the top of'tbe.rod is
 
taken inrelation to a permanent concrete bench'mark to allowk'a reference 
point to make certain the rods .have not 'been.disturbed.' The distance 
from the top of the rod to the ground surface is then recorded and 
this measurement isrepeated at least twice a year to determine the 
rosion rateon that transect' 
 The'cost of these measuremennts is 

estimated at'Rp. 20,000 per year since h'ey can'be,made"in 'construct
on
 
withother su:rveys on the sedment ',rap2'
 

The transect rods can be made from 1 :cm or larger steel rein

forcing rods embedded in concrete, which have the advantage that they 
are hard for children to remove. The farmers ineach organized 
Kelompok Conservation Action Units must understand the purpose of the 
erosion transects and be made responsible for the pins intheir hydro
logic units. 
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Although there are many other indicators of upland erosion, such
 
as pedestaling of stones or exposure of tree roots, the transect pins

provide something that vividly strikes home to the reviewer how bad the
 
erosion problem really is inthat area.
 

The other recommended type of visual erosion measurements is
 
provided by the installation of a large earth fill gully plug (dam)
 
near the outlet of the watershed. 
This gully plug will collect most of
 
the sediment from the area and provide a 
visual and reasonably scientif 
.
means of measuring sediment being transported. The structure will not
 
trap all of the sediment so periodically a 
grab sample of water .should
 
be taken from the emergency spillway when it isoperating to provide.-
an estimate of the amount by passing the structure.
 

Sediment measurement in the gully plug sediment trap Isaccompllshe

by grldding the potential deposition area after construction 'is""com
pleted to provide a.measurement point for each square meter...'-This grid
is permanently established by reference points pen~anentlyiinstalled on
 
the banks and the reservoir embankment. 
 Care should be,taken'to include
 
upstream areas above .the.high water line. 
Then the grid,jference point;
 
are.,surveyed and recorded. 
Once .
a year they are resurveyed and-.the ,
sediment volume collected is,deteimined. ,
 

The gully plug site near the outlet of Hydrologic Area,A has,a 
limited storage capacity. Based on a measurement of the ,one meter con
tour intervals a 1,820 m storage capacitysIavailable at awater;, 
depth of 3.0 m and a maximum surface area 
'of about 930 mn as shown. 
in the following.calculation: 
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Elevation Surface Area Storage Capacity
 
m MSL '"m2 m.3 

84.5 0.0 
85'.0 196.8 90.4 
86.0 483.9 340.4 

87.0 683.8 583.9 

87.,. 926,6 805.2 

88.0 1,169.k 

•; ToaI, 1,819.;9" 

Figure F- Oprovideg the locatioh and design of this-gu~ly plug and 
sediment,, trap. This Site is':desir'able . for a !gully •plug both because 
the! channel,-construction.' reduces: th volume of fill required and because 
the site- has a nearly deai natuiral 'emer'gency spillway location avaiable 
at an elevation 'of about- 87.5 m M-': 

Because this gully plug,.will have a, contributing a r ea of. about : 
10 '9"ha if .the terracing .system is built . expected ,', nd' bcaue up- to 
a 100 mm runoff could occur from a major- sTorm event, the'Volum . of run

off could exceed 10,900 m3 This isroughly 6 times the capacity of 
the'; proposed gully' plug so a good, emeprgency- spillway isneeded.,' " The " 
emergency spillway is 120 m.long and has a-natural slope of 5: perent. 
•Considering the infrequent use of this spillway this should not present 
problems as long as the grass is well-maintained and:the flow is shallow 
in the waterway. Grassed waterways of this :type".can stand periodic flow 
Velocities of up't 2.5 is.. The-emergency spillway for this gully plug
 
should be built with a.trapezoidal--.flat bottom, section 5.0 m in width, 
a'depth:of 0.5 m and 1:1' side slopes. This configuration would give it 
capacityof 'about 2,750 /s,'-with:a flow.depth of 0.25 m assuming a 

5 percent graldient 1dManninis,value of 0.04. This capacity Is equal 
to 250 i1s per. hectare, of contributing area. The maximum f.low capacity 
of1this emergency spillway at a 0.5 m depth is greater than 8.0-m Is. 
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The emerging spillway excavation will amount to a and
 
the"sodding sprigging would amount to 640 m2 calculated 275,,m 

It is suggested chat the Gunungsari'gully plug and sediment trap
be installed::as.a dual purpose structure by installing a 
pipe in the
bottom to release about 0.5 1/s into a "small fish pond which could b~econstructed in the channel immediately 'belowthe structure at an"elevation of about 83.5 m MSL. This would brovide an ideal site for the
 
fishpond becpuse the gully.plug would trap most of the sediment and
 pass relatively clean water to the fish pond. 
As the terracing and
other conservation works,began to ke effec, it is believed .that this 
area will.also develop•a base stream flow forat least a major part..,
of the dry season., Ultimately, 0here. is a <possibility. that a smn1l
 
area. InHydrologic.area B.could 
be irrigated with releases from :the-.gully plug damsite. 
Because of the small release rates ,requred ,.it.issuggested that the 5 
cm pipe with concrete cut off collars be installed
 

.
in the, botom of.the chanippl. Insde,-the reservoir pzoyision shouldbe nmae Vo install and. support -.a..varable.thOhve,
 a 
to ~ a'ibl lnghr4serwt a alve,to-permit draining the.structure.
 

The, planned gully.,plug and sediment. trap should be constructed
w!th. a. stone 
and sand:filter placed at. the toe of. the. pxug. in-.the.same
 
mapner...as for a 
dam, but a core wall is.uneqessary. .,Goodcompacti n of. 
tj..embanJment using moist, fill .,aptrial is extremery! i*portant during

construction, A,core. trench 
along the. centerline. .estimated. at 31. ms)I 3i: suggested as is:.Acafiil..stripping .of the .embankment:site. Assuming

a.crest elevation of... 88.5 m MSL..ad: a hnel plevatiqn of 8Y. 5 the.
gully;.plug would 
...min height.,.; Usng.a 2.SH to 1.OV upstream aa#
2.OH:toI.OV.. downstea ..
embankment•.
. would,result in,
a total embanjcmeni


o.20
fvo.ume
m ;. This.fill/apacity.ratio (320/1829) of. 5.7 isusq.ally good,in .that.many,,gully,plugs have ratios oF 1 
to 2.5 [5].
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The estimated construction cost of the planned gully plug and 

sediment trap is 'as follows: 

Item Rp 

Core Trencb'Ekcava.ion 31.5 m3S .@Rp. 500 /3 3 ; 15,750 
3 3Embankment 320 m -@Rp. '900/m 288,000' 

Pipe (5 cm)"and valve to drain, structure-installed 
with cut off collars and.pipe support tower 124,,OO 

33
Emergency Spillway excavation 275 m @ Rp. 250/m3 68,750
 

*Sprigging and :Fertilizing emergency spillway 
6Rp m Rp.' 20/rn2 12,8001 

Special Surveys and monument locations for Grid

Systrn. 'after constetidn.. .50,000 

'T6tal' estimated" Co'st 559",300 
Cbn~ingeificfi (15*) 

es gn 47-95 
Engineeirlng* Des1g'"18.5%) 7,4 

Adiisitiationi (fb%Y' 55,930 

Tqta1. Cost 746,665 

The annual cost of the surveys and analyses to determine the volume
 

of sedimjnt' eeposited "are.;eStimated :at Rp. .00,000,.per..year.-'Thus, 

the' cost of 6pkating the- soii eoslon dfransecte and the Siment? trap 
-
'wbuld'be Rp. 120,000 'perye ' including 'the:nalysis: of,- rO ;.amples 

of 'he emergeicy spillway flow when"'it occurs'. 

F.10 II:. Ginungsarl Pilot Watershed Projet Cost, 

.able'F-36 summarizes the estImated 5-year project costs .fo, the 
Gunungari'Pilot Watershed' iTn' terms of.2:'January 198Q0. values.' -To provide 

projectbudgeting. all of these costs will have to be indexed upward
 

to:account for increased wages, transportation costs, changes in the
 

exchange rates for foreign purchases and other factors related to in

flatonary trends in Indonesia and the rest of the world. 
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The 5 year project budget calls for spending 1.! million Rupiah

of government funds in year one, plus 1.4 million Rupiah for the farmers'
 
cost of conservation measures for a 
total of 16.3 million Rupiah. This
 
estimate may be optimistic considering the time itwill take for
 
developing an organization, hiring or assigning people to the special

staff, and in letting contracts for soils or socio-economic studies.
 
Many of these items are listed in year one to indicate their priority

for accomplishment rather than a 
definite expectation of accomplishment.
 

The total project cost of 3-O.4 million Rupiah in January 1980 values 
amounts to a cost of 1.17 million Rupiah per hectare for the 54.4 ha 
Gunungsari Pilot Watershed. It should.be remembered, however, that
 
8.6 million Rupiah of this, or 13.6 percent, is the estimated cost for
 
a
meteorologic station, erosion rates and sediment measurement, and
 
surface runoff measurement. 
The farmers are also expected to contribute
 
12.3 million Rupiah, or 30.5 percent, of the total cost. 
Therefore, the 
actual government cost of applying soil and water conservation measures
 
or in training the farmer amounts to 42.5 million Rupiah (66.9 percent),
 
or about Rp. 781,000/ha of the 54.4 ha demonstration area.
 

One major factor not analyzed-in -estimating the cost of.,the

Gunungsari Pilot Watershed is the need for outside consultants to aid:-

in initiating the program and traning the staff in the new aPProach 
to working with farmers. Asnotedin the conceptual plan for the.,:, 
Jratunseluna Basin, and the SMEC Soil Conservation Study for Upper
Serang and Lusi River Catchment [6), there isa,real need for a con
sultants assistance and guidence in setting up a major soil and water
 
conservation'program in any area, 'but it; is also obvious.that,the
 
project cannot afford tfiese services,for two demonstration watershed
 
areas .; 
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F.1. RECOMMENDED WATUAGUNG SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION PROJECT 

With the time constraints of the Consultant and the limited mappj 
available for the Watuagung it was determined very early in the plan
ning period that the work should concentrate on the Gunungsari Pilot 
Watershed. In some ways this is unfortunate because the Watuagung 
Pilot Watershed ismuch more accessible to the public and the problemf
 
faced by the upland farmer are just as severe.
 

Figure F-31 shows the limited area mapped to date and provides a
 
few specific soil and water conservation practices for the first year'
 
program. The diversions channels that are necessary to protect any
 
bench terracing must be checked in the field to determine the total 
drainage area contributing to each segment of the channel. The limite 
investigation conducted to date indicates a large area could possibly 
be used for terracing locations if the farmer decided to divert the
 
water in that direction. Therefore, this contributing area should be
 
field checked before any attempt ismade to estimate the necessary
 
diversion channel capacities. The 70 percent slopes above these diver
 
sion sites also create higher than normal peak runoff rates from these
 
lands.
 

From the available topographic maps with a 1:2000 scale and 2.5 m 
contour intervals it appears there isa maximum of 1.7 ha of land 
suitable for bench terracing. This area presently has a medium s-and 
of mostly forest type trees. The consultant recommends that a major 
effort be made to maintain at least the better trees while bench 
terracing the area.
 

For the Watuagung Pilot Watershed the steepness of the terrain 
limits the selection of the upland demonstration farm to the general 
area of 1.7 ha of proposed bench terracing. Completion of the 
topographic surveys could disclose more suitable demonstration farm 
sites, but this is doubtful because of accessibility problems on the 
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high slopes of Gunung Payung with a reported crest elevation of 718 m MSL. 
However, the top of the mountain has a considerable area of upland
 

cropland with traditional terraces and some other conservation measures. 
Topographic and soil surveys on this area should be completed as soon
 

as pssible to enable the development of conservation plan for the 

entire area.
 

The necessary information on the socio-agro-economic situation is 
also lacking so it is important that these studies be initiated as soon 
as possible. Considering the probable large area of needed land use,
 
change from upland crop production to agroforestry, it may be that the 
socio-agro-economic surveys are the most important feature to good
 

project planning.
 

In consideration of the foregoing problems and constraints it was 

decided that the best recommendation for the consultant to make is 
that the project be fully funded but that zio specific program sugges
tions be made at this time. The soil water conservation program should 

remain very flexible until such a time as all of the people and land
 
resource problems .ofthe Watuagung Pilot Demonstration area are clearly
 

defined.
 

Table P-37 provides an estimated 5-year project cost for the
 
Watuagung Pilot Watershed Demonstration area in terms of the January
 

1980 values. 
Cost estimates for tools needed foa' the demonstration water
shed, detailed soil surveys, socio-agro-economic surveys, and the
 

Kabupaten budget are all identical to those estimated for the the 

Gunungsari Pilot Watershed. The costs for precipitation, runoff and 
sediment production measurement were not estimated at this time because 
of-the feeling that these types of studies often do not provide much 
good information when run by the project staff. They are more nearly 
suited to a true research program,'and as such, should be run by special 
research groups or university departments. The costs for applying 
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conservation measures is estimated at 90 'percent of that for the 

Cnungsari area based on the cheaper application of the agroforestry 

practices as against those for large areas of bench terracing. Again 

the.cost of maintenance for conservation measures is estimAted ait
 

5 percent of the original cost of all measures installed in"preVious
 

years. This somewhat crude cost estimating process results in 5-year 

project cost of 51.4 million Rupiah (Table F-37) or about 81 percent 

of ,he Gunungsari area. This would amount to just over one million 

Rupiah per hectare for the desired 50 ha demonstration area. 

It is strongly recommended that the budget for the Watuagung Pilot 

area remain flexible until such time as the specific program needs 

are determined. While the 5-year budget shown in Table F-37 would 

normally.4e accurate itwould be very.insufficient if a large part 

of the population had to be transqiigrated or provided employment away 

from the area in order to effect any lasting improvement in watershed 

condition.
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r.12. CONCLUSIONS
 

The general conclusion as to two pilot watershed demonstration
 
areas is that they both have Severe problems of erosion and long term
 
depletion of their land resources. Ifthe complete land and water
 
resource development program is truly initiated in these areas a great
 
deal of progress can be made towards accomplishing the objective of 
improving the well being of people in the watershed. But if conserva
tion program is only partially funded and initiated with the traditional
 
top down method of planning for the farmer little will be accomplished
 
in the watersheds except to give to farmers some small subsidies for 
working or installing the conservation measures. 
Using the traditional
 
approach the failure of the projects will be almost certain.
 

The factors which are responsible for the success of the Panawangan
 
Pilot Watershed of the Citanduy Basin which is frequently quoted as
 
a successful project are the following: 1)the soils of Panawangan are
 
deep and relatively fertile soils developed from volcanic ash, 2) the
 
Panawangan Pilot farm had rather constant technical assistance and
 
guidance of qualified consultants for "wo years 
3) the total encourage
ment of the Bupati's staff, particularly the direction of planning and 
4) the farmers originally asked for the program, and since they under
stood what they were trying to do on their lands they tried very hard 
to make the demonstration area a success. This type of success causes
 
many imitators, but itrequires a 
much higher commitment of resources
 
than most agencies or groups are able to provide. For this reason it 
is generally better to move slowly into a program such as the proposed 
pilot watershed demonstration until it is definitely known how to 
solve the complex "people problems" of the watershed and along with 
all of the technical, economic and physical problems attendent thereto.
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TABLE F-23
 

AREA OF SLOPE CLASSES FOR INDIVIDUAL
 
HYDROLOGIC UNITS OF GUNUNGSARI PILOT WATERSHED
 

Hydrologic Unit 


Hectares:
 

A 


B 


C 


D 


E 


T 

Total 


Percent. of,Area: 

A 

B 


C 


D-


E 


F 


Total 


0-2% 


-

-

-

-

-.
 

-

-

-

-

-

-

Slope Class 


2-15% 


6.7 


2.9 


0.1 


3.1 


7.4, 


5.2 


54.5 


39.5 


11?1 


22.0 


54.9 


69.2 


46.4 


15-40% 


4.6 

' 2.4 

-

7.6. 


'502.6 


2". 


19.-6 


'37.'4 


32.4 


-

54.2 


28.6 


22.4' 


36.,0 


Total
 

40% Area
 

1.0 	 12.3
 

2.1 7.4
 

x0.8 0.9:
 

3.3! 14.0
 

1.5. 	 9.1
 

:19
107'
 

9.6, 54*14
 

8. 10
 

28.1 	 100.0
 

88.9 100.0
 

:23.8 100.0
 

16.5 	 100.0
 

8.4 100.0
 

17.6 	 10.00 
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TABLE F-24
 

ESTIMATED CONSERVATION MEASURES NEEDED
 

IN GUNUNGSARI PILOT WATERSHED
 

Conservation 
 Unit Hydrologic Unit
 
Measure 
 A B C E
D F Total
 

Grassed Waterways m 
 1,351 538 (136) 1,165 546 
 550 4,150

Diversion Channels m 
 100 
 150 250
 
Land Treatment Measures:
 
Bench Terraces .ha 
 10.2 .::'.40.1 10.2 6.8 
 69 38.6
 
Conservation
 
Terraces 
 ha 0.9 0.3 
 O;5 I 1.7
 
Hillside Ditches ha, 
 0.4 0.7 
 1.5 0.9 35
 

Agroforestry ha"' 1.1 16 3.2 0 
Critical Area'
 

r
Planting ha 0.1 0 0 [2.0.5 

Other Uses ha 0.5 ., &1 '5 '0J 2. . 1 

Total Area ha 12.3 7.4. 0.9 14.0< 
91 10.7 545 4 


Grade Stabilization Structure : 
Bamboo Wattle 
 -
Checks -No 6 2 8 
Small Rock
 
Drop/Checks No 2 6 6 5 8 
 !4 31

Large Rock 
 :' ;'<.- < ,1.

Drop Checks No 2. 3 2, 
Rubble Masonry 
 ".

Checks 
 No i 1 
Gabion Retaining"

Wall 
 No 
 11,
 

Road Erosion

Proofing. 


... 640 640... -vm 
 a,~ , 



TABLE Y-25 

SPECIFICATIONS FOR REVERSE SLOPE. TERRACES 

S1 VI HI h b W K1 o "2 4 1: .a-' We A V(%) C,) (cm) (cm) (c) (m) ) Cam)(=) cm : -: 2,,ci)~ (cm) (m2/ha) ( /ha)
15 60 400.00 27.75 13.88 342.24 4.56- -17.11 18.15 
 .333.70 185.00: .258.70- 6,467.50
(8.50) 80 :533.33 776.90
37.75 18.88 465.57 4.50 
23,28 24.70 453.93 251.67" j378,93 i 7,104,98 1,077.83
100 666.67 47.75 
23.88 588.91 4.50 29.45 
31.24 574.19 318.34:
120 800-.00 57.75 499 1-J.7,48781 1,380.07
28.88 712.24 4.50 35..


150 1,000.00 . 
6.' 37.18 694.44 385.0 6,19 7,70,00 1,681.6072.75 86.88 896.24 4.56:

180 1,200.00 87.75 43.88 
44 81 47:58 -874.A 485.00. 7 .93.'4 2,134.691,082.24 4.50 54:11 57.40 
1,055.20 585.00 1980.20 
 8'A 3 2,588.38
 

20 60 1300.00 27.00 13.50 243.00 6.00 12..15 16.54 
 236.92 135.00: 16 5.3733 
 670.13
 
10333.00 
 6.00 16.65 22.66
':
100 500.00 47.00 23.50 324.68 185.0 " :249.68 6,. 00 943.23423.00 

120.' 

6.00.; !21.15. 28.79-: ;412.42 2354,00 337 42600.00 57.00 28.50 513.00 6,748.40 1,217.68
6.00 i25.65. 34..91-
150 750.00 72.00 36.00 
"500.i8 28.-.o0O 4218 7,086.33 1,493.96648.00 6.00 ;32.40 44.10 631.80 
360.00 .556.'80 7,424.00
CA. 180O 900.00 87.00 1,905.18
43.50 783.00 .6.00 i39.15' 53;29 .763.42 435.00: 
688.:42 7,649.11 2,318.13
-


C --25 80 320.00 36.25 18.13 253.74":7.50 '12.69 21.30
(14.00) 100 400.00 46.25 
247.40 145.00 '172.-"0 5137i50 844.29
23.13- 323.747.'7.50 16.19 
27.17 315.66 .185.00 .240.66 6, '06,50 1,100.06
120 480L.00 .56.25 
 28.13 393.74*'7.50 1 
 33 05- 383.90 -225.00 308;90
150 600.00 71.25 2 1,355.52
3i-.63 499.74;:7.50 
24-94" 41.85"-.- 486.:30:j.285;.O 411'.30 6,:855.00 
 1,739.96
180 720.00 
 86.25 43.13 603.74!.,7.50 
 30.19 50.67 588.66:t.345.00:513.66. 7,13'i.17 2,125.00


30 :100 333.33 ]5.50 22.7 257.83 900. 12.89 .25.97 251.39 
.!5r.67 17639 5,291;r75 1,004.72

(16.70) 120 
 400.00 5t.50"'27.75 314.50 9.00 .15.73 :131*68.-
 306.64 :?185.006 i231 64 5,79i.00 1,245.68150 500.00 
 10.50*, 3t.25 "- 399.50.. 9 00 14.98 "40o,.25 389.5D 23500, 3 .'-.50 6,290.00 1,608.02180 600.600 
 85.50 4i.75 484.50 ,,.9.0p" 24i,23 v1.,',1-8 47:2.38 "37285.0Q 378 6,623.00 1,970.91 

35 120 342.86 1.38 

:258.10 1050 
 _ 

(18.30) 150 428.57 1 2.661 -t0606.7.....
,.69.75. 34.88 328.810.50 1,152.1016.44 -38 99 :320.50 *.199;29
180 514.29 --84.75 
- 245.59 ", Q.Ii 1,496.0142.38 399.53 i0.50 19.98 
47.37 389.55 -2427-5-$ 314.55-1 6,116.20 1,840.42
 

40 150 375.00 
 69.00 34.50 276.00 12.00 
13.80 37.95 269.10 172.50
(21.80) 180 194.10 5,176.00 1,396.63
450.00 -,84.00 42.00 336.00 12.00 16.80 46.20 327.60 210.00 252.60 
5,613.33 1,725.26
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http:7,424.00
http:1,493.96
http:7,086.33
http:1,217.68
http:6,748.40
http:10333.00
http:2,588.38
http:1,055.20
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http:2,134.69
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TABLE F-26
 

ESTIMATED RUNOFF (I/s) FOR VARIOUS CATCHMENT
 
;SIZES AND LAND USE WITH THE RATIONAL FORMULAE
 

FOR THE 10-YEAR FREQUENCY RAINFALL
 

Catchment 
Ameant -
 Estimated Maximum Runoff (ifs)

Less than Bench Hillside Agroforestry Upland Crop
Terraced Ditch &Agro- Plantings w/out Conha forestry servation
 

0.5. "63 
 105 160 225
 
1.100 
 167 250- 345 
2. 175 290 440 ' 590 
3. O 250 625
 
4 OA 325 5$5 
 '810. '080. 
5. O~i400 660 1,0 1,i2Q 

Rainfali i~t"nsity (1) used in calculation:' 

1.0 ,ha =:24o mm/hr
 
5.0ha ;190 m'm/hr
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TABLE 	F-27
 

EXAMPLE DESIGN CAPACITIES:F-1. 

GRASSED WATERWAYS 

Desig " Bed Width Depth of Area of Wetted D num 
co ey Of a y Flow in. Flow Perofeter Q )-ac-W. . .. ftaateeay 	 y().. " J.()._.L (. ":--"
CapaitywatrwayWaterway Waterway 	 fFwI 

:-.-

L/s 	 m m m M " -!7,/s 

S50 0.25 0.25 0.17 0.071 0.731 0. 110 

10o 0.35 0.35 0.21 0.118 0.9441 0.86 270 

200 -050 0.50 0.27 0208. ".2S 1 1.04 700 

--
300 0.75 0.50 0.27 0.275 1.514 -1.11. 940 


400 1.00' 0.50 0.27 '0.343 1.764 .1"16 -1,20 


500 1.50 0.50 0..25 0.438 2.207 1.18 "1,700 


1,000 '3.50 .50 o.-3 o.e597 .15 ,.2 3,80o 


Note: 	 Based on trapezoidal channel sectiois ith,% channel gradient and 1-I side sloies, and Manning's 
n = 0.05 based on medium height of grass and shallow flow depths. 

Volume 
Cutlow
Per Meter
 

of Length 
m 

0.125
 

0.245
 

0.500
 

0.625
 

0.750
 

1.000
 

2.000
 



st Itu- ei_ . .Total'-tructue_-

Number. -
 C:.:,.m) 

Area A 
A-GW-I -i-.605 

-Gw-2 .20 

A-GW-3 4250 

, c-W-4 136 

A-GW-5 
 '160 

Subtotal 1,351 


Area B 

B-GW-1 300 

B-GW-2 .-,70 

B-GW-3 75 


-- 93 

75657 


GW--

Subtotal se3 

Area.D 
D-GW-1 
 326 

D-GW-2 70 

D-GW-3 50 

D-GW-. 200 

D-GW-5 4,24 

Subtotal 1,165 

ESTIMATED 

-Total 

Change(mn) 

51 _8.. 
21 

33 

23 


152 


53 

18 

1 

23 


10,k 

Z"-

>11 

25 


7774F 

122 


-TABLE r-28 

GRASSED WATERWAY REQUIREMENTS 

-FOR GWGSARI PILOT WATERSHED 

GErevauind Approximate. Elevation of 
lope Drop Stuctures , (in) 

. .
 

.33... 
10.5. 1S 

132. 26 

16.9. 19 

15.0 19 


(10.4) .12 


17.7. 44 


16.4,,
13:3 8 

. 7 
 21, 


(19.3) • 9. 

8.4 

-8 
 0--


22.... 
 10 

.)1 2 5 " .f:19 

-Tz.0z- .. 32" 

(105) 89 --

Sheet 1 

AND COSTS 

DrainageArea Served Maxiu 

by 'Waterway -Design Capacity
(a)" 1/ls -Rp 

...
 

3- 860 
(2.0)-. 17 

(2.5)7 210. 
1.7. 
 2S8" 

(3..) 275' 

13.0 "1,484. 

3 - 2859
22 285 

0 7 
 140 

0.5 
 115 


6:.9. ~922;8
 

255 

"-.0--7.78-. 

(0.2) 
 63 

3.7 152 


. .tO- 322 

9.5 

of 2 

Estimated 
Cost 

x1o3 

3
 

612,3 

173.6 
286.4 
202.6
 
209.S
 

469.7
 
163.6

85.2
 

204.3
 

922"
 

236.0
 
-1150 

97.0
 
207.4 
399.6 

1,055.0 



.TABLE F-28 (Cont.) 	 sneet 2 of 2 

ESTIMATED 	 GRASSED WATERWAY REQUIREMENTS AND COSTS 
FOR GUNUNGSARI PILOT WATERSHED 

-teue Total 	 GrondTotal Approximate Drainage Maximum tst'imated 
e Elevation Elevation of Area Served


Number " Length Change Slope Drop Structures by Waterway Design Capacity Cost 

E-GW- 335, -45 :.54.8 480 428.6 
E-.GW-2 '11 2.12.9 9 10 .96.8 
-G."6 '24&.6 "28 2.2 312 284.6 

Subtotal 546 87 	 7725.9) 8.8. 	 810.0 

Ar e a F - .. .. .. . ... .. . . .... ...... 
.. . ... 175.1

.F-GW,-2- 290-, 19, -6.6: : 139 2-.'i2: 2022 	 0o 
-223,--, 5,20 " - ... 292-. 406.5

G-GW- 3a. -.7 .21. 6-~63 	 '.59.1
 

--Subtotal 550 71 '(29)S 5.4 	 640.7
 

Total 
Waterways 4,150 5367. (12.9))18 - -- o 4,§12.9"-42' 	 (350) .:_ . 

1/ 	Inciudes 294 "/s fr.. " DV.."rion . 

Includes .245 .D i5iversion F-DV-1 



TABLE F-29
 

ESTI.ATED COST Or CONSERVATION MEASURES 

BY HYDROLOGIC UNIT FOR GUNUNGSARI PILOT WATERSHED 
(Thousand Rupiah - January 1990 Values)
 

Conservation Hydrologic Unit 
Measure A B C D E TotalF 


Grassed
 
.
Waterways 1,484i'4 922.8 1,055.0 810.0 640.7 
 4,912.9
 

Diversion
 
Channels 24.1 36.2 
 60.3
 

Bench Terraces 3,060.0 ,320 - '30O ."a -060.0-2,040,0- 2,070.0 11,580.0
 
Conservation
 
Terraces 8.0 
 47.0
 
Hillside
 
Ditches 
 (8.0 " 15.0 32.9 ,9.0 74.0
 
Agroforestry
 
of Hillside
Ditches 54 0 9 S. 0..... 95 020 . ':.;z:1 2.0203A, 22.47. 474.0
 

Agroforestry
 
Planting 171.0 :2486i0 .496.0 4..,,, 
 931.0
 
Critical Area
 
Planting 62.0 ,124.0 124.0 
 310.0
 

Bamboo Wattle
 
Checks 46.0 15.3 
 61.3
 
Small Rock
 
Drop/Checks 18-0 "54.0 :54.0 ',45.0 '72. 36 0: 279.0
 

Large Rock
 
Drop Checks 75.0 75.0
112.5 262.5
 
Rubble Masonry

Check Dam 12W 2
 

Gabion Retaining

Wall 
 i3. 0:: 130.0
 

Road erosion
 
Proofing 449.7 449.7
 

Total Est. 4,866.4 2,778.2 269.0 5. 4 3,246.0 3,069.9,i 19,695.9
 

Contingencies

(15%) 730.0 416.7 40.4 8199 486.9 460.5 2,954.4
 

Engineering'

Design(8.5%) '413.6 236 l 22.9 464.6 275.9 260.9 1,674.0
 

Administration.
 
(10%) -486.6 277.8 26.9 546.6 324.6 307.0 1,969.5
 

Total Cost 6496.6" 3,708.8 359.2 7,297.5 4,333.4 4,098.3 26,2% .8
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ESTIMATED SCHEDULE or APPLICATION FOR
 

CONSERVATION. MEASURES "ON" JNUNG;ARI
 

Conservation 

C"nasuresUiUn 


Grassed Waterways 1A 

Diverslon Channels M 

Bench Terraces ha 

Conservation Terraces ha 

Hillside Ditches ha 

Agroforestry. ,. ha 

Critical Area Planting ha 

Bamboo Wattle Checks' ."No 

Small Rock Drop/Checks No 

Large Rock Drop/Checks No 

Rubble Masonry Checks No 

Gabion Retaining Wall No 

iad"o 

PILOT WATERSHED' 

Year

2 3 

1,350 $,120 9100' 

. 100. 150 

2.4 	 5.0 7.4 


.: 0.6 0.8 


0.4 0.7 

I 1 %..25 2.5 

0.2 	 0.2 0.1 

4,., . .. 

*2 6 16 

1 


: 

.oo':'- .00 '.. 

4 
. 

Total 

780 4,150 

250 

10.3 13.5 38.6 

• 1.7 

1.51-I!- 4;.9 3.5 

6.0 

0.5. 

8 

1. 31 

7 

1 

1 

6M0 
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TABLE F- 31 

ESTIMATED COST .SHARING FOR CONSERVATION 
MEASURES ON GUNUNGSARI P'ILOT WATERSHED 

Conservation Cost Per Cost Shaing TFarmerMeasures Ut Unit.I Percent Cost..... e.*U... Project / Contribuer 
 -.. tio cost 

Rp; '.' %% R.xlo3 Rp..XlO3... Rp.x10 3 

Grassed Waterways m Ii84 55' 45 4,912.9 2,702.1 2,210.8
Diversion Channels m 241
" 45 55 60.3 27.1 33.2
 
Bench Terraces ha 
 300,000 55 45 L1,580.0 6,369.0 5,211.0
 
Conservation
 
Terraces 
 ha 28,000 C5 45 
 47.0 '.259' 21.1
 
Hillside Ditches 
 21,000 5i 
 45 74.0 " 0.7 33.3
 

%,I

Agroforestry of
Hillside Ditches 
 ha 135,000 30 70 47z-';i12.2 33l.8
 
Agroforestry 
 ha 155,000 30. 70-1 
 931 0r'"29o3-
...
 

Critical Area
 
Planting ha, 
 622,00 
 25, 75' 310.0 77.5 _-,'232.5

Bamboo Wattle 
 " ,' 
Checks 
 No .5.' 85 61.3 9.2 52.1
 
Small Rock Drop/ 
 , 
.Checks 
 No 9,000 15 85 279.0, 4.9., 237.1 
Large Rock Drop/ . " " 9.. 223.1 
Checks .. *...Q 37,500 5 85 262223.1 

Rubble Maso'nry. " 
Checks 
 No 24,22 9010 124.2 12.4 . 111.8 
Gabion.Retaining 
 . .
 ,. •,
 
Wall 
 No 130,000 90
10 130.0 130 ' 117.0 
Road Erosion, --" f.' : : * : . 
Proofing • 707.7, 33 67 449J 147
1.8.4 301.3
 

Total Estizated Cost ... ... ....... 5 '; 46945- 9,928.1 9,767.8 
Contingencies (15%) 100.- .. ,95#.,4. 2v.
2954.4
 
Engineering Design (8.5%) 
 100,0 1,674*! 0 .1,674 0 
Ad..iinistai.on.(100) 
 100,0 1,969,5 1",99.5 

Total Cost. .... 37.8 62.2 26,293;8 9,928.1 16,365.7 

1/ January 1980 PriceBase-.. 
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TABLE F-32 

ESTIMATED COST SCHEDULE FOR CONSERVATION 

MEASURES ON GUNUNGSAP.I PILOT WATERSHED 

*onservation 

(Thousand Rupiah - January 1980 Values) 

Year Total 

Measures 1 2 3 4 5 

qirassed Waterways 

Diversion Channels 

Bench Terraces 

Conservation Terraces 

1,598.2 

720.0 

8.3 

1,325.9 

24.1 

1,500.0 

16.6 

1,065.4 

36.2 

2,220.0 

22.1 

923.4 

3,090.0 4,050.0 

4,912.9 

60.3 

11,580.0 

47.0 

Hillside Ditches 8.5 14.8 31.7 19.0 74.0 

Agroforestry of 
Hillside Ditches 54.2 94.8 203.1 121.9 474.0 

Agroforestry 

Critical Area Planting 

155.2 

124 0 

387.9 

i24., 

387.9 

62.0 

931.0 

310.0 
Bamboo Wattle Checks : 8$0.7 •306 61.3 

Small Rock Drop/ 
Checks 

Large Rock Drop/ 
Checks 

18t0 

37.5 

54-Q; 

750;:, 

1.j40 

i 5 

63.0 

37'. 

279.0 

262.5 

Rubble Masonry Checks i14.2 124.2 

Gabion Retaining Wall 130i0 130.0 

Road Erosion Proofing 

Total Estimated 

70.3 

2,762.2 

281 

4,06.1 

9843 

4i25900i; 4e78,.: 4i90.9 

449.7 

19,695.9 

Cost 

!Contingencies (15%) 

Engineering Design 
(8.5%) 

Administration (10%) 

414.3 

234.8 

276.2 

60049 

340.5 
400.66 

63i8 

361.8 

425 

671,8 

380.7 

447.8 

628.6 

356.2 

419.1 

2,954.4 

1,674.0 

1,969.5 

Total Cost 3,687.5 5,348.1 5i,684.4 5,979.0 5,594.8 26,293.8 

Estimated Cost Sharing -

Farmers (37.8%) 1,392.3 

Project (62.2%) 2,295.2 

2,019.4 

3,328.7 

2,146.3 

3,538.1 

2,257.6 

3,721.4 

2,112.5 

3,482.3 

9,928.1 

16,365.7 

Total 3,687.5 5,348.1 5,684.4 5,979.0 5,594.8 26,293.8 

1/ Based on Cost Sharing Calculations in Table F-31
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Sheet 1 of 2 

TABLE F-33'
 

ESTIMATED COSTS fOR PERSONNEL AND OPERA-TIQS
 
IN KMAUPATEN BOY0LALI FOR THE
 

GUNWGSAAI PILOT -WATERSHED
 

(Thousand Rupigh - January 1980 Values) 

Item .. Year.. Toal. 

1 2 3 4 5 

Personnel Costs 

Kabupaten Conserva
tionist or Agronomist
 
(one-half time) 50,000/m 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0 1.,500.0
 

Spot worker, PLP, or 
PPL (3) 25,000/m 450;0..00.O" 900.0 900.0 .900.0 4,050.0 

Desa Conservation
 
Technicians (2) 15,ooo/m 180.0 " 360. 360.0 360.0 360.0 1,620.0
 

Subtotal 930.0 1,560.0 1,560.0 1,5600 1,560.0- 7,170.0
 

Agricultural Inputs 

Improved seeds and' 
94.0 122.4 148.0 521.6Plants 61.6 105.6 

Ferti1izar @ Rp. 70/kg 183;4 264;6 378;0 4732 592.2 1,891.4 

Insecticides and Equip
ment 550 26.6 i6 b 
 &o 20.0 145.0
 

Honeybee Hives
 
(4 @ 17,000) 6. 68136.0
 

Improved Livestock 80 4p;O 120.0 

Fingerling Fisb 
(100 kg 0 Rp. 950/kg) g5;0 '5b95;0 

Subtotal 378.0 5i 6 6-8"b6 710 6 760.2 3004.0 

Training and Assistance Cost 

Watershed Development 
20;0 20,0 20.0 20.0 120.0
Committee 40;0 


Record Keeping Costs 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 100.0
 

Farmer Tour and
 
Education Costs 50.0 100.0 100.0 50.0 50.0 350.0
 

Supplies and Visual Aid
 
200.0 100.0 600.0
Materials 150.0 100.0 50.0 


240.0 190.0 140.0 1,170.0
Subtotal 260.0 340.0 
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TABLE F-33 (Cont.) 
Sheet 2 of 2 

ESTIMATED COSTS FOR 
IN KABUPATEN 

OUNTSARX 

PERSONNEL AND OPERATIONS 
BOYOLALI FOR THE 
PILOT ATEWSHED 

(Thousand Rupiah - January 1980 Values) 

Item 
1 2 

Year 

3 4 5 
Total 

Other Costs 

Allowances @ 25% of 
Personnel Costs 

Transportation Costs 

Miscellaneous Equipment 
and Tools 

233.0 

700.0 

150.0 

390.0 

900.0 

100.0 

390.0 

900.0 

50.0 

390.0 

900.0 

50.0. 

390.0 

900.0 

50.0 

1,793.0 

4,300.0 

400.0 

Subtotal 19083.0 1,390.0 1,340.0 1,340.0 1,340.0 6,493.0 

Total Estimated Cost 

Administration (15%) 

2,651.0 

397.7 

3,806.6 3,778.6 

571.0 566.8 

3,800.6 

570.1 

3,800.2 

570.0 

17,837.0 

2,675.6 

Total 3,048.7 4,377.6 4,345.4 4,370.7 4,370.2 20,512.6 
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TABLE F-34 

ESTIMATED COST OF TOOLS FOR DEMONSTRATION WATERSHED 

(Rupiah - January 1980 Values) 

Description Cost Units Total
Per Unit 
 Cost
 

Conservation Construction Tools
 

Cangkul 

Pick 

5,000 25 125,000
 
5,000 .5 
 25 000


Heavy bar for prying stones .7i00" ' "5 35,000
Heavy hammer'for breaking stones 7,500 5 
 37,500
Pliers for cutting wire 2,000 
 2 4,000

Other tools and supplies 
 25,000
 

Subtotal 
 251,500
 

Technical Instruments and Tools
 
Survey Instruments (Level with' , ; I
.,..: 
tripod and survey rod) ./ 498,000 1 '498,000

Abney Hand Levels 
 45,000 .3 ,135,000.Supporting Pole for Hand levels 
 4,000 3 12,000
Special Terracing 250 cm . 
Scaled Rod 
 10000 4 40,000
Simple Water Levels 
 6,000 6 36,000Measuring tapes (50 meter) 
 17,500 5 87,500Hand Scales (100 kg capacity) " 20,000, .3* ,60,000 

Subtotal 
 888,'500. 

Supplies
 

Stationary, etc. 
 500,00
Maps (including aerial photos) 
 .'60b000
.Books and publications 
 100000
 

* Subtotal 
 210,000
 

Total Estimated Cost 
 1,330,000
 
Contingencies (25%) 
 332,500
 

- Total Cost 1,662,500
 

l/ Survey instrument would normally be assigned to conservation
specialist or engineer from the Kabupaten or Kecamatan. 
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TABLE' F-35 

ESTIMATED COST FOR ONE COMPLETE METEOROLOGICAL STATION 

(Rupiah - January 1980 Values) 

Item Per Station Rp. Costi/

Quantity 

Automatic raingage with tipplng, bxUcket 

(24-hour clock) 1 300,000 

Standard raingages 8 ,124,000 

Charts for raingage (Belfort) 24,boxes 62,000
 

Evaporation pan inducting wall, max. mn. 
thermometei, and wind recorder 1 310,000 

Sunshine duration recorder (Campbell Stokes)2- 1. 186,000 

Wind recorder with parts . , 328,600 
. ,. " .: . I!,'n ,- ,. 

Maximum-Minimum thermometers (Townsend Support)' 6 4,46,500 

Sling Psychometer (manual) .62,000 

Shelter for thermometers (locally built) 1 -37,200 

Water Supply tank (200 liters) 11,.15,000 

Thermometers HM-lAC-R 6 27,900 

Enclosure fence, 11 gage steel link wire me.-_ 
post set iTi concrete (6 meters x 10 meters ... 35.0 
including foundation for each instrument) 375,000 

1,874,200
 

-Contingencies.:25% . ._468,550
 

Total . 2,342,750 

Imported itemsbased on exchange-ratie of U.S..$ .. 00 Rp.F620.
1/ 
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Government Cost: 

-
To6s f Demonstration Watershed 

Detaied ,Soil Surveys 

Socio-Agro-Economic Survey 
- ---.. ~--

Meteorologic Station 


Sediment M64asuremiifts 


Surface Runoff- Masuiem-ent 
-Conservation Measures 


Kabupaten Boyolali ss 


Project Administration (5%) 


Subtotal Government Cost 


Farmer.Cost: i
 

Conservation Measures 


Maintenance of Conservation: Measures.-

Subtotal Farmer Cost"" 


Total Costi. 

.2Item Y e a 

.1,622.5 

506.0 

500.0 
-iiO~tO

10 
*'302.7 .7'60'.0 006. 

j746.i7, .12. ;120.0 1207.0 

-:4330,0 -120.0 i. 4120,0 !.20.0 

2-,295.2 -. 3,328.7 ,3.,538.1 3,721.4 

3,.q8.,7 4,377.6 .4,345.4 4.370.7 

-1,707.5 462.5 409.2 419.6 

14,856.6 r9,71.5 8,592.7 8,811.7 

_,392.32,019.4. 2,146.3_ 2,257.6" 

l184.0 4..........452.0 736'.0 

1,392.3 2,203.4 2,598.3 9.,993.6 

16,2.8.9 11,914.9 11,191.0 11,805.3 

I/ Other farmer costs or contributions not estimated because of time limitations.
 

TABLE F-36 

ESTIMATED PROJECT COST SUMMARY FOR GUNUNGSARI PILOT WATERSHED 

(Thousand Rupiah . January 1980 Values) 

Total 

1,622.5
 

1,000.0
 
,8.


2,582.7 

1,226.7 

4,810.0
 

16,365.7
 

20,512.6
 

2,431.4
 

51,057.6
 

9,928.1
 

2,407.0
 

12,355.1
 

63,392.7
 

5 


500.0 


60.0 

120.0 


120.0 


3,482.3 


4,370.2 


432.6 


9,085.1 


2,112.5 


1,035.0 


3,147.5 


12,232.6 


506.0 



TABLE F-37 

l.etIATED" PRbECT COST sumHArY -foRWATUAGUNG- -

PILOT WATERSHMDEkONSTRATIOt.AREA
 

(Thousand Rupiah ' Jaxay 1986 Values) 

3'. 5. Total 

Government Coit:-

Tools for Debonst3a1fon Watershed i"b22.S 1,622 .5 
4etaidi-d: &1 15W4e.... •06.0.-.0: 

ocio-Agro-E'no i,' Sirveys 500.0 

-C sertion .Heasiies 
anIb~ei.iai ots:3O~.~ 

2 -0O%.- 2,9..Rs.8 ..., 
. 7....-

3,1. 
. 

. . 
'. 

3,349.,3" 
"= .. 

3 4,729.2 
". -* :. 

''ta%.o 51 3Ik-.. 
*, -C 

368,7. 
4,345.4 

376,S . 
4,37, 

386.0. 
4,370.2 
400.2 

20,12.6 
1,91 ..5 

Subtdtal 'Government Cots 8;130 - 76 .. 8,106,0.. 8,40;& 40 i2"7,1 7,906."2 
a., .,t.. -. 

Farmer':Cost:..,, ..... " 

,N!itoiaie -of Conservation Measures 165.9 406.6 662.4 931.5 2,166.4
 

Subtotal Farmer Cost .. -;2--i-983
338.3- 2-,694-.2 -. 2-,832.-8 11,101.8
 
..........................
......


Totzal_ Cost_. 9,383.1 9,72S.5 101244.5t 1O,8OO.2 11,237.3 51,39o.6
 

1/ Other farmer costs or contI. tons..1;"t estimated.because of time limitations.
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SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION GLOSSARY
 

A 

,Accelerated erosion: See erosion
 
Access road: 
 A vehicular travelway constructed to provide entry to an 

area.
 

Adequate-size farm: 
 A farm with enough resources ahd productivity to
generate enough income to (1)provide an acceptable level of
family living, (2)pay current operating expenses, (3)pay interest
on loans, and (4)allow for capital growth to keep in step with
technological growth.
 
Aerial photograph: A photograph of the earth's surface taken from
airborne equipment, sometimes called aerial photo or air photograph.

Afforestation: 
 The artificial establishment of forest crops by
planting or sowing on land that has not previously, or recently,grown trees.
 
Agronomic practices: 
 Soil and crop activities empldyed in the production
of farm crops, such as selecting seed, seedbed preparation,
fertilizing, liming, manuring, seeding, cultivation, harvesting,
curing, crop sequence, crop rotations, cover crops, striperopping,
pasture development, and others.
 
All-aged forest: 
 A stand that contains trees of all, or almost all,
age classes including those of harvestable size.
 
Aquifer: 
A geologic formation or structure that transmits water in
sufficient quantity to supply the needs for a water development;
usually saturated sands, gravel, fractures, and cavernous and
vesicular rock. 
The term water-bearing is sometimes used
synonymously with aquifer when a stratum furnishes water for a
specific use.
 
Available water capacity (soils): 
 The capacity to store water available
for 	use by plants, usually expressed in linear depths of water per
unit depth of soil; the difference between the percentage of soil
water at field capacity and the percentage at wilting point.
difference multiplied by the bulk density and divided by 100 gives
a 


This
 
value in surface cm of water per cm depth of soil.
capacity, wilting point. 

See field
 

I/ 	 Source: Resource Conservation Glossary published byConservation Society of America, 1976. 
the Soil 



B
 

Bedload: The sediment that moves by sliding,.-rolling, 6r bounding on
 
or very near the streambed; sediment moved mainly by tractive or
 
gravitational forces or both but at velocities less than the'
 
surrounding flow. 

Bedrock: The solid rock underlying soils and the regolith in depths 
ranging from zero (where exposed by erosibn)"to severaT hundred feet. 

Benchmark: 1. In economics, data: for- a specific time period that is 
used as a base for comparative purposes with comparable data. 
2. A fixed reference, usually placed on or near the ground, giving


•the 	measurement in elevation of that point in relation to-mean se
 
level :or some other reference datum.
 

Bench terrace: See terrace.
 

Brush matting: 1. A matting of branches placed on badly eroded land to 
conserve moisture and reduce'erosion 'while treed or other vegetative

•covers 'arebeing established: ' 2. 'Amatting bf..mesh wire and brush 
used to retard streambank erosion. 

Bulk density: -In soils".the mass of dry soil per unit. bulk volumd." 
The bulk volume is determined before drying to constant weight at 
105 degrees centigrade. 

C.
 

Canal: A constructed open channel for transporting water from the
 
source of supply to the point of distribution..
 

Channel improvement: The improvement of the flow characteristics of
 
a channel by clearing, excavation, realignment, lining, or other'i
 
means in order to increase its capaciyr sometimes used to connote
 
channel stabilization.
 

Channel stabilization: -Erosion preventio, and stabilization of velocity
 
distribution in a channel using jetties, drops, revementsj,

vegetation, and other measures.
 

Channel.,storage: . Water temporarily stored in. channels while enroute 
to an outlet.
 

Check.(Hydraulics, irrigation): A structure, .permanent or portable,

designed to raise or control the..water surface in a channel or ditch.
 

Check dam: Small dam constructed in a gully or other small watercourse
 
to decrease.the'streamflov velocity, minimize channel scour, and
 
promote deposition of sediment.
 



Clear'utting: A method of-c
on tiaradt s cti.tng that removes e 0 retimbr stand on the'area out See selective cutting-* 

Compaction: 
 i. To unite firmly; the act or process of becoming compact.
2. In geology, the changing,of'loQse sediment into hard, firm 'rock..
3. In soil engineering, the process by which the soil grains are
rearranged to decrease void space and bring them into closer contact
with one'another, thereby ncreasingi 
 the weight of solid material ,per
cubic foot., 4. In solid waste disposal, the reducing-of the bulk of
solid waste by rolling and tamping.
 

Companion crop: A crop sown. with another rop; Used particularly forsmall grains with which forage crops arie sowh. 
Preferred to thA 
term nurse crop.
 

Compost:" O iganic residuesora ** o oroiga i d
 
that have been piled and allo0wd'to underg9 
 oiogical decomposition,
until relatively stable. 
 w.. 
 ........ 
 . c s
o 
 n 

Composting: A controlled proces of degrding' .. rganic:at'erby 
microorganisms. Techniques inc"lde:
 
Mechanical: 
 A method, in .which the.compost .is'continuously and
mechanically mixed .and.
aerated...
 
Ventilated cell: 
 the compost "ismixed arld erated'by being dropped&,through a vertical series of ventilate'd cells.''., 
Windrow ., .An open-air method in',which compostable .jiterial' l

in.windrows, piles I.: iS p ace d *4 or ventilated;bins or pits-and -is occasionallyturned ,or mixe'd.. :The.process may be anaerobic or aerobic. 
 .
 
Comprehensive plan: A report. from a governmental planning agency -thatdescribes how its area of Jurisdiction should be developed, expiessing
both policies and a coordinated plan for public and private land use,.
a transportation system, 'and public services, and facilities. 
Also
called comprehensive development plan,.general plan, maeter plan.
 
Comprehensive planning program: 
 A continuing process which includes
research on the conditions and trends in.hysical, social, and
economic development; preparation and adoption"of'a comprehensive
plan; programming of capital'improvements; and initiation of the
regulatory and administrative measures for implementation and
maintenance of the plan...

Conservation'plan for farm, ranch,or nonagricultural land unit:


: The properly recorded decisions of,the.eooperating landowner ooperator 6n: how he plans, within practical'limits, to use his land 


inan operating unit within its capability and to treat itaccordingto!its needs .for maintenance or: improvemeht of the'sbil, water, aidplant resources. 



Conservation standards: Standards for various types of soils and landuses, including criteria, techniques, and methods for the control
of erosion and sediment resulting from land disturbing activities.
 
Conservation tillage: 
Any tillage system which reduces loss of soil
or water compared to unridged or clean tillage.
 
Contour: 
I. An imaginary line on the surface of the earth connecting
points of the same elevation. 
2. A line drawn on a map connecting
points of the same elevation.
 

Contour Farming: 
 Conducting field operations, such as plowing,
planting, cultivating, and harvesting, on the contour.
 
Contour stripcropping: 
 Layout of crops in comparatively rarrow strips
in which the farming operations arecontour. Usually strips of grass, 

performed approximately on the
close-growing crops, or falloware alternated with those in cultivated crops.
 

Cover: 
 1. Vegetation or other material providing protection.
2. Fish, a variety of items Including undercut banku, trees, roots,and rocks in the water where fish seek necesuary protection orsecurity. 3. In forestry, low-growing shrubs, vines, andherbaceous plants under the trees. 
4. Ground and soils, any
vegetation producing a protecting mat on or just abovesurface. the soil5. £.'eam, generally trees, large shrubs, grasses, andforbs that ,-hade and otherwise protect the stream from erosion,temperature elevation, or sloughing 
of banks. 6. Vegetation,all plants of all sizes and species found on an area, irresp.,ativeof whetler they have forage or other value. 
7. Wildlife, plants
or objects used by wild animals for nesting, rearing of young,resting, escape from predators, or protection from adverse

environmental conditions.
 

Cover crop: A close-growing crop grown primarily for the purpose of
protecting and improving soil between periods of regular crop
production or between trees and vines in orchards and vineyards.
 
Critical area: A severely eroded sediment producing area thatrequires special management to establish and maintain vegetationin order to stabilize soil conditions.
 
Crop residue: The portion of a plant or crop left in the field after

harvest, 

Crop residue management: 
 Use of tMat portion of the plant o- crop leftin the field after harvest for pzotection or improvement of the soil.
 
Crop rotation: 
The growing of different crops In recurring succession 

on the saine land. 



Cultivar: 
An assemblage of cultivated plants which is clearly

distinguished by its characters (morphological, physiological,

cytological, chemical, or others) and which when reproduced

(sexually or asexually), retains those distinguishing characters.

The terms cultivar and variety are exact equivalents. 

Cut: Portion of land surface or area from which earth has beenremoved or will be removed by excavation; the depth below original

ground surface to excavated surface.
 

Cut-and-fill: Process of earth moving by excavating part of an areaand using the excavated material for adjacent embankments or fill 
areas. 

Cut-over forest: A forest in which most or all of the merchantable 
timber has been cut.
 

D 

Debris: The loose material arising from the disintegration of rocks
and vegetative material; transportable by streams, ice, or floods.
 
Deep percolation: Water that percolates below the root zone and
 

cannot be used by plants.
 

Degradation: To wear down by erosion, especially through stream action. 

Deposition: The accumulation of material dropped because of a slackening 
movement of the'transporting agent (water or wind). 

Depths effective soil: 
 The depth of soil material that plant roots can
penetrate read'ily to obtain water and plant nutrients; the depth to
 a layer that differs sufficiently from the overlying material inphysical ov chemical properties to prevent or seriously retard the
 
growth of roots. 

Desilting area: An area of grass, shrubs, or other vegetation usedfor inducing deposition of silt and other debris from flowing water;

located above a stock tank, pond, field, or other area needing

protection from sediment accumulation. See filter strip.
 

Detention dam: A dam constructed for the purpose of temporary storage
of streamflow or surface runoff and for releasing the stored water
 
at controlled rates.
 

Diversion dam: A barrier built to divert part or all of the water from 
a stream into a different course. 



Diversion terrace: Diversions-; which differ from terraces n tha+ they

consist of individually designel.channels across a hillside; "mayba
 
used to protect bottomland froxm hillside runoff or may be need.6d
 
above a terrace system for protection against runoff finom an
 
unterraced area; may.also divert water out vf z tivet gullies, protect 
farm buildings from runoff. R'd,, e th* number of waterways, and 
sometimes used in connetion with stripcroppilg to shorten the length
of slope so that the strips can effectively control erosion. 
See terTace. 

Drop spillway: Overfall structure in which the water drops over a
 
vertical wall onto an apron at a lower elevation.'"
 

Drop structure: A structure for dropping water to a lower level and
 
dissipoting its surplus energy; a fall. 
A drop may be vertical or
 
inclined.
 

E
 

Effective precipitation:' That porti6n of total precipitation that'. 
becomes available for plant growth.' -It doei no include 
precipitation lost to deep percolation below the root zone or to
4surface runoff.-


Emergency spillway: A spilway used to carry runoff exceeding a given.
 
design flood.
 

Environment: The sum total of all the extexnal conditions 'that*may 
act upon an organism or community to 'influenc6 fis deVelopment or 
.existence. 

Erodible: Susceptible to erosion..
 

Erosion.: 1. The wearing away of the land surface by running water, wind,

ice, or other geological agents, including such processes as
 
gravitational creep. 2. Detachment and movement of soil or rock
 
fragments by water, wind,ice, or gravity. The following terms are
 
usedto describe different types of water erosion:
 

.Accelerated erosion: 'Erosion much more rapid./than normal, natural,
 
or geologic erosion, primarily as a result of the influence of
 
the activities of man or, in some cases, of other animals .or.
 
natural catastrophies that expose base surface, for example,, fires.
 

Geological erosion: 
 The normal or natural erosion caused by geolo'jical 
processes acting over long geologic periods and resulting in the 
wearing away of mountains, the bilding up of lfoodpla.ins", coastal 
plains, etc. Also called natural erosion. 



Gully erosion: The e~ioslon process whereby water accumulates'in narrow channels and, over short periods, removes the soil fromthis narrow'area to considerable depths, ranging from O.-. to 2 m
to as much as 25 to 30 m.
 
Natural erosion: 
 Wearing away of the earth's surface by water,
ice, or other natural agents under natural environmenta.L
 
-.
conditions of climate, vegetation, etc., undisturbed by man.

Also called geological erosion;
 

Normal erosion: The gradual erosion of land used by man which does
not greatly exceed natural erosion.
 
Rill erosion: 
 An erosion process in which numerous small channels.
only several inches deep are formed; occurs mainly on recently
cultivated soils. 
See rill.
 
Sheet erosion: The removal 'ofa fairly uniform layer of soil from
the land surface by runoff water.
 
Splash erosion: The spattering of-small soil particles caused by
the impact of raindrops on wet soils. 
The loosened and
spattered particles may or may not be subsequently removed by


surface runoff.
 

Erosion classes (soil survey): 
 A grouping of erosion conditions based
on the degree of erosion or on characteristic patterns; applied to
accelerated erosion, not to normal, natural, or geological erosion.
Four erosion classes are recognized for water erosion and three for
wind erosion. 
For details see Soil Survey Staff, U.S. Department:
of Agriculture. 1951. 
Soil survey manual. USDA Handbook 18.
U;S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
 

Evapotranspiration: The combined loss of water 'fronagiven area,and
during a specific periodof time, by -evaporation from the soil
surface and by transpiration from plants.
 

IF
 

Farm management: The-organization and administration of farmresources., including land*, labor, crops, livestock, and equipment&
 
Fd-ility.(soil): 
The quality of a soil that enables it to provide
nutrients in adequate amounts and in proper balance for the growth
of specified plants when other growth factors, such as light,
moisture, temperature, and the physical condition of the soil, are
 

favorable.
 

Fertilizer: 
Any organic or inorganic material of natural or synthetic
origin that isadded to a soil to supply elembnts essential to plant

growth.
 



Fibrous root system: A plant root system having a large number of 
small, finely divided, widely spreading roots but no large
 
individual roots. Typified by grass root system. See taproot
 
system.
 

Field planting (forestry): The establislment of woody plants on land
 
essentially-free of trees, including woody plantings for the
 
protection of critical slopes, stabilization of spoil banks atd
 
sand dunee, production of wood crops, and recreation.
 

Flood: An overflow or inundation that comes from a river or other body
 
of water and causes or threatens damage.
 

Floodway: A channel, either natural, excavated, or bounded by dikes
 
and levees, used to carry excessive flood flows to reduce flooding.
 
Sometimes considered to be the transitional area between the active
 
channel and the floodplain.
 

Forage: All browse and herbaceous food that isavailable to livestock 
or game animals, used for grazing or harvested for feeding. 

Forest: A plant association predominantly of trees and other woody
 
vegetation.
 

G:
 

Gabion: A rectangular or cylindrical wire mesh cage filed with.iook 
and used as a protecting apin, revetmelt, etc,, against erosion. 

Gage height (hydraulics): The height of the water surface above some 
arbitrary datum, such as the bottom of the Channel, See stage. 

Gaging station: A selected section of a stream channel equipped with
 
a gage, recorder, or other facilities for determining stream
 
discharge.
 

Grade: 1. The slope of a road, channel, or natural ground. 2. The
 
finished surface of a canal bed, roadbed, top of embankment, or
 
bottom of excavation- any surface prepared for the support of
 
construction like paving or laying a conduit. 3. To finish the
 
surface of a canal bed, roadbed, top of embankment, or bottom
 
of excavation.
 

Grassed waterway: A natural or constructed waterway, usually board
 
and shallow, covered with erosion-resistant grasses, used to
 
conduct surface water from cropland.
 

Ground cover: 	 Any living or dead vegetative material producing a
 
protacting mat on or just above the soil surface.
 



.Gully: 
A channel or miniature valley..qut by concentrated runoff but

through which water commonly flows only during and immediately after
heavy rains or during the melting of snow; may be dendritic of
branching or it may be linear, rather long, narrow, and of uniform

width. The distinction between gully and rill is one of depth.
A gully is sufficiently deep that itwould not be obliterated by

normal tillage operations, whereas a rill is of lesser depth and

would be smoothed by ordinary farm tillage. See erosion, rill.
 

Gully erosion: See erosion.
 

Gully control plantings: The planting of forage, legume, or woody
plant seeds, seedlings, cuttings, or transplants in gullies to
establish or re-establish a vegetative cover adequate to control
runoff and erosion and incidentally produce useful products.
 

Hydraulic radius: The,cross.-ectirnal,area of a "tream divided by its
wetted perimeter, The "r" iflv.Manniig's formula.. See Manning's
formula, 

Hydrologic cycle: 
The .circuit,ofwater movement fikom the atmosphere

to the earth and return to the atmosphere through various stages
or processes, as precipitation, interception, runoff, infiltrations

percolation, .storage, evaporation, and trvanspirati6n. 

I 

Impervious soil: A soil through which water, air, or roots cannot
peneiTate, No soil is imperVious 
 to water and air all the time, 

Improvement cutting, intermediate (forestry): A cutting made in an
Immatuzre stand to harvest a 
useable product and to improve thestand's composition and character by removing undesirable speciesand trees of poor form and condition. See thinning; harvest cutting. 

Infiltration: The gradual downward flow of water from the surface
 
through soil to ground water and water table reservoirs.
 

Infiltration rate: A soil characteristic determining or describing
the maximum rate at which water ciin enter the'soil under specified

conditions, including the presenca of an excess of water.
 

Intensive cropping: Maximum use of the land by means of frequent

succession of harvested crops.
 



Interplanting: 1. In cropland, the planting of several crops together
on the same lad, for example, the planting of beans with corn.
2. Inorchards, the planting of farm crops among the trees, especially
while the trees are too small to occupy the land completely.
3. In woodland, the planting of young trees among existing trees or
brushy growth.
 

K 

Key terrace: 
 Staked terrace line that isselected as a reference in
laying out other terTaces.
 

L
 

Land capability: The suitability of land for use without permanent
damage. Land capability, as ordinarily used inthe United States,
isan expression of the effect of physical land conditions,
including climate, on the total suitability for use without damage
for crops that require regular tillage, for grazing, for woodland,
and for wildlife. 
Land capability involves consideration of
(1)the risks of land damage from erosion and other causes and
(2)the difficulties in land use owing to physical land characteristics,

including climate.
 

Land capability class: 
 One of the eight classes of land in the land
capability classification of the Soil Conservation Service;
distinguished according to the risk of land damage or the difficulty

of land use; they include:
 
Land suitable for cultivation and other uses.
Class I : Soils that have few limitations restricting their use4!,'
Class II: Soils that have some limitations, reducing the choice'of'
plants or requiring moderate conservation practices.
 
Class III: Soils that have severe limitations that reduce the
choice of plants or require special conservation practices, or
 

both.
 
Class IV: Soils that have very severe limitations that restrict
the choice of plants, require very careful management, or both.
 
Land generally not suitable for cultivation (without major treatment).

Class V! Soils that have little or no erosion hazard, but that
have other limitations, impractical to remove, that limit their
use largely to pasture, range, woodland, or wildlife food and cover.
 
Class VI: 
 Soils that have severe limitations that make them
generally unsuited for cultivation and limit their use largely to
pasture or range, woodland, or wildlife food and cover.
 



Class VII: Soils that have very severe limitations that make them
 
unsuited to cultivation and that .restricts their use largely to
 
grazing, woodland, or wildlife.
 

Class VIII: Soils and landforms that preclude their use for
 
commercial plant production and restrict their use to recreation,
 
wildlife, water supply, or aesthetic purposes.
 

Land capability classification: A grouping of kinds of soil into
 
special units, subclasses, and classes according to their capability
 
for intensive use and the treatments required for sustained use.
 

Land capability map: A map showing land capability units, subclasses,
 
and classes or a soil survey map colored to show land capability
 
classes.
 

Land capability subclass: Groups of capability units within classes of
 
the land capability classification that have the same kinds of
 
dominant limitations for agricultural use as a result of soil and
 
climate. Some soils are subject to erosion if they are not
 
protected, while others are naturally wet and must be drained if
 
crops are to be grown. Some woils are shallow or droughty or
 
have other soll deficiencies. Still other soils occur in areas
 
where climate limits their use.' The four kinds of limitations
 
recognized at the subclass levelare: risks of erosion, designated
 
by the symbol (e); wetness, drainage, or overflow (w); other root
 
zone limitations (s); and tlimatic limitations (c). The subclass
 
provides the map user information about both the degree and kind of
 
limitation. Capability class I has no subclasses.
 

Land classification: The arrangement of land units into various'
 
categories based on the properties of the land or its suitability
 
for some particular purpose. 

Land resource area: An area of land reasonably alike in its relationship 
to agriculture with emphasis on combinations and/or intensities of 
problems in soil and water conservation; ordinarily larger than a land 
resource unit and smaller than a land resource region.
 

Limestone: A sedimentary rock composed of calsium carbonate, CaCO 3.
 
There are many impure varieties.
 

Liming: The application of lime to land, primarily to reduce soil
 
acidity and supply calcium for plant growth. Dolomitic limestone
 
supplies both calcium and magnesium. May also improve soil
 
structure, organic matter content, and nitrogen content of the soil
 
by encouraging the growth of legumes and soil microorganisms.

Liming an acid soil to a pH value of about 6.5 is desirable for
 
maintaining a high degree of availability of most of the nutrient
 
elements required by plants.
 



Loose rock dam: 
 A dam built of rock without the use of mortar; a
rubble dam. 
See rock-fill dam.
 

M
 

Map, topographic: A representation of the physical features of a
portion of the earth'o 
surface as a plane surface, on which terrain
relief is shown by a system of lines, each representing a constant
elevation above a datum or reference plane.
 

Masonry dam: 
 A dam built of rock and mortar.
 
Measuring weir:-. A Ishaped notch through which water flow's are measured.
 

common shapes are rectangular, trapezoidal, and triangular.
 
Mechanica!"practices:. Soil and water conservation practic6s that
primarlily change the surface of the land or that store-, convey,
regulate, or dispose of runoff water without excessive erosion.
 
Multiple .use.: "Harnoniou& use of land for more than one purpose;
i.e., upland cropb, grazing of livestock, wildlife production,
recreation, waiershed 
nd timber production. Not necessarily-the
combination cf uses that will yield the highest economic return or
greatest unit output.
 

N
 

Nursery: .A place where plants, suoh as tr.eep, shrubs, "vinesi.and:.gasses, are propagated for transplanting or for-use as stocks for
grafting; a planting of young trees .or other plants, the young
plants being called nursery stock or planting stock.
 

0 
Overfall: Abrupt change in 
stream channel elevation; the part of a dam
or weir over which the water flows.-


Overstocked (forestry): 
A condition in
a stand or forest indicating
more trees than normal or'that full stocking would"require.
 



P
 

Parent material (soils): The unconsolidated, more or less chemically
weathered mineral or organic matter from which the solum of soils
 
has developed by pedogenic processes. The C horizon may or may not

consist of materials similar to those from which the A and, B horizor 
developed.
 

Pasture planting: Establishing adapted herbacious species on land to
 
be treated and grazed as tame pasture.
 

Percolation: The downward movement of water through soil, especially
the downward flow of water in saturated or nearly saturated soil at
hydraulic gradients of the order of 1.0 or less. 

Permeability: Capacity for transmitting a fluid. 
It is measured by
the rate at which a fluid of standard viscosity can move through
material in
a given interval of time under a given ,iydraulic gradien
 

Plant residue: See crop residue, humus, litter, mor, mulch, soil
 
organic matter..
 

Probable maxiliuln precipitation: An estimate of the physical upper limi 
to the amount of precipitation *hat can fall 'over a specific area in 
a given time. Abbr. PMP. 

Protection forest: An area wholly or partly covered'with woody groith,

managed primarily for its beneficial effects on soil and water
conservation rather than for wood oriforage production;
 

R'.
 

Rainfall excess (hydraulics): The volume of rainfall that,.wil 
result
 
in runoff.
 

Rainfall intensity? The rate at which rain is, falling.at any gioven.
instant, usually expressed in inches per hour.
 

Recording gage: An automatic instrument for making a graphic record

of quantities or conditions, such as flow, stage, rainfall, and
 
temperature, in relation to time.
 

Reforestation: Restocking an area with forest trees.
 

Ridge plating: A planting method in which crops are planted on ridges;

usually refers to only one seed row planted on each ridge.
 

Rill: A small, intermittent water course with steep sides, usually

only a few inches deep and, hence, no obstacle to tillage operations.
 

Rill erosion: See erosion.
 

http:falling.at


Root zone: The part of the soil that is penetrated or can be penetrated
 
by plant roots.
 

Rotation forestry: The planned number of years required to establish
 
and grow trees to a specific maturity. The age at harvest is called
 
the rotation age.
 

Runoff plots: Areas of land, usually small, arranged so the portion
 
of rainfall or other precipitatioh flowing off and perhaps carrying
 
soluble materials and soil may be measured. Usually, the flow from
 
runoff plots includes only surface flow.
 

S
 

Saltation: Particle movement in water or wind where particles skip
 
or bounce along the stream bed or soil surface.
 

Saturate: 1; To fill all the voids between soil particles with liquid.
 
2. To form the most concentrated solution possible under a given set
 
of physical conditions in the presence of an excess of the substance.
 

Scour: To abrade and wear away; used to describe the wearing away of
 
terrace or diversion channels or stream beds.
 

Sediment: Solid material, both mineral and organic, that is in
 
suspension, isbeing transported, or has been moved from its site
 
of origin by air, water, or gravity, and has come to rest on
 
the earth's surface either above or below sea level.
 

Sediment discharge: The quantity of sediment, measured indry weight
 
or by volume, transported through a stream cross-section in a given
 
time. Sediment discharge consists of both suspended load and bedload,
 

Sedimentation: The process or action of depositing sediment.
 

Sheet erosion: See erosion.
 

Slope: The degree of deviation of a surface from horizontal, measured
 
in a numerical ratio, percent, or degrees. Expressed as a ratio or
 
percentage, the first number is the vertical distance (rise) and the
 
second is the horizontal distance (run), as 2:1 or 200 percent.
 
Expressed in degrees', it is the angle of the slope from the horizontal
 
plane with a 900 slop6 being vertical (maximum) and 450 being a 1:1
 
slope.
 

Soil classification: The systematic arrangement of soils into groups or
 
categories on the basis of their characteristics. Broad groupings are
 
made on the basis of general characteristics; subdivisions on the basis
 
of more detailed differences in specific properties.
 



Soil conservation: 
Using the soil within the limits of its physical

characteristics and protecting it from unalterable limitations of
 
climate and topography.
 

Soil-conserving crops: Crops that prevent or retard erosion and 
maintain or replenish rather than deplete soil organic matter.
 

Soil-depleting crops: 
 Crops that under the usual management tend to
 
deplete nutrients and organic matter in the soil and permit

deterioration of soil structure.
 

Soil erosion: The detachment and movement of soil from the land
 
surface by wind or water. 
See erosion.
 

Soil fertility: The quality of a soil that enables it to provide

nutrients in adequate amounts and in proper balance for the

growth of specified plants, when other growth factors, such as
 
light, moisture, temperature, and phsical condition of soil,
 
are favorable.
 

Soil loss tolerance: The maximum average annual soil loss in tons
 
per hectare per year that should be permitted on a given soil.
 

Soil morphology: 1. The physical constitution, particularly the 
structural properties, of a soil profile as exhibited by the kinds,thickness, and arrangement of the horizons in the profile, and bythe texture, structure, conststency, and porosity of each horizon.2, The structural characteristics of the soil or any of its parts. 

Soil organic matter: The organic fraction of the soil that includes
 
plant and animal residues at various stages of decomposition,

cells and tissues of soil organisms, and substances synthesized by

the soil population. Commonly determined as the amount of organic

material contained in a soil sample passed through a 2-millimeter
 
sieve.
 

Stabilized grade: 
 The slope of a channel at which neither erosion nor
 
deposition occurs.
 

Stilling basin: 
An open structure or excavation at the foot of an

overfali, chute, drop, or spillway to reduce the energy of the
 
descending ,treami
 

Stony: Containing sufficient stones to interfere with tillage but not
 to make intertilled crops impracticable. Stones may occupy 0.01 to

0.1 percent of the surface. Stoniness is not a part of the soil
textural class. The terms "stony" and "very stony" may modify the
soil textural class name in the soil type, but this is simply a 
brief way of designating stony phases.
 



Stream gaging: The quantitative determination of stream flow .using'
gages, current meters, weirs, or other measuring .instruments'at

selected locations. 
See gaging station.
 

Stubble mulch: 
 The stubble of crops or crops residues left essentially"
in place on the land as a surface cover during fallow and' the growing
of a succeeding crop.
 

Subwatershed: A watershed subdivision of unspecified size that fo;-ms'. 
a convenient natural unit. See watershed. 

Suspended load: Solids or sediments suspended .in a fluid by the upwardcomponents of turbulent currents or by colloidal suspension. 

T 

Terrace: 1. An embankment or combination of an embankment and channelconstructed across a slope to control erosion by diverting or storingsurface runoff instead 6f permitting it to flow unibterrupted downthe slope. 
Terraces or terrace systems may be classified by their
alignment, gradient, outlet, 4nd cross-section. Alignment may be
parallel or non-parallel. Gradient'may be level, uniformly graded,
or vardably graded. 
Grade is Often incorporated to permit parallelingthe terraces. 
Outlets may be soil infiltration only,'vegetated
waterways, tile outlets, or dombinations thereof. Cross-'section may
be narrow base, broad base, bench, steep backslope, flat channel,
or channel. 
2. A level, usually narrow plain bordering a river.
lake, or sea.. Rivers sometimes are bordered by terraces at

different levels.
 

Terrace outlet channel: Channel, usually.haiing a vegetative covertinto which the flow from one or more terraces Is discharged ands.
conveyed from the field.
 

Terrace system: 
 A series of terraces occupying a slope and-disl
chgkirunoff into one or more outlet channels. 

Velocjij head(Hydraulies)- Head due, to the Veioci*i of a moving fluid,"eqialto %the square bf the mean veloc .±t .twidedb, twice the

acce! ation due. to graVIty'..
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Water conservation: The physical control, protection, management, and
 
use of water resources in such a way as to maintain crop, grazing,

and forest lands; vegetal cover; wildlife; and wildlife habitat for
 
maximum sustained benefits to people, agriculture, industry,
 
commerce, and other segments of the national economy. 

Water management: Application of practices to obtain added benefits

from precipitation, water, or water flow in any of a number of 
areas, such as irrigation, drainage, wildlife and recreation,
water supply, watershed management, and water storage in soil for 
crop production. See irrigation water management, watershed 
management. 

Water resources: The supply of groundwater and surface water in a 
given area.
 

Watershed area: All land and water within the confines of a draiage
divide or a water problem area consisting in whole or in part of 
land needing drainage or irrigation. 

Watershed management: Use, regulation, and treatment of water and land 
resources of a watershed to.accomplish stated objectives.
 

Watershed planning: Formulation of a plan to use and treat water .nd 
land resources. 

Waterway: A natural course or constructed channel for the fiow of 
water. See grassed waterway, 

Wetted perimeter: Length of the wetted contact between a liquid AM 
its containing conduit, measured along!,a plane a right angiestb 
the direction of flow.
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Note 
(A) - Corn or Palawija Crops
(B) - Grass 

Contour strip cropping on a slope. On steep slopes the clean-tilled
 
strips should be on the exact contour and usually not more then
 
15 meters wide. In this instance the corn or other palawija crop
 
strips are protected by the intervening strips of grass, which effec
tively check erosion.
 

TUNTANG AND RELATED RIVERS 
BASINS DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

CONTOUR STRIP 
CROPPING 
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CROSS SECTION OF A DIVERSION
 

Adiveru1~n ditch ar-ound the head of a gully. The gully isbeing

planted to timees And gr~ass. t~he ditch drains both ways.
 

TUNTANG AND RELATED RIVERS 
U8SINS, DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

bIVEiRSKJN CHANN~EL 
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4~SECTION A 
DIVERSION 

SECTION B 
CONSERVATION TERRACE 

i . ., , , 

SECTION C 
GRASSED WATERWAY 

TUNTANG AND RELATED RIVERS 
BASINS DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

BASIC COMPONENTS -OF MECHANICAL 
PROTECTION'
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LIP 

HORIZONTAL TERRACES 

ORIGINAL LA~ND SWF C 

TOE DRAIN 

FORWARD SLOPED TERRACES 

ORIGINAL LAND SURFACE 

!'.TOE DRARI 

REVERSE SLOPED TERRACES 

TUNTANG AND RELATED RIVERS
 

BASINS DEVELOPMENT PLAN
 
TYPES OF BENCH TERRACES
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NOTE&: TUNTANG AND RELATED RIVERS 
A- GULLY PLUGS BASINS DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
B,- BENCH TERRACE DRAINING BENCH 
C- RISER TERRACES -WA( 

FROM GULLIES 
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TUNTANG AND RELATED RIVERS 
BASINS DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
SMALL ROCK CHECKS 

IN A WATERWA? 
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TUNTANG AND RELATED RIVERS 
BASINS DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

USE OF SMALL ROCK 
CHECKS FOR GRADE 

. STABILIZATION 
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S .. A 

An open-top culvert constructed of wood. Spreaders on the bottom of the logs
maintain culvert shape and the 5-cm spaces between the boaras prevent water 
from running down wheel tracks and across the culvert. 

CUT MANK 

% NWTLIU'hA 

0 
Installation of an open-top culvert. Culverts should be slanted at least

300 downslope to help prevent plugging.
 

TUNTANG AND RELATED RIVERS 
BASINS DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
USE OF OPEN- TOP 

CULVERTS ON ROADS 
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TUNTANG AND RELATED RIVER$S[ 
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DETAIL OFWATERBREAK CONSTRUCTION 
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PREUMINARY SrAFF ORCANZ1r PLAN
 
FOR AN INTEGRATED WATERSHED MANAGEMENT
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TUNTANG AM RELATED RIVERS
 

BASINS DEVELOPMENT PLAN
 

GUNUNGSARI PILOT WATERSHED AREA
 
BASIC TERRACE AREA LOCATION MAP
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Steps in contour wattling and planting::
 

A = Stakes set in contour rows, showing approximate angle of the stakes
slope.
 

,whichbisects the "1plumb bob" line and a line at right angle to the
 

B = Trench cat just above the stakes.
 
C = Brush wattles packed into trench resting against stakes.
 
D = Lower contour completed, with brush wattling partly buried by soil
 

from next\trench above.
 
E = 	Sowing and planting; cereal grains are sown at g (and at g' in extremely
 

extremely loose soil or where wattles are 4 feet (1.25 m) or
 
farther apart): native seeds or plants are set at s-p. (From U.S.
 
Forest Set-vice Handbook)
 

TUNTANG AND RELATED RIVERS 

BASINS DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

CONTOUR WATTLING 
AND STAKING 
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A.A , 

SD 

Notes: 

A - Profile of Bench Terrace 
B - Original ground surface 
C -. Bed of waterway well sodded (Profile) 
D - 30 cm thick with stones laid horizontally.
E- On foot at drop 0.30 cm thick (0,50 mmin.)
F- Position of drop sited such that waterway is 

kept in cut material 
- Small dike (20 cm width and 0.20 m high)

H - Small ditch (0.20 m width and 0.20 m deep) 

TUNTANG AND RELATED RIVERS 

BASINS DEVELOPMENT. PLAN 

BENCH TERRACE AND
 
WATFWAY CROSS SECTION 
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TUNTANG AND RELATED RIVERS
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DEFINITIONS, DIMENSIONS
 
AND PROPERTIES OF
 

BENCH TERRACES
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lop of terrace bottom of terrace ims 

fill origiri oromw cut 
up to 10 meters 

BROAD BASED TERRACE CROSS SECTION 

originao 3 4 ers 

NARROW BASE TERRACE CROSS-_ SECTION 

TUNTANG AND RELATED RIVERS 
BASINS DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

CONSERVATION TERRACE 
CROSS SECTIONS 
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uphill side d downhill 

bottom widtkh 

original ground surface 

TRAPEZOIDAL DITCH 

EQUATIONS 

AREA (A) bd 4-zd2WETTED 
It 

__+2d___I___PERIMETER (P) 

HYDRAULIC , ~ ":d
 
RADIUS CR) b+2d VI zm
 

TOP (t) t =b2dz
 
WIDTH (T) T =b +2Oz
 

VELOCITY(V) V =R ST 

FLOW (Q) Q AV i 

TUNTANG AND RELATED RIVERS
 
BASINS DEVELOPMENT PLAN
 

DIVERSION DITCH 
CROSS SECTION 
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SECTION OF DAM THROUGH CENTERLINE OF THE GULLY
 

aI 

SECTION OF'TH'E DAM AT THE CROSS SECTION OF THE GULLY 

LEGENDb 
a a original gully bottom 
b a aOria gully cross section 
c spillway 
d * crest of freeboard 

d d 

a - excavation tor key 

f -excavation 

g - end sill 

tor apron 

TUNTANS AND RELATED 
BASINS DEVELOPMENT 

RIVERS 
PLANi 

LOOSE ROCK 
CHECK DAM 
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a = orginal gully bottom 
b = excavated area of head-cut'wAll 
c = spillway 
d = crest of freeboard 
e = excavation for key 
f  excavation for apron 
g = end sill 
h = rock fill 

TUNTANG AND RELATED RIVERS 
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GULLY HEADGUT CONTROL 
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